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Abstract
Doctor of Philosophy: Margatet Kathleen Tonkin
Title: Critical Fictions/Fictional Critiques: Angela Cartet and Decadent
Iconographies of Woman
This thesis examines conflictìng claims made about the fictron of British femlnist wtiter
Angela Carter. The first claim, made by cdtics such as Bdtzolakis, Clatk,I{appeler and Dwotkin,
is that Carter's intettextual allusions to canonical male-authored texts constitute a form of litetary

fetishism that is antithetical to her professed feminism. The second claim, made by Cafier herself,
is that her frction is a form of literary criticism. In otdet to evaluate the validity of each of these
claims, the thesis examines Carter's intertextual allusions to that sttand of the European, male-

authored canon commonly termed the Decadence, which stretches from Hoffmannn through to
Proust, and which is characterised by a heavily feushrzed representation of \7oman. The thesis

performs a series of readings rn which Carter's fictions ate juxtaposed with the canonical texts to
which she alludes, and which also situate het fictional cdtique within the history of the critical
tradrtions and debates surtounding these texts. The thesis examines het intettextual allusion to
texts by Floffmann, Proust, Poe, Baudelaire and VilIiets de L'Isle-Adam, with sections on the

representation of \7oman as doll, Muse andy' mme fatale. I conclude that Carter' s deployment of
aspects

of the decadent iconography of \X/oman is an i::onic, highly self-conscious feminist

strategy, which can best be undetstood as an instance of \X/altet Benjamin's dialectical image.
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Section 1. lntroduction: the Question of fetishism
"r\ felish

is a story masquetading as an object" (Stoller 155)

Fetishism is a very

sticþ

subject. Äs Baudrillard obsewes, "the tetm "fetishism" almost

has a life of its own. Instead of functioning as a metalanguage for the magical thinking of others,

it turns

against those r.vho use it, and surreptitrously exposes their own maglcal thinking"(50).

A.ttempts to critique representations of fetishism tend to become enmeshed in replicating that
long-drawn out and repetitive Lngering over Lngutstrc and visual detarl that in itself constitutes
the fetishisttc. This tendency of fetishism to rebound on those who set out to expose it makes

a

theoretical or fictional feminist criuque of the fetishization of women in cultutal fotms doubly
problematic. Neither Angela Carter's ptofessed feminism, nor her claim to be engaged in an
investigation rnto the social fiction of femininity, has staunched a flow of accusations by other
feminists that het writing reinscribes the misogynistic, highly fetishized tepresentations of women
that are endemic r.vithin patùarchal cultures.

of

Carter's labyrinthine intettextuality has also rendeted het r.'ulnerable to the charge

indulging in literary fetishism, of being "parasitic upon... empty styles" in Robert Clark's
dismissive words (156), Her ptocliviry for makrng intettextual allusions to those strands of the

male-authored literary canon, such as the Symbolists and thefru

de siècle

Decadents, which are

saturated by a fetishistic iconography of femininity, has futthet compounded het offence in the
eyes

of m^ny feminist critics. Fot example, Christina Britzolakis, in her essay "Angela Cattet's

Fetishism" suggests that Catter's fiction comes perilously close to participating in the masculine
scenalios of fetishism that sheis purpotedly deconstructing (53). Btitzolakis clarms that Cartet's
fetrshism is enacted at the level of representation, particularly the representations of femininity
spectacle that permeate het fiction, and also at the linguistic level. Indeed, she posits an

interelation between these two levels, seetng the objectifrcation of women

as spectacle as

inseparable from the highly figurative language in which this objectification is conveyed,

1

a

as

language "saturated with sensuous detail, with cotuscating surfaces and ornate façades"(45)

Hence Britzolakis proposes that Catter's use of language, because it "foregtounds its own
spectacular stylistic effects", is itself a form of fetishism, a "fetishism of the sþifret"(47):
An intensely specular fìgurative eûergy turns language into

a matter

of collecting, hoatding,

displayrng, fondling, possessing and contjnually looking, an activity at once clinical and
museological.... \ùZords are flaunted as objects; disctete irnages are isolated from their context.
Although Carter describes herself as an allegorist, hete, as elsewhere, she writes as an unabashed
female fetishist; and it is the conjunction, as well as the disjunction, between these two terms,
fetishism and allegory, that requiles closet scrutiny. (46)

,{.lthough her thesis is infinitely more complex and subtle, Btitzolakis' accusation contains
an echo of charges laid earher by anti-pornography feminists, particularly in tefetence to Tbe
Bloo$t Cbamber and Tþe S adeian ltr/oman, that Catier ends up by teduplicating the pornographic

objectrficatron of women that she is ostensibly ctitiquing. This point is made ttenchantly by
Patricia Duncker in het review

of

Tþe

B/ooþ Chamber. !7hilst lauding Carter's genuinely odginal

style, and her ambition to re-imagrne "the atchetypes of the imaginauon" through her revision

of

the fafuy tale, Duncker asserts that Carter ends up teptoducingra;ther than altering "th" original,
deeply, rigrdly sexist psychology of the etotic"(6). Äs fat as Duncker is concetned, Catter's

attempt to rewri.te the tales from a female perspective and tnfuse their etotic component with
female desire fails because she does not imbue them with an autonomous female sexuality, only

"female erotic rngenuiry" in response to masculine sexual aggression. "I would suggests that all
we are watching, beautifully packaged and unveiled," Duncker concludes, "is the dtual drsrobing

of the willing victim of pornography"(7). Avis Lewallen expresses
ambivalent representation of female sexuality

n

The

a similar disquiet about the

B/ooþ Chamber. Although she acknowledges

the ironic discourse that Cartet sets in motion by forcrng the teader to read het tevisions of the
tales against

their famthar written precedents, Lewallen still contends that the tales ultrmately

rernscdbe the Sadeian dualism of victot/victim. She finds the narrative strategy of rnducrng the
readet to identi$r and sympathize with the masochism of the female victrm of the title story
especially troubling, objectìng in panicular to the seductive quality of Carter's wtitìng (151,-152).

2

-As

the readet will have noted, these ctitics unanimously hnd against Carter both

thematically and on the basis of her ornate prose style. Het habitual use of figuratrve language, or
as Bdtzolal¡rs

would have it, her "fetishism of the sþifrer"(47) is seen somehow to rendet the

fetishistic images of women that pepper het fiction even more teptehensible. The singling out of
Catter's language usage as particulat grounds for offence by these critics is revealing. Ate they
suggesting that fetishized images of women presented in a platner, more litetal prose style, devoid

of the extravag nt lexicon, the zeugmas, oxymorons, and other figutes of speech that chancterize
Catter's writing, would be more acceptable? Can the alleged fetishizauon of women in Catter's

fiction be separated from her alleged fetishrzation of language? As far

as her

wtitng

style is

concerned, Carter has openly described herself as a mannedst incapable of writing "plain,
transparent prose," even though she admires such writing (Haffenden 91). She claims that het
mannerism is simply a response to the tenor of the times, which, after Cyri. Connolly, she
describes as "closing trme in the Gardens of the West"(Haffenden 91). Herein,

I will atgue,

lies

the explanation as to why her highly figurative and ornamented sfyle evokes such a hostde
response from these ctitics.

In

Reading in Detai/: AeslheÍics and the Feminine,

Naomi Schot demonstrates that whrlst rn

pre-Renaiss^rtce att the detail was ttaditionally linked to the sacted, since the Renaissance
excessive ornamentation rn all cultural forms has been censured. -According to Schor, the

immensely influential aesthetic theories of Sir Joshua Reynolds and Hegel both sttess that the
ideal of

Att

is to rmprove upon Natute, to eÍase the natural flaws

of matter, which is gendered

femrnrne, by the rmposition of fotm, which is gendered masculine (Schot Reading in Detail 11-22).

In his

Discourse on

Art

Reynolds ptoclaims that the great style rn att is to avoid details, which are

identihed with monstrosity, pathology and pollution. The system of aesthetics that Hegel
expounds further demonizes the detail by associaung excessively ornamented or detailed art with
the withering

of cultural forms, that is to

say,

with decadence. Even Baudelaite, so often called

the father of French Decadence, states "att is nothing but an abstraction and a sactiftce of the
a

J

detail to the whole" (Baudelaire "Salon of 1.846" 149). Schor claims that much of the critical

hostility duected towards realism, natutalism and decadence in the nineteenth century was
provoked by their tendency to focus on the patticular rathet than the general, in deFrance of the
axioms of Neo-Classical aesthetics.

Allegory is also enmeshed rn detail, rn that it always involves a synecdochal substitution of
the parucular lot the general, the part for the whole. It is interesting that Britzolakis identifies the

conjunction of allegory with fetishism in Carter's work

as

requinng futther scrutiny, given that

both fetishism and allegory hinge on foregtounding the detail whilst gestunng towatds something
other, something that remains unspoken.

It is also intetestìng to find that allegory, Iike feushism,

has been linked to decaden ceby at least one

critic, In

denigrated allegory as the exemplary modern

^tt

Studies in Euroþean Realìrm

Geotg Lukács

forrr', claimrng that the oversþifrcation of

allegorical detail testrfies to the loss of ttanscendental

sþifiers in modetnity,

and that allegoty,

like Moderni.sm, denies typicality and desttoys the world's cohetence. From the distinctive
Marxist perspective that Lukács adopts, the rise of modemist allegoty is concomitant with the
decline in the integtity of European cultute that took place as the nineteenth century drew to its
close, and thus concomitant with the advent of the decadent movement.

The rmbdcation of ornamentalism with decadence, and decadence with fetishism, in the
art of the -Aestheuc movement of the late nineteenth century is beyond dispute. The Decadents
coritïavened the tenets of Neo-Classical aesthetics by teverencing the detail, honouring the thingrn-itself as rvorthy of contemplation, without requfuing that it necessatily be subsumed into some
greater whole, \Øhilst the most striking and tecogntzable characteristic of Decadent and

Symbolist art is the tdeabzation of atttfice,fn
earü.er

de siècle

art also has much in common with the art of

pedods that are similarly desþated as decadent, such as the Batoque. Lrke the art of the

Baroque period, Symbolist and Decadent art is characterized by extreme embellishmeri.t, Iush and

hyperbolic language and imager/, and an excessive preoccupation with that which is usually
deemed

rnsþificant, that is, a fetishism of detail. "Decadence," Schot
4

asserts, "is a pathology

of

the detail" (Reading ìn Detail 3). Commentìng on the essence of literary decadence, Paul Boutget
writes, "a decadent style is one where the unity of the book decomposes to glve v/ay to the
independence of the page, whete the page decomposes to give way to the independence of the

word"(20). There is an obvious homology here between the operations of fetishism and the
decadent style. In both, supposedly insignificant detail has the ability to seduce the subject away

ftom the prescribed lelos of the activity, whethet it is the normative goal of heterosexual
intetcourse or the pursrut of narrative to its ending.
Given the percepuon that feushism, "detailism" (to adopt Schot's neologism) and
decadence are inextricably linked, it is perhaps rnevitable that Carter's foregrounding

of the word,

her virtuosic metaphoricity, her ptedilection for the over-wrought and overwritten figure

of

speech rather than "plain, transpaïent prose," is read by hostile ctitics as a mark of decadence.

This unstated but implied perception that Cattet's linguistic "detailsm" constitutes a kind of
decadence surfaces most revealingly rn Btitzolakis' claim that her language is "saturated with
sensuous detail,

with coruscating sutfaces and ornate façades"(45), and in het comment that in

Carter's writrng "words ate flaunted as objects; discrete images ate isolated ftom their

context"(46).Brítzolakts' phrasing accentuates the erotic quality of the wotd, the sensuality of the
detail that she detects in Carter's writing, and finds so disturbing. Schot, who assetts that thete is
always a

link between the detail ot ornament and the erotic, also makes this connection between

detailism and the erotic (Reading in Detail156) . In Decadent litetature, the fetishism of the

sþifier

is inseparable from the fetrshism of the signified, and

it is this dual fetishization, this

con¡ugated erottcization, which Britzolakrs senses and censutes in Carter's fiction.

Of coutse, Carter's ficuon

doeshave affiniues

with Decadent litetature: both foregtound

language, and both dwell obsessively on the intensely specularized frgure of \7oman. \ùØhat is at
issue here is whethet the stylistic and themauc affinities between them constitute srmple

tepention unmediated by any analysis, ot whether Carter's citation of this patticulady
misogynistic cultural mode opens up a space in which it can be critiqued. This question has, in
5

part, genetated my thesis, but befote golng on to considet it, I think it is imperative to point out
that an imputation of anothet's decadence can never be disintetested. Decadence, like fetishism,
carries aload of pejotative baggage, and an accusation of either reveals as much about the subject

of the accusation

as

its object.

Itis true that atthefn

de siècle

the Decadents themselves happily

appropriated the label imposed pejotatively upon them, just as contemporaty fetishists celebrate

theit psychiatric dragnosis

as a badge

of honour, but the existence of these counter-discourses

should not induce us to forget that both of these tetms have more comrnonly been used to
pathologize and stigmatize fhe Other. The pejotatrve usage of the term "decadence" casts it

as

the antrthesis of normality and progress, and links rt to a whole matrix of ideologically loaded
terms with negatrve connotations: decay, disease, exhaustion, deterioration, decline, depravity,

rmmorahty, pervetsity, entropy and degeneration, to name but a few,
Probably no one has made the connection between oÍnamentalism and physical, moral
and spiritual degenetacy more succìnctly than Ädolf Loos, thefin

de siècle

Viennese architect and

crusader against decadent ornamentalism. In his essay "Otnament and Crime" Loos contends

that "Lack of otnament is a sign of spiritual strength" (231). Loos envisages the citizens of the
twentieth century matchrng unadorned into a Modernist utopia; their clothing, furniture, food,
buildrngs, writing and speech entrely functional, sttipped of the superfluous embellishments that
are relics of past batbar-ism. Ornamentahsm is the antithesis of progress in Loos's teleological

discourse: pure functionalism muslbe the ideal of modetnity. Schor makes the point that the

reptession of the detail is always carried out in the name of a moli;,l code (Reading in Detaill56n):
Loos's polemic setves to illusttate this point well. For Loos, unnecessary embellishment sþals
evolutionary regtession, ot,

^t

best, stasis. But wheteas he avers that the

þorant

peasant who

clings to an outmoded aesthetic of ornamentalism is to be pitied, the supposedly enlightened
middle-class citizen of the mettopolis who does the same is to be spurned as a virtual cnminal
transgressing the law of Ptogress. Loos posits a statk choice- one is eitherþrProgtess, and

6

therefore again$ ornamentalism, or one is hopelessly mlted in the p^st,

^

degenetate anachronism

addicted to fetrogressive detail.
Loos's uncompromising binarism haunts the above-cited criticism of Carter's ornate

writing style, in that it is undetpinned by the assumption that the writet who is þrferztinisrn must
beþrprogrer¡ which is positioned in opposition to otnamentalsrm and decadence. She who
partakes in the stylistics

of

decadence

is effectively an agent of the opposition, albeit unwittlrgly.

The writet who dallies with decadent detail carlnot, it seems, be an authentic feminist. However, I

would argue that this objection to Carter's ornamental style bespeaks an aesthetic Puritanism on
the part of her critics that is not in the best interests of feminism. When an oppositional political
movement starts to prescribe the themes and artistic styles deemed surtable for its project, it is
skittmg perilously close to sponsortng the kind of art th,at was so risibly awful in totalitadan states
such as the Stalm's Soviet Union or Mao's China. Heroic female factory workets striving to
increase theit unit's ouq)ut are no more convincing as art tlnan thet male counte{parts, however

admirable they may be in life. Carter's project was, at least in part, to explote "the complex
dialectic of imagination and reality that ptoduces culture" (Cat;ter The S adeian lhoman 23), and her
focus on the nexus between the etotic, the imagination, the unconscious and the btoadet culture
could not easily be accommodated in a latter-day feminist vetsion of socialist realism, which is

what these critics seem to be call-rng fot.

A more ovett questioning of Carter's commitment to feminism can be found in the work

of feminist anti-pornogtaphy campaþers Andrea Dwotkin and

Suzanne I(appeler, who also

insinuate that Carter is actually a literary poseur, a decadent posing as a feminist. Fot Dwotkin
and l(appelet, broaching the subjects of female masochism and women's collusion with

patriarchal oppression, as Cartet does tn The Sadeian lWoman as well as in her fi.ction, appeats to be
tantamount to treason to the women's movement. Itonically, Dwotkin and I(appeler both
subscribe to the gendeted version of the Sadeian dualism of victor/victim that Carter is at such
pains to demystify

nTlte

Sadeìan l%oman, espousrng as they do an extremely polaÁzed view

7

of

heterosexuality in which the male is rnevitably the aggtessor, the female always the innocent,

suffering victrm. A.s has been rematked, Cattet "feated and loathed and found hiladous the
spectacle

of the suffenng woman"

(Sage "Death

of the Authot" 247)

arrd tlne íconizatton

of the

wilIing female victim that is so much part of the Judeo-Chrisuan tradrtron. As her joutnalism,
editorial work and fiction attest, Cattet's feminism set great store by female ingenuity, resistance
and subversion rather than the tdeahzatton of female powerlessness as an exquisite moral vtrtue.

For Cartet, the goal of feminism was surely equal access to power fot all human beings regardless
of gendet, or rndeed of social class or race, accompanied

of power itself. This

sets her radically at odds

ï>y a radtcal

ttansformation of the nature

with Dworkin and I(appeler's essentialising brand

of feminisrrr that enshdnes the motal superiority of woman-as-vicum.
Like other hostile critics such

as

Robert Clatk, Dworkin and I(appeler view Cartet's

embrace of a postmodern literary aesthetic as being incompauble with femrnist politrcal

commitment. According to this line of criticism, it is not only Cattet's imagety, language, or
thematics that calls her feminism into question, it is her "litetariness" itself, het self-conscious

situating of her writing withrn ahterary culture by engaging rhetorically with her hterary
predecessors and contemporaries. For instance, in het anti-pornography polemic Pornograþb1: Men
Possessinglf,/omen,

Andrea Dworkin presents

^very

parttal readtng

of

The Sadeian lYoman,

which

she berates as "a ïecent pseudofeminist literary essay" that entets "the tealm of litetary affectat:on

heretofore reserwed for the boys"(84). Simrlatly, Suzanne I{appeler claims that rn her defence of
de Sade, "Carter, the potential femrnist critic, has withdtawn into the ltterzLry sanctuary, has

become btenry critic"(134). Feminism, it would seem, is not compatrble with litetary pretensions.

Although he argues from a drfferent posiuon - puritanical Marxist/feminist rather than
anti-pornographic femrnist - Robert Clatk adopts a similat line of argument. He makes the
curious claim that the inclusion of overt social crilicism in Carter's works sþals her belief in
critrcism as an abstract good in itself, which is divorced ftom pohtical action. According to Clark:

8

w^y of rncluding withtn its
Tlre irnportance of this rupture is that it deprives Carter's work of
^ny
own critical representation an understandrng of the complicity of that representation with the
social forces it appears to reject. Consequently, her texts become a sequence of broken
reflections- an image of which they are particulady fond- rn which the reader câptures momentâry
and fugitive awareness of the social system that engenders hrm/her. This same process, however,
is one by which the readet is caþtared, both in reading and in social life, for we now more and
more inhabit a world composed of the various, multiple and discotdant images the desire
machine has prepared for us. (154)

Clark believes that Carter's failure to develop a coherent fictronal critique of patiarchal ideology
that could selve as the basis of poliucal action can be ttaced to her aesthetic
However, Carter's rnsight into tl-re patriarchal consttuction of femininity has a way of being her
blindness: her writing is often a feminism in male chauvinist drag, a transvestite style, and this
may be because her pnmary allegiance is to a postmodern aesthetics that emphasizes the nonrefetential emptjrìess of dehniuons. Such a commitment precludes an afltrnattve feminism
founded in referential commitment to women's historical and organic being. (158)

Perhaps wisely, Clarke does not attempt to define "women's historical and organic being," nor
does he specify the kind of literature that an "affirmative feminism founded in referential

commitment[ to such an entrty might produce. But what he seems to require from Carter is that
she write agrt-prop, a genre she loathed and had no desire to

write.l Neither does he specify the

kind of poliucal action that this ideahzed feminist literature would supposedly inspite. The
curious, indeed paradoxical, rmphcation of the posiuon that he adopts here is that writing, or iri

othet words entering into discourse, is not in itself

a

political act. Clatke's posiuon hete tuns

counter to the emphasis that feminists have univetsally placed on the importance of women
assuming the subject position in discourse, rather than the object position traditionally accorded

them rn masculinist societies.

Like Britzolalas, Clark sees Carter's literary style as antithetical to het ptofessed politics:
The brilliant and choice lexicon, the thematization of surfaces and odors, of beauty, youth and
power, the incantatory rhythms and tantaltzins literariness, are sttategies that bind the reader
poetically, give the illusion of general significance without its substance, and put the reason to
sleep, thereby inhibiting satire's necessary distancing of the reader from both the text and the
sattuized ilLusions. (158-59)

1S.. h., scathing (if somewhat tongue-in-cheek) desciption of Marilyn Ftench's The l%omen's Room as an example of
this genre, in her interview rvith John Haffenden, ",\ngela Carter," NoueÌist¡ in Interuiew., ed. John Haffenden (London
Methuen, 1.985) 93-94.
9

Clark's article has been subjected to intensive debate by Carter's defenders, and this

criucal debate will not be reitetated here.2 My purpose in citing Clatk's article at such length is

not in ordet to engage in a detailed rebuttal of his argument, with which I obviously disagree. It

is

rather because Clark's piece offers such a clear-cut assettion of the often unstated petception
underpinning much of the hostile or ambivalent criticism of Carter, which is the idea that there is
a fundamental contradiction between het aesthetic and her politics. But where Clark and like-

minded cdtics situate this contradiction within Carter's body of wtiting, I would clarm instead
that it resides squately within theit crittcal practice- a crtttcal ptactice that insists upon positing

politics and aesthetics as an oppositronal binadsm. This critical pracLice rests on a whole range of

implicit assumptions about the relations between the politrcal and the aesthetic, and more
specifrcally, about the relations between postmoderrusm and feminism. These assumptions need

to be brought to light before ptoceeding to address the specifì.c issue of whether Carter's style
constitutes a form of literary fetishism,

In her discussion of the cool critical reception given to Virgrnia \X/oolf s fiction by
contemporary feminist critics, Toril Moi makes the point that all aesthetic value judgements are
historically relative and deeply rmbricated rn political value judgments. Speaking against the
assumption held by some feminist critics that \X/oolfs commitment to modernism is antithetical

to her feminism, Moi asserts that feminist criticism should be fundamentally concetned with
deconstructing any perceived opposition between the poliucal and the aesthetic. Therefote Moi
refuses to allow any hypothesized binaty opposition of aesthetics versus politics to infuse her

teading of Woolf, claiming instead that \üØoolf s politics must be located in her textual ptactice

(Moi Sexaa//Textaøl Politics: Feminisî Literary

Theory 85-86).

According to the tetms of Moi's

argument, thete is no contradiction between an oppositional politics and an aesthetic mode per se.

2 SeeJordan

"EnthraLment: Angela Carter's Speculative Fictions";Jotdan "The Dangers of Angela Catter"; Altevers;
Blodgett; Makinen "Angela Catter's The Bloo@ Chamberand the Decolonization of Feminine Sexuality."
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If Woolfs high modernism

is not inrmical to her feminism, then sutely the same potnt can be

made about Catter's postmodern aesthetic.

To this end, I want to rebut the critical ptactice that opposes Cattet's postmodern
aesthetic to her feminist political project by demonstrating that it is grounded in the spurious idea

that Carter's postmodernism is a suspect aesthetic choice which teveals het hidden reactionary
tendencies. Indeed the very positmg of postmodernism as a choice is problematic,

into account the epochal notion of postmodetnism

as a

one takes

cultural domrnant that demands the

invention of a new form of oppositional politics advanced by Ftedtic Jameson in
the Cu/taral I-,ogic of Late Caþìralhn. Jameson's

if

Postmodernism, or

paradigm of postmodernism as thehved political,

social and cultural reality of advanced capitalism tendets the idea

of any metaposition ftom which

one could critique, choose or refuse the postmodem impossible. However, leaving aside the

contentious issue of whethet postmodernism can be regatded as an option, the logrcal conclusion

of the idea that postmodetnism is an ideologrcally tncortect aesthetic choice is the assumption
that other aesthetic modes ate intdnsically more favorable to the feminist ptoject. Indeed, it
suggests that each and every htenry style or aesthetic carries a unique, unaltetable pohtrcal load.

Flowever, the drsputation amongst feminist )ttenry scholars over the relative merits of realism,
modernism, l',icrilure feminine and the auanî-garde wÅttng labelled femrnrne by l(risteva for feminist
purposes suggests that this idea is inhetently flawed.

The problematrc implications of attuibuting pohucal value to any specific attistic gente or
aesthetic are addressed in detail by Rita Felski tn Beynd Feminist AestheÍicss: Feminist Literatare and
Soùa/ Change. \Øhilst Felski's argument tuns counter

against the trend withrn femlnist

to Moi.'s in that she is arguing specifically

htenry scholarship of devalurng tealism in favot of the

experimental writing that is often labeled "femrnine," het atgument is nevettheless exttemely
relevant hete. Felski claims that it is impossible to demonstrate either the feminine or feminist
qualiues of so-called "feminine" experimental texts, as they ate just as liable to be the bearers

patriarchal ideology as the ftequently maligned texts of classical realism. She asserts that the
11
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erroneous claim made by poststructuralist feminist theory that the polysemic rndeterminacy of
the experimental text undetmines phallogocentrism stems ftom a tendency to overestimate the
radical effects of Lnguisuc rndeterminacy. Accordrng to Felski, experimental texts can be called

femrnine onþ if one equates all matginal ot non-mainstream writing with the feminine position
vis-à-vis pattiarchy, an equation which renders the tetm femlnine so btoad as to be virtually
meaningless. Therefore, Felski concludes that the political use-value of a text cannot be equated

with its aesthetic fotm, because no aesthetic form is intrinsically feminist, feminine, ot patriarcI:'al.
Indeed, "litetaty forms may take on quite different political and social meanings in relauon to
changing cultutal petspectives and struggles over meaning and intetpretation" (Beynd Feninitt
Aesthelics B). Cattet's texts can be tead as feminist andpostmodern; there is no inhetent

conttadiction between these two descriptors.
Howevet, dismissrng the claim th.at Carter's postmodetn aesthetic undermines her
femrnism as a critical red herring is not the same as denying the problematic natute of the
relation of fernlnism to postmodernism and poststructutalism. The contentiousness of this issue

for feminism is attested to by the multitude of positions adopted in the debate that it

has

spawned, and this multiplicity of perspectives is teflected in femrnist cultural andhtenry theory.

Andreas Huyssen, for example, identifies specific aspects of post-war women's artistic activity,
such as the recuperatton of mutdated and buded traditions, the refusal

of

canonued forms, and

the emphasis on the gendered nature of subjectivity, as crucial to the ctitrque of modernism and
the emergence of postmodernism ("Mapping the Postmodern" 27). According to the terms of
Huyssen's argument much of late twentieth century women's r.vtiting, rncludrng Catter's, belongs

unquestionably to the category of postmodern literatute.

Ând yet Pztticta Waugh argues that feminist litetary scholarship should tefuse the
aesthetic categories of modernism and postmodernism as completely inapplicable to women's

writing, given that the rupture between these two categories is predicated upon the disintegtation

of the ostensibly universal but actually always masculine humanist subject. Waugh
12

asserts that

womenrs subjectrr,'rty has never been experienced or represented in a nrrarrnet analogous to that

of

the fictitious univetsal subject, and so women do not feel nostaþa for a model of subjectivity in

which they have had no investment. Therefore they do not shate the concern about the loss of
the subject that is central to postmodernism. In fact, she clarms that the concerns of both
modernism and postmodetnism ate to a certain extent alien to women. The feminist theoretical
project, as \ù7augh sees it, is to produce an alternative conception of the subject which is
constructed through relationship, and it is therefore necessarily at odds with the dismantlng or
negation of the unihed, autonomous subject that suffuses postmodernism and poststructuralism
fWaugh 1-33). Although \X/augh notes the influence of poststructutalist theory and postmodern
experiment on Cattet's r.votk, she sttll rncludes her within a tradition of twentieth century women
writers lvho, in their rejection of the rmpersonality central to modetnism and postmodetnism,

write outside these aesthetic categories altogether (30),
My point here is not to endorse either of these arguments but rather to illustrate the
diversity of critical positions which have been adopted in the debate about the relation between
women's writrng and postmodetnism, fot whilst it seems that we can dismiss the accusation that
Carter's postmodetnism subverts her feminism, it is obvious that thete can be no final word on
the vexed issues of either Cattet's, or indeed of feminism's, telation to postmodetnism. ,A.nd far

from wishing to fetishize the seemingly endless debates on these subjects, I want simply to
acknowledge their contentiousness, and perhaps ultimate unresolvability, and return to my

starting point, r.vhich is that of Carter's alleged fetishism. On this topic Britzolakis' article presents
the most comprehensive and sophisticated analysis published to date, but, rather appositely, its
productive power derives from its ambivalence rather than its conclusiveness. For Britzolakis'
rhetorical questioning has the effect of opening up

a

veritable Pandora's box of responses in the

avowed Cafier fan. For this reader at least, teading Britzolakis initially sparked an indignant
mental defence of Cartet that despite its vehemence could not eradicate some residual doubts,
doubts that ln thelt turn engendeted fulthet thetorical questions.

I3

If Carter

is a fetishist because

her feushistic style further embellishes and refetishizes the fetishes deat to fetishistic Iiterary
styles, such as Decadence, to r.vhich she feushistically alludes, where does that leave the reader,

parucularly the feminist teader? Âre the pleasures of the Cafier text the pleasutes of pewetsion?

Is the reader rmplicated, guilty by association, as, her sweaty palms stuck to the page, she has her
greedy fill of Carter's feushism? Can the reader be accused of the cdme itself, or, like a receiver

of stolen goods, merely of complicity? Is Carter, and by rnference the teader, guilty of secondhand fetishism, or is evety feushism a fetishism
allusions to the fictional reptesentations
fetishi:m is it

de nouo? -And

if we are speaking of intertextual

of fetishism wdtten by writers othet than Czrter,

whose

an1wa1?

Sucþ questions lndeed. Sticþ enough to fotce the readet to tethink, to reframe the
argument, to turn

it on its head, to engage in some rhetotical questioning of her own. Must

feushism carry negative connotations? Can one be a feminist fetishist? Of course there are those

within feminism fot whom the answet to the latter question is unequivocally negative, for whom
the very term is an oxymoron. Aftet

a\1, men are

the perverts; fetrshism is something that men do.

And furthermore, somethtng that men do /¿ women, like a lesser form of tape. It must be
remembered here that the revetse-discourse instigated by sexual fetishists which has led to
fetrshism being celebrated tn haufe conture and populat culture

ì.s a

very recent phenomenon, and

this fashion for fetishism must not allow us to forget that hithetto the discourse of fetishism has
mostly been a critique of the mysterious, tncomprehensible practices of degraded others. Patt of
the attraction of participatìng in the discourse, as opposed to the practice, of fetishism has been
this discursive effect of creatrng a cri:ucal distance between the cdtrc and the ctedulity and
pervetsity of others. As William Pietz suggests, the discourse of fetishism gtants the cdtrc the

illusion of rationality and self-knowledge, of occupyrng "that Atchimedean point of man at
last...the rmpossible home of a man r.vithout fetishes"(14).

Andrea Dworkin's invective about fetishism as a male-supremacist pracrice which is
indistinguishable from mrsogynistic sadism issues forth ftom the "impossible home" of

t4

a

woman

without fetishes, for hete, as elsewhere, she atticulates an essentializing vrsion of gender ìn which
perwersion is projected onto a demonized masculine sexuality:
...every fetish, expressed on whatever level, manifests the power of the etect penis, especially its
power in determining the sensibility of the male himself, hrs ethical as well as his sexual nâture.
Since men never judge ethical capacit:¡ on the basis of justice towards womerì, the sexual meaning
of the fetish remains subterranean, while on the cultural level the fetish is expanded into myth,
religion, idea, aesthetics, all necessarily and rntrinsically male-supremacist. The unitrng theme is
tlre hatred expressed toward women. (Pornographl: Men Posesingll/omen 1.27)

The force of Dworkin's polemic is deflated somewhat if we tecollect that the psychoanalytic
establishment has mostly viewed fetishism as the least harmful of pewersions; rndeed, fetishism
has only been included

it in the categoty of the pervetsions because it induces the suffeter to

deviate from the ptesumed

te/os

of adult sexuality- procreative heterosexual intercourse.3 Since in

much of Dwotkrn's writing consensual heterosexual intercourse is equated with rape, and the
sexual act

ì.s

always chatacterizedby male violence and female degradation, the teadet could be

forgiven for assuming that fetishism, ln deflecting the male from this ghastly goal, should be
considered a good thingla

Part of the difficulty with Dworkin's rhetoric is that her usage of the term "fetishism" is
so generalized that

it becomes almost meaningless. It is impossible to ascertain whether

she is

refetnng to fetishism rn the religious ot anthtopological sense, to commodity fetishism, to
fetishism as a sexual petversion ot practice, ot indeed to a conflation of all of the above. A lack

of precision when refetting to fetishism is by no means unique to Dworkln; tetmrnologrcal
imprecision frequently bedevils undetstanding when feushism is undet discussion. This
imprecision is not so much the tesult of theoretical sloppiness as to the tecent emergence of
fetishism as a critical trope, or cultutal di.scoutse, to use

E-ily Apter's term, in which the thtee

hitherto distrnct but related usages of the term -anthropological, commodity, and sexual

3 Fr..rd makes this argument in the section entitled "The Sexual Aberrations" in Sigmund Freud, "Three Essays on
the Theory of Sexuality," The S tandard Edition of the Complete P:lcholoþcal Il/ork: of Stgmand Frcud, vol. 7 (London: The
Hogarth Press, 1968).
4 Th. int...ouÍse= rape equation is spelled out in Andrea Dworkin, Inlercoarse
York: The Free Press, 1987).
Q..lew
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feushism- have become conflated. Before embarking on an analysis of the opetations of
feushism in Carter's writing,

term feushism,

as

it

is imperative to examine these distinct historical usages of the

well as the mannet rn which the distincuons have become bluned in theoretical

discourse,

The word'fetish' came into English usage in the eady seventeenth century. Its origtns can
be traced flom the Lattn 'factrcius' meaning manufactured, through the Portuguese derivation

'feitiço,' the name given m the Middle Ages to chatms or talismans (?ietz 7). As these talismans
rvere frequently regarded as heretical by the church, the term 'feiuço' also came to connote both

the arufact that was bewitched ot charmed and the pmctice of sorcery or witchcraft itself. Hence
the practice of atttibutjng magical ot superhuman powers to an afitfact, which we now
conceptualize as anthropological or reJigrous feushism, was histotically sttongly associated with

women, as they were believed to be the main practitioners of witchcraft in the Middle Ages. In
the fifteenth century Portuguese sailots and ttadets ttaveLng to the west coast of ,\ftica applied
the term'feittço' to the objects and amulets used in ritual by the Africans with whom they traded,
the word being transformed to "fetisso" in the sixteenth century pidgrr which evolved in order

for these two cultutes to communicate Qietz
following its adoption in C. de Brosses's

7).

Accotding to the Oxford English Dictionaty,

L"e Cuhe des

Dieax Fétiches (1,760), the term "fetish" came

to be used rn anthropological discourse to signi$r "an itantrnate object worshipped by savages on
account of its supposed lnherent magical powers, or as being anrmated by a spirit" (OED2 fetish
n.1b). Thus

it

can be seen that in the pre-modern period Eutopeans viewed fetishism as the

exclusive province of Europe's non-Christiân "others": witches, sorcerers and hereucs, who wete

predominantly but not exclusively female, as well as the "heathen" races of Africa.
tùØhen placed rn

exclusive domain

this historical context, the latet Fteudian stress on sexual fetrshism as the

of civilized mascuLnity can be seen to be historically anomalous. Sirnilarly, the

witty characterizations of feminist attempts to recuperate fetishism fot women, sometimes by
those same theorists committed to this project- for example Ma{orie Garber's "fetish enr,y"
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(118-27) and Schor's "pewersion theft" ("Female Fetishism: The Case of George Sand" 371)sound rather hollow when the histotical and Lnguistic otigins of fetishism ate examined. Perhaps

it is Freud, rathet than femlnism, who should be accused of "fetish eñy," given that if the
anthropological concept of fetrshism which stands behind all later usages of the wotd can be said

to be gendered at all, it is sutely gendered feminine.
Freud's concept of sexual fettshism, outlined
masculinist,

it is profoundly misogynist,

nhis 1927 essay "Fetishism,"

is not only

because ìt is predicated on an aversion to the female

genitals that is tantamount to tevulsion. Until recently the Fteudian classification of fetrshism

as

an exclusively masculine perwetsion has remained vttually uncontested, despite the

documentauon of a number of cases of female fetrshism in the psychiatric and psychoanalyttc
literature.5 The classic Freudian fetishist is notable for his sexual ovewaluation of the inanimate

object or bodily part that constitutes his feush object. Indeed, his abiJity to achieve orgasmic

gnuficauon is enuely dependent upon the presence of this fetish object. According to Fteud's
account, feushism arises from the male child's inability to tenounce his perception of the
maternal genitals as castrated, a perception which fuels

sþificant

anxiety about the potential loss

of his own penis. One of the central assumptions of Freud's theory is the idea that the little boy
cannot accept the teality of the female genitals; thetefore in order to render them tolerable he
must somehow endow them with a penis. The fetish object comes to stand metonymically for
the fantasned but absent maternal penis, and at the same time serves as a defence against the
male child's castration anxiety. In Lacan's reformulation of Freud's analysis of fetishism, the
fantasized maternal penis also takes on the tole of the phallus, the signifiet of powet and

authority. Thus the fetish object also "commemorates the last percept pdor to the Iittle boy's
traumatic loss of illusions regarding maternal arra;tolrry, power and identity"(Schor "Fetishism"
114). Fetishism

is chancterízed by oscillation between behef in the maternal phallus znd disauowal,

5

See SeeJann Matlock's "Masquetading Women, Pathologized Men: Cross-Dressing, F'etishism and the Theory
Pervetsion, 1.882-1935" for an historical ovetvierv of psychoanalytic and psychiauic reports of cases of fetishism.
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or denial of that belief, and the fetish object commemorates the moment of the child's horified
discovery of the rmaginary "reality" of female casttation. In effect, the feush functions as

a

memorial to the male child's fitst recogniuon of sexual drfference.
Fat ftom being an obscure descrþuon of some rare and halmless pervetsion, the theory

of fetishism is actually central to Freud's theotizatson of sexual drfference. As Schor points out,
rnscribed within

it ate Fteud's insistence on tì.e rnferiotity of the female genitals and the

supedority of the penis, the notions of female castration and masculine casttation anxiety, the
child's resolution or non-resolution of the Oedipal complex, and the pflma;ry importance Fteud
accords to visual petception. She argues:
Fetishism (hke Penis Env¡) is the linchpin of Fteud's privilegrng of the phallus, and privileging
the phallus underwrites the ideology of gender and the hegemony of heterosexuaJrty. At the same
time, the hypothetical scene of fetishrrsm âttests to the extreme ftagihty of Freudian theories of
sexual differentiation, and especially of the development of male heterosexual desire, for what the
fetish advertises is the little boy's ancertainlt oveÍ maternal lack; it is a testimony to the ultimate
undecidability of female castration. The mark of fetishism is a perpetual oscillation between two
logically incompatible beliefs: woman is and is not castrated. Or, in the words of Octave
Mannoni's celebrated patient: 'Je sah bien, nais qaand nême...' (I know, but nevertheless...)
(Schor "Fetishism" 1 14)

Freud's theory of fetrshism, and indeed his whole theoty of sexual difference, is based on the

premise that the child can only rnterpret hi: niaal perception of sexual difference in terms of the
absence or presence

of the penis. The masculine pronoun is used deliberately hete, fot

as Charles

Bernhermet notes, virtually all of Freud's rather slight evidence about childten's petceptrons of
sexual drfference is taken from the case histories of his male patients ("Castratron as Fetish"

1).It

is simply not imaginable to Freud that a child of eithet sex could rccognize and accept sexual
difference as a simple diffetence, and therefore the perceptlon of drffetence must always be
couched in hierarchical terms withrn his theory. His use of the image of castration to represent

the female genitals is profoundly problematic fot feminists not only because of the connotations

of mutilation, inferiodty, and lack that this image conveys, but also because it implies

a complete

non-recogniuon of the teality of the female sexual organs, which ftequently drsappear altogether

in his discourse. Unless of course they ate teftamed in tetms of the penis,
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as is

the case in the

closing sentence of his essay: "In conclusion, we may say that the normal prototype of fetishes is
man's penis, just as the notmal prototype of inferior organs is a woman's teal small penis, the

clitoris" (Freud "Fetishism" 157).
The phantasrnic origtn of the notion of female casttation is elided within Freud's
theorization of the psychic mechanisms underpinning the evolution of sexual identity, and the
effect of this elision is that female casttation is no longet ptesented as childrsh speculauon but

rathet

as an tndrsputable fact.

Indeed, this "fact" is so pivotal to Freud's theory that Bernheimer

has been moved to joke that "psychoanalytically speaktng,

would be castrated" (BetnheimeL "'Casttation'

as

without casttation psychoanalysis

Fetish" 1). However, the fictitious facucity of

female castration within Freudian theory has far-reaching matetial effects that are far from funny
Catter,

fot example,

argues that the idea of women as castrated,

inferiot beings has the effect of

natutaltztng the violence inflicted upon them within the discourse of violent pornography:
The whippings, the beatings, the gougings, the stabbings of erotic violence reawaken the
memory of the social f,tct-ion of the female wound, the bleeding scar left by her castration, which
is a psychic fictìon as deeply at the heatt of \ùØestern culrure as the myth of Oedipus, to which it is
related in the complex dialectic of imagination and reality that produces culture. Female castration
is an irnaginary fact that perwades the whole of men's attitudes towards women and our attitude
to outselves, that transfotms women from human berngs into wounded creatures who wete born
to bleed. (The Sadeian l.Y/onan 23)

Bernheimer suggests that it is Fteud's difficulty in accepting sexual difference, rather than
the child's, that determines the primacy his theory grants to the idea of casttation. The fantasy of
female castration functions fetishistically within Fteud's discourse, for like the fetish object that
resembles, the fantasmic notion

of female castration both gestutes towards and covets over the

fearful reality of female genital dffirence. Although it is tempting to read the feashzation of
castration within Fteudian theory as determined by its authot's unconscious,

it

can more

ptofrtably be understood as a histodcal marker of the origins of psychoanalysis. The fantasy of
female castration historicizes Freud's supposedly transhistorical scientific theory of sexual

diffetence, a theorT that actually turns out to be a theory of sexual sameness, of men and
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castrated men rathet than of men and women, and so turns out to be yet anothet example

of

Irigaray's "Law of the Self-same" (Spenr/tm 32).

Through his teadrng of some of the many ltter:;ry representations of the OId Testament
stoty of Salome that ptolifented at thefn

de :iècle,

specifrcally those of Huysmans, \X/ilde, Flaubett

and Mallarmé, Bernheimet advances the thesis that "casttation is the seminal fantasy of the
decadent imagrnation" (sic) ("Fetishism and Decadence: Salome's Severed Heads" 62).By

situating Freud's theory in the attistic and intellectual mi/ieu of its genesis, which is that of fn
sièc/e

de

Euiropean decadence, Bernheimer teveals the historically determined nature of Freud's

adoption of the metaphor of castration to represent female sexual diffetence. Accotding to
Bernheimer, in the decadent rmagination the figure of Salome is vutually insepatable from that of
her mother Flerodias, and together they embody misogynist masculine fantasies of woman

as

castrating and castrated. Salome-Herodias's destre to decapitateJohn the Baptist is figured rn the
decadent tmagþaty as a manifestation of the universal feminine destre to castrate men, a desire

which is motivated by tevenge for woman's own castrated state, and which Freud later formalised

in his famous equation "to decapitate = to castrate" ("Medusa's Flead" 273).Benheimer claims
that although Freud may posit castration as the key to undetstanding the universal psychic
processes

of sexual differenuation, his incorporation of the fantasy of female castration into his

theory of sexual difference actually sþals his parucipation rn the misogynistic ideology of fn
.riàc/e

de

decadence.

In effect, by bestowing the

status

of fact upon what is actually

a theoretical construct,

Freud's theorizrng enacts the fetishism he is supposedly exphcating:
Castration is the tl-reory that the fetishist invents to accourìt at once for that difference and deny
its redity. Castratj.on is a welcome theoretical advance, a welcome additron to the bastion of male
theory. To consider womerì âs casttated men is the most effective defence of the fetishist, whose
fundamental fear is that women are intolerably, uncannily, othet. The idea of castration
reassuringly domesticates this fearful otherness. It may cause the boy, as Fteud says, to 'ttemble
for his masculinity,' but this anxiety is more than compensated for by a narcissistic gain: 'he will
despise the unhappy creaftrres on whom the cruel punishment has, as he supposes, zkeady fallen.'
(sE xr, 95)
My critrque preselves the fundamental structure of Fteud's description of fetishism- women's
sexual difference is at once acknowledged and denied- but impl-icates Freud in the very perversion
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he is analysing,

in so far

as he equates female sexuality

with castration. (Betnheimet "'Casttation'

as F'etish" 3)

Bernheimer's critique of Freud's fetishism serves as a perfect illustration of Bauddllard's point
that the term fetishisrrr has a tendency to hex those who use it and to expose the fetishistic
oscillations in theil own thinking between unconscious belief and conscious knowledge. To
paraphrase Mannoni's patient, "Fteud knows that women are not casttated, and yet, all the
same..." (Schor "Fetishism" 114).

Why then, given fetishism's propensity to bite the hand that feeds it, in addition to the
obvious difficulues for femrnist theory that a theoty of sexual difference which presupposes
female genital inferiority poses, drd the psychoanalytic concept

of femrnist scholarship rn the late 1980s and the
Dworkin's outright rejection of fetishism

as a

1990s?

of fetishism become

a focal

point

This scholatship has tanged ftom

phallocentric practice, to attempts to appropriate

fetishism for feminism. Naomr Schor's entry on Fetrshism rn Ellzabeth \X/right's Pslchoanaþsis and
Feminism:

A

Critical Dictionary prcvides a succinct account of the three separate strategies adopted

by feminists in this apptoptiative endeavot, and I will briefly summarize this account here before
going on to discuss futther rvork in the field that post-dates Schor's entry.

The fìtst strategy Schor lists is a deconstructive political strategy of mirnicking the
oscillation that characterizes fetishism in ordet to assert seemrngly contradictory claims, such as
the clarm for equal rights and the claim for sexual difference. The second is a textual strategy of
unearthing instances of fetishism rn both lvomen's writing and male-authored representations of
women. Schor's own essay, "Female Fetishism: the Case of Geotge Sand", on the fetishization of
the female wound in Sand's hction, is notable in this category as is Emily Apter's exploration of
[he morcellation of the female body in canonical nineteenth-century French literature. In
Femìni(ng fhe f-etùh: Pslchoanaþsis and Natatiue

Obsse¡sion

in Tarn-of-the-Century France, Apter breaks

new ground rn suggesting that various femrnine behaviouts teptesented nfn-de-sìàcle litetatute,
such as bibelot collecting, sartorial narcissism, teligious self-stigmatization and the matetnal
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melancholia that underprns the mania for collect-ing relics of babyhood, constitute non-sexual
forms of female fetishism that have gone uffecognized by psychoanaþsis.

The third strategy is that employed by Elizabeth Grosz to rewotk the Fteudran paradigm

of fetishism so that the mechanism of disavowal can be uuhzed to articulate female experience,
particularly the disavowal of women's own symbolic castration undet patriarchy. Grosz reads
Freud's theory against the grain to assert that what the little grtl is disavowing is not matetnal
castration, but het own. As Gtosz's feminist recuperation of the concept of disavowal offers

a

productive way of rethinking the recurrent rmage of woman-as-fetish in Catter's hction, I will

briefly reiterate her thesis here. It is essential to undetstand that according to the terms of
Grosz's argument, women can and do utilize disavowal as a defence mechanism against the loss

of status and the personal debasement that entail ftom their

sltmbolic

rathet than genital castration

under patriarchy. r{.ccordrng to Grosz, the little gtl who denies her own psychic castration can
take one of three paths: heterosexual pÅmary natcissism, hystetia, ot the masculinity complex.

the case of narcissism, the little gil'l copes with the recognitron of the secondary status thatis

In

a

corollary of her non-possession of the phallus by phallicizing het whole body, by treating it as if

it were the phallus. The female narcissist's obsessive investment rn het body as a means of
obtarning social approval and transforming herself lnto an ob¡ect of sexual desire for males is
regarded by Freud as a normal component of femininity, albeit in an exaggerated fotm. Yet the
subject posiuon of the narcissist is tenuous and disabled, requiring constant vigilance and

exertion rn order to maintain an illusory phallicism that is ultimately transParent:
The narcissistrc woman, contrârT to Satah I{ofman's characterization, is far ftom independent and
âutonomous. She strives to retain her position as the object of the other's desi¡e through att:rftce,
appeârance, or dissimulation. Illusion, travesty, make-up, the veil become the techniques she relies
on both to cover over and to make visible het "essential assets." They are her means of seducing
or enticing the masculine or anaclitic lover, becoming a love object for him. While thus
concealing her "deficien.y" by these means, she secures a mode of access to the phalhc.
konically, in this aim of becoming the phallus, the obiect of the other's desire, she is revealed as
the sìte of rupture, Iack, or castration, both ideaLzed and debased, bound up with the masquerade
of femrniruty, the site of both excess and dehciency.... (Gtosz 111)
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Thus far Grosz follows the outline of narcissism laid down by Fteud andLacan, but she
begrns to deviate from the orthodox psychoanalytic position when she clarms that the natcissist's

behaviour is a form of fetishism. Rathet than investlng an inanimate object or p^rt of the othet's
body with heavily charged sexual meaning, as the male fetishist does, the narcissist invests her
rvhole body with sexual significance.

In effect, she phallicizes or fetishizes het whole body in

order to compensate for her supposed genital rnferiority, and the elevation of her body into
fetish object becomes

^

a

w^y to disavow her symbolic castration . InLacantan terms, whilst the

narcissist may not have the phallus, she ei the phallus. Grosz views the hystetic as following

similar psychic tr^jectory to the natcissist, the drffetence being that the hysteric phallicizes

a

a

single body part or hystetogenic zone tather than her whole body. The hystetic also differs ftom

the narcissist in that she does not seek the desrte of a masculine subject in order to be
transformed rnto a phallic object; tather she temains attached to the phallic mother. This enables
her to phallicrze or fetishize patt of her body, whilst tetarning an active subjecuvity. Sirnilarly, in
her analysis of the masculinity complex in women, Grosz teiterates the Freudian anaþsis of the

little girl as one who disavows het casttation, continues to identift with the phallic mother and
retains her posiuon of pre-Oedipal "masculioity". She continues to take the mothet as her love

object, rathet than üansferdng her affectrons to the male parent, and this female object choice is
contjnued in adulthood. Hor.vever unlike Freud, Grosz detects fetishism at work here, clarming
that the female love object selected by the woman with the mascultnity complex functions as

a

fetish object in that she is a substitute for the phallus. This phallic substitution enacts the
fetishisuc structure of displacing phallic value from the body of the mother onto an object
outside of the subject.

In "Lesbian Fetishism?" Gtosz

plays out a fetishistic oscillation, both afftming and

repudiating the rnsights tnto female sexual development proffered by psychoanalysis, describing

her strategy of using the terms of patdarchal theory against itself as one of "developing patadoxes
and contradictions to see how the theory itself copes (ot does not cope) with its own unspoken
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assumptions or unackrìowledged implicatrons" (Grosz 1,1,4-1,5).In short, what Grosz is doing is

apptopriatìng those aspects of psychoanalytic theoty which she believes have explanatoly pov/er

for ferninism, and exposing the lrmitations of what remains. \What is at stake in het work is not

so

much whether lesbianism can be read as a fotm of fetishism, indeed she hetself expresses doubt
about the value of asking this quesuon, but rather identi$'ing the limitations of psychoanalysis's
capacity to address the specificity of female expedence. However

I would

argue that by

attempting to undermine the phallocentrism of psychoanalytic drscoutse by atguing with it on its

own terms Grosz allows the limitations of the psychoanalyuc perspective to determine the
limitations of her own argument's explanatory power.
The most interesting recent work in the field has set up

a

much more radical challenge to

the psychoanalytic paradrgm which has hitherto largely detetmined the patametets ftom which

feminist theorists such as Schor, Aptet and Grosz have approached the issue of fetishism and
women. In Female Fethhism:

A

Second

L,ook,Louafuie Gamman and Metja Maklnen exhibit an

eclectic and irreverent approach to their topic, admittedly adopting "smash and gtab" tactics to
expand the concept of female fetishism beyond the psychoanalytic paradigm.

At the same time

they argue fos; a fat; more specific and nuanced reading of fetishism, a reading that is alett to
degrees

of fetishization and also attends to the operations of anthropological and commodrty

fetishism, rather than one that is hmited to the concept of sexual fetishism. For example they
reject the usual explanation proffered by cultutal theodsts, includrng feminists, that the behaviour

of female pop

fans is a result of sexual fetishism, rather they detect elements ef ¡slìgious

ot

anthropological feushism, commodrty fetishism and sexual fantasy in the phenomenon of

"fandom." ,{. second example of their innovative apptoach is their idea that the eating disorders
endemic amongst first world women, patticulatly bulirnia, constitute a foutth t¡pe of feushism

which they label food fetishism.
A,fter conducting thei' own empirical research in the Btiush "fetish scene" and reexamining the documented cases of female sexual fetishism in the psychoanaþtic literature,
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Gamman and Makinen conclude that women do ptactice sexual fetishism. The female
practitioners rvhom they unearth range ftom those who meet Freud's ctiteria of the fetishist as

a

person rvho is only able to achieve orgasm through use of a fetish object, through to those who
use fetish objects as adjuncts to their sexual ptactice which may involve avariety of other
activities. Here Gamman and Makinen employ Paul Gebhard's concept of a continuum

of

intensities of fetrshism, the lowest level of rntensity consisting metely of a preference for specihc
strmuli whilst the most intense level of fetishism coincides with Freud's description of an
absolute requirement for the specific stimuh ot object that takes the place of a sexual p^rtrrer

(Gamman and Maklnen 38). Their atm in proving that women can and do fetishize ln the
Fteudian sense is more ambitious than Gtosz's goal of testing the limits of psychoanalyuc theory,

for they clarm that r.vhat is at stake in this endeavor is no

less than demolishing once and

for all

the psychoanalytic axiom that feminine sexuality is inherently passive and reactive. They argue
that wdtìng women into the psychoanalytic account of the pewersi.ons is a way of beginning to
deconsttuct the whole discourse of pewetsion, and with it the discoutse of gender (Gamman and
Makrnen 82-95).

Ptiot to Freud's formulation of the pewersions

as a

pathology of sexual difference,

psychiatrists such as Binet considered feushism to be essentially an ungendeted perwersion
practrced by both sexes, although the majority

of documented

cases

wete male. However, ever

since Freud's 1.927 formulati.on of fetishism as a masculine pathology arising from the drama
sexual drffetentiation, fetishism has been viewed as the model

of

fot all the other perversions.

-,\ccording to Gamman and Makinen, this insistence on the central place that fetishism occupies

in the pantheon of perwetsions is a dtect result of Fteud's "phallicising of fetishism" (39) and

a

reflection of the ptofound phallocentrism that constitutes the blind spot in the psychoanalytic
discourse ofgender:
Could the importance that is attributed to fetishism be because it is located so ftmly on the
protection and valorizarion of the phallus? We would almost argue that fetishism as a male
preselve is itself a signifying concept of psychoanalysis's phallocentric discourse. Psychoanalysis
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must deny women as practitioners of fetishism because to admit that they are questions the
irnportance of the phallus øs the signifier of desire (and hence value). (Gamman and Makrnen 39)

Establishing the existence of female fetishism has the effect of displacing the phallus

from its position as the universal signifiet of desire, because by definitron female fetishism cannot
arise as a result

of castration anxiety. -A.lthough the reification of the phallus within Fteudian and

Lacanian theory is such that it begins to resemble an anthtopological fetish, the existence

of

female fetrshism signals the possibility of women's desire for somethng other than this
supposedly "universal

sþifiet of desire." The phenomenon of female

sexual fetishism as an

example of a female desire that is not otganised atound the phallus demands an alternative

explanation to that supplied by either Freudian orLacanian psychoanalysis. In otdet to develop
hypothesis about the aetrology of female fetishism Gamman and Makinen draw on

a

a

vatiety of

other sources. These include Melanie l(letn's exploration of the pre-Oedipal relationship between

mother and baby, and subsequent work by the object-relations school on the infant's telation to
transitional objects, as well as work by feminist psychoanalysts Parveen Adams and Estelle
\X/elldon. Theu' reading of these sources leads them to hypothesize that sexual fe¡shism can arise

out the infant's conflicts ovet diffetentratron and separation ftom the mothet rather than anxiety
over sexual difference, a hypothesis that allows the for tnclusion of both male and female
fetishists.

In this scenario the fetish object is used as a symbolic substitute for either the mother

in total, or her breast alone (Gamman and Maklnen

95-1,21). Because this hypothesis locates the

aeuological moment in the pnmarily oral pre-Oedipal period,
eating disorders as a form

of food fetishism. Here they

it supports theit interptetauon of

are refertine specifrcally to bulimia with

its typically fetishisuc oscillation between doing and undoing, between sensual pleasure and the
disavowal of threatening unconscious knowledge (Gamman and Makinen 1'22-45).

Cleatly, Gamman and Makinen do not wish to jettison psychoanalysis in its entiretyi
rather they seek to forge a new theory of the female erotic which incorpotates the valuable
insights r,vhich psychoanalysis has to offer without taking on board its phallocentric blind spots
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about female sexuality. Because of this, I believe that theit work presents a much sttonger
challenge to the phallocentrism of the Freudran account of feushism than that of other feminists

publishing rn the field whose work, although pushing against the lirnits of Freud's theory,
ultrmately remains circumscribed by it. Thus Mulvey's work on cinema, and that of Shor, Apter
and Garber on literature, almost invariably follow the dictates of psychoanalysis in positing men
as the practitioners

ot

subjecls

of feushism, and women

as

the objeûs of the ob¡ectifyingmale gaze.

Naomi Schor's essay on fetishism in the novels of George Sand is a case in point.
Although Schor is seeking to establish the possibiJrty of vicatious fetishism on the patt of

a

female authot, and to explore the ramifications of this possibility, the two examples that she cites

to support her argument are both reptesentations of the feushization of female wounds by male
characters. This again raises the question

it

arytwa1? Can

I posed eadiet about Catter's fetishism: whosefetishism

is

we really attribute the behaviour or attributes of the chatactets in a novel to theit

author? Schor's argument that it is the fetishtzatton of wounds in Sand's novels that sþals the
operation of a specifically female form of fetrshism is based on her claim that men do not
generally fetishrze wounds (Schot "Female Fetishism: The Case of George Sand" 366). However,

this claim is undermined by evidence that one of the favoured fetish objects of men ftequentrng
brothels rn the nineteenth century was the stìlmp of a female amputee; tndeed, the psychoanalyst
Janine Chasseguet-Smtgel claims that "in times past, any thriving brothel featured a 'wooden-

legged'woman" (Chasseguet-Smirgel 81). And even the most cursory glance at contemporary
pornography sites on the Internet demonstrates that this particular "pewersion" continues to

flourish. Of course, as I will discuss below, Schot subsequently revised the position aruculated in
this eady arucle on Sand's fetishism, claiming that what she was really gesturing towards in her
early work was the femlnist appropriation of irony rathet than fetishism (Schot "Fetishism and

Its Ironies" 98-99).
But before moving on from my discussion of Gamman and Makinen's wotk I wish to
hrghlight one last porrt which marks then' departure from earlier feminist work in the f,reld.
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\X/hilst previous femrnist theorists of fetishism have largely followed the psychoanalytic paradrgm

that posits sexuality as universal and transhistotical, Gamman and Makinen understand sexuality
as a

culturally and historically located material practice. This leads them to sttess the impottance

of situating the psychoanalytic rea.ding of female fetishism within

a cultutal context,

for

as they

observe, "unconscious desire, no matter how it is genetated, is always socially mediated"

(Gamman and Makinen 166). Their insistence on the histotical contextualszatton of the
discourses of sexuality reveals just how grounded tn thefn-de-sìàcle Frcad's theory of female
sexuaLity is,

for it simply can not account fot the diversity of women's sexual practices rn the late

twentieth and early twenty-first centulies. Although Freud posits a ttanshistorical model of
female sexudity, the sexual practices of women in the advanced capitalist economies have cleady
evolved in response to changes in the socio-economic position of women as well as the

avatlaïitt'¡ of effective contraception. This indicates that the opposite is true: sexuality is not
essential or transhistorical,

it is contingent on social and material citcumstances, which

precisely the argument that Carter makes

n

is

The Sadeian lØoman.

Gamman and Makinen make the claim that othet feminist theorists frequently fail to
speci$, the type of fetishism that is under discussion and this leads them to conflate sexual

fetishism with voyeurism, sadism, commodity fetishism, and what they call a consumer fetishism

of the erotic
laudable,

(1,71.-21,2).

it begins to

Whilst Gamman and Makinen's ideal of theotetical specificity may be

seem like a chimera when placed

in the context of the ever-increasing

eroícizatton of the commodity and commodification of the erotic within the cultures of
advanced capitalism.

In effect, it

has become extremely

difficult to disentangle the wotkings of

the various forms of fetishism within advertising, the media, and aesthetic practices. Within the
late twentieth century culture of conspicuous consurnption the ovewaluation and sexualization

of

the commodity has been paralleled by the commodrfication of the individual, to the extent that
fetishism has been seen as lhe conditton of postmodetnity. The concept of the commodity fetish
as lve understand

it today

has undergone

sþificant modification
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since

it was fitst elucidated by

Marx rn 1867

n

the fitst volume of Das Kaþitøl Space precludes an in-depth discussion of the

evolution of Matx's concept here, so I will limtt my commentary to the topic of rlitsç¡ conceÍn to
my discussion of Carter, which is the feushizatton of the commodity at the point of
consumpíon.
Marx claimed that when the commodity enteted the matketplace it assumes what he
called exchange-value, and rn the process is divested of its use-value. Henceforth the value of the

commodity is seen to reside rn the product itself rather than in the labour that has produced it,
and thus

it begins to assume mystical

quahties. Here Matx draws upon the concept of the

anthropological fetish as a man-made object whose status as the product of human labout is
disavowed, and which is thought to possess mystedous or magical powers. The social relations
betr.veen human berngs involved

in the production of commodities, that is the exploitative

relations between those who labout and those who putchase that labout, ate disavowed or
tendered invisible in the process of commodity feushization, which supplants human relations

with

a phantasmic

relatronship between things.

Our current usage of the term "commodity fetishism" differs from that developed by
Matx rn the greater emphasis it lays on the consumption of commodities rather than their
ptoduction. Towards the latter half of the nineteenth centuty the conspicuous consumption of
commoditres began to be understood as a signifyrng practice, a w^y of sþalling one's social
status as a member of the leisured classes.

In

The Theory of the I-,eisure Class Thorstein Veblen drew

attention to how consumption of commodities generated meanings about social class and

concomitant aesthetic value. In his unfinished cultutal histoty of the Patis ,{.tcades, Walter
Benjamin develops this idea that the commodrty is fetishrzed at the point of consumption with
his notion of the commodity as spectacle in the urban phantasmagoria, the dazzhng, evetchanging city space:
For Benjamrn... the key to the new urban phantasmagoria v/as not so much the commodity-inthe-market as the commodity-on-display, where exchange value no less than use value lost
practical meaning, and purely tepresentational value came to the fote. Everythrng desirable, from
sex to social status, could be ttansfotmed into comrnodities as fetishes-on-display that held the
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crowd enthralled even when personal possession was beyond their reach. Indeed, an unattainably
lrigh price only enhanced a comrnodity's symbolic value. (Buck-Motss The Dialectic¡ of Seeing
lY/alter Benjøtain and

The

Arcades Projex 81-82)

Benjamrn's commodrty is anthropomotphized in its etoticism, its power to seduce the
bedazzled spectators into the pleasutes of looktng, and, for those with the tequisite purchasing

power, the pleasures of possession. The conjuncture between the etoticized commodity and the

commodification of the etotic in Benjamin's work is located on and in the body of woman

Ftstly through the phenomenon of fashion, which:
prostitutes tl-re living body to the inorganic wotld. In relation to the living it represents the lghts
of the corpse. Fetjshism, which succumbs to the sex-appeaì of the inorganic, is its vital nerve; and
the cult of the commodity recruits this to its serwice, (Benjamin Charle¡ Baadelaire: a Llric Poet in rhe

Era

of Hzgh

Capitaliva 166)

Fashion fetishizes the surface transformation of the female body through cosmetics, coiffure and

clothing so that desire is drsplaced ftom the body of the living woman onto that of her antithesis,
the mannequin, It is impottant to note that here Benjamin positions woman to represent
fecundity, nature, and the organic, and hence she stands in oppositron to the inotganic,
mechanized mode of producuon of rndustrial capitalism. Fashion enslaves women into a quest

for novelty and beauty that entails both an endless consumption of commodities and her own
transfolmation into a commodity, which by its very natuÍe is inotganic, dead. Therefore,
according to Benjamin, fashion "has opened the business of dialectical exchange between woman
and ware

-

between catnalpleasure and the corpse" (Benjamin Tlte Arcødes

Pro-1ecr

62 @1,1)).

Secondly, Benjamin desþates the body of the ptostitute as the emblem or hieroglyph

of

commodrty capitalism. Whilst the labour of those who ptoduced it is usually effaced when the
commodrty is put on the market, the labour of the prostitute, which consists of selling her bodily
participatron in a vzriety of sexual acts, cannot be etased, as her body

zs

the commodity. The

prostitute is an example of Benjamin's notion of the dialecucal rmage because she synthesizes

"the form of the commodity and its contentrr (Buck-Morss
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The Dialectìcs of Seeing185).

Benjamin saw the dialectical image, glossed byJennings as "the diachronic relationship of cettain
irnages

from a past epoch to certain telated images that ptoliferate in every present moment"

(35), as an epistemological tool for understanding the true character of both the past and the
present by bnngrng lost knorvledge of the past to present consciousness. As

it

evolves in his later

works, the task of the literary or cultural ctitic is to juxtapose images ftom drfferent historical eras

in order to bring about a revolutionary upheaval in the teadet's consciousness, a tealization of the
true nature of curtent social conditions. The dialectical image is an antidote to the capitalist
ideology of progress, for r.vhat it reveals is stasis, the absence of ptogtess:

It is not that what is past casts its light on what is present, or what is present its light on what is
past; rather, image is that wherein what has been comes together in a flash with the now to fotm
a constellation. In other words: irnage is dialectics at a standstill. For while the relation of the
present to the pastis purely temporal, the relati.on of what-has-been to the nowis dialectical not
temporal in nature but figural <bìldich>. Only dialecucal images are genuinely historical-that is,
not arclraic- images. (Benjamtn The Arcade¡ Project 463 (N3,1))
Carter has acknowledged Benjamin as exerting great influence on her work (Goldsworthy

12),but it is not for this reason alone that his concept of the dialectical image and his work on
the relationship between woman and the commodity-as-spectacle will be cruci.al to my readrng

of

her fiction. Benjamin's notion of the dialectical image is central to my argrlmenq but his work
also offets a way of conceptualising the interrelationship bet'ween commodity fetishism and the
sexual fetishization of women that permeates advanced capitalism, matked as it is by the two

complementary tendencies of the erottcization of the commodrty and teifi.cation or

commodihcation of the gendered subject. Catter and Benjamin have in common a highly
materialist perspective on culture and history and a commitment to de-mythologizing myth and

other forms of false consciousness. The dialectical rmage is in essence a de-mythologizing device,
a way of makrng connections between past and present

folms of social relations and social

oppression through the juxtaposition of cultural representations. In her 1983 essay "Notes from
the Front Line" Carter describes how she draws on the Eutopean cultutal heritage to develop
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ideas for her fiction, and this desctiption teveals her fundamental methodological affinity with

Benjamin's notion of the dialecucal image as a device for revealing untruth:

I feel free to loot

and runrmage in an official past, specifìcally a literary past, but I like
paintings and sculptures and the movies and folklore and heresies, too. This past, for me, has
important decorative, ornamental functions; further, it is a vast repository of outmoded lies,
where you cân check out what lies used to be à la mode and hnd the old lies on which new lies
l-rave been based. (74)
So

Reconceptualisrng Cattet's intettextual citations of fetishized representations of women
as dialectical images,

oÍ putposeful juxtapositions by

lhe wriTer as literary critic, as Carter has

descdbed herself, leads to vety different conclusions about Cartet's alleged fetishism than those
expressed by Bùtzolakis. \X/hilst Britzolakis acknowledges the importance of Benjamin's ideas in

her reading of Carter, even citing some of the same passages from his work as myself to suppott
her argument, she comes to a radtcally different conclusion about Cattet's fe¡shism. This is partly
because she does not utilise his

sþificant in

noíon of the dialecucal image, but what is pethaps more

explarnrng the difference in our readings is that Britzolakis does not address Carter's

habitual use of rtony. In this she is not alone. ElaineJordan has obsewed how critrcs often fail to
take Carter's echoic ilony rnto account, reading the uttetances of particular characters

as

representative of the opinions of their authot tnstead of ironic citations from populat opinion or

other cultural fotms (fordan "After-wotd" 21.8).
\X/ith the exception of -,\usten, women wdtets have not been noted for their use of rtony.

ì7hich is not to

say that female

writets have not been ironical. On the conttary, the perception

that female wdters taÃy adopt the ironic mode is the result of a fatlure to tecognize female irony
rather than to a histodcal paucity of female ironists. Totil Moi's discussion of the critical
reception given to Mary Ellman's eady feminist classi.c ThinkingAboal IØomen provides a perfect

illusttation of this point. Accotding to Moi, Ellman adopts the rhetorical trope of itony in order
to expose the extent to which thinking in Western cultute is petmeated by essentialist sexual
analogies and also to deconstruct stereoqT)ical representations of women commonly propounded

by male authots. Yet Ellman's use of irony to construct her thesis goes uffecognized by critics to
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the extent thata even a superficially sympathetic female cdtic such as PatriciaMeyet Spacks
proposes a new feminine stereotype of evasiveness

to categortze Ellman's lttetary

style, rather

than call it ironic QVoi Sexaalf Textaøl Politics: Feminist Literary Theory 31,-41).Iron|, it seems, is not
considered to be a "feminine" mode of writmg.
'Vl'omen's writrng has ftequently been subjected to a very literal kind of reading, and the

expectations that this reading practice has engendeted may go some way towatds accounting for

the absence of recognition of women's itony. Susan Rubin Suleiman has described this hghly
literal reading practice as "ultra-thematic" rn its relentless concentration on theme, scene and
chattcter to the absolute exclusion of any considetation of textuality (Sulerman
Gender, Politics, ønd the Auant-Garde 84).

Subuersiue

Intent:

I would assert that the critics cited at the beginning of this

rntroduction (Dworkin, I(appeler, Lewallen, Clark and Duncket) all subject Carter's fiction to an
ultra-thematrc readrng rvhich is eithet blind to the operations of textuality or even openly hostile

to it, seeing Cartet's foregrounding of textuali|y

as a

kind of élitism ot else a willful muddying of

the waters of intetpretation. Lorna Sage has noted just how prickly Catter's relations were with

many of her feminist contemporaries, not least because she "was in general an offence to the
modest, inward, realist vetsion of the woman writet"(Sage "Death of the Âuthot" 248). Putting
aside the ideological differences between Carter and femrnist sepatatists and pudsts,

it

seems to

me that much of the hostility drected at Cafter stems from the conr,rrcuon that a committed
femrnist writer should rvrite in a more overtly didactic and less slippery, postmodernist fashion.
Carter's ironyis

tìe

source of much of the offence she gives to the critics

I havebeen

discussing,

or to put it more succinctly, much of the drfficulty they have with het fiction can be attributed to
theu' failure to recognize her irony.

Flowever, recognition of Catter's irony would not inevitably dispel these critics' suspicion

of her ideological slippertness, because irony is itself inherently slippety; indeed the possibility of
being missed or misunderstood is intnnsic to the ironist's project. As Jonathan Culler points out,
the fundamental feature of irony is its double structuration, and this doubleness permeates its
aa
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every aspect. Irony relies for its effect on the conttast between appeatances and reality in order to
establish the conditions by which the ironic statement or text can give rise to vastly drfferent
readings. The ironic statement, passage or text has

a

litetal meaning, and although it contains

inconguities, these must not be so gladngly obvious as to preclude

a

litetal teading by the narve

reader. Thetefore the text must ref¡ain, by and latge, ftom passrng adverse comment upon or
other-wise openly disparaging that which

it

seeks

to ironize. In contrast, the true meaning or

propositron is buried and relies on the knowing reader to find or reconsttuct it, in which process
the knowing reader establishes his or her complicity wrth the author's project. Cullet pinpoints

four factors rvhich govern the teadet's perception of irony: the conttast between the behaviour
presented in the text with the expectations of human behaviout derived from life expedence;
expectations about the world of the novel which suggests how specific details should be

tntetpreted; rncongtuities in the assertions made by the text which are recupeÍated as uony; and
sense

which develops

provide

a

as

the reading progresses of the "habitual procedures of the text which

jusufrcation for i'onic reading and reassures us that we are only participating in that

play to which the text invites us" (190). The implication of the latter point is that nony begets

iron/, that is to

say, the detecuon

of

a series

of small ironies embedded in the text leads the

reader to adduce a gi;eater, over-arching itony pervading and infotmrng the text as

a

whole.

As far as I am aware, Cafier has not been accused of eliusm on account of her habitual
use of irony, and yet such a charge would be legitimate in the sense that irony operates through

the assurnption of mutual rntellectual superiority by the ironist and the knowing reader. This
intellectual superiority distances them ftom the object of their irony, thus enabllng them to pass
judgment upon it. The ttuth proposition ot irony of the text is usually only available to the
intelligent, culturally knowledgeable reader; rndeed Cullet claims of itony that "mote than any

other form it supports the elitrsm of j¡¡sllìgence" (185). Furthetmore, itony is ftequently only
drscernible

if

the teadet and the writet share the same values and pohtical point of view, and

should this not be the case, the irony simply does not work; i.t becomes invisible. Thus, rony is
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a

only visible from a specifrc and lrmrted .vantage point, and the message, if such a reductive term is
perrnissible here, of the ironic text is only available to a ìrmited readership.

\X/hilst Carter is not on record as havrng commented ditectly on her use of irony, the
comments she made in an interwiew with John Haffenden about the allegotical dimension of her

writing indirectly addresses the ptoblem of elitism which also inheres in her adoption of the

ilonic mode. The doubleness set up by the play between surface and hidden meanings that
chatacterises irony is also typical of allegory, and the hidden meaning is again not accessible to
evety reader. Carter's remarks about allegory reveal that she tegards the readet of her fiction

as

having a choice between readrng for entertainment and reading for instructron or jntellectual
engagement:
But it does seem a bit of an imposition to say to readers that rf you read this book you have got to
be tlr-rnking all the tìrne; so it's thete only if you want it. Frorn Tlte Magic Toyhop onwards, I've
tried to keep an entertaining surface to the novels, so that you don't have to read them as a
system of stgnification if you don't want to. (Haffenden 87)

In other words, even if the reader is unaware of the itonies of the text, he or she can still take
pleasure from

it

and be entertained. Howevet,

fot many people

access

to the "high" cultural

forms and academic discourses to which Carter so frequently alludes is profoundly hmited or
non-existent, and thus their' ability to perceive the allegorical or ironic aspect of the work is
curtailed. The imphcation of this putative choice is really one of instruction for the few, and

entertainment for the many, rvhich is not entirely reassudng for the feminist or socialist critic
troubled by Carter's adoptron of a literary mode that, on the sutface at least, appears to be so
antt-egalttaÀan.

Frorn the petspective of an oppositional political movement such as feminism, tony is
problematic as a mode of criuque because it sidesteps the need for overt confrontation between
opposing wotldviews, as Moi has pointed out (Moi Feninist Theory dy Simone

de Beaaaoir

52). The

impossibiJrty of pinning dorvn the u'onist's exact position means that she is just as likely to be

found wanting by those who share her convictions
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as by those

who oppose them, Moi's

description of the difficulties that ilony entails for the politically committed writü mrght have
been written with Cafier rn mrnd:
Pohucally speaking, tl-re ironist is exttemely hard to assail precisely because it is vttually
irnpossible to fi-r her or his text convincingly. In the ironic discourse, every position undercuts
itself, thus leaving the pol-tucally engaged writer in a position where her ironic discourse might just
come to deconstn-rct her own politics. (lr4oi Sexaal/Textual Politict: FerainiÍ Linrarl Theory 40)

Emancipatory discourses such as feminism usually u ili"e invective to articulate social cdtique,
rather than subtlet, less obvious thetorical tropes such as irony. The diffrculty or impossibility of

pinning down the poJitical position of an uonist such as Cartet obviously thwafis the desire of
many femrnist critics for art that offers a clear-cut and suitably indrgnant representation of
patriarchal injustice.

Howevet there is another, more progressive aspect to itony which renders it

a

highly

appropdate tool for femrnist ctitrque. It is the vety indetetminacy of the authorial or narrative
voice within the ironic text which fotces the readet to construct meantng for him or her self to an
unusual degtee, by examrnrng the text's incongrurties and contradictions. Cullet calls the reader's
quest for meantng a " dizzytttg dialectic" (185) and it is in irony's dialectical aspect that its

Iiberatory potential resides. By inducing the teadet to attempt tesolution of the problems of

interpretation posed by the text's incongruties, tony compels an intense examination of the
contradi.ctions betr,veen what is being said in the text and what the text
r.vhat rs reptesented

in the text

as

seems

to mean, between

ttue by the chatacters or the nanator and ftuth as the teader

perceives it, between the specific ficuonal tepresentations of truth and unttuth, and those of the

culture ztlarge. This capacity of rtony to force the readet to conftont contradictions undedies
Hataway's call for irony to be mobiltzed in the service of femrnism, socialism and materiallsm ln

her "Manifesto for Cyborgs":
Irony is about contradictions that do not ¡esolve into greater wholes, even dialectically, about the
tension of holding incompattble thrngs together because both or all are necess ary and true. Irony
is about humour and serious play. It is also a rhetorical strategy and a political method, one that I
would like to see more honored withrn social-ist feminism. (173)
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I hope to

demonstrate in the chapters that follow that C¡rter's ironic citations of Westetn cultural

iconographies of \ùØomain

^s ^

fetrsh object is just such an example of the use of irony as

a

"rhetorical stuategy and political method" that Haraway calls for. My thesis is that the conjunction

of irony and fetrshism in Carter's lvoLk is not just serendipity; on the conttary, her adoption of
the ilonic mode in order to refer back to )iterary movements noted for
de siècle

thet fetishism,

such

as

fn

Decadence , ís slralegic. But before embarkrng on a detailed examination of the operations

of irony and fetishism in Carter's ftction, the more genetal relationship of irony to fetishism
needs to be scrutinized.

As we have seen, irony is indissolubly linked to the intelhgentsia, to cultural if not
politrcal elites. Naomi Schor makes the further claim that the aft of these elites, that is, avantgarde art, is permeated by the lnterrelauonship of irony and fetishism, which she tetms "the

fetishizatron of irony and the nontzatson of fetishism." ,\ccording to Schor, this mutual

imbncauon of fetishism and tony can be traced back through the nineteenth century to Flaubett,
and continues to exert far-reachtng effects on twentieth-century aesthetic practices: "The

fetishization of itony runs unchallenged through both hrgh modernism and postmodernism; even
rn the face of the major cultural mutation of the second half of the twentieth century, irony
remains the indelible market of the elite,

"vhethet

it be in litetatute, theoly, ot the arts"(Schor

"Fetishism and Its Ironies" 92).

Although Schor's project is to map out some of the implications for feminism of the
nexus between

tony

and fetishism in the work of Flaubert, her obsewations are pertinent to the

"ironization of feushism" in Cattet's fiction. Schor wotks from the Freudian definition of
fetrshism as a sexual petwersion, and hence she claims that "fetishism defines the Lmit of realist

description, for the fetishist cannot describe that rvhich he would deny: woman's genitals and the
threat they represent"(Schor "Fetishism and Its Itonies" 97). The need to tell

it

slant is thus

inherent in fetishism; its contradictory and negative nature demands the use of f,gurauve
language: "Fetishism necessarily speaks in ttopes,..itony and not metaphot is the trope

5t

of

feushism"(Schor "Fetishism and Its lronies" 97). In the discourse of fetishism the ironic mode
functions

^s ^

w^y of gesturing towards the unptesentable: a code decodable only by those prir,y

to unspeakable knowledge. There is thus a homology between itony and fetishism, for "just

as

the fetish enables the fetishist simultaneously to recognize and to deny woman's casttation, itony
allows the ironist both to reject and to reappropriate the discourse of reference..."(Schot

"Fetishism and Its konies" 98).
Schor's usage of the term "discourse of teference" derives from Rainet \ü/arning's
discussion of Flaubertian u'onic discoulse, in which he diffetentiates ironic discoutse ftom the

rhetorical trope of uony:
Our thesis will be that this "order" of ironic discoutse consists essentially in the citation of
reference discourses and that this act of citation is to be understood in the light of an ambivalent
relat-ionship of deceptive allusion and repetition, of ctitique and tedemption, of deceptive allusion
and aesthetic resemblance. As something merely cited, the refetence discourse is deprived of its
own claim to truth; at the same time, however, it is "reølizs¿" anew- in the citation- and thereby
redeemed aesthetically. Its content remains, even when seen through, an object of fascination; it
speaks directly to the eccentric negativity of the ironist who, in the citation, seeks to gain distance
in order to save himself rn that distance for the renewed realnation of what is cited. Ironic
discourse thereby appeârs, however, in a perspective no longer identical with that of the act of
rhetotical irony. (rVarning
\ùØhereas

25 5-56)

Flaubert's usual reference discourse can be identified as that of Romanticism,

Carter's muluplicity of intettextual allusions to a host of literary genres, movements and styles
defies such easy sumn:ration. Fot the purposes of this thesi.s, in which Carter's intettextual

reworking of the iconographies of femrnrnity that pervade the texts of Decadent literature will be
examined, \X/arning's thesis is apposite on several counts. Firstly, its description of the
vicissitudes of the relauonship of the text to its reference discourses provides an intdguing v/ay

of conceptuùtztng the oscillation between reitetation and cdtique which sttuctures Carter's
intertextual citations. Secondly, Warning's notion that aesthetic resemblance between text and
intertext is inherent in the process of itonic citatron subtly skews Britzolakis' charge that Catter's
novel participates in the "poetics of specularity" of decadence by stylistic reduplication
(Britzolakis 46). Interestirgly, and of relevance to this point of the aesthetic resemblance between
text and intertext, intertextuality itself has been seerl as part of the decadent aesthetic. Spackman
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obserwes that "decadent texts flaunt therr rntertextuality, footnote themselves endlessly, self-

consciously present their own literary genealogies. Indeed, a text such

as

A

reboars,

the so called

bible of decadence, mlght mote aptly be termed the bibliography of decadence"(34). Thtdly,
\Øarning's notion that the act of citation voids the tefetence discoutse of its uuth-value suppotts

my contention that Carter's citations of fetishized literary images of women serve a feminist
strategy aimed at tevealing these rmages as histotically detetmined cultutal attifacts rafher than
universal truths. Frnally, although the seductions of a c reer as a feush object that decadence

offers women continue to dazzle momentarily, to exett a "fascination" in Catter's prose, through
the telentless interplay of text and intettext, a distance is cteated in which the teader is able to
decode the cited discouLse, or in \ü/arning's terms, to "tealfze"
awareness that the seductions of the masculine scenarios

it anew, thus coming to an

of fetishism fot women

are tndeed

"bankrupt enchantments. "
Schor's insight rnto the imbricauon

of fetishism and irony is pivotal to my argument, but

so too is an understanding of the antìpathy between these two terms. For to claim that thete is

a

homology between them is not to say that they are identical. On the conrJary, tìreir molivation,
dynamics and effects are profoundly antagonistic, and it is imperative for my prúposes that the

points of difference between them be teased out. Let us first consider the question of motivation.
Fetishism, in all its rnanifestations, is deeply hostile to notions of truth. Rathet, it is mouvated by
a desile

for untruth, ot at best, by a desire to gloss ovet ttuths that are deemed unacceptable.

Thus we see that rn anthropological and commodity fetishism, human ot superhuman qualitres
are attributed to mere things, belief triumphs over reason. In its Freudian sense, sexual fetishism
i.s

an attempt to deny the unpalatable truth of female sexual difference by ptojecting

a

phantasized phallus onto the body of the mothet. A.s we have seen, the primary mechanism

of

fetishism is disavowal, and although sexual feushism gestures towards its own trnag¡nary "truth"

of female castration, this gesture is inadvertent and unwittrng.
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The rmpetus behind uony is diametrically opposite. It may tell its truths slant, but the
ironic text nevertheless impels the readet to see through the untruths it contains and to seek the
nugget

of "truth" imbedded within it, however that "truth" is consttucted. The motivation of the

nonist is to bnng the readet to

^

gte ter awareness of teality and the reptesentations of it

inscdbed in cultural forms, whereas the fetishist seeks to screen out awareness of a teahty too
drsturbing to be assimilated.
Feushism and tony are also at odds in tetms of their dynamics. Fetishism is static. The
feushist is fixated on the repetitron of magic incantations and unchanging rituals. Fetishism

cannot incorpotate new knowledge, berng locked rnto the repetrtion of an immutable scenario.
is also profoundly egocentric, involvrng the subject's quest

It

fot grattltcatron through its relation to

an object, rather than through communion or cornmunication with another subject. Irony,

as

previously noted, is mobile and dialectical. Irony involves the juxtaposition and tesolution of
contradictions, which generates multiple meanings and facilitates the communication of ideas

from one subject to another through the medium of the text. In short, fetishism

i.s

monologic,

whereas irony is dialogic.

But perhaps the most impoftant distlnction that needs to be drawn between fetishism
and irony is functional. The function of fetrshism is primatily consolatory. In anthropological and

commodiry fetishism, the fetish object serves to alleviate the disttess of the subject conftonted

with implacable natutal and social forces ovet which it has no control. As Apter puts it in regatd
to cornmodity fetishism: "the household fetishes of cars, TVs and swimming pools are shown to
be sites of drsplaced lack, drearrr surrogates for better values" (Apter "Introduction" 2). The
feush is simultaneously a consolationpnze for the subject's lack of powet, and the scteen that
obscures that vety same powerlessness. In the psychoanalytic scenado the fetish object functions
as

^rr

ers^tz penis which obscures the discovety

of female sexual difference, theteby screening off

the threat of castration and obscunng the horor of his own genesis which is supposedly so
shattering to the male infant's natcissism. Hence fetishism is deeply conservative because
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it

conceals the "teal" conditions

of existence whilst paradoxically rnducing the subject to resþ her

or hrm self to them. Of course, uony also has its consolatory aspect, consoling the knowing
reader by affirming his or her place amongst the intelligentsia, even

if

that intellìgentsia has no

teal social power. Yet, on balance, u'ony is subversive rather conserwative, because it rnstigates the
readet's quest for new insights and knowledge, for the fotging of new connections and the

formulation of new questions.
Ratner Warning contends that uonic discoutse only floudshes in trmes of gteat historical
change, because

it telies upon

systems Q6a). The r.vritrngs
'V7atning

a teading public which is positioned outside hegemonic value

of Swift and Voltaire spring immedrately to mind here, but for

the prime example is Flaubert, that great ironist of Romanticism. Catter's increasing

popularity at a tsrr,e of immense change in the position of women supports Warning's contention.
Patrtarchy may not be dead yet, but thete are enough femrnists diggug its grave to const-itute

a

devoted and highly literate teadership for Carter's ronical revisions of its cultural tepresentations

of women. This readership takes its pleasure not in Carter's teinscription of dominant values, but
rn her subversion of them. Carter's deployment of the itonic mode can be viewed as singulady

appropriate to her ptoject of tevealing the insidrous effects that patriarchal myths of femintnity
continue to exert in our culture; het em.brace of the vetbal feush is an lnftinsic part of this
project. tù7here Britzolakrs rmplies that Cartet is simply recycling the fetrshistlc imagoes of
women inherited from her masculine literary forebears, I want to stake the claim that her

ironization of the debris of the \ü/estern literary heritage is a feminist strategy which aims to
reveal the extent to which these histotically specific imagoes haunt contemporary culture. The

htghly fetlshized imagery of femininity that permeates the texts of nineteenth centwy fiction
contjnues to teverbetate in contemporaly cultural and literary teptesentations of women with the
power of archetype and the banalìty of cliché.

It was Benjamrn who noted:

4I

\Mrat distinguishes irnages from the "essences" of phenomenology is their historical
index...These irnages ate to be thought of entirely apaft frorn the categories of the "human
sciences," from so-called habitus, from style, and the Like. For the historical rndex of the images
not only says that they belong to a particular tirne; it says, above all, that they attain to legibility
only at a pârticular time. . . Every present day is determined by the irnages that are synchronic with
it: each "no\tr7" is the now of a particular rccognizø.bility. (Benjanin The Arcades Project 462-63
(1.J3,1))

The nrneteenth century has left us wrth alegacy of tmagoes of woman as ptostitutes,
femtne

fatakq hysterics, Muses and automata or dolls that have been so widely disseminated

throughout twentieth century cultural forms that ther historically specific origins are obscured.
Carter's demythologizing project is also a de-univetsahzing one; in otder to disempower the
fetishized imagoes of femininity rvhich in theit guise as universal truths continue to determrne

our "present," it is necessary to equip them in their contemporary guises with a histoty, thereby
revealing their historical specificity. Thus Cattet's fictional tecuperation of fetishistic imagoes

of

women, I will argue, is an attempt to bting them to legibilrty rn the Benjaminian sense, to make us
see them anew as the

"old lies on which the new lies have been based" (4.. Cartet "Front Line"

74). Such imagoes are dialectical in the same sense

as

Benjamin's figute of thef/ânear,

^t

once

preserwed in history and negated by it. Although their histotical specihcity is lost, as clichés they

continue to saturate mass cultule in the society of the spectacle.

This thesis will demonstrate that an alternattve answer is possible to Britzolakis' rhetorical
question: "Can one write as a demythologizer in the Enlightenment tradition which attacks the
'idols of the mlnd' (an outstanding example of which is Marx's analysis of commodity fetishism),
and at the sarre time, embrace the verbal fetrsh at the level
agree

of style?" (Britzolakis

49). For whilst

I

with Britzolakrs that Carter is drawn to "the rhetoric and iconography of a prominent,

largely male-authored sffand of European literary history, which runs ftom the mrd-nineteenth

century through Baudelaire, Poe, Sade, much of French Symbolism, the Decadent wriung of the

fn

de siècle

and Sulrealism," and that she focuses on the "metaphorization of feminrnity in its most

fetrshized and spectaculat forms"(Britzolakis 49) that permeate these texts,

I

disagtee that this

fascination somehow undermines het claim to intettogate how the social fiction of feminrnity
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operates in our culture. Rather,

I arm to show that it is ptecisely through

her textual sttategy

of

tontztng the fetishism of the Eutopean hterary ttadition that Catter denaturahzes these fi.ctions

of femrnrnity.
This thesis wrll suppott Britzolakis' claim that many of Catter's texts foreground literary
and cinematic scenarios of masculine fetishism through representations of women staged

as

spectacle for the rrrale gaze, Furthermore it wiII show how Cattet is at parns to demonstrate that
female complicity with these scenatios is at least

patly tesponsible for sustaining them. It cannot

be disputed that Carter's fiction is replete with fetrshistic rmages of women dispofimg themselves
as comrrrodities-on-display. But whete Britzolakis sees the emphasis

on female self-

specularization as contrary to Carterrs self-proclarmed de-mythologisrng project lBritzolakis 54),
and questions whethet the tendency of some of Carter's heroines to collude in their own

objectification works to undermine the possibility of seeing these texts as patt of an
emancipatory feminist project (Britzolakis 44), I will demonsttate how Carter's resurrection of
the Decadent literary canon's tepertoire of rmagoes of fetishized femrninity futthets het feminist
deconstructrve strategy.

In effect, what I want to establish is whether Cartet's own claims about het wotk stand
up to sctutiny. In an intewierv with I(erryn Goldsworthy tn 1985 Cafier descdbed het eatly

writing

as "a

kind of elaborate form of )ttenry critrcism"(Goldsworthy 5). In an interview with

John Haffenden that same year, she made the same claim, stating "my fiction is vety often

a

klnd

of literary criticism"(Haffenden 79). Âlthough Cartet also said that she had "always used a very
wide number of references because of tending to regard all of western Europe as a great scrapyard from which you can assemble all sorts of new vehicles

..

.

bricolage"

(Haffenden 92), the

description of het fiction as literary ctiucism suggest that Carter tegarded her prodigious
intertextual allusiveness as more than the gatnenng of a vast range of sources, mote than brinlage.

The inference to be drawn from Carter's description of her writing strategy is that her
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intertextuality is self-conscious and deliberate, and that her fiction is structured rhetorically as a
series

of apostrophes to prior texts and htenry traditions.
This thesis examines this idea, as well

as

the allegations of Carter's hterary fetishism and

Decadence, thtough reading a selection of her texts alongside

sþificant intertexts from what

can

loosely be described as the Decadent tradition. Cattet's invocation of these multrple intertexts
sends her readers on what
Theory and Politics of

Lnda Hutcheon terms "inferential walks" (Hutcheon lronl's

Edge: tbe

Irory 144). This is a process in which the teadet refers to various intertextual

frames so as to glean information about the primaty text. According to Hutcheon, this

intertextual mechanism is one of the primary means of ptoducing iron¡l, as the reader is forced to

contlast the 'said' of text and intettext (s) with the unsaid of both. The resultant "rubbing
together of meanings" makes uony happen (19). It is rmportant to note that for Hutcheon irony
is not limited to the antþbraslic, that is the inverse or opposite of the said, as it is sometimes

assumed. Hutcheon argues that the antiphrastic conception of itony ought to be replaced with
the idea that irony results from the said and the unsaid of the text together producing new
meanings: "The semantic solution of irony would then hold in suspension the said plus
somethrng othet than and rn addition to

it that remained unsaid"

(63).

In other words, irony

is

dialectical, dialogic, and premised on difference, not static or simply opposiuonal.

Hutcheon's ptemise is central to my readrng of how specific texts by Cafier interrogate
the iconogtaphies of femininity at the heat of the Decadent aesthetic. My focus throughout has
been on mapping how Carter's fictions addtess not only specihc Decadent intertexts, but also the

most influential readings that these Decedent texts and writers have genetated. In the first
section, I read the figure of the 'S7oman-as-Doll in The Magic Toybop alongside E,T.A.

Hoffmann's "The Sandman",

as

well as the most notable reading Hoffmann's tale has spawned,

Freud's essay on "The Uncanny" (1919).

I

also consider the relation between The MagicToyhop

and two of the best-known theatrical versions

of "The Sandman": Offenbach's opera

Ta/es

of

Hofman, andLéon/Délibes ballet, Coppelia. The second section of the thesis examines Carter's

4

parodic restagmgs of the figure of the Muse. It consists of three separate but tntettalated

I

subsections. In the f,tst,

read Tbe Infernal Desire Machines

of Doctor

rendition of Proust's ambiguous Modernist Muse, Albertine, n

À

Hofman
la

^s ^

hypetbolic

recherche da tenþs

þerda. Tine

second subsection reads the short story "The Cabrnet of Edgat Allan Poe" from the collection
Black Venas as a parody of Marie Bonapatte's psychobiogtaphical tteatise, The I-;tfe and I{/or,k: of

EdgarAllan

Poe:

A

Pychoattaþtic Interþretarion The final part

Carter's decenteting of the figure of the poet Baudelaite

of this section on the Muse examines

in "Black Venus" from the same

collection, and the effect this has on his ability to authot his Muse, Jeanne Duval. The final
section of the thesis examines Carter's itetation of the figute of thefemmefata/e in two texts from

the late 1970s, Tþe Sadeian ll/oman and The Passion of New Eue.I situate Cattet's polemrcal and
lrctional deployments of r}.e femme fata/e ln the context of contemporaneous feminist debates
about female arche$rpes, as well as a historicizng of the split traditions of interpreting this
iconographic figure. The focus of the final subsectron is an intertextual teading of the figure of
Letlah/LlJllth

n

Tbe Pa::ion of New Eue

1886 novel, L'Eue fatare

tn telation to thefemmesfatales in Villiets de L'Isle-Adam's

.

This thesis does not claim to ptesent an exhaustive account of Catter's relation to the
Decadent tradition, nor to have the final word on her ironic re-iteration of the iconogtaphies of

\7oman-as-Doll, Muse , or femme fatale. Sa:m'h Gamble, for ìnstance, has recently made

a case

fot

the character of Ghislaine in Carter's first novel, Shadow Dance, to be considered as an itetz]uon of
thefenmefata/e (Gar.r'l:Je "Something Sacred: Angela Czrter,Jean Luc Godatd and the Sixties" 5561). My understanding of thefemme faÍale as a figute of female power as well as of overt female
sexuality renders this rnterpretation of the masochistic Ghislaine problematic. My choice

of

primary texts from amongst Carter's oeuvre has been made on the basis that these particulat texts
sustain thotoughgorng and productive readings of both their specfic Decadent intettexts and the

traditions of represenung the feminine encoded therein.
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Section 2: Olympia's Revenge
There is an invisible doll at the heart of Cattet's second novel. Hardly sutptising, you mrght
argue, given that it is entitled The Magic Tolshoþ, and a magic toyshop might be expected to contain a

whole arsenal of tricþ automata. But no âmount of legetdematn can make this doll visible, let alone
bnng her to life, for she has no ontological status whatsoever. She is a metaphor, the ghost of a doll.
She is a ptoduct of readrng tather than vision. Only a specific kind of reading strategy can bting her

to legibility- one that explores the ftame of teference that the text sets up, Carter puts her cards on
the table on the very fust page. The Magic Tolshoþ is a title that conjures up â host of childhood
associations, thereby setting in trarn multrple possibilities for reading. Fot what else is a toyshop but

a

privrleged space in which to play?

Here, as elsewhere, Cattet's intertextual allusiveness enables a subjectrvely detetmined play of
readrng that is not prescriptive but liberating. The readet is free to resurrect Ur-toys and Ur-toyshops

from the storehouse of petsonal memory. And for this readet, the magic toyshop of memory is not
to be found in Santa stories or animated \X/alt Disney extr^vag^îzas, but rn ballet-land. Or, to be
more precise, in the second act of the ballet Coppélta, in which the usual collection of ethnic dances
that pad out most ma)or nineteenth-century ballets ate cunmngly performed, ot so it seems, by
^vtoma;t^

come to life, ,And in which there is a curious blurring of the distinction between an

inanimate doll called Coppélia and a highly animated dancet masquetading as Coppélia magically

brought to life. Of course Coppélia is an alias, the

nom de bøllet

of the Ut-doll, Hoffmann's Olympia.

That Olympia should turn up like this in Carter's magic toyshop is not at all surprising, if we take
Freud at his word. Didn't he say that the repressed always teturns? And didn't he tefuse to accord
her any sþificance in his teading of Hoffmann's "The Sandman" in his essay on the uncanny?
Hence, according to his own master-theorem, her retuÍn is inevitable. As we shall see, Olympia will

not be easily denied.
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But how can it be said that
The Magic Tolshop?

a

doll that is never once tefetted to by name lies at the heart of

The answet to this rhetotical question is that Olympia may not be present, but

she is a powerful absence. She is not a textual entity as such; rathet het name codes a speciFrca\

female subject position: that of the Lving doll. Both the ptincipal female characters, Melanie and her

Aunt Marg^ret,

^te

forced to negotiate theit way atound this subject position. Indeed, The Magic

Toyhop can be tead as a lesson in how to escape the fate of the livtng doll.

In the nightmare world of

Flower's Puppet Microcosm, the only means to avoid incurring the wrath of the puppet master is by
mute serwice and utter physical compliance with his Law. He likes his wofnen silent and obedient;
they are to go about his house performing their duties like clockwork. And whilst there is no
shortage of domestic violence in Phiìip Flower's house, it is not by brute fotce alone that women are
made over into silent dolls. One of the great strengths of The Magic Toyhop is that it maps, not only

the perils of doll-hood, but also the enticements, the promises of narcissistic pleasure, by which this
subject position entraps u/omen.

But if we are to appreciate Carter's exposé of the seductive lutes of the Ur-doll, the phantom
Olympia, we must go back to the tale in which she makes het debut, E.T.A. Floffmann's "The
Sandman," and situate it rn the historical context of its produc¡on. This is not merely an academic
exetcise, but is rather the very precondition for reading Cattet's sttategy of historicizing rmages

of

femrninity, makrng past and present representations collide as dialectical rmages. Hoffmann's living
doll is a concrete embodiment of the notion that women are mere matter, devoid of moral or
intellectual life, which underpins many Decadent representations of feminrnity. Nevertheless

Hoffmann's status as a precursor to Decadence, whi.ch will be discussed b'elow, should not bhnd us
to the factthat the representation of Olympia in "The Sandman" is cautionary and satirical.
Hoffmann's subversive irony, which is akln to Catter's, is quite alien to the poliucs of many of those
Decadents, such as Villiets de L'Isle-,\dam, who explicitly claimed him as an influence, and who
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tedeployed his rmage of the female automaton to misogynistic ends. Petet Chtistensen hrghlights
these poliucal, tathet than merely thematic, affìni¡es between Hoffmann and Carter:

Hoffmann warns us that people are being tutned into automata and that machines are being credited
witlr inordinate value. To link Cafier with Hoffmann means more than acknowledging a mutual
interest in puppets, images of seeing, and the grotesque. SØhat she writes is not parody or pastiche but
ratlrer an inscription in a critical htenry tradition. (Christensen 69)

Hoffmann is little read today, but in the ftst half of the nineteenth century he was a majot
force in Eutopean literature. In his shott, tutbulent life Hoffmann was a musician, composer,
conductor, theatre director, music critrc, patnter, jurist, judge, and finally, a writer of ficuon.

Although his tales achieved a degree of success rn the last yeats of his life, Hoffmann's death n

1,822

corncided with the demise of the German Romantic movement with which his name was associated,
and thereaftet he fell out of favour rn his native language. Flowever, after his death his work was
almost immediately translated into Ftench, and in French translations his wotk enjoyed immense
success all over Europe. His

itonic tone, expetimentation with nanative fotm, and exploratron of the

r.vorkings of the unconscious gives his wotk a surprisingly modern feel. Hoffmannrs extÍaordrnaty

imagrnauon, and his startlng juxtapositions of the prosaic with the uncanny, the grotesque, and the
supernatural have ensuted that he is now considered to be one of the forerunners

His fiction greatly influenced such wdters

as

of

mag1c realism.

Dostoevsþ, Pushkin, and Gogol in Russia, and Dumas,

Flugo, Balzac, Sand, Gautier and, most notably, Baudelaire, in France @raar 271,-78-Lloyd passim).
Indeed, Le Crand Robert
Hofmønnesque. Just as

de

/a løngue fançaise credits Baudelaire

with coining the adjective

with Poe, Hoffmann's influence on Baudelaire and his coterie was so pewasive

that he can rightly be consideted as one of the forebeats of nineteenth centuty Ftench Decadent
Iiterature. This, of coulse, is the vety strand of the Eutopean ltterary traditjon that Carter is accused

of fetishizing.
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Hoffmann's popularity and the extent of his influence can be adduced ftom a list of works
based on his tales. A.mongst opetatic works we can list Offenbach's I-¿ Roi Carotte and L,es

contes

d'Hofinann; Busoni's Die Braulwabl;B:munfels' Prinryssiru Branbilla; Petetsen's Dergoldne Topf, Adam's

l-a

PotQée de Nuremberg;

Cardillac.

Audran's La

Poupée; Reinecke's Nassknacker und Mause,könig and

Hindemrth's

Additionally, Schurnann's musical work Kreìsleriana was inspired by Hoffmann's quasi-

autobiographical petsona, Johannes ll'eisler. Two of the most popular ballets in the classical
repertoire, the Tchaikovsþ-Petipa collaboration Ca¡se-Noìselte, or The Nalcracker and Délibes-SaintLéon's Coppá/ìa, ou laFilk aØcJ€ax d'ámail, ate based on his tales "Nussknacket und Mausekönig," and

"Der Sandmann" respectively. The latter also inspired one of the eatliest non-tealist films, Georges
Méliès' Coppélia or the Animaled Do// (Bleilet xv)
Carter's affinities with Hoffmetnt7

^re

obvious: the hlperboJic imagination, the ornate prose

style, the juxtaposition of the fantastic with the quotidian, the use of irony and satire, the Gothic
themes and the affection for the genre of the htenry tale. In het After-word to the collection
Fireworks, Cattet openly acknor,vledges her debt:

Though it took me a long time to rcalize why I hked them, I'd always been fond of Poe, and
Hoffman- Gothic tales, cruel tales, tales of wonder, tales of terror, fabulous narratives that deal
drectly with the imagery of the unconscious-mirrors, the externalized self; forsaken castles; haunted
forests; forbidden sexual objects. Fotmally the tale diffets from the shott story in that it makes few
pretences at the ir¡itation of life. The tale does not log everyday experience, as the short story does; it
interprets everl'day experience thtough a system of imagery detived from subterrâneân âreas behind
everyday experience, and thetefo¡e the tale cannot betrây its readers into a false knowledge of
everyday experience.

The Gothic tradi.tion in which Poe writes gtandly ignores the value systems of our
institutions; it deals entirely with the ptofane. Its great themes ate cannibalism and incest. Character
and events Me ex^gger^ted beyond reality, to become symbols, ideas, passions. Its style will tend to be
oroate, unnatural- and thus operâte against the perennial human desire to believe the world as fact. Its
only humour is black humour. It retains a singular moral function- that of ptovoking uneâse.
The tale has relations with subliterary forms of pornography, ballad and dream, and it has not been
dealt with kindly with l-iterati. And is it any wonder? Let us keep the unconscious in a suitcase, as Père
Ubu did with his conscience, and flush it down the lavatory when it gets too troublesome. (1,21-22)

As Mikkonen argues, Carter's engagement with Hoffmann goes beyond specific intettextual allusions

into what rve might term

a global engagement

with Hoffmann's themes and nzrnttve techniques, in
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partlcular his irony and his redefinitron of literary chatactets as ttopes (i\4ikkonen 167-86). This
engagement

with Hoffmann is explicit in het most fantastic text,

Hofma4 which,

The Infernal De.rire Machines of Doctor

as Christensen and Mild<onen have shown, draws heavily

on his tales "Nussknacker

und Mausekönig," and "I(leines Zaches," amongst others (Christensen 63-70; Mikkonen 1,67-86).
Several critics have also identified the connection between Tbe Magic Tolshop and Hoffmannn's tale,

"The Sandman"

(See

Palmer 183; Armitt 204-5; Fettell 131-44). "The Sandman", fits¡ published in

the collecuon Nachsrùcke (181,7) tnaugurated a century in which the tepresentation of woman as living
dolls became commonplace, a century which ended, fittingly enough, with the resounding slam

of

Nora's Doll's Flouse door. The woman-doll dyad became a ttope of nineteenth century art alongside
the rise of commodity fetishism and the erotic commodification of women.

It is a trope that

continues to flourish: wi.tness the endless parade of girl-dolls gytatìng on MTV and the enduring

popularity of the Barbie doll. But

Tbe Magic Tolshop stands

not only in intertextual relation to "The

Sandman" itself, but also to the multiple revisionary versions genetated by the tale. Carter selfconsciously situates her text within the history of these readmgs so that

it functions

as

much as a

commentary upon other readings as upon its primary intettext.

he terms a "theoretically explicit form of critical ftction" (126),I argue that Tolshoþ, a text that long
proceeds Hofman, can alteady be consideted rn this light. For Toybop can clearly be read as a hctional
argument with the most highly theorized reading of "The Sandman": that given by Freud ln his 1919
essay

on the uncanny. Toyhop challenges Freud's insistence that the uncanny effects of "The

Sandman" are due to its evocation

of casttation anxiety, rather than to the unsettling effect of the

inabitity to distinguish the inanimate doll ftom the living woman. By teinstating the doll at the heart

of her narrative, and by revisioning the famtly Íomance that is the subtext of Hoffmann's tale, Carter
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questions the notion that there can be a univetsal experience of the uncanny, the very entity that

Freud seeks to elucidate.

But whar exactly is the status of the doll in Hoffmann's tale? Hoffmann's fiction is exemplary

of German Romanticism, an aesthetic movement greatly concetned with the explotation of dreams,
the unconscious and myths. Notions of fatalism and of the grotesque àre cerÍra"l to the German

Romantic aesthetic: the'uvorld is frequently imaged as a lunatic asylum and "man" is imaged as
puppet. It is instructive to note that Hoffmann's Olympia appeared duting the same period
Shelley's Frankensleìn and the second part

of Goethe's Fazst, in which

homunculus. This suggests that Hoffmann's animated doll

i.s

^

marr is cteated out

a

as

of

a

not simply a manífestation of his

spectacularly florid rmagination but is rather a reflection of the contemporaneous concern with the

creation of aruficial hfe and thus rvrth the ontological status of the human being. Of course, the
fantasy of creatlng life by non-reptoductive mean predates the Enlightenment, as the myths

of

Pygmalion, the mandrake, the Golem and homunculus attest. But the centrality of images of dolls,
puppets and automata to German Romantic fiction is a singulady post-Enlightenment phenomenon,
and owes as much to the detetministic, mechanistic philosophy of Descartes as to the craze

for

autotnata that srvept Europe in the late eighteenth centurT. Indeed, historians of automata make

a

direct Lnk between these tlvo phenomena. As John Cohen states, " the epoch of modetn automata
opens with Descattes" (68).

Gaby Wood recounts the oft-repeated but unsubstantiated tale of Descartes' last journey,

a

boat trip to Sweden to visrt Queen Christtna, on which he was accompanied by a mysterious
"daughter" called Francine. During the course of the joutney, "Francine" was discovered by the
sailors to be an automaton that Descattes had constnrcted as a memento of his own flesh and blood
daughter Francine, whose death at the age of five from scatlet fever had left him bereft. But when

the ship's captain learnt about the automaton, he ordered that it be thrown overboard, for he
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regarded

it

as an

"instrument of dark magic" that was responsible for the advetse weather the ship

had encounteted (\7oo d 3-4) . As Wood rematks, the histotic al vetacity of this story is almost

immaterial; it is of value because it illustrates so perfectly the ambivalent reactions evoked by
automata. Are they, as Descartes appeared to believe, harmless mechanical toys, or do they represent

something more diabolical, as the ship's c^pt^ln clearly thought? Do they unsettle, in some
fundamentally troubling wal, the distjnction between the human and the machrne?

It

is tantalizing to speculate whether the fable of the mechanistic philosophet assuaging his

paternal grief with a clockwork doll, an ersatz daughtet, hes behlnd the creation of Olympia, the

daughter-doll of the mechanician Spalanzani rn Hoffmann's tale. Speculation aside, what is certain is
that the Cartesian postulate that man is a machine, albeit one animated by a soul, ptovided a great
irnpetus to philosophical and scienufic rnquiry into the drstinction between the mechanical and the
human, as well as strmulating the ptoduction of ever more ingenious avtomat^. The former finds its
Enlightenment apotheosis in La Mettrie's ptovocative thesis L'Hamme-machine (1,748), which posits
the human body as nothing more than a clock subject to the laws of mechanics, the latter in the
marwellous automata of Vaucanson, von l(empeleLe andDroz which were celebrated all over

Europe. The fame of the musical automata of Vaucanson, especially his flute player, was eclipsed
only by the success of his duck automaton, which produced the illusion of eating and defecatlng. The
father and son team of Pierre-JaquetDroz and Henri-Louis Droz achieved universal acclaim for
their writmg automata, which are exhibited at Neuchâtel in Switzerland to this day. These clockwotkoperated twin "boys" write various phrases, including, rronically, Descartes' maxim "cogito,

ergo

stm."

Von I(empelen achieved notoriety for his ftaudulent Chess Player Automaton, exhibited for many
years on both sides of the

,\tlantic. Such was the fame of the automata that they made their way tnto

the literature of the period. Poe's tale "Von I{empelen and His Discovery,"
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as

well as his essay

"Maelzel's Chess Player" are exarninations of Von l(empelen's Chess Playing Automaton, which was
also the insptatron for Hoffmannrs stoty "Automata."

But although the automata atttacted latge crowds and generated much revenue

as they

toured

Europe and Amedca, the spectators who thtonged to see them were not without ther qualms.
Marvellous although they undoubtably were, these Enlightenment automata evoked

^

greàt deal

of

anxiety. For instance, the automaton-maker Droz was imprisoned fot heresy by the Spanish

Inquisition aftet exhibiting an automaton consideted too life-like. Other reactions were less extÍeme,
but nevertheless they were founded in the same basic anxieties about categories. tVhete does hfe
begm?

'S7hat

drstingr.ushes the human from the machine?

How can the cteation of arttltciallife by

human beings be reconciled with Chrisuan dogma? As Wood, amongst others, obserwes, these
anxieties still resonate in contemporary debates about cybotgs, tobotics, cloning, assisted

reproductive technology and other bio-technologies. The divide between teligious fundamentalism
and the EnLghtenment discourse of science as pure disintetested knowledge, which was demarcated

in the eighteenth century discourse of automata, still stands.
But the erotically charged representation of the automaton Olympia in "The Sandman"
marks a paradtgrn shift away from these actual Enhghtenment automata. Fot whilst there had

previously been real-life female automata, their sex was almost incidental, As Wood observes, "in the

shift from the real to the imaginary and ftom the playful to the destructive, andtoids ceased to be
male and became, more often than not, female"(xvüi),

'\ccotding

to Andteas FIuyssen, thete is a

causal Lnk between the introduction of industtial machtnery at the end of the eighteenth century, the

decline rn the cult of actual automata, and the emergence of the female automaton as ahterary figure.
Huyssen argues that when the automaton was apptopriated as a hterary theme at the turn of the
eighteenth to nineteenth centuries,

it

came

to sþify nightmarish threats, rather than benefits, to
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humankrnd. This change in the meanings associated with automata was accompanied by a change in
gender, as the automaton came to be hgured in the feminine
Historically, then, we can conclude that as soon as the machine came to be perceived as a demoni.c,
inexplicable threat and as harbinger of chaos and destruction- a view which typically characterises
many 19,h centuly reactions to the railroad to give but one major example- writers began to imagrne
tl-¡e Ma¡¡ltinenmen¡ch as a woman. There are grounds to suspect that we are factng hete a complex
process of projecúon and displacement. The fears and petceptual anxieties emanating from ever more
powertul machines are recâst and reconstructed in terms of the male fear of female sexual-ity,
reflecting, in the Freudian account, the male's castration anxiety. This ptojection was relatively easy to
make; although woman had traditionally been seen âs standing in a closet relationship to nâture than
man, nature itself, since the L8th century, had come to be interpreted as a giganuc machine. 'Woman,
nâture, machine had becorne a rnesh of signihcations which all had one thing in common: otherness;
by therr very existence they raised fears and threatened male authority and control. (Huyssen "The
Vamp and the Machine: Ftitz Lang's Melropolis" 69-70)

The erotrcizatton of Olympia inaugurates

a

trend in the representation of female

^vtom^ta

which

reaches its apotheosis rn Villiers' Hadaly, the sublime android that is not merely indrstinguishable

from

a Íeal

woman but superior to her in every way. However, the eroticization of the andtoid rn

these repteseritations is not unamblguous,

in her masculine admlers. In this

for the too-petfect copy evokes anxieties verging on panic

sense the female literaty andtoid evinces a similar disquiet

to that

generated by the real-life androids of the Enlightenment.

In the

passage above, Huyssens provides the historical contextualtzatton

thatis absent from

the Freudian account of "The Sandman." Because Freud's analysis is purely psycho-sexual, the
historical meanings attached to literary representations of the female automaton elude him. The

point that Huyssens is making is that rn the masculine Imaginaty, akeady existing negative or
ambivalent sexual fantasies about women, for example, as castrated and thus as representations of
castration anxiety, enable them to carty the negative or ambivalent cultural meanings attached to the
machine. The \X/oman-machine is thus doubly marked, and bears two meanings that are not
exclusive bnt rather are inextricably linkecl,

It

is temarkable that Fteucì's teading

of "The Sanclman"'

should so mlnimize the importance of the automaton tn producrng the effect of uncanniness, given
that both the other most sþifrcant revisionary versions of "The Sandman" -the ballet Coppélia, oa la
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Fi//e attxleux d'émail and Offenbach's opera

I-,es conte¡

d'Hofmann- grant such prominence to the

uncanniness of the doll. As we shall see, Tolshop produces a radicalTy different teading of Olympia's
tale to that ptoffeted by Fteud.

Disgust Always bears the Impdnt of Desire
The Magic Toyhop depicts

its heroine Melanie's progression from the house of girlhood to the

house of adulthood; two houses drametrically opposed to each other tn evely respect. Melanie is not

the nartator but tather the agent of petception ot focahzet of the text; it is through her
consciousness that the reader is granted access to the events of the stoty. Melanie's vision shapes our
undetstandin g

of

the fabu/a ; tndeed the evolution of her consciousness and her growing awareness

of

social telations make up the :luqhet of Cartet's tale. In an intewiew with Olga I(enyon Carter

articulated a dispassionate attitude to her heroine, describing her as "a boutgeois virgin, a good
scteamer," and "silly and overprivileged." Cartet clarmed that she liked to put her adolescent heroines

"thtough the mangle," adding, "there seemed no reason she fMelanie] shouldn't find out about real

life" (cited in Gamble

The Fiction of Angela Carter: AReader's Gaìde 32).

However, the distanced tone

Cattet adopts hete is not reflected in the text as a whole, and could even be considered drsrngenious.
Melanie's adolescent pretensions ate lndeed gently mocked in the openrng chapter, but because she is

posiuoned as the focahzer of the tale, the reader is induced to sympathize with her latet ttibulations.
Indeed, I would argue that although she is an "every-girl" figute rather than a hghly indrviduated
psychologically coherent character, her position tesembles that of the heroine in a classic tealist text,

with whom the readet is cleady meant to identify. Her porttayal is decidedly more sympathetic than
that of Marianne, the adolescent heroine of Heroes and Villains, who is described in the opening
sentence as "spiteful" and cold-eyed.

But although it is possible to read Toyhop

as a female Bildangtroman,

accession to womanhood, it is a Bildungsroman in the Gothic mode.
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z nanattve of

The Magic Toyhop

a girl's

foregrounds its

own textuality by oscillating between the tealist and the fantastic or Gothic mode. These two modes
ate interlocked in the text so that the Gothic functions as the unconsci.ous of the tealist "real." This

self-conscious textuality is an implicit argument with Freud's litetal reading of Hoffmann's tale.
Because Freud does not concede that the idea of intellectual uncettainty has any beadng on how the

text produces uncanriy effects, he effectively ignores the textuality of Hoffmann's text. Freud
disregards the fantastic ot Gothic aspects of the text, claiming that any uncertainty as to the reality
status of the events depicted is drspelled dudng the coutse of the narattve:

It is true that the writer creates a kind of uncertainty in us in the beginning by not lettrng us know, no
doubt purposely, whether he is taking us into the teal world or into a purely fantastic one of his own
creation. He has, of course, a right to do either. . . But this uncertainty disappears in the course of
.

Hoffmann's story, and we perceive that he intends to make us, too, look through the demon
optician's spectacles or spy-glass- perhaps, indeed, that the authot in his very own person once peered
through such an instrument. Fot the conclusion of the story makes it quite clear that Coppola the
optician really ù the lawyer Coppeltus and also, therefore, the Sand-Man. ("The Uncanny (1919)" 230)

Freud's project of readrng "The Sandman" straight as a paradigm for the unconscious effecuvely
forecloses any consideration of the fantastic elements of Hoffmannrs text. His teading of the text

alttenl account of events that actually happen to Nathaniel

is,

as

in a sense, avartant of the highly

Iitetal biographical criticism of Proust and Poe, which, as I shall show in latet sections, Carter
parodies so telentlessly.
The Magic Toyhop's
magic toyshop is a place

very trtle is a sþifiet of its non-tealist dimensì.ons, for by definiuon

a

in which the implausible and the inexplicable, that is to say, the very

hallmatks of the Gothic and the fantasttc, can be expected to occur. And indeed Melanie's journey

into the Magic Toyshop is a journey into the Gothic realm of the unconscious, in which she comes
face

to face with violence, sexuality and incest, and is forced to conftont her own abjection in the

abjecuon of the other. Her journey from innocence to knowledge is ptefigured in the incident of the
wedding dress. \X/hilst living in the parental home Melanie secretly puts on het mother's weddrng
dress and ventures rnto the night garden but she is panic-sttuck by the size of the
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sþ

and the

enormity of the nrght: "In the silence of this night, no horrot ftom film or comic book or nightmate
seemed too outlandish to be believed"

( 4T 1,9). \ù7hen

she tries to go back into the house she finds

the doot locked against her, and she is fotced to climb the apple tree to gain access to the house

through her bedroom window. Howevet, as she chmbs the Edenic tree of knowledge, which dtops
sho'uvers

of "sinistet poison apples"(MT 20), the wedding dtess, symbol of innocence

and virginity, is

bloodred and torn to ribbons. The ripping and soiJrng of the shimmering surface of the wedding
dtess prefigures the cleavage

of the surface of redtty that Melanie expedences when

she journeys

rnto the Gothic realm of the repressed.
The novel opens with the ftfteen-year-old Melanie exploring het emerging sexual identity.
Naked before the mirror, Melanie adopts poses gleaned ftom the tradrtion of the nude rn ìØestern
art:
She also posed in attitudes, holding things. Pte-Raphaelite, she combed out her long, black hafu to
stream straight down from a centre partrng and thoughtfully regarded herself as she held a trger-hly
from the garden under her cl-rin, het knees pressed close together. A la Toulouse-Lautrec, she dragged
lrer lrair sluttrshly across her face and sat down in a chak with her legs apart and a bowl of water and a
towel at her feet. She always felt particularly wicked when she posed for Lautrec, although she made
up fantasies in wHch she lived in his nme (she had been a chorus gid or a model and fed a sparrow
with crumbs from her Paris attic window). In these fantasies, she helped him and loved hrm because
she felt sorry for him, since he was a dwatf and a genrus.
She was too thin for a titian or a Renoi¡ but she contrived a pale, smug Cranach Venus with a bit of
net curtain wound round her head and the necklace of cultured pearls they gave her when she was
conhrmed at her throat. After she read Lady Chatterley's Lover, she secretly picked forget-me-nots

and stuck them in her pubic hat. (MT 1,-2)

Thus schooled in these iconic representations of femininity, Melanie wraps herself in tulle in
readiness for "a phantom bridegtoom taking a shower and cleaning his teeth in zn extta-dimensional

bathtoom-of -the-future in honeymoon Cannes. Or Venice"(MT 2). Melanie is blissfully unaware
that her erotic fantasies come to her pre-fabricated, They are not, as she supposes, her own singular

invcntions but mcrcly thc inhcritancc of cvcty fcmalc in rùØcstctn culturc. Mclanie's fantasies about
her futute ate sttuctuted by the patriatchal rmpetauve fhat a woman's success on the marttage market
is predrcated upon her sexual attractiveness. These fantasies serve as "ghost plots." -As glossed by
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Patrtcia Ingham, these ate "the possible outcomes evoked

fot the reader by the desires, ambitions or

future plans of the characters"(Ingham 14). Thus the ghost plot fotms a sort of ironic subtext which
develops as the reader contrasts the actual outcomes of the plot with the outcomes to which the
charactets aspire. The fifteen-yeat-old Melanie's two pdncipal aspirations are inextricable: a romance

that leads to marriage and a martiage that leads to matettal comfort and upward social mobility. Her
aspirations are summed up rn an uttetance that is rmmediately punctured by an ironic natattve

metaphor. As she looks at her reflection in the
eyes:

mitor,

"She said to the daisy gitl with her big brown

'I will not have it plarn. No. Fancy. It must be fancy.'

She meant het futute.

dropped to the floor, dorvn from het hair, like a fantly dedsive

sþ

Â moon-daisy

from heaven" (MT 7).

But Melanie's ghost plot is spectaculatly derailed by the death of her parents and her
relocation, along with her two sibLngs, to Uncle PhiJip's South London home. Hete her aspirations

will be comprehensively dashed, for Philip Flower despises evetything "fancy," which category
rncludes girls who shave under their atms and people who use "toilet paper and frsh knives"(MT
1,52).

In the first chaptet, the privileged material conditions of Melanie's girlhood are meticulously

inventoried:
Meanwhile they lived in a house in the country, with a bedroom each and several to spare, and a
Shetland pony in a field, and an apple tree that held the moon in its twiggy fingers up outside
Melanie's window so that she could see it when she lay in het bed, which was a single divan with a
Dunlopillo mattress and a white quilted headboard. She slept befween striped sheets.
The lrouse was red-brick, with Edwardian gables, standing by itself 'rt an acre or two of grounds; it
smelled of lavender pohsh and money. Melanie had grown up with the smell of money and did not
recognise the way it permeated the air she bteathed but she knew she was lucky to have a silverbacked hat brush, a transistor radio ofher own, and a jacket and a skitt of stiff, sausfying, raw silk
made by her mother's dtessmaker in which to go to church on Sundays. ( rIT 7)

The girlhood home is the material signifier of bourgeois plenitude with its space and light, central
heatrng, ample supply of hot water,
also homely- heinlich- a place

and envisage

^

range

desþet décot, and relentlessly over-signified hygiene. But it is

of emotional nurturance in which Melanie has the security to dream

of futute possibrhues for hetself. Her trajectory from thìs upper middle
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class

home to the Flower house is one of ilrevocably downward social mobility. Futthermore, het upper
middle class background exposes het to Uncle PhiJip's class hatred. The dispatity between Melanie's
class origlns and those

of the Flowers and Jowles with whom she now lives is raised repeatedly

as the

narrative progresses. Critrcs of Toyhop have paid little heed to the importance the text accords to
class,

but Phrlip Flowet's antagonism towatds his niece is motivated

as

much by class hatred as by his

misogyny.

The Flower household is the antithesis of all Melanie has evet known. It is a Gothic mansion,
a Bluebeatd's castle,

wtit in suburban mode. It

a cold, dark, forebodlng place.

It is distinctJy

unbein/ich

rn the sense identified by Freud in the first part of "The lJncanny;" that is to say, an-cosy, an-homeIy.

Hete for the fust ume the orphaned Melanie experi.ences solitude and misery and is exposed to
violence. Here she finds out about "Leal life" as Carter has it, that is to say, she learns the ugly
lessons of poverty and powerlessness. \X/hat she learns, in fact, is that all she had pteviously taken to
be real was an illusion. Her parents' home had been kept "nice" through the denial, repression and

exclusion of the abject. Neithet birth not death nor sexuality nor bodrly excretions impinge upon this
bourgeois haven because it is constructed by the very process of theit exclusion. It is no accident
that Melanie's sexual awakening coincides with her journey into the Gothic house. The Gothic is the
domarn of the unconscious, and the unconscious is by defrniuon unclean. But the Gothic is also, in

the ficuonal universe of Toyhoþ, equated with the working class itself. In the bowgeois Imaginary the
workrng class pays little heed to the taboos surtounding hygiene and sexuality- th. obsewance of

which are definiuve of boutgeois subjecuviry,

In her journey into the unclean the bathroom serves

as a concrete signifier

of the

class

differenual between past and present. On Melanie's htst morntng in the Flower house, she ventures

into the bathroom anticipating

a

hot bath:

But water ran cold in the bathroom basin. She held her hand undet the flow for a long time but the
water grew no warmer. Incredulously, she had to accept the fact that there was no hot water in the
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bathtoom neither to bath in nor to wash her face in, She had not tealised there were still houses
where there was no hot water system or that a relative of hers might live in one. Neither was there
proper toilet soap. Squatttng toad-like in a blue and white China soap-dish was a worn cake of
colrì1aìon household soap, coarse-textured and yellow and marked with dirty thumb prints ftom
cateless usage, which stung het face and ptobably corroded it. She could feel her skin, corroding.
Cold water and washing soap, this was how it was to be. (MT 55)

Further exploration of the Florvers' bathroom reveals its impoverishment; an ancient pull chain toilet
that bately flushes; wads of newspaper in lieu of toilet paper; a generalised ugliness and gdminess,
and, telllngly, no mirror. This last is a definrng pornt of difference that will grow in importance as the

natrative progresses. Melanie involuntarily contrasts the Jowles's grim bathroom with the
hallucinatory Sunday supplement bathroom of memoty:
Melanie washed as quickly as she could. The bathtoom depressed her very much. 'The Last Wash at
the Old Home' Not a gente piclure at all, but a photograph from an advertising book on bathrooms.
Porcelain gleamed pink and the soft fluffy towels and the toilet pâper were pink to match. Steaming
water gushed plenufully ftom the dolphin shaped taps and jars of bath essence and toilet water and
after-shave glowed hke jewellery; and the low lavatory tactfully flushed with no noise at all. It was a
temple to cleanliness. Mother loved nice bathrooms. She thought bathrooms were terribly important.
'Don't,' said Melanie sternly to hersel( 'cry because of the state of thei¡ bathroom.'
But all the same, it was hard. She forced herself not to think of the old bathroom and, by extension,
her mother. Now, though, she perceived that many things which she had taken for granted in her life,
simple, cosy, homely things, were, in fact, great luxuries. No wonder there was no inheritance for the
chjldren and they must scrâpe themselves with newspaper and redden their pampered fìngers in icy
water no\¡/ that the goose who laid the golden eggs was dead. (MT 56-57)

Melanie consciously represses her nostaþa for the old bathroom. Yet despite her altered
ci'cumstances she wages an unconscious battle to remain within het class of origin. In this battle the

bathroom carries an extlaordiriary symbolic weight. It is "a temple to cleanliness," and cleanliness is
constitutive of bourgeois subjectrvity. Despite the lack of hot water and the pdmitive conditions of
the Flower bathroom, Melanie struggles futilely to marntain a level of personal cleanliness consonant

with her middle class identiry. To glve up this struggle is to nsk givrng up one's class idenuty and
sliding into the threatentng domarn of those othets, the "great unwashed."

For Melanie, theJowles are the concÍete embodiments of the "great unwashed." The red
people, as she calls them, are doubly marked as othet by theit Irishness and their working class
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origins. For the greater patt of the novel Melanie temains deeply ambivalent towards the "red
people," rn spite of the warm welcome they give her and the childten, Llke Melanie and her sibLngs,
they also consútute a trio of orphans forced to live rn the terifyrng shadow of the "Beast of the
,\pocalypse." Ther common fate could be a source of identifrcation and comfort to the children, for
as

Ftnn tells het, they are all "in the same boat"(MT3B). On one hand, Melanie is strongly atttacted

by their music-making, their warmth and mutual affection; "she yearned above all things to break

rnto their home movie"(MT 76). But she rmmediately censors het yearning:
But did she really want to belong to them? For

moment she ached with longing- then, just as
suddenly, revolted against them. They were di-rty and comrnon. She hated to use the word 'common',
only comrnon people called othet people 'commoû'; her mother taught her that. But it htted.
'I haven't seen a srngie book in the house, not one.' And the lony-ddvers caff line-up of sauce-bottles
in the dining room. And Francie dowsing llmself with porridge and (now) meditatively picking his
teeth with a used matchstick. And Finn's vile singlet and vilet pyjamas. And the only pictures in the
house that she had seerì were the sentirnental, old-fashioned print in her room and Finn's dog over
the mantlepiece, which a child rnight have parnted and huog up, to shov/ off. And tea., te^, tea with
evelTthing, just when she had begun to appreciate the sophistication of coffee. And the holes in Äunt
Margaret's stockings. And no lavatory paper. It was all disgustrng. They lived hke pigs. (Mf 77)
a

In this representation of Melanie's thought process thete occuts a metonymic

charn of signification

that ends in a very telJrng metaphor. The Jowles are "common" (for which read working class), they
are uncultivated

in their personal habits, unsophistlcated in their manner of dining: even their culture

is devoid of "culture," They are dirty; they are disgustìng they ate "like pigs." In their exploration of
the concept of cultural hietatchies, Stallybrass and \X/hite single out the pig as the most symbolically
debased of animals in \X/estern society. The culturally debased pig has ftequently sewed as a

metaphotical vehicle for the denigration of marginal groups with whom it has historically been
associated. Melanie's metaphodzation of theJowles as pigs thus draws upon a long ttadrtron

of

English cultural representations in which the Irish and the worklng class have often been likened to
pigs. But Melanie's metaphorizatron of the Jowles

6l

as

porcine is rende¡ed ambivalent by her

atuculauon of disgust. A.ccordrng to Stallybrass and \ü4rite, disgust is not the unequivocally negative
emotion it might first appear:
It h¿s been atgued that 'the demarcating irnperative' divides up human and non-human, sociely and
nâture, 'on the basis of the srmple logic of excluding filth' (Chase 1984: 194; I(risteva 1982: 68).
Diffetenuation, in other words, is dependent upoû disgust. The division of the social into high and
low, the polite and the r,'ulgar, sirnultaneously maps out divisions between the civil-ized and the
grotesque body, between author and hack, between social purity and social hybridization. These
divisions, as we have argued, cut across the social formation, topography and the body, in such a way
that subject identity cannot be considered rndependently of these domains. The bourgeois subject
continuously deñned and re-defined itself through the exclusion of what it matked out as 'low'- as
di-t'ty, tepulsive, noisy, contaminating. Yet that very act of exclusion was constitutive of its identity.
The low was internalized under the sign of negation and disgust.
But disgust always bears the rmplnt of desite. (191)

"Disgust always beats the imprint of desite." Nowhere is the ambivalence of Melanie's disgust more
cleatly

^ppa'rent

than ln het ambivalent relation to Finn. From her first sghtlng of him at the railway

station she is atttacted to and tevolted by him in equal measure. He is rmaged as a Simple lvan;
gtaceful, supple, poetic, with extraordinary grey-green eyes and an obhque and disturbing glance. But
he is also marked by poverty: his teeth are yellow and rotten; his eye has a cast in it; his clothes are

filthy poot-box cast-offs. However, when Melanie and the children share

a taxi

with Finn and his

brothet Francie, it is thelr smell, above all, that evinces her disgust:
Then there was a silence and Melanie began to smell the men. She was puzzled fot some moments âs
to the soutce of the smell, so little did she expect the brothers would be so drrty. Crushed as she was
close to them, their smell frlled her nostrils until she almost choked with it. And also with horror, for
she had never sât so close to men who smelt before. A ferocious, unwashed, animal reek came from
them both; in addition, Finn stank of parnt and turps on top of the poverty-stricken, slum smell. And
Francie's collar, she saw, was rimmed wrth dtt and his neck was filthy. She could not see Finn's neck
for the hair.
All her fifteen combed and scrubbed years rose up in an endless vista of baths and shampoos and
clean underweâr; a cortege of full baths in which she had washed herself, a slithering file of bars of
soap which she had rubbed to nothing against her flesh. She tried to evoke the memory of sudsy hot
wâter to protect her against their smell but it was no help. Surely the taxi-ride would never end and
she be out in the fresh air. (MT 36)

Although she is shabby and at times unkempt, r\unt Matgaret is free of the taint of her btothers'
smell. Their smell is jnextricable from theit mascuLnity. Later, when Finn comes up to Melanie's

room his maleness is imaged as a sexually threatentng smell:
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It was as if he had put on the quality of maleness like a flamboyant cloak. He was a tawny lion poised
fot the krll- and was she the prey? She remembered the lover made up out of books and poems she
had dteamt of all summer; he crumpled like the paper he was made of before this insolent, off-hand,
terrifying maleness, fillng the room with its reek. She hated it. But she could not take her eyes off

firr. (Mf

45)

Finn confounds Melanie's ghost plot. Het fancy man is anythrng but fancy. Het dteam lover may
have been as faceless and nebulous as a cloud but he was most cettarnly not a dirty, stinkrng,

squinting Irishman. trinn is the anti-lover, the antithesis of Melanie's desire. He is variously described
as small, emaciated, red-hau'ed, stmking, having a

mouth full of rotten molats, filthy, shabby, beaten,

bruised and powerless. Here the text deliberately thrvarts the erotics of rnequality that usually
structure the Gothic romance plot, in which the romantic hero is invadably more physically, socially
and economically powerful than the herolne, For although Melanie apprehends Finn's sexual
presence as a form of power ot mastery over her, in the claustrophobic confines of the Flower

household he is as powerless as she. This mutual powedessness marks Melanie and Finn as doubles.

Both ate dependent orphans fotced to do thet master's bidding, and both are the butts of his
violence. In Melanie's case Philip Flower's violence is largely symbolic, wheteas Finn is relentlessly
abused, kicked and beaten. By matking Finn as Melanie's masculine double, Tolshoþ inverts Fteud's

hypothesis that Olympia is nothing more than Nathaniel's femrnrne double, thereby calling his
reading of "The Sandman" into question.

The Doll was Flerself

In bodying Melanie and Finn forth

as doubles, Carter delibetately sets herself some narrative

problerrrs that the text must then work through. How is Melanie to be teconciled with the red
people? How can her disgust at Finn's filth be overcome to the extent that, by the end of the novel,
she can forge an alliance

with hrm and claim him

as

an ally, if not, exactly, as a lovet? It is in u/orking

thtough these problems that Carter draws on 'rThe Sandman" and Freud's essay on the uncanny,
texts that are both unmarked by any considetation of class difference. Hence Cattet's bottowing
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from and arguments with these texts centres on their particulat tewotking of the Oedrpal conflict,
rather than on their tteatment of class. However, in The Magic Tolsboþ, class difference is not
eradicated but is tather subsumed by the all-consuming nature of the Oedipal struggle,

I(eeping Hutcheon's formulation of the inferential walk in mind, let us embark upon a detout
through Hoffmann's tale and Freud's readtng of it in ordet to see how their articulation of the
Oedipal conflict can be brought to bear upon Tolshop. Both these texts are matked by indeterminacy.

In "The Sandman," which is concerned with the mental disintegtatron and

suicide of the young

student Nathaniel, it is teahty itself that is undecidable. The reader cannot be certain whether some

of the events depicted are to be considered

as actual occutrences

in the context of the stoty or

whether they are aspects of Nathaniel's delusional system. This indeterminacy extends to Freud's
reading

of "The Sandman" in his

1919 essay "The 'lJncanny."' Several commentatots have noted that

this essayis markedby a degtee of uncertaintyand ctculadty thatis quite unchatacteristic of Freud's

work. Cixous calls it a "commentary on uncettainty." She remarks that:
tbrs long text of Fteud employs a peculiarly disquieting method to track down the concepr das
Nothing turns out less reassuring for the
reader than this niggJing, cautious, yet wily and interminable pursuit (of "something"- be it a domain,
an emotional movement, â concept, impossible to detetmine yet variable in its form, intensity, quality,
and content). Nor does anything prove to be more fleetrng than this search whose movement
irrrposes its sectet necessities everywhere. The ensuing unfolding whose operation is contradictory is
..

.

Unheimliche, the Disqureung Strangeness, the Uncanny.

accomplished by the author's double: Hestitation. (525)

It

is no wonder that Freud hesitates, floundets and backttacks, given the ephemeral nature

of

his object, which is to nail down the experience of the uncanny itself, and his aim, which is to
determine the universal underpinnrng to that experience. In this quest Fteud adopts the definition of
the uncanny proffered by Schelling, who states that: " 'Unheimlich' is the name fot everythmg that
ought to have remained

..

.

secret and hidden but has come to hght" ("The 'IJncanny"' 224). trreud

proposes a number of causal mechanisms fot the sensation of uncanniness: the castration complex,

the double, the omnipotence of pnmitrve thoughts and ideas, repetitron compulsion, confusion ovet
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whethet somethmg is animate or inanimate, and

tb,e

fex of death amongst them. Neurotic men, he

adds provocatively, often "feel thete is something uncanny about the female genital organs"("The

'Uncanny' (1919)" 245). However, his insistence that the anheim/ich effects produced by "The
Sandman" ate due to its evocation of castration anxiety forces hrm to foteclose other possible
meanings. The corollaty of Fteud's fetish fot casttation anxiety is that his reading of the tale

unrvrttmgly focuses on its effect on the male teadet. The female reader cannot, by definitron,
experience castration anxiety; hence Freud's thesis cannot enlighten us as to the source of her
experience of the uncanny. Furthermote, Freud's elision of female subjectivity from his teading
extends to the female characters rn Hoffmann's tale. He drsmisses Olympia as irrelevant to the

production of the effect of uncanniness. Neithet Nathaniel's betrothed Clara nor his mother figule in
his analysis.

In order to appreciate how

The MagicTolshop takes issue

wrth Freud's elision of female

subjectivity in the tale, i.t is necessary that we retÍa.ce our steps back to "The Sandman" itself.

"The Sandman" opens rvrth an exchange of three lettets. In the first Nathaniel writes that the
recentvisit of adealer in barometers thteatens to desttoyhis life. In order to explain this
exttaordinary claim he recounts the events of his childhood that the barometer dealer has called to

mind. He recalls that in the evenrngs his family circle was frequently distutbed by the threatened
arrtval of a mysterious visitor, the "Sandman," whose identity comes to obsess the little boy. His
sister's nurse tells him that the Sandman is a wicked man who throws sand in the eyes of childten
r,vho refuse

to go to bed so that thelr bloodied eyes jump out of their heads. He then feeds these

eyes

to his own bird-like childten who live on the moon. Although he disbelieves this folk story,
Nathaniel becomes more and more obsessed with the "uncanny ghost" whose footsteps he
frequently hears on the stairs at night. One night he hides rn his father's room and discovers that the
"Sandman" is none other than "the repulsive Coppelius," an eldetly lawyer who sometimes visited
the family (Hoffmann 90). Nathaniel, hidden behind a curtain, watches on as Coppeltus and his
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father perform a mystetious experiment involving disembodied eyes. During the course of the

expedment his father is transfotmed into the double of the diabolical Coppelius. \ùØhen Nathaniel
screams out

jn fear he is discoveted by Coppelius who threatens to take out his eyes. His fatiner

intetvenes and saves him, but Coppehus then unscrews Nathaniel's hands and feet, attaching them to
his body in various unnatural ways. Nathaniel faints and subsequently falls into a fever from which
his mother nurses hirn back to health. Äfter an absence

of ayear, the Sandman is heard

ascending

the stairs once more. Nathaniel's mother, who loathes Coppelius, pleads with his father to turn him
îwày'.

" 'But fathet, fathet,' she cried, 'must it be so?' "(Hoffmann 93). She is assured that it will be his

final visit and she and the children are sent off to bed, only to be awoken atound midnrght by

a

terrible explosion in which the father is kdled. The authotities seek out Coppelius for the murder but
he disappears without

^

tr:a.ce.In his letter Nathaniel claims that the itinerant dealer ìn barometets,

Coppola, with whom he has just had dealings, is none other than Coppelius, the original of the
Sandman.

By a panpraxis Nathaniel inadvertently sends this lettet to his bettothed Clata, sister of the
rntended recipient Lothario. Clara stands for the Real, the commonsensical, hence in het teply she

attempts to persuade Nathaniel that he has imagined these events, that Coppola and Coppelius ate
products of his own mind. Nathaniel is momentariÌy persuaded, and announces his imminent visit to
her.

Ât this point the narrative is taken ovet by the thitd person fl^rr^tor, who extols

Clara's vittues

at length. Yet despite Clara's virtues, she and Nathaniel become increasingly estranged dudng his

visit home. Their estrangement reaches a climax when Nathaniel reads het a poem about the
destruction of their love by Coppelius/Coppola, In the poem Clata's eyes, which spnng out of their
sockets and burn thert way into Nathaniel's heatt, are equated with death. Clara's tejection of this

poem causes Nathaniel to deride her as a "lifeless, accutsed automatonr' (Hoffmann 106). In
response Lothado threatens to hght Nathaniel but Clara intervenes and they are teconciled.
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Nathaniel returns to his univetsity town only to find that his lodgrngs have been burnt down.

His new lodgings look onto the house of Professor Spalanzani, and give him an uninterrupted view

of the Professor's beautiful daughter Olympia sitttng motionless in her room. Nathaniel remains
indifferent to her until he is visited by the itinerant optician Coppola. The mass of "lov-ely

occe-

Iov-

ely occe" (Hoffmann 109)- spectacles and lotgnettes- that Coppola produces appals Nathaniel, but he

eventually purchases a pocket telescope.

,\fter viewing Olympia through the telescope Nathaniel

becomes utterly besotted by her and forgets Clara. Two days Iater at the ball Spalanzantholds in her

honout, Nathaniel dances with the mechanical, ice-cold Olympia, and declares his devouon. His
infatuation becomes alocaljoke,
clockwotk

as others

find Olympia uncanny, objectìng rn particular to her

r1g1d1ty and unseeing lifeless eyes.

Howevet, the deluded Nathaniel views her as the ideal

wolrìan, one who never wearies of listenrng to him, never fidgets nor drsplays botedom. He
considers her passivity and silence as ptoof of a highet nature. But when Nathaniel happens upon
Spalanzani and Coppola hghting over her body he reaizes at last that she is merely a doll. He

sees

that het eyes are lifeless pits. Spalazani tells Nathaniel that Olympia's eyes had been pudorned from
Nathaniel himself, at rvhich point he picks up her blood-flecked eyes from where they lie on the

floor and hurls them at Nathaniel's chest, Nathaniel rants psychotically: "Ha,ha,hal Crtcle of fire,
cilcle of fue! Sprn, spin, ctcle of fue! Mertily, mettily! Puppet, ha lovely puppet, spin,
sprnl"(Hoffmann

1,20)

before being dragged off to the madhouse.

At this point, with

n

one of the abrupt changes of tone so characteristrc of Hoffmann, the

rrator launches into a satirical account of the scandal that ensues from Spalanzani's attempt to

introduce an automaton into "respectable tea-circles" (Hoffmann 1,21). Despite the declaration of the
Professor of Rhetoric and Poetry that the episode "is an allego ry, an extended metaphor" (Hoffmann
1,21), the masculine half

of polite society is thrown into turmoil:

But the minds of many esteemed gentlemen were sti-Ìl not set at rest: the episode of the automaton
had sttuck deep roots into their souls, and there stealthily arose in fact a detectable mistrust of the
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human form. To be qurte convinced they wete not in love with a wooden doll, many enamoured
young men demanded that their young ladies should sing and dance in a less than perfect marìner,
that while being read to they should knit, sew, play with their puppy and so on, but above all that they
should not mereiy hsten but sometìmes speak too, and rn such a way that what they said gave
evidence of some real thinking and feeling behrnd it. (Hoffmann 121.-22)

The scandal forces Spalanzani to leave town, whilst Coppola also drsappears ftom the scene,
Meanwhile Nathaniel is once again nursed back to health by his mother and Clan. Âll seems to be
going well, and the entjre famtly telocates to a country town in which Nathaniel's mother has tecently

inherited propefty. However, a fatal incident occurs when the betrothed couple climb the town hall
tower on a sightseeing excursion. ,{,t the top of the tower Clara tells Nathaniel to look at a "funny

Iittle grey bush" (Hoffmann 1,23) that appears to be moving towards them. But Nathaniel takes out
his pocket telescope and tnadvettently looks at Clata through it, and the sight ptecipitates another
attack of madness: "Spin, puppet, spin! Spin, puppet, spin!'r. , . "Spirr, spin crcle of fire! Spin, sprn,

crcle of hrel" he raves (Hoffmann

1,23).

His attempt to push Clara off the tower is foiled by her

brother. Nathaniel then spies Coppelius in the square below, and jumps to his death crying "Ha!

Lov-ely

occe!

Lov-ely

occe!"

(Hoffmann 124). Much later, Clara finds domestic happiness with anothet,

which, the nanator remaÍks "the inwatdly riven Nathaniel could never have given her"(Hoffmann
12s).

Freud's analysis

of "The Sandman"

takes a quote by his predecessot in inte¡pretation,

Jentsch, as its starting point:

In telling a story, one of the most successful devices for creating uncanny effects is to leave the reader
in uncertainty whether the particulat hgure in the story is a human being or an automaton, and to do
ìt in such a way that his attention is not focused drectly upon his uncertainty, so that he may not be
led to go into the matter and clear it up rmmediately. That, as we have said, would quickly dissipate
the peculiar emotional effect of tl-re thing. E.T.A. Hoffmann has repeatedly employed this
psychological artifice with success in his fantastic narratives. ("The 'fJncanny' " 227).

Howevet Freud rmmediately discounts Jentsch's thesis, saying that he cannot think "that the theme

of the doll Olympia, who is to all appearances

a

living being, is by any means the only, or rndeed the

most important, element that must be held responsible for the quite unpatalleled atmosphere of
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uncannirìess provoked by the story"(Freud "The'lJncanny' [1919]" 227).He believes his objection is

supported by the satirical tone Hoffmann adopts in his description of Nathaniel's ideallzauon of his
doll-mistress. In an extended footnote furthet on in the essay, Fteud elaborates on the sþificance of
the doll:
Tlris automatic doll can be nothing else than a mater:taljzation of Nathaniel's femrrune âttitude
towards lris father in infancy. Her fathers, Spalanzati and Coppola, are, after all, nothing but new
editions, reincarnations of Nathani.el's pair of fathers. Spalanzani's otherwise incomprehensible
statement that the optician has stolen Nathaniel's eyes..., so as to set them in the doll, now becomes
signilrcant as supplying evidence of the idenuty of Olympia and Nathaniel. Olympia is, as it were, a
dissociated complex of Nathaniel's which conftonts him as a person, and Nathaniel's enslavement to
this complex is expressed in his senseless obsessive love fot Olympia. (Freud "The 'IJncanny' (1919)"
232)

In Freud's view, Olympia is srmply Nathaniel's female double, a ptojection that

he mistakes

for the

teal. According to Freud, the uncanny effect of the text dedves not from any uncettainty about the
status of the doll but ratller from its iteration of the motif of the disembodied eye. In Freud's
analysis, the disembodied eye and the fear of losrng one's eyes symbolize the fear of being casttated.

Freud collapses all the father figures in the text into the Sandman, the "bad father" whose thteat to

blind his son is a symbolic threat of castration.
The Magic Toyhop adopts a

analysis. Firstly,

it foregrounds

number of strategies in order to stâte its atgument with Freud's

a specihcally feminine undetstanding

of the uncanny by iterating

momerits of recognitron in which the focalizlng female subject makes a connection between het own
subject position and that of the doll ot puppet, The figute of Melanie collapses the distincuon

belween Hoffmann's Clara and his Olympia, fot in the coutse of her sojouln in the Flowet house
Melanie comes to experience herself as a doll. Yet it is not the doll itself that Melanie experiences
urìcanny, but rather the fleetrng moment of self-tecognitron,

fot

as

as Fetrell points out, the uncanny is

by definition momentary:

It is, in short, the return of the tepressed, says Fteud. And the return of repression is a doubLing that
gives the uncanny moment its odd beat or shimrner. It is a movement between the repressed and its
repression, there but not quite there. Out of the corner of your eye you glimpse it; but when you turn
to face it, it is gone. (131)
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The textual equation of Melanie with the doll is ptesaged rn the first chapter when she wrecks
her parents' bedroom "like an automatonr' (MT 25) aftet teceiving the telegram announcing their'
deaths. \X/hen she comes to live rn the Flower house Melanie finds that both the household and the

toyshop are populated with automata- stuffed singing birds, a cuckoo clock, bicycle-ridrng Irishmen,
musical monkeys- which, at times, seem more alive than the human inhabitants. These are products

of Uncle Philrp's basement workshop, which also houses the puppet theatre that lies at the heart of
the story. On her htst visit below stairs to the workshop cum theatre, Melanie is overcome by the
"lØaþurgisnacht

of catved and severed" puppet limbs, and the huge array of puppets, with thet

"strange liveliness"(MT 66-67). But

it is the sight of the Sylphide puppet with long black hair þing on

the floor that specifically evokes her crisis of idenufication:
'There is too much,' she repeated. This ctazy world whirled about het, men and women dwarfed by
toys and puppets, where even the birds were mechanical and the few human figures went masked and
played musical instruments in the small and terrible hours of the night into which she had been
thrust. She was in the night again, and the doll was herself. (Mf 68)

Here the text bodies forth an expetience of the uncanny that is specific to the female subject.
Melanie's recognitron of herself as a doll is an uncanny momenq a moment when something "that

ought to have remained

,.

,

secret and hidden" is brought to light. And what comes to light is not the

Freudian postulate of castration anxiety, but tathet the cultutally constructed nature of femrnrnity.

Or, to put it

1n

Althusserian terms, what is revealed to Melanie at this uncarìny moment is precisely

how she is interpellated as a gendered subject.
For the uncanny moment of tecognition in which she
retrospectively contaminates Melanie's ghost plots.

,\t

sees

hetself rn the Sylphide doll

this moment she tealises that all the while she

had been posturing before the mirrot rn the wedding dtess and thrnking herself so bold and
transgressive she had simply been acting out a cultutally otdained script. The text makes a drrect llnk
between the wedding dtess and the Sylphide costume that Aunt Margaret fits on Melanie to wear jn
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Uncle Phihp's puppet play: "She gestuted Melanie over to het and draped the material around her
shouldets.

All

at once, Melanie was back home and swathing hetself in draphanous veilng before a

mttror"(MT 141).It is the dtess, we are given to understand, which seduces the livrng woman into
actìng the patt of the doll. The dress promises to transform the female subject into a culturally
sanctioned image of desirable femininity, Even though Melanie knows she is about to be

symbolically raped by Uncle Phihp's swan puppet, when she puts on the Sylphide dress, "in spite of

everything' she is "flatteLed," because she "would be a nymph crowned with daisies once again; he
sarv

het as once she had seen herself'(MT 141). Melanie's seduction by the dtess is paralleled by the

pathetic pleasule Aunt Matgaret takes rn the choking ruby collat made expressly for her by Uncle

Philip

as his

blankets,

wedding gft. Like those American Indians swrndled out of land with beads and

,\unt Margaret

has exchanged her birthright

for a bauble. The ruby collat is the price of her

subserwience and silence. By foregtounding the powetful allure that these accoutrements

femininity have on the female subject, the text makes

a

of

poìnt about the modas oþerandi of pauiarchy,

i.e. that female desire is cultutally constructed to setve its interests, and that women are as much
seduced as coerced into accepting their subordinate social posiuon.

The text's fotmulatron of a specifically feminine experience of the uncanny shows up the
blind spots- Irigatay's

"tacltes aueugles" (Speru/am 1,1,-1,29)-

in Freud's analysis of "The Sandman." As

several feminist critics have pointed out, Freud's enthusiasm

fot nailing the soutce of the uncânny on

castration anxiety blinds hrm to the textual representation of castration itself. Because he discounts
the sþifrcance of the femlnrne he cannot account for what Nathaniel sees when he looks at the doll,
or, in the end, at Clan. AsJane Matie Todd tematks, Fteud fails to see that "the question of woman
is inextricably connected to Nathaniel's feat of casttation" (523). Hoffmann's text makes

it

abundantly cleat that it is only when Nathaniel realizes that Olympia has lost het eyes that he finally
uncletstands that she is a doll, and this reahzatton ptecipitates his psychosis: "Nathaniel stood dumb

7I

with horror. He had seen all too clearly that Olympia's deathly-white face possessed no eyes: whete
the eyes should have been, theLe rvere only pits of blackness- she was a lifeless doll"(Hoffmann 11920).

Of course,

srnce Olympia is female she cannot actaallJt be casttated; the temoval of her eyes

signifies symbohc ot social castration
Olympia is a caticature of the ideal woman: silent, powerless, docile. It is only when, having lost her
eyes, she is exposed âs an automaton, that the "tea citcle" realizes how this idealis achieved.
Olympia's "câstration" signiFres nothing other than this social oppression of women. She is derued
life, power, and autonomy, all symbolized by the eye/penis. By passing over the theme of the doll
Olympia, Freud failed to see the social meaning of castration. (Todd 525)

If

we read Melanie's recognition of herself in the doll as a rcahzal;.on of her symbolic

castration rvithrn the patriatchal economy of the Toyshop, the incident of the severed hand becomes

rntelligible, Prior to this rncident, tJre kitchen had akeady been imaged as the site of domestic
oppression rn which Melanie functions like an automaton:
She separated herself from thek intirnacy by putting the forks precisely away in a drawer, where other
forks were. Then she dried and put away knives, and spoons, also. She was a wind-up putti¡g-âwây
doll, clicking through its ptogrammed movements. Uncle Philip might have made het over, akeødy.
SIre was

witlrout volition of her own. (MT

75-7 6)

One evening, whilst she is alone in the kitchen putting away the dishes, Melanie sees

a

bleeding,

severed hand in the dresser drawer:

It was a soft-lookrng, plurnp little hand with pretty, tapering fingers the nails of whrch were tinted
with a faint peady lacquer. There v¡as a thin silver ting of the type small girls wear on the fourth
finger. It was the hand of a child who goes to dancing class and wears frilled petticoats with knickers
to match. From the taggedness of the hand at the wrist, it appeared that the hand had been hewn
frorn its arm with a knife or axe that was very blunt. Melanie heard blood fall plop in the drawer. (MT
118)

Francie, who rescues het ftom her ensuing faint, tlies to teassuÍe her in commonsense terms that her
recent bereavement has caused het to hallucinate. But Melanie's symbolic interpretatron is nearet the

mark: "I am going out of my mind,' she said aloud. 'Bluebeard was hete"'(MT118). Melanie
symbolically equates the fairytale ogre with Uncle Philip, who threatens to psychically annihilate her,

The drsmembered limb stands for everything that she has lost under the patriarchaltytanny of the
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Toyshop. Somethrng has been cut off all right, but it is not a penis. The seveted hand tells us that for
the female subject symbohc castration is a fact, aføif auomþ/i, rath.et than the mere threat that hangs

ovet the masculine subject. The hallucination of the seveted arm

i,s

a female take on the hallucrnatory

episode in "The Sandman," rn which Coppelius unscrews Nathaniel's arms and legs. It might also be
considered Fteud's calling catd in the text,

fot according to Freud, "dismembered limbs,

a severed

head, a hand cut off at the wrist. . .all these have somethrng peculiarly uncanny about them. , .as we
aheady know, this kind of uncanniness spttngs from its proximity to the castration complexrr (Freud

"The 'lJncanny' (1919)" 244). But

as Melanie's

insight makes clear, for the female subject castration

involves subjectivity rather than anatomy.
Melanie's experience of the uncanriy comes to a climax when she is fotced to act the part
Leda who is raped by the swan in Uncle Philip's puppet play. "Flowet's Puppet Microcosm,"

of

as

Uncle Philrp calls his puppet theatre, is a microcosm of the family unit. The misanthropic Gothic
ogre Uncle Phrlip is the puppet masteluvhose feudal Lyranîy metaphorizes the other inhabitants

of

the Toyshop rnto his puppets. Uncle Philip exetcises total control ovet his dependents, determining
rvhat they eat and wear, obliging them to serwice the production of toys, and ultimately, to participate

in his puppet shows. Yet their position vis-à-vis the puppets is ambivalent. As Melanie learns, for
Uncle PhiJip human beings ate srmply infedot puppets. They lack the requisite malleabilty of the
marionette. Uncle Philip, as Finn has told her, likes his women silent and compliant. In the interests

of het own sutwival Melanie tties to oblige him, but despite het best efforts het impersonation of

a

puppet falls short of Philip's ideal. Ftstly, her body does not meet his aesthetic requirements; her
"tits are too big"(MT 143). Secondly, he derides her performance itself, claiming that she had been
"melodramatic" and "ovetacted." He hits her for "spoiling the poetry," thereby alludrng to Yeats

transmogtification of Leda's rape into

a

poem. "Puppets don't overact," he tells her

IJ

(Mf

167).

The mock-tape constitutes Melanie's quintessential experience of the uncanny, because it is
the morrent when she apptehends, in a visceral sense, her own position in the hietatchy of value that
structul'es the Puppet Microcosm. On an intellectual level she can mock Uncle Philrp's beloved swan

puppet; it is a "gtotesque patody of a swan," "dumpy and homely and eccentuíc"(MT 165). But
nevertheless, on a symbolic level this homely-heim/ìch- puppet is endowed with a phalhc power that is

distinctly

unheimlich:

it has the uncanriy power to undo her, to make het over into nothingness, \ü/hen

the gangly swan descends upon het prostrate on the stage Melanie comes face to face with het own
erasuÍe as a subject:

All her laughter was snuffed out.

She was hallucinated; she felt hetself not herself, wrenched from her
own personaliry, watching this wl-role fantasy from another place; and, in this staged fantasy, anything
was possible. Even that the swan, the mocked up swan, might assume reality itself and rape this gtl rn
al>ltzzard of white feathers. (MT 1,66)

,\s Jean Wyatt notes, the puppet theatre is a microcosm of the family unit, which functions

as

"a cultural site v¡here the myths that sustain patriatchy arc fabùcated" (68). There is clear connection

belween the mock- rape scene and Melanie's adolescent posturing in ftont of the mirror with which
the novel opens. Melanie's frivolous mimicry of cultural tepresentations of women as male-defined
sexual objects turns out to be a reheatsal for her own objectification with its attendant annihilatron

of

her subjecuviry. Melanie's alienation from hetself after the mock-rape demonsttate that patttarchal
representations of female victimage, such as the myth of Leda and the swari, have a self-fulfilLng
power to subjugate and victimrze the female subject.
Robyn Ferrell suggests that what Melanie experiences here is a specifically female version of
the uncanny:
Melanie feels like laughing when she first sees the swan, just as any Jittle grl may be inclined to do
when she first sees that funny little flap of skin between her brother's legs. How ridiculous! A
dangling dilly bag; the two cute scrolls lend a baroque touch. Looked at full frontal, it is a laugh. Only,
when she sees hov¡ irnportant it ìs to everyone else, how it attracts privileges and attentions that her
narcissism tells her that she's eveq' bit as entitled to- that is where the wound comes; something is
missing all right. And then when she perceives its power, the power to fix her in this less-than lacking
identity, that is an uncanny moment. The meaning of which must escape her- something she puts no
value on to be value itselP That is uncanny. (137)
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In Carter's version, the uncanny is that moment of recognition when the power relations that
underpin patriarchy are made visible to the female subject. In othet words, Toyhop produces

a

version of the uncanny that is not univetsal but gender-specific, Tojtshop's argument with Freud's
reading is not that

it

is

wrongler

sebut that it is lacking. Toyhop sets out to correct the patuality

of

the Fteudran teading, to tell Olympia's half of the stoty. Freud's elision of Oiympia in his analysis is
the corollary of his gteater project, to hnd a universal underpinnrng to the uncanny. Here

as

elser,vhere, the universal turns out to be a masculine masquetade, -A.s feminists have long argued, the

very concept of the univetsal has an uncanny way of eliding the femlnine from its terms of tefetence.
Freud's elision of the doll is rndeed sttrking when consideted in the light of the two major
nineteenth centuty theatrical variations on "The Sandman." Because both these variations are
centrally concerned with the undecidability of the figure of the doll they must be considered

as

intettexts fot Carter's reconfigutatron of the doll-woman dyad. In the first act of Offenbach's opeta,
I-,es conles

d'Hofmann, a fictional vetsion of the authot Hoffmann stands in for Nathaniel as the

romantic hero. The narrative recounts the tomantic disappointments that have ddven the hero to his
current state of dissolution. Hoffmann has fallen in love with Olympia, whom he has been led to
believe is Spalanzani's daughter. His discovety that she is an automaton both devastates hrm and
makes him the butt of pubhc rì.dicule, as

it had been obvious to others that

she was merely a

clockwotk contLivance.
The ballet Coþþéln, or lhe Girl with

the Enamel

Eles foregtounds the undecidability of the doll-

woman figure to a much gre ter degree. The ballet was choteogtaphed by Saint-Léon to the music of
Délibes and premieted at the Paris Opera rn 1870. The plot concerns the betrothed couple Franz and
S'uvanhilda, the toymaker

Dr. Coppelius and his "daughter" CoppéJia. Despite his impendingmarriage

to Swanhilda,Franz is infatuated with Coppélia, who sits motionless on het balcony overlooking the
village square. Whilst

Dr. Coppelius is arvay from home, Swanhilda and a band of friends break into
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his workshop where they discover a treasure trove of miraculous automata. To their astonishment

they find that Coppéha is not a gtÃ at all but a wonderfully life-like, life-sized doll. \X/hen the
toymaket returns unexpectedly, het friends run away but Swanhilda sectetes herself in the doll's
alcove where she disgurses herself as Coppélia. Meanwhile Franz has also ctept into the toymaker's

den, but the sly

Dr. Coppelius pìies him with spiked wine until he falls unconscious. The toymaker

now embarks upon his master plan; using mag¡cal fotmulae from his book of spells he attempts to
drarv the life force ß;omFrtnz's body in ordet to animate his beloved doll. \)Øhat follows is an
uncanny reversal: the flesh and blood Swanhilda, now disguised as Coppélia, mimics the doll comrng

to life to dance fot her master. Dr. Coppehus is entaptured, but his joy is shott lived for Swanhilda
soon reveals het decepuon and she and Fnnz escape leaving the toymaker broken heated.

'\fter

exposing the toymaker's deception and the credulity of her fickle betrothed, Swanhilda restores social

order by marrying Franz and forgiving the puppet master, whom she has, in effect, mastered.
Coppilìa sets up a double play
a doll impetsonating a hving woman,

with the notion of the living doll. On the one hand, Coppélia

is

whilst on the other, the patently human Swanhilda

masquerades as a doll that has been magically btought to life. For the sophistrcated spectator who

knows that all of these figules ate humans masquetading as automata, or )n the case of Swanhilda,
hurnans masquerading as automata masquerading as humans, the fascination dedves from the

uncanny skill with which the dancets create the illusion of automatism. Of the odginal uncanniness

of Hoffmann's tale, thete is little residue.

Coppélia

in which the uncanny is transformed into

a

is essentially a comedic version of "The Sandman"

latk. Swanhilda's message may be non-verbal but it still

comes across loud and clear: men who fall in love with dolls are uncannily stupid.
Coppélia is

not mentioned by name in the novel, but the production notes for the film version

makes this intettext explicit, by referring to the dancer who plays the patts of the wood nymph and

tlrc fernale marionette as "Coppélia/Nymph dancet" (The Curious Roon 508). Flowever, although
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Coppélia is

not referred to explicitly, ballet as a cultutal form functions as a kind of generic inteftext

throughout the novel. As previously mentioned, Melanie identifies with the tutu-clad Sylphide
puppet on het first visit to the puppet workshop, and this same puppet is featured dancing

en

þointe tn

the first puppet play of Uncle Philip's she witnesses, "Death of a \X/ood Nymphe." Furthermore, the
puppet play of Leda and the Swan in which Melanie is later fotced to patticipate is performed to
excerpts from the score of Swan l-a,ke. Whilst the mock-rape is taking place, Melanie recalls her last

visit to the theatte to see Swan Lake and her previ.ous fondness for ballet, a fondness, the narrative
intirnates, thatis "snuffed out" rvhen she finds hetself "on stagewith animitation swan"(MT1,66).
These tefeLences conjure up the iconography of femrmnity that per-vades the classical ballet

repertoire: sleeping beauties awaitrng thet pnnce, girls transmogrified into swans by evil enchanters,
village maidens who die fot love, and squadrons of rndistinguishable sylphides, nymphs, bayaderes
and willis.

It is an iconography of feminrnity rn the passive

case

in which the mute female body is

rendeted as an exquisite aesthetic object rather than an active agent. It can fatly be said that the
aestheticized female body is the Muse of the Classical and Romantic ballet traditions, in which the
male dancer mostly figures as a porter. The teptesentation of the Muse is one that Catter repeatedly
engages

with elsewhere,

as

will be discussed in the following section of the thesis. Suffice to

say here,

that in ballet, as elsewhere, it is a representatron that is far from enabling fot the female subject, given
its glamorisation and eroticisation of female silence, passivity and victimage.
The teptesentation of Sr.vanhilda

n

Coppélia departs

from this ttadition in a quite

extraordinary manner. She is depicted as a character in the humanist ttadition; that is to say she is
tnvested with sentience, volition, and j¡¡sllìgence. She is the mover and shaket of the plot rather than

its victim. She engages in a battle of wits with two powetful men and wlns. In some productions she
even dismembers the doll and engages in fisticuffs with the Toymaker. Copprllia is cleatly a significant

intertext fot Carter's novel. Obviously, she takes from it the idea of the magic toyshop peopled by
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human puppets. But mote impottantly, she bortows its two central themes of a woman resisting the
power of the dollmaker, and its dichotomized vision of femininiry- woman as passive object or
woman as active agent. By invohing both the traditional balletic iconogtaphy of female passivity
simultaneously with the most

sþificant departute ftom that iconogtaphy in the classical repertoire,

Cafier delineates her herolne's dilemma: how can a woman resist the weight of a traditron of
reptesentations that figule her as a passive, volitionless object? Swanhilda stakes out the possibilities

of tesistance, the anonymous Sylphides and wood Nymphes the fatal consequences of aquiescence.
There is a stlkrng parallel to Melanie's dilemma in the domain of life wdting. In the
autobiography of ballenna Gelsey l(irkland, Dancing

0n

lW

Craue

, Swanhilda's refusal serves as

a

paradigm for resistance to the gender nolms operatìng within the ballet world. I(irkland captions
photograph of hetself performing

n

Coþþélia

with the rubric "Not

a

a

Doll," and this emphatically

negative statement also encapsulates the thrust of het nanative. r{.s she tells it, the dominant theme

of I{rkland's life story is a desperate attempt to escape the balledna's fate of becoming

a sublime

automaton, a beautiful body manipulated by her masculine mastet, the choreographer. Iirkland
describes her formative psychological enslavement to the pte-eminent choreogtapb.er of his
generation, Geotges Balanchine or Mr 8., as he was always known. The quasi-divine status of Mr B.
was such that, like scores of other adolescent girls who passed through his school and company, the
A.merican Ballet Theatre, ICrkland developed anotexia and willingly endured a multitude of cosmetic
surgical ptocedutes rn order to conform to his aestheuc.

Iirkland's story rmplies that the

pathological relationship between female dancet and male master is structural to the ballet world.

Their gender and their telative paucity protect male dancers, but the competition amongst the toonulrrerous female neophytes ensures that she must please the master tn order to be noticed. The
female dancet is schooled tn unquesuoning obedience to a system and an aesthetic that threatens,

alrost literally in ICrkland's

account, to kill het. The psychoanaþtic implications of this story are
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blatant; the daughter is the puppet of the Fathet, het vety surwival is predrcated on her abilrty to
realtze his wishes.

I(rkland's memoir reveals that the subject position of the living doll continues to

flourish in the cultutal form that also, patadoxically, genetated Swanhilda's refusal.

ItBut father, father,rf she cried.ff Must it be so?tt
Howevet, Melanie's response to Uncle Philip's attempts to fix her

of Swanhilda's full-blown rebellion. Through pdvileged

access

as a

living doll fall far short

to Melanie's thoughts the reader

learns that she comes to hate Uncle Phiìip, yet she proffers little overt resistance, How is the femlnist
readet to account fot the fact that it is Finn, rather than Melanie, whose actions precipitates the

revolt of the puppet-people and the downfall of the Puppet microcosm? Is Melanie, then, merely

a

reinscripuon of the famiÌiar trope of the woman as passive victjm? Does the text suggest any
possibiJity of female resistance to patriatchy? On this question PauLna Palmer suggests thatToyhoþ ts

of a piece with Cartet's other early wotks, which, "while ptesenting

a

brilliantly

accvraLte analysis

of

the oppressive effects of patriarchal sttuctures, tan the tisk of maklng these structures seem even
more closed and impenetrable than, in actual fact, they are" (181). Palmer's pornt is certainly arguable

of Carter's other early novels, Shadow

Dance, Seuera/ Perceptions, and l-,oue,In

which, for the most part,

the female charactets ate inscribed in the passive case. And sirrrilarly, ln "The Loves of Lady Purple,"
Cattet's shott story concetned with the trope of the woman as puppet, the t-emale character is
completely fxed withrn patrtarchal structures. \X/hen the puppet billed as the "shameless Odental
Venus" comes to hfe she does indeed strangle the puppet master and butn down his theatre. Yet she
puts het new-found liberty and humanity to little use because she is programmed to repeat the scdpt

of woman-as-whore that he has mapped out for her: her btain "contarned only the scantiest notion

of the possibilities now open to it"(51). Since an old puppet cannot be taught new tticks, she heads
straight off to work in the nearest brothel.
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In Pauline Palmer's view, the burning down of the Toyshop does not presage emancipation,
for she tegatds Uncle Phiìip and Finn

as equally

complicit tn Melanie's entrapment within paúiarchal

structures. She argues that Finn "in rebelling against his uncle's authority, ...discovers himself

usutprng his position" (?almer 183-84). Accordrng to Palmer, Melanie resþs hetself to sex and
mardage with Frnn because he protects her ftom Philip: "as is typical of woman rnapattiarchal
society, she is pressured to seek refuge from one man in the arms of anothet"(187). Lucy

Armitt

concuÍs with this aspect of Palmet's teading, atguing that Finn is truly his master's apptentice: "Rrght

from day one, Finn controls Melanie's movements and appeatance, ptact)srng his puppetry skills with
one squrnty eye always on his own inhedtance"(211). Other critics have seen Melanie's telation to

Finn at the novel's ending in

a

much nrote Utopian Lght. Aiden Day, for example, argues that

because Frnn tejects patriarchal masculinity he and Melanie are able to forge a telationship that "is

not defined in tetms of oppression and subserwience but in terms of equality" (31). Similarly, \Vyatt
argues that Finn "makes the tevolutionary gesture

of fotfeiting the pdvileges of mascuüfiity," thereby

"opening up the possibility of a diffetent telationship between man and woman" (72).

Although these readings are diametrically opposed, it seems to me that they are
on

a

all,

predicated

mimetic reading of the text that evaluates Melanie and Flnn as psychologrcally coherent

chatacters. As previously noted, by het own admrttance Cattet's texts ate "arguments in fictional

terms" rathet than simply transcriptions of some imagined reality, and thus a mimetic teading of
Toyhoþ essentially misconstrues het project.

It

seems to me that a non-mimetic reading of the text

should privilege the notion of the subject over that of character tn the ttaditional humanist sense.
we consider Melanie and Frnn as exemplary feminine and masculine subjects, tather than

If

as

psychologically cohetent characters, a somewhat more equivocal reading of thert telationship is
possible. As we have seen, Finn functions
class and national

as

Melanie's double,

fot despite differences of gendet,

odgin, they are sirniarly positioned within the household. If Melanie feels herself
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to be almost made oveï into Philrp's "wind-up puttmg-away doll," then Finn "creaks like

a

puppet'r(MT 148) after PhiLp has assaulted him. Theit mutual positioning is made clear in the
reheatsal scene. Finn, on Philip's orders, rehearses Melanie in his bedroom fot her role in the puppet
play. Dudng the rehearsal of the mock-rape scene, their sexual feeLngs for each othet surface.

However, Finn suddenly realises that he has been set up by Phrlip, and tetteats to the wardrobe:

"You

see,' he said 'FIe wanted me

to fuck you"'(MT

1,51)

'It was his fault' he said. 'Suddenly I saw it all, when we were lyrng thete. He's pulled our strings as if
we were his puppets, and there I was, all reâdy to touch you up just as he wanted. He told me to
rehearse Leda and the sr.van r.vith you. Somewhere private. Like in your room, he said. Go up and
rehearse a rape with Melanie in your bedroom. Christ! He wanted me to do you and he set the scene
Ah, he's evil' (MT 152)

lJncle Philrp's plot to manipulate Frnn to rape, seduce or "fuck" Melanie patallels thebizarte
conspiracy of the "bad fathers"- Spalanzani and Coppola- to get Nathaniel to fall in love with the

doll Olympia in "The Sandman." If we analyse these texts ftom the point of view of the Oedipal
conflict, in both cases the father attempts to set up an incestuous relation between the son and the
daughter. Two modes of incest are rmplicit rn this scheme. In the case of the son and daughter
relation the incest is drtect or almost so, since in neither case is the relatron consummated, wheteas
the fathet's plot is a kind of vicarious incest, or incest by proxy. Hoffmann's narrator imputes the

motivation of the "bad fathets" to their desire to steal Nathaniel's eyes and implant them in the doll,
rvhich of course Freud interprets as a desile to castrate him. However, Philip Flower's plot is
motivated by the coalescence of his misogyny and his class antagonism. Âs Finn tells Melanie when
she questions Philip's motives for wantlng him to rape het, "You teptesent the enemy to hrm, who
use toilet paper and fish knives"(MT 152). The constellation of hatreds Phrlip directs toward Melanie

recalls the "cornplex process of projectron and displacement" Huyssens detects rn the hostility that
has historically been dilected towards cultural teptesentations

of female androids.

PhrJrp's hatred

enacts a paradoxical displacement in that he positrons Melanie as a doll or female automaton so as to
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symbohcally castrate her, then, perversely, unleashes the class hatred that he, as one of the few
surwiving members of the artisan class, feels towatds the machine. The displacement of class
antagonism onto Melanie illustrates the ease with which the al-teady abject feminine becomes the
Iocus of othet complex cultural meanings.
PhiJip's rncest-by-ptoxy plot, were

it to have come off, would have had muluple

effects.

Obviously, it would humiliate and degrade its victim in class and sexual terms, thus settrng the seal
on her symbolic castration. Furthermore, it would cause Finn to lose whatever moral advantage he
wields by making him into Philip's unwittrng accomplice. Finally, it would be a means of getung back
at Melanie's middle-class fathet whom PhiJtp continues to loathe above all others, even though he is
dead. In part, Philip's vicarious rape of Melanie, his incest by proxy, is a homo-social act rlirected at

other men through its female victrm.
Philrp's incest plot is thwatted by Finn's refusal to play his assigned patt, but

it is also

countered by the secret incest plot of the Jowles. Carter has desctibed incest as one of the "grand
themes" of the Gothic tale, and she situates it at the vety heatt of het own tale as the tie that binds
the Jowles together under the oppressive yoke of the Gothic ogre. Incest,

it is revealed to Melanie at

the end of the nanative, is part of the red people's magic, along with theit music making and their

midnight voodoo. " 'That is out secret,' said Finn, 'You know out heattrs core, now, the thing that
makes us diffetent ftom other people, Ftancie and Maggie and

I' " (MT

195). Melanie's rnitiatron into

this secret sþals her final admittance into the magic crtcle of the ted people. She cannot
comprehend its sþifrcance, but her awareness of it changes everything. As she tells Flnn: "Nowwe
have shated all this, we can never be like other people.
another.'ùØe have only each othet, now"(MT

\ùØe

can only be like outselves and one

1'99).

Carter's re-deployment of the Gothic theme of incest is not a htetal endotsement, fot she is
clearly utrlizing

it

as a symbolic transgression

of the most fundamental jntetdrction of patriarchy- th.
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prohibition of the body of the mother. Fot although Aunt Margaret is Francie and Finn's

si.ster

rather than thet biological mothet, she has raised them and she functions as the mothet figure in the
household. Incest is a covert act of rebellion against PhiJip Flower's paûiarchalqluLnny, a means by

which the primacy of the Jor.vles family is asserted over that of the Flowets. PhiJrp may believe that
by "de-flowering" Margatet he has made her ovet into a Flowet; stamped his mark of ownership on
her, but she de-Flowers herself by het incestuous relation with her own btothet. Incest is also the
Jorvles' only means of carwing out a space

fot the

beimlich, the

homely, within the distmctly unbeimlich,

unhomely Flower household. In a cutious way, by positionmg incest at the ketnel of her version of

"The Sandman" Catter literalizes I(ofman's assertion that Hoffmann's "whole story can be tead

as a

scteen-fantasy concealing the incestuous desire for the mother and the threat of death that results

from this desire" (161). For I(ofman, that which "ought to have remained hidden but has come to
light" in the text is not castration but the death instjnct, which is inextticable from the desire to
return to origins in the prohibited body of the mother, that is to say, with incest. She clarms that the
lrgure of the mother is occluded tn favour of the figure of the diabolical father and his doubles by

both Hoffmann and Freud, and that this inversion sþifies the repression of the latent content of
the tale- Nathaniel's incestuous desire for his mother (I{ofman 161-62).

In I{ofman's account incest cannot be admitted to the manifest content of the story because

it sþifies

death: the end of the story. Ând in Cartet's text too the tevelation of incest brings the

house down. After Frnn dismernbets the swan puppet that has been used to symbolica\ly

npe

Melanie, the household celebrates in a day of Camivalesque excess. \ùØhen Philrp returns from his
business ttip, he discovets his human puppets have cut their strings as sutely as those of his beloved
swan.

Not only

is his symbolic phallus the swan dead and buded, but Melanie is wearing het

forbidden trousers, the cuckoo clock is smashed and his wife is locked in an incestuous embrace with
her own brother. The enraged tyrant sets fite to his own house. Whilst Melanie and Finn escape to
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the pleasure gardens, the fate of the othets is left in suspense. Finn's small, drunken act of killing the
symbolically charged Swan puppet precipitates the fall of the house of Flower, which turns out to
have been a house of catds all along,

if only

they had known. The toyshop's magic, Iike Philip

Flor,vet's power, can only be sustained by the belief, the magical rhinking

of those over whom it exerts

mastery. Like patriarchy itself, the Toyshop and its master have convinced them of its inevitability
and invrncibility. But Finn's small gesture opens up a crack through which the possibiJity

of

emancipatron can be ghmpsed:
'\)Øhen he comes back, I shall hit him,' said Finn. 'Francie will distract his attention while I hit him.
Then we shall all walk out on him together, while he grovels on the floor. That'll flx hirn! It will be
easy. I never thought it would be so easy.' (MT 192)

Although the overthror.v of the Gothic ogre is not quite as "easy"

as

Finn predicts, it

is

nevertheless his act that opens up the possibiJity that things need not "be so." Finn acts where

Melanie cannot, and in positioning Finn as Melanie's proxy, the text makes a point about the relative
degree

of agency available to

the masculine and feminine subject. Despite his Idshness and his

working class origtns, Finn is sìmply not as enmeshed in disabling representations of his own
inevitable victimage as Melanie. Just as Lady Putple is condemned to repeat the patriarchal scenado
because she only knor,vs the story that the puppet master has taught her, Melanie is unable to actively

resist because she is in thrall to Gothic fantasies of women as passive victims and tomantic heroines
arvaiting rescue.

Eyte,

as

,\t various times in the story she imagines herself as I-^a belle au bois dorrnant,

asJane

Juliet and as one of Bluebeard's wives. When she poses before the mirtor she sees herself

prinarily in terms of masculine images of women,

as an

object tathet than z subject. The image of

feminrnity she inherits ftom het mother is an image of passivity and subordination. Her mothet, that
emphatically clothed middle-class woman who adotes nice bathtooms, features in the Sunday
supplement as a celebtity-wife tathet than a celebtity in het own nght. Not someboþ, but somebody's

wfe.Wtfe-hood is imaged as entrapment and even death in this nattattve. \When Melanie tries on her
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mother's wedding veil, she is entangled in it, "like a macketel in a net"(MT 15). And the weddrng
dress itself, after having been dpped to shreds, is "laid out" like a shroud (NIT 22). Unsurprisingly,

the most extreme image of wife-hood as psychic negation is given in the Gothic world of the
Toyshop, where Äunt Margaret is sttuck dumb on her wedding nght. Melanie's fotced enactment of
the role of Leda raped by the phallic swan is alf of

a

piece with these reptesentations of femininity in

the passive case.

The novel deploys Finn

as Melanie's double, her masculine

proxy, because its project is both

emancipatory and deconstructive- it wants to burn down the house of patiarchy whilst
simultaneously showing how the female subject is enmeshed in disabling representations

of

feminrnity. The symbolic violence visited upon the daughter, which we might term the violence of
representations, is hatdet to frght than the physical violence inflicted upon the son. Blows ate much
easier to r,vard

off than seductive images, tutus

and wedding veils.

How does one name one's enemy

when one is opptessed by representations and myths?
\X/hich is not to say that the Idsh and the wotking class ate not also shown to be opptessed

by representations and myths; cleatly, Melanie's disgust at the "great unwashed," and het
metaphorization of theJowles as pigs, is testament to Carterrs acknowledgement of the ubiquity of
negative rmages of these two groups. However, by allowrng issues of gender to take precedence over
tlrose of class and colonization , The Magic Toyboþ seems to be suggestrng that myths of gender are
singularly disabling, and that the oppression of gender is universal. Aunt Margatet, fot example, is

Irish, working class and female, but it is het gendet that is the ctux of het oppression in Uncle
Phiìrp's house. And srmilatly, Melanie can more

easiJ.y

overcome her middle-class avetsion to Finn's

stench and the wotkrng class standard of life in the Gothic house than she can rid hetself of cdpphng

culturally ordained ideas of the feminine subject as an aestheticized, passive object. \X/hilst class is
clearly inscdbed in this eatly novel,

it is not its major focus. It is not unti,l{/ise
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Children, her final

novel, that Cafter will allow class to occupy centre stage: Tolshop's overridtnq concern is how
masculine-authored iconogtaphies of feminrnity undetmine feminine agency and subjectivity.

It follows that we ought not consider

the absence of overt rebellion on Melanie's part

as

signi$'ing a failure of the feminist consciousness of the authot. The Magic Toybop's "atgument in

fictional terms" is not addressed to Melanie who is, after all, only a fiction inscribed within it. The
project of this text is to demonstrate how the female subject is interpellated by cultural
tepresentatìons; hence its thetotical address is to the reader. The realization of this project is not
dependent upon the female subject rn the text being btought to full feminist consciousness or
agency.

Cleatly, Catter's citation of the heaviþ feushized image of woman-as-doll that was so
prevalent in nineteenth century cultural forms is itonic, and is not an instance of authorial fetishism.

It

is the first instance in het oeuvre that can be consi.dered as an example of the Benjamrnian

dialectical rmage. The constellauon of past images of women as passive, silent dolls, and the present
irrrage

of the young gtl being fotced to assume the tole as passive mationette rn her Uncle's puppet

theatre, fotce a moment of recognitron upon the readet in which the ptesent image is endowed with
a history.

The dialectical image is one of the devices Carter deploys to lay bare the structutes of

representatlon that call the fèmale subject into being. In this text, those uncanny moments in which
the female subject recognises the rvays in which these structures constrain het do not enable het to

overturn them. Carter's Magic Tolsbop thus stands

as a

corective to the too-facile victory of

Swanhilda. Melanie is not able to srngle-handedly burn down the toyshop that threatened to make
her over into a doll, but nevertheless burnt down it rs. At the end, the human puppets cut their
stnngs. Melanie and Finn face each other in "a wild surmise.
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Section 3: The Muse Exhumed
The Muse is dead. Iilled, according to Arlene Ctoce, by feminism. She paraphtases the
femrnist argument against the Muse thus:

Like Nek¡asov, who said, "I'd rather be a citizen than a poet," today's woman says, "I'd rather be a
ctttzen than a Muse." We know tl're arguments: Muses are passive, therefore passé. Muses are a
fantasy rooted in'"vrongl-readed notions of biological "essentialism" (i.e., femininity). Most
degradingly, Muses do not choose to be Muses; they are chosen. Since the nineteen-seventies, modern
feminism has based its appeal to women on the premise that all batriers to the dteam of selfrcallzation are political. \'Thatever can't be acquited fot oneself, tnvokrng one's civil rights, isn't worth
having, and who wânts to be a syrnbol any'rvay? The Muse is only a man speaking through a v/oman,
not the womân herself. What male artists call Woman is a constn-rct designed to keep real women in
their place. (166)

But Croce does not hold feminism alone responsible for the demise of the Muse; psychoanalysis is
also to blame:

If tl-re Muse is dead, it is not the feminists alone who have killed her. As this century passes âwây
into the next, it will be seen, I think, how the popularizalliorr of psychratric notions of the unconscious
has undermined the social and therapeutic function of art. Freud I think of as a poet, but the effect of
his influence has been to set ps¡,cl'relogy in place of poetry, and psychology isolates, even alienates,
each l-ruman soul frorn its fellorvs, whereas poetry does the opposite. (168)
For Croce, the femrnist/psychoanalytic dismantLng of the concept of the Muse is a mistake, not only
because

it is prerrrised upon anti-essentialist

ideas about gender with which she disagrees, but because

she believes that the artist-Muse relation underpins some of the gteatest masterpieces of western

culture.

Given Carter's declared project of demythologizrng cultural myths of gender, it is not
surprisrng that she also has something to say about the Muse. Nor is
anithesis of Croce's.

In

a 1985 interwiewr.vith

it surprising that her view is the

l{erryn Goldswothy, shewas quite emphauc on the

subject of this most explicitly gendered of literary tropes. Responding to a question about how the

Muse fits rn with her pictutes of "real people like Dorothy \ùTotdsworth andJeanne Duval," Carter
teplied:
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The Dorothy Wordsworth piece isn't terribly serious; I have this faociful notion that l7illiam was
writing for her, that after her putting so much emotional investment in him, he had to be a genius.
And it was just her good luck that he was.
WhereasJeanne Duval is, as far as one can tell, genuinely a much less problematic figure in that she
didn't want to be a Muse; as fal as one can tell, she had a perfectly horrid time berng a Muse. She felt
that she should take Baudelaire for as much as she could get. Her treated her, as they say, Quite \7ell,
except that he âppeârs not to have taken her in any degree setiously as a human being. I meân you
can't take a Muse seriously as a human being, or else they stop being a Muse; they start being
something that hasn't come to you to rnspue you, but a berng with all these problems. Towatds the
end all Baudelajre's letters are worrying about her health, and her teeth; but by this tjme she'd of
course stopped being a Muse. You canrt tâke people seriously and regard them as divine- as
something other than human. After all.
I think the Muse is a pretty fatuous person. The concept of the Muse is- it's another magic Other,
isn't it, another way of keeping women out of the atena. There's a whole book by Robert Graves
dedicated to the nolion thât poetic inspiration is female, which is why women don't have it. It's Like
haemophrlia; they're the transmitters, you understand. But they don't suffer from it themselves.

(Goldsworthy

1,1,-12)

Carter's polemic here is unequivocal- the Muse is a fatuous concept that serves to keep

women "out of the arena;" that is to say, that fixes them

as

the objects rathet than the subjects of

lttenry discourse. However, het fictional tleatment of the Muse trope is more nuanced than this
polemic might suggest. This secuon of the thesis wdl examine how Cattet's fiction interogates some

of the pre-existing conceptions of the Muse played out in the masculine literary traditton. I begrn by
examining the deployment of the Muse trope rn her 1972 novel The InfernalDesire Machines of Doctor
Hofman, followed by a reading of one of the short stories in the 1985 collectton Black Veaa¡ "The
Cabrnet of Edgar Allan Poe," and conclude with a readìng of the eponymous story from Black

Venas,

Howevet, in order to trace the nuances of Carter's interrogation of the trope, I will first map the
fundamental shifts rn the historical evolution of the Muse.

Fot almost three millennia the inspiration fot artistrc creativity has traditionally been
attributed to the Muse. Horvevet, to speak of "the Muse" in the singulat is to confer a spurious unity

on â concept that is undeniably plural: the Muse is a sþifier with m^ny sþifreds. The Muse started
out in the plural, became singular, and at various historical pedods has been invoked in radically

different ways, from exalted goddess to abject mortal mistress. In the Greek Classical pedod the
Muses lvere believed to be the nine daughtets

of Zeus and Mnesmonyne, the
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goddess of memory.

Mnesmonyne was the daughter of Ouranos and Gaea, the primordial gods of heaven and eatth, and
through the maternal line the Muses were linked to the cteation of the cosmos. ,{.s Pamela Di Pesa
contends:
The key to the symbolic signiÊrcance of the Muses lies in their simultaneous embodirnent of three
principles: creation, memory, and prophecy. They were the symbolic facilitators of poetry exactly
because poetic creation- which has still not lost its link with prophecy- depends on a knowledge of
origins. For the poet, the Muses were not only the witnesses of cosmic creation, but also the
witnesses of poetic creation from its inception. With thei¡ knowledge of poetic history, the Muses
could help the poet achieve continuity with the pâst. (63)
Possibly the oldest known poem rn the \Westetn litetaty canon, Hesiod's Theogory, supports

Di

Pesa's contention. The Theogory opens

with the invocation, "From the Muses of Helicon let

us

begin our singing" (Hesiod 3). And although Homet invokes a singulat Muse rather than Hesiod's
plurality, exactly the same telation between poet and Muse informs his Oþssey which begins: "The
hero of the tale which I beg the Muse to help me tell is that resourceful man who roamed the wide

wodd after he had sacked the holy citadel of Troy. , .This is the tale I ptay the drvine Muse to unfold
to us. Begin it, goddess, at whatever pornt you will" (Homer 25). Scholars dispute whether Homer
predates Hesiod or

uice

uersa,butit is universally acknowledged that they'were amongst the first of the

Greek storytellers whose tales wete corrrmitted to wtiting. Therefore their invocations of the Muses
probably reflect the conventions of the ancient otal tradrtion of storytelling to which they were heir.
\X/ritìng sornetirne in the eighth century BC, Hesiod prefaces his account of how the world came into
existence

with an account of

hor.v his poem came

into existence. The Muses taught him "fine

singing," he claims, then "they bteathed into me wondtous voice, so that I should celebtate thrngs of
the future and thrngs that were aforetime. Ând they told me to sing of the family of blessed ones

who ate for evet, and first and last always to sing of themselves"(Hesiod 4). Here Hesiod conveys an
essential aspect

of the contract between Muses and poet; the Muses endow the poet with his poeuc

gift and he, in return, must address and celebrate them so as to convey his gratitude. \ü/hen the
Muses smile upon a I(ing, they shed "sweet dew" upon hì.s tongue, so that "out of his mouth the
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words flow honeyed. , .his wotd is sure, and expertly he makes a quick end of even a great dispute."
But their favour is not restricted to kings alone, "for evety man is fortunate whom the Muses love;
the voice flows sweet from his lips"(Hesiod 5-6). The pteface ends in direct address to the Muses:
Farewell now, children of Zeus, and grant me dehghtful singing. Celebrate the holy family of
immortals who are forever, those who wete born of Earth and Fleaven and of black Night, and those
whom the briny sea fostered; and tell how the gods and earth were born in the first place, and the
rivers, and the boundless sea with its furious swell, and the shmng stars and b¡oad firmament above;
and how they shared out thefu estate, and how they decided their privileges, and how they gained all
the glens of Olympus in the fust place. Tell me all this ftom the beginning, Muses who dwell in
Olympus, and say, what things among them came fitst. (Hesiod 6)

This passage posits the Muses, rather than the poet, as determining both the form and
content of the poem. Theil function is tutelaty; it is they who enable his poetic skrll, his "delightful
singing," and who du'ect his 'uvotds; as daughters of the Goddess of Memory it is they who can "tell

him all this from the beginning." Alleady, in this very first invocatj.on of the Muse trope, Hesiod

sets

out the basic premises of the Classical conception of the Muse. The Muses ate deities rn direct touch

with the Godhead and with Memory; they speak theu "drvine utterance" through the poet, who is no
more than theu' mouthpiece, the earthly vessel or conduit of theit words to other mottals. As

Bronfen obseles, rn the Classical model the Muse serves a three-fold funct.j.on: "she is
simultaneously maieutic producer, object of reference, and privileged adtessee of the poet's

speech"(Bronfen OuerHer Dead Bodg: Dealh, Femininitlt and tlte Aesthetic 363).

The Classical conception of the Muse-Poet relation was latet elabotated upon in Plato's lon.

In this dialogue

Socrates claims that inspiration only comes to the poet

if he abandons reason: "For

the poet is a hght and wrnged and holy thing, and thete is no invention in him unt-il he has been

rnspted and is out of his senses, and the mind is no longet in him: when he has not attained to this
state, he is powerless and is unable to utter his oracles"(Plato 108). Socrates uses the metaphor of the

magnetic ring to explarn horv the Muse inspites the poet:
as I am sây1ng, receive the power of the
original magnet from one another? The rhapsode like yourself and the
are intermediate links,
^ctot
and the poet himself is the first of them. Through all these the God sways the souls of men in any

Do you know that the spectatot is the last of the rings which,
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direction which he pleases, and makes one man hang down from another. Thus there is a vast chain
of dancets and masters and under-masters of chotuses, who are suspended, as if from the stone, at
the side of rings which hang down ftom the Muse. And every poet has some Muse from whom he is
suspended, and by whom he is said to be possessed, which ìs neatly the same thrng; for he is taken
hold of. (Plato 110)

This passage is crucial to an undetstandtng of the Classical conception of the Muse. Clearly,
the relation of the poet to the Muse that emerges ftom lon teverses the conventronal gender roles
that prevailed in Classical Greek society. The poet is passive and femntzed in relation to the Muse,

who assumes a ptoductive and powerful role, albeit one that is secondary to that of "the God." Ion

of

tnscribes the poet as the Muse's creatul'e, uttedy dependent upon her. The Muse is the onginator

poetry, which she channels thtough the poet in het possession. This telation is the antithesis of the
modern or post-Petrarchan concept of the Muse with which we are most familiar, which grants preeminence to the poet who is reptesented as the autonomous creatot
Classical conception

of att. Read summarizes the

of the Muse thus:

This, then, is the Classical conception of the Muse, a deity who for the occasion deprives a human
being of his senses and uses him as the witless mouthpiece of divine utterânce. It is not a conception
that is very flattering to the poet as an intelligent human being, and this explains why it was possible
for Plato to have a low opinion of the poet whilst retaining the highest Íespect for poetry. It is, of
course, a conception that has persisted wherever the Classical tradition has survived, and it is still
possible to regard the best poets and artists of all krnds as cHldlike or narve people who inexplicably
give birth to wotks of genius. Indeed, we may say that in a certain sense this has become the popular
conception of the poet; any othet conception v¡ill seem relatively sophisticated. (100)

The poetic convention of invoking the Muse fell into disuse at the end of the Classical period,

only to be tevived in the late Middle Ages, albeit tn a attenuated form. Subtle variations on this
Classical conception

of the Muse occur ln the eady modern petiod. Fot instance, Milton's Muse

is

co-opted to the Chdstian cause, and the Muse becomes more ftequently invoked as a singular,
unnamed enuty rather than the plurality previously rnvoked. Although it became something of an
empty convention devoid of any conviction, the Muse continued to be invoked according to this
Classical model whilst new conceptrons

of the Muse emerged alongside it.

It is not until the flowering of the Northern Itahan

dohe

:ril

na0u0 school

of poetry in the latter

half of the fourteenth centuty that an entrrely new figutation of the Muse emerges. The essence of
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the "sweet new style" consists of a "formal Christran spiritualizauon of couttly love," ln which "the
Beloved actually becomes an Angel of God"@teminger, Warnke and Hardison 409). The frgure of
Beatrice in Dante's Vita Naoua and Tþe Diuìne Coneþ marks the apotheosis of this movement. Dante
renders his childhood sweetheart, Bice Portìnad, as Beatrice, who functions both as the inspiration

for much of his poetry and as his spiritual savior. ìØhilst Dante's actual telatronship wrth Beatrice has
been the subject of much speculation, it is immaterial to het function in his

on the couttly love tradition in which love is represented

as

poet{, which elaborates

ennobling regardless of whether it is

requrted. Ovet the course of Dante's poetic career Beattice becomes an increasingly ennobLng force

till

she assumes a miraculous, God-like radiance and powet: "Seeming

to stay/ on eatth, and show amllacle made sure"(Oelsner 135). In
Diuine Contedl, Beatrice is transfiguted
to'uvards the divine

^

cre twre sent ftom Heaven

Paradise,

the final canticle of the

lnto the handmaiden of God who leads the prlgim Dante

light and his eternal salvation.

\X4rilst Beatrice retains the tutelary function of the Muse-deity in that she schools the poet in
Grace, b.er tdeaitzation to the point of beatifrcation marks a new departure in the poetrc invocation

of

the Muse. l7hereas previously the Muse-deity figute setved to personi$r the abstract idea of
inspiration, Dante's version of the Muse-as-Beloved wotks in tevetse to transform the real into an
abstract idea. Dulrng the coutse of Dante's poetic career Beattice is ttansformed from an erotic

object into a nuttudng maternal figure and finally into a disembodred ptesence. The poet endows his
Muse with a material body, but then compels het to transcend it.

It is as if the female body of

Muse-as-Beloved is so threatening to the poet's sensibilities that he must disavow

the

it by rendedng it

into an idealized absttaclion,
The poetry of Petratch crystallizes the Muse-as-Beloved patadigm that Dante set in train.
Petrarch similatly takes a real woman as his Muse. He devotes an entfue poetic sequence of 366
poems, the Canqoniere (sometrmes referred to as the Nme sþars) to tracing the agonies of his
obsessive, twenty-one year unrequited love forLauta. Like Beatrice,Lauta ptedeceases her poet-
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admirer, but unlike Beatrice, Laura is not transfigured into an angel or satnt but remains an intensely
desired etotic object. However, the poet's desire for her is in conflict with his Chdstian faith:
Petrarch's love for Laura presented a constant threat to this [Christian] docttine. He struggled to
convince himself that because she was so virtuous and so beautiful she might serve as his sptirual
guide to the eternal joys of heaven, and in a number of his most famous poems he apparently
succeeds, but the conviction must always have been short-l-ived. Laura, inevitably, remains very much
of this world and, as such, an incitement to sin, all the more dangetous ptecisely because of her

unique qualities. (Minta 4)

Indeed, LauLa's alluring power is such that in the final poem of the Canqoniere she is figured as

a

Medusa: the poet renounces her and pledges his allegiance to the Vogrr Mary.6

In addition to this hnal renunciation, Pettatch's poetry

enacts a two-fold response to the

poetrs conflicted desire for his Muse. Firstly, it unconsciously adopts a strategy of fragmentation and
synechdochical representation to counter the over-whelrning totality of het presence:
in the Rirne sparse a complete pictute of Laura. This would not be exceptional if we
were considering a single "song" or even a restricted lytic cotpus; gothic top-to-toe enumeration is,
after alJ., more âppropriate to narrative, mote adapted to the "objective" obser-vations of a thtrd
person n u^tor than to those of a speaker who ostensibly loves, and perhaps even addtesses, the
image he describes. But given an entire volume devoted to a single lady, the absence of a coherent,
p^fi or parts of a woman. When
comprehensive portrait is significant. Laura is always presented
^s ^
more than oûe part hgures in a single poem, a sequential, inclusive ordering is never stressed. Her

\7e never

see

textures are those of metals and stones; her irnage is that of a collection of exquisitely beautiful
disassociated objects. Singled out âmong them ate hair, hand foot and eyes: golden hair trapped and
marble foot implnted the gtass and flowers;
bound the speaker; an ivory hand took his heart
^w^yi ^
starry eyes directed hrm in his wandering. In terms of qualitative attributes þlondness, whiteness,
sparkle), little here is innovative. More specifically Petrarchan, however, is the obsessive insistence on
the particular, an insistence that would in turn generâte multrple texts on lndividual ftagments of the
body or on the beauties of woman. (Vickers 96, emphasis mrne)

The feushism in play here not only wotks to disavow Laura's phallic power

of desite, but also instigates

a new paradrgm

as an

unobtainable object

in the representation of women in western Eutopean

literature:
The rmport of Petrarch's description of Laura extends well beyond the confines of his own poetic
age; in subsequent times, his portrâyâl of feminine beauty became authoritative. As a primary
canonical text, the Rirne sparse consolidated and disseminated a Renaissânce mode. Petrarch

6 Mir,t" notes that in Petrarch's other rrrajor vernacular wotk, the Triunþh:,which was completed at the very end of his
Iife, Laura is transhgured into an elect soul in heaven who offers the poet the possibility of redemption. I have chosen
not to examirìe this reptesentation of Laulra because it is ìittle read and has not had the same degtee of influence on later

representations of the Muse-as-Beloved as that in the Canqoniere.
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absorbed a complex network of descriptive strategies and then presented a single, ttansformed model.
In this sense his role in the history of the interpretation and the internalization of woman's "image"
by both men and women can scarcely be overemphasized. (Vrckers 95)

The second unconscious sü'ategy at work in the

Canqoniere is

the formaltzatton of the

stlucture implicit in Dante's invocation of the Muse-as-Beloved. Petrarch formaltzes the dyad of
male desiring subject
non

þoet)

and unobtarnable female object (À4use), in which distance is the sine qua

of poetic productron, Unsatisfied desite genetates text, and thetefote the poet unconsciously

fetishizes the unobtainablility of the erotic object as much as the object itself, so as to continue to

produce poetry. ,\s Byron acidly observes: "Think you, if Lauta had been Pettatch's wife/He would
have written sonnets all his life?" (Byron

1 1 1,8)

.

If

drstance between desiting subject and desired

object were overcome, Byron suggests, poetly would ceased to be generated.

And whilst Pettarch might be making a virtue out of necessity, his formalization of this
structural divide set in train a new poetic patz.dtgtn. As we have seen, in the Muse-as-Deity model the
rruse spoke through the poet who functioned as her passive mouthpiece. The Muse-as-Beloved
model instigated by Dante and Pettach reverses this so that the poet speaks the Muse; she is bi:
imaginative construction, the product of his dtscoutse. The Muse-as-Beloved is the passive, silent
object of the speaking subject: the poet assumes primacy. As Btonfen puts it:
The paradox inherent in this changed poet-Muse relation is such that while the poet is pottrayed as
being possessed, it is he who possesses; while the poet seems dependent on the inspitation by
another, he is the lover and begetter with the Muse as the beloved, the begotten. (Ouer Her Dead Bodl:
Death, Feraininiþt and the Ae:theîic 364)

Herein lies the feminist objectron to the concept of the Muse: it condemms women to
passive role as the rnspiration for, but never the creators of, art.

If inspiration is feminine

a

and

creativrty is masculine, then women arc debaned from artistic ptoduction by their vety "natute." As

Robert Graves proclaims tn Tþe IV/hìte

Goddess,

rvith I(erryn Goldsworthy, "'V(/oman is not

a

to which Carter so scornfully refers in her interview

poet: she is either Muse or she is nothing"(Graves 446).

Men achieve transcendence through artistic creation, wheteas women ate limrted to the condruon of
immanence; they are the matter out of which att is cteated by masculine genius. The Muse-as-
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Beloved then, is yet anothet figuration of the "etetnal feminine" in which women are not desiring
subjects in their own right but metely hgutes fot masculine desire,

Bronfen argues that in the early nineteenth century a further variant on the Muse-as-Beloved
tïope arose, which she labels the Deceased Beloved

as Muse.

This variant is nascent in Dante and

Petratch, but both these poets cast their respective Muses into thert toles ptiot to death. However, in
several nineteenth century texts, the woman is not elevated to the position of Muse until after her

death. Only then does she function as textual inspirauon. Btonfen identrfies this trope at work in the

journals of Novalis, the poetry of Poe, and HenryJames' shott stories, "The ,{.ltet of the Dead" and

"Maud-Evelyn." In his essay "The Philosophy of Composition," Poe elaborates, claiming that ln
otder to inspile poetly, it is not enough that the Muse be destable, she must also be dead. It is this
conjunction of death and beauty that gives Poe's Muse het powet. Thus he muses:
. . .I asked myself- "of all melancholy topics, what, according to the aniuer¡al undetstanding of
mankind, is the mo¡trnelancholy?" Death- was the obvious teply. "And when," I said, is this most
melancholy of topics most poetical?" From what I have already explained at some length, the answer,
lrere also, is obvious- "V/hen it most closely alhes itself to Beautl: the death, then, of a beautiful
womarr is, unquestionably, the most poetical topic in the world- and equally it is beyond doubt that
the hps best suited for such topic are those of a bereaved lover." (Poe "The Phrlosophy of

Cornposition" 18-19)
Poe's poetics will be specihcally addressed in my reading of Carter's "The Cabinet of Edgar Allan

Poe", but the point needs to be made hete that the trope of the Dead Beloved as Muse that he
articulates so obsessir¡ely atose within a cultural context that erotrcized the dead or dying female

body. Nineteenth-century European art abounds in tepresentations of dead and dying women. The
literature of the pedod is saturated with nanatives in which the young, beautrful hetoine meets an

untimely end- La Dame aux
favouted cause of death

camí/ias, Manon l-tscau\, Madame Bouary

'uvas

to name but a few, In opeta, the

tubetculosis: La Trauiata, Ln Bohème, and

L.es Corutes

d'Hofnann all stage

the death of their tubercular heroines in spectacular fashion. In the visual atts the depicuon of
beautiful female corpses was such a staple that accotding to Btam Dijskstta:
..representations of beautiful women safely dead remained the late nineteenth century painter's
favourìte way of depicting tl-ìe transcendent spiritual value of passive feminine sacriFrce. Once a
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woman was dead she became a hgure of hetoic proportions, and for such heroines the nameless
bourgeois suffering of the consumptive housewife so characteristically depicted by Roll and Dicksee
was no longer apptoptiate. Thus, paintings of dead v/omen continued to be most usually associated
with the portrâyal of famous sacrificial heroines ftom litetature and Classical mythology, even when it
was clear that the principal object of the paintet's fascination was the generalized subject of "the
death of a beautiful woman." (Dijkstra 50)

From goddess to cadavet: such is the tragic úajectory of the Muse. I3led, not by feminism
or psychoanalysis as Croce maintains, but by the very artists who feed off her co{pse. The histotical
effacement of the Muse's power affirms the feminist objections to a trope that kills women into art.

This murderous process is exemphfied by Poe's story "The Oval Portrait," in which the attist
commandeers his wife as Muse, only to find that the process of posing fot het portrait kills her, and
he is left with her corpse- and her portrait.

In the teadrngs that follow, I examine how three of Carter's texts draw on the variants of the
Muse trope that

I have mapped in this brief

Modemist Muse tn

synopsis.

I begin with her explosive restaging of Proust's

The Inferua/Desire Machines of Doctor Hofman (1972).

Carter's re-reading of the

Recherche

na:rr.a(tve.In the next chapter,

This chapter argues that

literalizes the death of Ptoust's Muse as the precondition for his

I read her short story "The Cabinet of

Edgar Allan Poe" as a parody

of

the psychobiographic tradition that posits the feminine in Edgar Allan Poe's work as a manifestation

of his unconscious, maternal Muse. I show how "The Cabinet" brings to light psychobiogtaphy's
unstated analogy between the mothet and the Classical Muse as the ovet-detetminants of textual
meaning. The section concludes with a readtng of her strategic inversion of the Baudelairean dyad
poèIe maudit/Musefatak

of

in "Black Venus." Here I argue that Carter's "musir.g" of Baudelaire is crucial

to an understanding of horv her entire frctronal oeuvre, with its encyclopaedic intettextuality, makes
Muse out of the male-authored litetaty canon.
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a

Albertine / a t}i'e Ambiguous
The tntertextual allusiveness of

The Infema/ Desire Machines of DoctorHofman ts so

wide-ranging

that Susan Rubin Suleiman describes it as "a veritable collage of pte-existrng genres"("The Surealist
Imagrnatron in Postmodernist Fiction: Angela Carter's The Infernal Desire Macbines
533) and I(ai Mikkonen atgues fot

of Doctor

Hofman"

it to be consideted "polygenetic", with "texts embedded within

each other in a potenually endless and all-perasive combinauon"(170). \]Zhilst Mikkonen focuses on
Desire Machine's allusions

to the fatty tale gerire and to the works of E.T.A. Hoffmann, other cdtrcs

have identi6red z rrrynad

of other significant intertexts. Colin Manlove lists Blake's

Heauen and Hell,

The Marriage

Gothic fiction, de Sade, Lauttéamont's Maldoror, E.T.A. Hoffmann's

of

The Golden Pot,

surtealism, Freud, J.G. Ballard's The Drowned LVor/d, and finally Swift's Galliuer's Trauels (149-50). To

this list ElaineJordan adds potnography,

horor films, boys'impedal

adventure stories,

anthropological idylls according to Rousseau or Levi-Strauss and the philosophical ideas of Sade and
Nietzsche ("Enthtalment: 'A.ngela Carter's Speculauve Fictions" 34). Alison Lee adds the composets
Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Betlioz, and \X/agnet, and the South Ametican magic realist writerJorge
Lurs Borges (I-ee Argela Carler6l).

This r,velter of inteftexts suggests a multiplicity of possible approaches to the text, but instead
a dominant reading has emerged that pdvileges certain aspects

Lorna Sage, Catter descdbed
tesolves

in favour of reason"

as an allegory

Desire Machines as a

of the text above othets. In

a

letter to

"dialectic between reason and passion, which it

(Sage Angela Carler 34).

And this, in the main, is how it

has been read:

of the dialectic between desire and reason, rcahty and representation, the unconscious

and the forces of reptession. Thus Comel Bonca makes that the claim that the mythic conflict at the

heatt of the text "is as old as the hrlls- Dionysis vs. Apollo, Orc vs. Utizen, Eros vs. Civilization"(57)
and Andrzej Gasiorek reads the novel as a sustained critique of Plato's Tbe Repablic (128-129).

For

Elaine Jordan, the novel's frame of refetence is more recent. She descdbes the text as one in which
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"Carter tlaces the history of reason and desire in literary and philosophic teptesentation, from the
Enhghtenment through to psychoanalysis and its post-tomantic consciousness of the unconsciousEnlightenment seen from its dark side, its blind spotrr ( "Enthralment: Angela Carter's Speculative
Fictrons" 34).

Other critics situate

Desire Machine¡

ragedtn the 1960s. Sarah Gamble reads it

in terms of the philosophical and political debates that
as a

surrealmetafictional elaboration on Cartet's

description of that era,'tn which "the pleasure principle met the reality principle like an tresistible
force encountenng an immovable object, and the teverbetations of that collision are s ilì about

us"(,\. Carter NothingSacred 84). David Puntet and Ricarda Schmidt srmilarly considet

Desire Machines

in terms of the slxties political theoties of desire and liberation, specifically those of Reich and
Marcuse. Sulerman extends this line of argument with a considetatron of how the text plays out the
ideas the surrealists and of the situationist Guy Debord (Suleiman "The Sutrealist Imagination in

Postmodernist Fiction:Angela Catter's The InfernalDesire Macbines

of

DoctorHofman").

Most critics have considered the issue of gender as secondary or incidental to the debates
about destre and reason played out in the text. Indeed, sevetal ctitics have confi.dently asserted that
this novel is not concerned with gender. Schmidt, for example, sees the text as a deconstruction of
the essentialist humanist subject ( 56-57). Puntet similarly asserts that the novel is not so much
concerned with gender as with desire, the unconscious and an ungendeted representation of sexuality
(209-1,1). On the other hand Sage and Jordan both cite this text as marking Cartet's burgeonrng

engagement with feminism, although neither elaborates on this claim (Sage Angela Carter 35;Jordan

"Enthralment: Angela Carter's Speculative Fictions " 3 1).

Of the few critics who have attended in any detail to the gendet polrtics of Desire Machines,
several have viewed Carter's depiction of gender as yet anothet instance of het vaunted "male

impersonation." Cornel Bonca, for example, regards the novel as exclusively concerned with
masculine power, masculine Eros and masculine Civilzation, and as one that "confirms the
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despairing formula

fot

surwival codified

n

Ciuiliryrion and lls Discontents." She argues that whilst De:ìre

Macbine: demonstrates and rndeed satirizes the imbrication of dominance and sexuality rn patliarchal

society, it is unable to ptovide an alternative vision: "Thete is only the dead end of sexual

domlnation" (61). Paulina Palmer adopts a sirrrilady critical view. She argues
Here the point of view is chauvinistically male. The sexual atrocities represented rn this novel (and
some of them are very brutal indeed) ate described by a male fi rrz,toL His response is not one of
anger, but of detached curiosity. The fact that, in the final pages, the atrocities are revealed to be
illusions, contrived by the evil Doctor Hoffman and iliustrating (parodying perhaps?) misogynistic
male fantasies, does not, in my opinion, justify their inclusion in the text. In 'Notes From the Front
Line' Catter admits that in her youth she suffered from what she calls 'a degree of colonialisation of
the mind', which caused het to possess 'an element of the male impersonator'. Certain episodes in the
novel appear to illusttate, in an unpleasant and disturbing manner, this aspect of her cultural

conditioning. (190)

Palmer's analysis is open to question on many grounds, not least that she reads the sexual

atrocities in the text solely in tetms of male violence enacted upon women, and hence she
brutal rapes to which the masculin e

î t^toÍ

þores

the

is subject. Moreover, it is demonstrably untrue that

Desidedo's only response to the acts of sexual violence that he witnesses is that of "detached
curiosity". \W4ren Albertrna is raped by the centauts he tries, albeit rneffectually, to protect her: "I
could do nothing but watch and suffet with het fot I knew from my own experience the pain and
rndignity of anpe"(IDM 179).
However, the most highly elaborated critiques of Desire Macbines's gender politics, those of
Sally Robinson and Elisabeth Bronfen, are more sympathetic to Carter's ptoject. A.s my reading
engages

with their respective arguments, I outline them here. Robinson

reads De¡ire Machines as an

Oedipal naLtative, and in this she draws extensively on Tetesa De Laureus' feminist re-reading of this

myth

as one

myth,

as we

of the structuring paradigms of western culture. De Lauretis claims that the Oedrpal
know it today, is intrinsically gendered: its mythical female figures have no story of thert

own but function as "ftgures or markers of positions- places and topoi- through which the hero and
his story move to theu'desunauon and to accomplish meaning"(Lauretis 109). The mechanics of the
Oedipal nartalve allow only two possible positions: woman or non-man as the passive ground of the
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hero's úa1ectory, and man as the active, questing fotget of his own destiny. Accotding to De
Lauretis, the Oedrpal quest can never be ungendered, for sexual diffetence, the distinction between
male and non-male, is its very essence (Lauretis 109), Like Barthes, who asks "Doesn't every

nartative lead back to Oedipus?"(Barthes 47),De Lauretis views the Oedipus story as paradtgmattc

of all narrative. But whereas Barthes is uncritical of the assumption that Oedipus is a universal
subject, De Laureus thrnks otherwise. She sets out so show that, despite their avowed self-reflexvity
and analysis of theit own discursive practices, the discoutses of sttuctutalism and post-structuralism,

of which Barthes is exemplar/, have failed to deconstruct the Oeclipal binarism of gender on which
they are predicated. Thus Robinson argues: "One mastet nartaflve, howevet, remains intact in this

world: an Oedrpal narrative that places man in the position of questrng, speaking subject, and woman
rn the non-position of object rvho is subject to male regulation, exploitatron and violence"(Robinson
7B).

De Lautetrs' tevisioning of Oedipus enables Robinson's radtcally different reading of Desire
Machìnes,

which claims that the text explores the narrative construction of gender and reveals "the

dangerous economies of masculine desite lutking behind nattatfve and representation"(Robinson

103). She reads Desiderio as an Oedrpal, hence masculine subject, the author of anatattve of sexual
exploitation and violence (Robnson 102). She claims that Cafiet politicizes desite by using

a

masculine narrative voice to articulate male sexual fantasies of the domination and objectification

of

women. Her argument is that "'Woman" is everywhete tn Desire Machines but women as speaking,

fully human subjects ate absent; the textual fotegtoundrng of these reptesentations of "'Woman"
effects the teadet's awateness that they are male fictions beating httle resemblance to women. In het
view, Carter's text constructs subject positrons for the female reader which enable het to adopt eithet
^

veïy uncomfortable identification with Desidelio, or an almost impossible identification with either

the female "sexual appliances" of the text or its elusive phantom, Âlbertina (Robrnson 104). The
impossibiJity of the female teader identifying with "\ùØoman" in Cartet's text is analogous to the
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position she finds hetself in relation to the Oedipal natLative, for how can one establish a positive
idenufication with matter or matrix, the passive gtound of an othet's quest?

Âlthough Elisabeth Btonfen focuses on the trope of the Dead Beloved

as Muse, her reading

parallels Robinson's rn regarding Carter's "S(/oman" as a highly self-conscious inscdption of women
as the patadigmatic non-agents

in narative. She argues tlnat

Desire Macltines is a

"feminist re-reading

of the cultural chché that \ü/oman is man's symptom, the phantom of his desires. Her text performs
the theme of the dead beloved as Muse, with the heroine functioning as a ftee floating sigmfier,
absent

in any actual sense flom the text

she inspires"@ronfen Ouer Her Dead Boþ: Dealh, Femininìt1

and the Aesthetic 420). However, Bronfen's claims about lnow Desire Machines positions the female

reader are

in

some ways antithetical to those mapped out by Robinson. The cotollaty of Robinson's

argument that the female reader cannot comfottably identify with Catter's "ì(/oman" is sutely
degree of readerly ambivalence toward the text;

a

it is this vety ambivalence, one might assume, that

provokes reflection and questioning about the representation of gender in the text, and, pethaps,
gender politics in a broader sense. But Bronfen takes the opposite tack in atguing that Cartet's

deconstrucuon of the Muse trope, "the cultural cliché that \ü/oman is man's symptom, the phantom

of his desiles", disallows any tnterpretative ambivalence. Bronfen's argument is worth quoting at
length here:
The narrative strategy Cartet uses to exceed the conventional representation she teteads in her own
novel is less the literalisation of a joke, the excessive tlrrn of a trope, which makes a cliché serious and
true. Rather, she discloses the convention by attaching an explicit commentary, embued with the
technical vocabulary of psychology, to the description of het character's behaviour. In a tale about a
man who finds hrs desires made explicit at the body of a beautiful woman, she renders the chché
expli.cit, attaches univocal explanatory meanings to gestures otherwise read as ambivalent. This
elimination of arnbivalence by virtue of explanatory commentaLry not only assures that we interpret
the event in the book as the critique she means het narrative to be. By stating as obvious what would
otherwise require interpretâtion (the beloved is such as only memorT and imagination could devise),
her rhetoric imposes an irnpasse on the readet. The duplication of event with explicit commentary is,
in fact, a reduction of sematic freedom and mirtors rhetorically the impasse which is the novel's
theme: woman can only exist as and in the meaning her lovet, as author of her, intends. A move on
her part into articulating alterity, into signrfyrng a meaning beyond the one he narcissistically
constructs, is fatal. (Bronfen Ouer Her Dead Bodlt: Death, Femininij ønd the Authetic 421)
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There is an obvious tejornder to Bronfen's claim. If Carter's narralwe cofiìrrìentary eliminates all
ambivalence and fotces a univocal interpretation of her text, as she maintains, how can feminist

objections to its gendet politics such as those of Bonca and Palmer be explained? Furthermore, it is
debatable whether any fictional text can eliminate interpretative ambivalence without becoming

putely polemical,
\X/hilst my analysis of Desire Machines similarly privileges Carter's deployment of the Muse

trope, in contta-distinction to Btonfen I atgue thatCattet does not eliminate interpretative
ambivalence but tather suategically unleashes

it in the service of a specific intertextual cduque. I

contend that the highly ambiguous representation of Desire Machines's Muse, -,\lbetrna, can only be
understood if Desire Machines is read as an ironic parody of that master text of sexual and gendet
ambigurry, Marcel Proust's

À

la

recherche du lemps

perdu (1,91,3-1,927).In conttadistinction to Bronfen,

I

argue that Carter's spectacular testaging of the ambiguity of Proust's Muse Albettjne - she of the

"famously floating gender"(Schmid 109n)

-

does not foreclose on interpretative ambivalence but

rather produces it. I will demonstrate that Cattet's strategy is to unsettle representations of gender
through fuonic parody of its hrgh canonical intertext, and the tradrtion of representation inscribed
therern. Several critics have noted the allusions to the
elaborated upon them.7

Recherche

in this novel, butnone have as yet

It is sutprising that the intertextual relation of

these texts has not been

examined more thoroughly, given that an examination of sex, gender and desire is centtal to both.

This is especially so since the

Recherchs

is consideted to be one of the foundational texts for gender

and queer studies; because, as Sedgrvich atgues,

it presents "the definitrve perfotmance of the

presiding incoherences of modern g y (and hence nongay) sexual specification and gay (and hence
nongay) gender" (21,3).In the discussion that follows

I will show that, although Ptoust's monumental

novel is but one of Desire Macltines's multitudlnous intertexts, it is lhe most significant in respect to its

7 See Peach;

Sage

Angela Carte¡suleirnan "The Fate of the Surreaüst Imag,ination"
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gender poliucs. Ftstly, though, I will map the links between Carter's text and Ptoust's novel in

a

more genefal sense.
There are some minor resemblances of style between Desire Macbines and the

Recherche, such as

the echo of Proust jn some of Cattet's long and heavily qualified serìtences, and rn het extravagant
use of metaphot. But the most crucial resemblances âre sttuctural and thematic,
Recberche

is not mentioned by name tn Desire

Machirues,

references to

it

are legion.

fot whilst the
,\part ftom the overt

reference of the relation between the narratot and Albettina, there is the less obvious tefetence to

the Count, whose representation contains echoes of Ptoust's monstfous Baron Chatlus, pattrcularly

in the final revelatron of his masochism. Other allusions are yet more understated, such as the
hawthorns behind 'uvhich Desiderio ghmpses the face of the drowned Maty Änne; the hallucination

of nakedfnde:ièclewomeÍr.parading"asiftheyhadbeenintheBoisdeBoulogne" (IDM19);andthe
narrator's recutdng vision of a young woman tesembLng Albertina being trampled by horses, which
recalls the death of Albertlne in a horse-riding accident in the

most obvious allusion to the

Recherche, aside

Recherche.

Howevet, Desìre Machines's

ftom that of the Albertina-Natratot dyad, lies in its

themattzaion of trme and memory, and its self-conscious assertion of its own status

as a memorial.

These allusions are unambiguously signalled in Desiderio's Inttoductron, The theme of time,

and of the abiJity of memory to lecapture lost time, is of coutse the centtal sttuctunng idea of
PLoust's text. But tjme must first be lost

if it is to be found. Nothing could be mote calculated to

deflate the whole Proustian enterprise than Desiderio's openìng Lne:

"I remembet evetything.

Yes.

I

remember everTthing perfectly" (IDM 11). The madeleine flies, figuratively at least, out of the

window. But although at the outset Desiderio eschews the need for a trigger in order to conjute up
the past, thus overturning the notion of tnvoluntary memory that undetpins Proust's natrative, this
assurance is undercut on the first line of chapter one by the admission

"I

cannot remember how

it

began"(IDM 15). And later in the same chapter, which describes the beginning of Doctor Hoffman's
assault on the notion of reality, Desiderio teasingly reiterates the Proustian
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motif of the capacity of

rrraterial objects to conjure the past: "the gteat majorìty of the things which appeared around us were

by no means familiar, though they often teasingly tecalled aspects of past expetience, as if they wete
memories of forgotten memodes"(IDM 19). Desideri.o's oscillation between temembering and
forgettìng is a calculated echo of the endless "dialectic of remembering and forgetting"(Collier xxü)

in Proust's text,

as is his

nouon of memony

^s ^

means of constructing or resurrecting the past, rather

than an unmediated record of the past:

I must gather together all that confusion of experience and arrange it in order, just as it happened,
begrnnrng at the beginning. I must unravel my hfe as if it were so much knitting and pick out from
So

that tangle the single, original thread of myself, the self who u/as
become a hero and then grew old. (fDM 1,!)
Desire Machines also
Recherche takes several

yourìg man who happened to

mimics the Rechercha in fotegtoundrng its own nattation. But whereas the

thousand pages to

chase on the hrst page.

a

^rflve

at the moment of its own origin, Cafier cuts to the

Not only is her narrator idenufied by name,

as opposed

to the equivocating

Narrator of the Recherche , who may or m^y not be Matcel, but the motivation for his narrative is
asserted unequivocally: "Because

I

am so old and famous, they have told me that

I must write down

all my memories of the Gteat \Vat, since, aftet al).,I temember everythmg" (IDM 11). But

if

the

Proustian mystificatron of the writerrs vocation and of the tedemptive function of att is thus
unceremoniously nipped in the bud, Desire Macbines nevertheless advertises itself as a memorial of the
narrator's past in a m^nflet utterly consonant with that of Proust's Narrator. Antoine Compagnon's
idea

of the Re cherche as memorial is pertinent
^

here:

For us the Recherche is a magical lieu de mémoire, not only because it can be seen as something like
our literary guide, a compendium of our culture; not only because it is a book that contains its own
world and ends with its own beginning, because it is circular, like a monad; but because ultimately the
work itself is based on a richly suggestive elaboration of the notion of a lieu de mémoire. . . Ptoustian
memory includes and presupposes forgetfulness. It comes after things have been fotgotten, pluckrng
them from obLivion. It does not preserve but resurrects. The entire novel is summed up in this image:
"A book is a vast cemetery rn whrch the names on most of the tombstones can no longer be read"

(lV, 482) (Cornpagnon 242)

to4

Desiderio's narrative is also a klnd of cemetery, albeit one in which the names on the tombstones ate
still legible. He articulates a notion of autobiogtaphy as the fossilization of the self, and as a process

in which private history is ttansforrred into public monument:
. . . now I am an old man and no longer the "I" of my own story and my time is past, even if you can
in his own hfetirne. It tutns
read aboutme in the llstory books- a strange thing to happen to
^m^n
one into posterity's prostitute. And when I have completed my autobiography my whoredom will be
complete. I will stand forever fout square in yesterday's time, like a comrnemorative statue of myself
in a pubLic place, serene, equestrian, upon â pediment. (IDM 14)

Desiderio claims ambivalence as the source of his heroism:
But, when I was a young man, I did not $/ant to be a hero. And, when I Lved rn that bewildering city,
in the early days of the wat, life had become nothing but a complex labyrinth and everything that
could possibly exist, did so. And so much complexrty- a complexity so rich it can hatdly be expressed
in language- all that cornplexiry... it bored me.
In those tumultuous and kinetic times, the time of acttaljzed desire, I myself had only the one desire.
And that was, for everything to stop.
I became a hero only because I sutvived. I survived because I could not suttender to the flux of
milages, I could not merge and blend with them; I could not abnegate my reality and lose myself for
ever as others did, blasted to non-being by the ferocious artillery of unteason. I was too sardonic. I
was too disaffected. (IDM t1-1,2)

Âs Susan Rubin Suleiman argues, Desiderio is "ambivalence itself, a perfect emblem of the
Romantic, but also no doubt the postmodem subject"("The Fate of the Surrealist Imagination ln the
Society of the Spectacle" 534). Suleirrran notes that hls name means "desite" inltahan, and it is the

peculiarly Proustian conjunction of desite and ambivalence that fuels his nattative. He is lured on by
his desile for Albertina, yet his ambivalence renders hrm immune to the barmge of images unleashed
by Doctor Hoffman, includrng, at the denouement, the image of Albertina herself.

This image of ,\lbertina, which is an tonic and excessive tehgutrng of Ptoust's ambþous
Muse ,{,lbertìne,

i.s

where Desire Machines draws most crucially on the Recherche. Cartet uses the central

heterosexual relation of Proust's text as the template fot het invesugation into how the cultural trope

of the Muse as Beloved has been deployed in narative. By defìnition, the Muse is the attist's other;
however, Albertine's othetness is accentuated to the point that it becomes her defining attribute
Despite (or perhaps because of) the thousands of words Proust expends upon her, Albertine is
rendered as an inscrutable mystery whose contradictory thoughts and desires are, )n the end,
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unreadablei a fragmented, constantly evolving being that the aÍtist can never conclusively capture.

Proust's rendition of his Muse as essentially unknowable reflects the Modernist ddve to find new
ways of depicting the unfathornability and complexity

of chatacter, which is exemplifred by Virginia

\X/oolfs call for modern'uvriters to find new tools fot ptesentingcharacters of "unlimited capacity
and infinite variety"("Mr. Bennett and Mrs Brown" 128), and for the development of an att worthy

of this task. Woolf asks: "Is it not the task of the novelist to convey this varying, this unknown and
uncir:cumscribed spilit, r.vhatever abettation and complexity it may convey?"("Modern Fictron" 108).

Proust's srngularly Modernist invocation of the unLmited, infinite character as Muse is essential to
Carter's purpose because its ambiguity allows her to explote and explode the contradrctions inherent

in the trope. To this end, Carter's Albertlna ]iteralizes and foregrounds the cdtical controversies
engendeted by Proust's Albertine.

Albett¡na's status as Muse, and her telation to the Natrator, is signalled right ftom the outset.

In the Introduction, which is dedrcated to her memory; "I, Desidetio, dedicate all my memories to
Albertina Hoffman rvrth my insatiable tears" (IDM 14). Desiderio turns again and again to the
memory of Albertina, "in spite of the almost insupportable pain

I suffer when I think of her, the

Ireroine of my stoty, the daughter of the magtcian, the rnexptessible woman to whose memory I
dedrcate these pages. . .the miraculous Albo;ttna"(IDM 13). That Albertma is the product of memory

and desite, rathet than an objecuve woman, is appatent ftom the first: "And if Albertina has become

for me, now, such a woman as only memory and imaginauon could devise, well, such is always at
least partially the case

with the beloved. I

see

her as a series of marvellous shapes formed at random

rn the kaleidoscope of desire" QDM 13). This conception of Albertina as fluid, multiple, and
fantasmically generated by the naffatoï's desjre literaüzes the conception of ,{lbertine in the

In order to

trace how Catter rehgures Albertine as Albertina,

I will recapihrlate her role in Proust's

text, and also to give an outline of the critrcal ttadrtron that has read the
has sought the model for Albertrne in Proust's petsonal history. As
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Recherche.

Recberche as

^

rzman à

c/$ and

I will show, Carter's parody

exploits both the

Rechercbe

and the psychobiographical tradition that effectively drsambþates

Ptoust's Muse.

Albertine makes her first

^ppe

r^nce in the

Recherche

on the beach at the seaside resort of

Balbec where the narrator is hoJidaying with his grandmother. She belongs to the band of rowdy,

athletic young gþls- ksjeunetf/fu enflear- with whom the Narator becomes fascinated, although he
cannot at first differenuate bet'uveen them. The burgeoning romance that eventually develops
between r\lberune and the Nattatot is aborted when she refuses his kiss, and he departs abruptly for
Paris. Several volumes, and an unspecified amount of time latet, the relatronship is re-estabhshed in
Paris, and continues dunng a furthet visit to Balbec. The Narrator's feelings towards her are

perpetually fluctuating, until he begrns to suspect her of sectet lesbianism. Such is the jealousy
engendeted by this suspicion that he convinces het to return with him to Pads immedrately, where
he keeps her in his house as a virtual pdsonet. Here begins the economy of spying and þing that

hencefotth chatacterizes their relationship. The Narrator's obsessive suweillance of Albetine and his
paranoid attempts to control her every movement are thwatted by what he interprets as her innate
deceit. He makes ever more fuenzied attempts to elucidate her sexual history and practices, and she
appears to make ever more elaborate moves to avoid detection and classification. His feelings

for

Albert-ine now oscillate between boredom and the wish to be dd of her, and desire intensified by
jealousy. Finally, after he has threatened to break with het several times, the Narratot is devastated

when -{lbertlne takes the initiative by fleeing his house. His attempts to induce her to returri are cut
short by the ner,vs that she has been killed in a hotse-tiding accident. But far ftom ending his
torments, Albertine's death triggers a patoxsysm of grief, gudt and unremittìng self-anaþsis on the
part of the Narratot, who continues unsuccessfuþ to seek conclusive knowledge about her sexual

histoty. Frnally, the passage of time enables him, if not to forget Albettine, then at least to ternember
her without anguish,
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This bare plot summary does little to suggest what qualifies Albetrne to be called Muse, nor
does

it convey how Proust uses the figule of Albertine to destabilize the realist conception of

character and advance a thoroughly modernist notion of the other as plutal, mutable and

unknowable.

-As

J.E. Rivers says:

. . . Proust uses Albertine to redefine conventional conceptions of literary character. Etymologically the
word "character" denotes an imptess, a distinctive mark, a well-deftned outline. That is what it meant
to Theophrastus in his Charaúers, and this is what it has traditionally meant in literature. Proust
dismisses this concept and shows that except on the most superficial levels of understanding there is
no well-defined outline for human identity. Proust depicts the unlimited, the limitless petsonaLity.

(24e)

\X/hilst Proustians concur with Rrvers'view of Albertrne âs an exemplaty Modemist chatacter, she is

not usually considered in telms of the Muse. Proust himself, towards the end of FindingTime Again,
identrfies time and involuntary memory as the two Muses of his work. Flowever,

as

Jean-Yves Tadié

points out, Albertine is, lvtth the exception of the Narratot, the most impotant single character in
the Recherch¿. She is, he argue s: "Tbe woman
i.s

nÀ

lø recberche du remþs þerdu, since the name

of Albertine

mentioned in it 2360 times.... No othet heroine comes close to matching this figure, nor does any

hero; only the Nartator intervenes tnore frequently"(606). The vicissitudes of her relationship with
the Narrator permeate a fat greater portion of the

Recherche

than the two volumes of the so-called

roman d'Alberline: I-a Pisonnière atd Albeûine dìspartte.

!Øhilst the Narrator never calls Albertine "Muse", he nonetheless adumbrates her nattative

function rn the terms of this trope rvhen he sþals the ctucial role she plays in the genetation of his
text

... it was actually quite clear that the pages I would write were something that Albertine, especially the
Albertine of those days, would not have understood. That is precisely why (and this is a
recommendation not to live in too intellectual an atmosphere), because she was so different to me,
that she had feruhzed me through gtief, and even ât the begrnning through the sheer effort of
imagining something different from oneself. If she had been capable of understanding these pages
then, for that very reason, she would not have rnspired them. (Proust FindingTime Again 225)
As is always the case with the Muse, Albettine inspues the text, but she is not cofiunensurate wrth it.

It always

exceeds her: she is the gelm, the seed, the ftuctifiiing fotce that "fer ;lizes" the artist, in this
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case, 'rthrough gtief," by vittue of het sexual diffetence and the mystery of het desites. This narratrve

focus on the enigrna of female destre has led critics such as Lisa Appþanesi to consider,\lbertine
a manifestation

of the ferninrne archetype, the so-called "Eternal Femrnrne"(1,57-21,5). As

as

always,

however, the problem with the atchetypal approach is that in its exclusive concern with the universal,

it

fails to attend to the particular, and so fails to explicate what is novel about Proust's invocation

of

the Muse.

This novelty resides in part rn the deconstructive analysis to which the Muse-nairratot telation
is subjected, The natrator's self-consciousness about his rnvocatron of the Beloved, and subsequent
teahzation that the unhapprness she caused him has "fer'ili"ed" his book, is a kind of self-re{lexrve

meta-comment^ry on the odgrn of the text, and an allegory of the narztitve function serwed by the
Muse tn the masculine-authored litetary canon.

In the figure of Albertine, Ptoust simultaneously

inscribes and deconstructs the trope of the Muse, and this simultaneous inscdption/deconstruction
is the key to Carter's parody. For instance, Proust bodies Albertine forth as a Muse-as-Beloved in the
Petrarchan sense, then proceeds to lay bare the workings of this trope. Just as Pettatch never gives

a

coherent picture of Lauta, but reptesents her synecdochally, the Narator fixates on certain patts of
Albertrne's body to the exclusion of the rest: het cheeks, her hair, her mysteriously mrgtatory beauty

matk, the curwe of her thigh, and het face. Het face is the hub of a series of associations- with the
sea,

with Balbec, with the band of young gfuls, with youth and with desire itself- that generate reverie

and self-reflection within the attist, and is hence pivotal to the getminatron of his book.

Of course, it is with that face, as I had seen it for the first time by the sea, that I associated certain
things which l should no doubt be wtiting about. In a sense, I was right to associate them with her,
because if I lud not walked along the sea-front that day, if I had not met her, all these ideas would
not have been developed (unless they had been developed by another woman). (Proust FindìngTirne
Again 225)

However, the synecdochal reinsctiption of the Muse-as-Beloved is immediately undercut by
self-conscious narratorial commentary,

Not only does the Narratot subvert the notion that the Muse
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is a singular, incompatable being by hinting that the choice of the Beloved is arbitrary, but also more

importantly, he claims het

as an aspect his

own consciousness: "I was also wrong, though, because

this generative pleasure which we try rettospectively to situate in a beautiful feminine face comes

from our own senses. . . "(Ptoust FindingTime Again 221).Ptoust destabilizes the idea that the

face,

or

the fragmented female body, generates reflection with the repeated assertion that Albettine's face,
and rndeed

Albetine in tolo, is a projectron. The Beloved, he claims, is "a product of our

temperament, an inverted image ot projection, a negative, of our sensitivity"(Proust In
Young Girls in Flower 471,-72).

The attist ot Nattatot

as desiring sub

the Sbadow

of

ject produces his ideal object, and

this object functions as a mirror in which his desires are refracted. The individual woman is forced to
simulate "!(/oman":

It is the wicked deception of love that it begins by makrng us dwell not upon a womân in the outside
â doll lnside our head, the only woman who is always available in fact, the only one
we shall ever possess, whom the arbitrary nature of memory, almost as absolute as that of the
irnagination, may l-rave made as different from the real woman as the real Balbec had been ftom the
Balbec I imagined; a dummy creation which httle by little, to our own detrirnent, we shall force the
real woman to resemble. (Proust The Cwermanret I[/a1 368)
world but upon

Here Proust inverts the traditional cliché that the Muse rnspires the artistrs reverie, which ultimately
tnggers the producuon of art, with the assertion that the artist's reverie produces the Muse. The
Muse is a "dummy creation." The "generative pleasure" essential to both romantic love and the

ptoducuon of art is dependent upon the woman successfuþ mimicking the "doll" inside the attistrs
head.

The ontological status of the Muse is further destabilized by Proust's invocation of Albettine
as

both multiple and in flux. Even physically, she is always in process, neveÍ a finite product,

evidenced by the Narrator's claim;

"I

was always sutprised when

I

caught srght of het; she changed

so much from day to day"(Proust The Guermantes IYal 350). From her first
rmage

of

a

as is

^ppe

raflce ln the text, his

singular,\lbettine gives way to a vertiginous proìiferation of Albettines

It was almost certain that Albertine and the grd going to her friend's house v/ere one and the same.
And yet, altl-rough the innumetable ìmages that the dark-haired golfrrg-girl shov¡ed me at later times,
however dissimilat they ate, can be supetimposed on one another, because I know she was the model
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for them all, and though, if I wind in the clew of my memories of het, I can follow the same identity
from one to the other, find my way through the labyrinth and come back always to the same person,
on the other hand if I try to find my way back to the gr.rl I passed when I was with my grandmother, I
lose my way. (Proust In the S hadow of Young Cid¡ in Flower 425)

This protean berng is a fugitive ,

^î

êTrv

de

faite, in the frgutative sense in that ln het flux and evolution

she eludes the narrator's knowledge and definition, But she is also ahteral fugitive, a being in

constant motion, in flrght, always associated with modes of ttanspott: the bicycle, the automobile, the
aeroplane, and finally, fal.ally, the horse. The associatron of Âlbertine with speed and motion suggests

that she is not sirnply the ground or topoi of the Nattator's quest, but tathet that she herself is a
questrng subject, albeit a sub;ect whose quest remains obscure.

The enigma of Âlbertme's quest is, of course, bound up with the enigma of her desires. And
her desires are enigmatic precisely because she does not atticulate them: they are the products of the
narrator's discourse, of bis lmagnation, of bis destte. He imagines her desites as sexually ttansgtessive,

for although Alber¡ne is outwardly compliant with his normative project of hetetosexual monogamy,
he suspects that she hatkens for more exotic pleasures. His obsessive suspicions about her sexuality

run the gamut from lesbianism to sex in brothels, casual sex in public places, bisexual otgies and acts
of voyeurism, and the idea that she acts as a ptocutess. Flowevet, these suspicions are never
conclusively confirmed or denied, despite his exhaustive quest for verification. Proust uses the
Biblical term "Gomorrah" to encompass the polymorphously petvetse desires and pleasures that the

Narrator believes -Albettine and her female ftiends enjoy.S The Nartatot atttibutes his exclusion from
Gomorrah, his inability to experience or know Albertine's pleasures, to sexual difference: "the rival
was not of my own kind, their weapons were different,

I

I could not grve battle on the same

terrain, ot

Gomorruh is an economy of sameness, in contra-distinction to Sodom, which is an economy o[ difference, Sedgvick,
Ladenson, Rivers and others have pointed out that the long critical ttadition in Proust studies that reads Sodom and
Gomorrah as parallel or symmetrical constructions is erroneous. Proust's idea of Sodom is premised on the nineteenth
centuïy theory of sexual inversion- anirua uiri/u¡ in corpore maliebñ inc/a¡a- homosexual men are womefl ttapped in men's
bodies. According to the theory of inversion, homosexual relations mimic heterosexual relations in that "masculine" men
desire "feminine" men, ar,d uice uer¡a.Proust's notion of Gomorrah, howevet, is suuctured atormd the desires of women
for their own kind, ie. of "fen-rinine" women for other "feminine" women. See Sedgwick 273-251', Ladenson 30-57, ard
Rjvers þassin, on this point.
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afford Albertine the same pleasures, or even conceive of them accurately"(?roust

Sodom and Gomorralt

51.4.9 However, if rve reframe Albertine's enigma within the terms of the Muse as Beloved trope, it
is clear that her enigmauc quahty is as much a sttuctudng principle of the trope as a ptoduct
sexual drfferenceler

se.

A.s Sedgwick

of

points out:

The awful dilation of interpretative pressure on Albertine is overwhelmrngly brought to bear on her,
not under the category of the "invert," but undet the câtegory of the "beloved object" or, as if this
'was synonymous, simply of "woman." And, of course, whjle "the invert" is deflned in Ptoust as that
pefson over whom everyone else in the world has, potentially, an absolute epistemological privilege,
"the beloved object" and "woman" are defined on the cor'ûaLÍy by the complete ecl-ipse of the power
to know them of the one person, the lover, who most needs to do so. (232)

The "femmrne enigma," r.vhich is simply code for the inability of the Poet to "know" the
Beloved/ìØoman/Muse in any definitive sense, is built into the structure of the Poet-Muse dyad.
\ùØhereas the masculine

narrating subject has clitect access to discourse, the Muse occupies the silent

position of the object. He enunciates; she is enunciated. She cannot atticulate her desire; in effect,

because"she"ismerelytheproductofhisdiscoutse,"she" basnodesire,otherthanthatimagined
and depicted by the masculine artist.

Albertjne, then, is an oxymoronic Muse. Caught between the itetation and the deconsftuction

of the trope, she both exceeds, and is ultimately constrained by, its conventions.

She is

simultaneously desirlng, questing subject and silent object: the topos of the Nattatot's quest, in De

Lauletis' terms. On the one hand, the overatching paradox of Proust's invocation of the Muse trope
is that ln the end

it

is Albertme's refusal to

milror the Narratot's desite, to mimic the 'doll"

rnside his

head, and to act out the codes of the "dummy cteationrr of the Muse-as-Beloved, that instates her

the Muse of the

Re chercþe.

Fot the corollary of

'{.lbettine's

as

putportedly myriad desires is that she is

irreducible to "!Øoman", to the Nartatot's ideal etotic object. The Narrator's realtzation that

Albertine is not only an object but also a subject of desire generates, in patt, his quest to know her

9

Th. fn.t that the bisexual male Morel is not excluded ftom Gomorrah, but rather is considered by Albertine's lesbian
friend Andrée as "ofle of us," suppotts the contention that it ìs not sexual difference alone that precludes the Natrator
from knoq.ledge of Gomorrah.
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desires and hence his narrative. On the other hand, despite the

ilonic tutn Proust bnngs to bear on

his Muse, she is ultimately subsumed to the all-consumrng ptoject of the natating "I", which is to

explore the experience of the narrating rnasculine self to its farthest reaches. The aberant
subjectivity of the Muse becomes, in the end, the instrument of the Naratot's self-knowledge and
the vehicle for his meditation on the ultimate unknowability of the Beloved. There is more than

a

hint of ilonic self-consciousness in the Narrator's claim that " one is forced to be thankful that
famous authors have been kept at a distance and betrayed by women when their humiliations and
sufferings have been,

if not the actual

goad to their genius, then at least the subject matter of

thet

rvritrngs"(?toust The Gueffnantes l{la1 466). Seen tn this hght, Albertlne's death is the fottuitous,
indeed the essential, precondition fot the Narrator's expetience of grief, and his subsequent
nattattvtzatton of that experience. It is the means whereby '\lbertjne, the oxymoronic Muse-asBeloved, is recupetated as a fully-fledged Muse-as-Dead-Beloved.

As we shall see, Desire Machines pushes this patadoxical embodiment of the Modetnist Muse

to the ltmits of its coherence, but in ordet to understand how this is achieved, it
exarrrine the criucal reception given to Ptoust's Muse,

i.s

necessary to hrst

for Cartet's Älbettina draws her sþification

not only from Albertine, the figure in the text, but also from how Âlbettne has been ftg.ored extraÍexraalþ. Carter's re-reading of Proust engages with the critical ttaditions suttounding his text

as

much as the text itself, ìn order to show how a particulat sttand of Proust criticism draws on
biographical material to explarn the singularity with which Ptoust bodies forth the hgure of rùØoman.

In this respect,

Desire Machine¡

funcíons

as a

kind of meta-cotrrmentaty on both its hypotext and the

criucal traditions that have determined that hypotext's reception. A bdef survey of the ctitical
reception given to Proust's Albertine teveals that, in their recoutse to the biogtaphical, critics have
drsambiguated his Muse and fixed her as the Dead Beloved in his closet.
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Gatçon or Garçonne?
"Proust [has] made of an Albett an ,\lbettine"(Crevel 65). The words of the sulrealist René
Crevel, written tn 1925, foreshadow what was to become an enduting concern of Proustian
scholarship: the enigmatic sex of Alber¡ne. This long-standing fascrnation with Albertine's sex is

inextricable from Proust's posthumous outing as a homosexual. As with Poe, assumptions about
Proust's sexuality have frequently determined how his text is read. The rumout that Ptoust was
denizen of Sodom, which began to circulate after the publicatron of

Sodome et Comorhe

I

n

a

1,921,,

soon became public "knowledge."10 Despite Proust's tepeated avowals that his novel was not a rlman
à cleJ those determined

to read it as such sought the model for Albertine rn his personal history.

Robert Vigneton was the first to publically asseït that Albertine was modelled on Ptoust's gteat,love,
his chauffeur-secretary Alfred Agostinelli

(Vþeron

67-1,1,5).

Thereafter, Agostìnelli's purported

bisexuality, his flight from Ptoust's home and subsequent death rn a flying accident wete ftequently

cited as proof that he was the model fot Albertjne (F{uas 233-76). Vþeron's claim became such

a

truism of Proust criucism thatJ.E.Rivets situates Ptoust and his putatrve model firmly within the
Poet-Muse tradition: "Like Dante and Beatrice, Socrates and Alcibiades, Petrarch and Lawra,
Shakespeate and his "mastet-mistress," Ptoust and r{.lfted ,A.gostìnelli have genetated a wide tange

critical controversy" (Rivers 82). Later cdtrcs amended
is a composite of several of Proust's

l

Vþeton's

elils amìs, nameþ Agostinelli,

of

claim by proposing that Albertine

Albert Nahmias, and Henri

Rochat flX/hite 101).11
This biographical reading of the

Recberche

underpins one of the most influential essays in

Proust criticism,Jusun O'Brien's "Albertine the rA.mbþous: Notes on Ptoust's Ttansposition of

10 I ,,rr. quotatioll marks here to signify that this "knowledge," is contested. Rivers, for example, produces evidence that
Proust was never exclusively homosexual, and that he enjoyed several sexual relationships with womefl. See Rivers,
Chaper Two "The Private Life of a Genius" 29-106, for an extended review of the biogtaphical evidence pettaining to
Ptoust's sexual history.
11

Whit. relates, "ÀÌbert Nahmias contributed his name to the character Albertine, though when someone asked him
he had been the model fot that character, he responded modesdy, 'Thete wete several of us.' "

rt4

if

Sexes." O'Brien's so-called "transposition theory" also draws sustenance

ftom the conversations with

Ptoust recounted in Gide's Jowrnø/, rn which Proust allegedly confessed to transposing some of the
masculine objects of desire in his novelinto the feminine sex (Gide 265-67). O'Brien asserts that

Ptoust's n^rrator is literally Ptoust got up in hetetosexual drag: "By cteatin g
as center and

^

neàr-replica of himself

nattator of the action and endowing him with hetetosexual characteristics, Proust had

simply to tlanspose his own recollections à lombre de:jeanetfller"(O'Bden 937). O'Btien claims that
Proust transposed the sex, not just of Albertjne, but of many of the othet "ambþous" female
characters in the

Recherche.

According to the logrc of his argument, lesjeanesfilles enf/eurs, that barely

drffetentrated band of young gu'ls that become the objects of the Narratorrs desires at Balbec, are,

Iiterally, a bunch of pansies.
Despite the paucity of textual evidence to support the transpositron theory, it has
nevettheless spawned tr.vo antithetical intetpretations of the

Recberche.

The homophobic

rnterpretation exemplihed by O'Brien clalms that the putative transposition of the sexes, along with
the rntroduction of homosexuality as a ma)or theme, undetmines the

Recherche's

On the other hand, gay-affrmative critics tegard what has come to be known

claim to universality.

as

the "Albertine

strategy" as the necessary disgurse of a gay wtiter in a homophobic cultute, and the canny

circumvention of the intetdiction of the expression of homosexual desre. Edmund \ùØhite, for
example, whilst cautioning that it is "a mistake to see all of Proust's women as drsgursed men",
nevertheles s reiterates the transp

o

siuon theoty:

Sometimes one of these boys-in-drag, such as Albertine, presented as the gteat love of the Narrator's
ìife, has a 'lesbian' affair: the Narrator is depicted as insanely jealous, even to the point of
retrospectively, after het death, trying to figure out the identities of Albertine's lesbian partners. Are
we to imagine that since Albettine is based on a real-l-ife man, Agostinelli, who was primarily
heterosexual, then his/her úfats with women wete actually hrs (Agosunelli's) heterosexual affai¡s

with

women?

(Vhite 22-23)

In typical Proustian rrretafictional fashion, the Recherche

anttcipates, and indeed, sanctions, this gay-

positive reading: "The writer must not take offence when invetts give his heroines masculine faces.
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This mildly deviant behaviour is the only means by which the invert can proceed to give full genetal
significance to what he is reading" (Proust FindingTime Again 21,9-220).. But, as Elisabeth Ladenson

points out, regardless of rvhether it is advocated by homophobes or homophiles, or even by Ptoust
himself, the transposiuon theory effaces arguably the "queetest aspect, of the Recherche,"the
narrator's preoccupation with lesbianism"(Ladenson 17). Furthermore, as Rivers argues, the
transposition theory is predrcated on a fundamental mrsrecognition, in that it fails to recognise that
'A.lbertine's

tesistance to the domtnant gender codes of the pedod mark her, not as a "boy-in-drag"

but as a representation of the New \Øoman, as garpnne rather than
^

a

garcoø (Rivers 244).

Fnally,

as

pornted out earlier, O'Brien's theoty paradoxically confounds its own utle of "Albertlne the

Ambþous " by dis am biga ating Alberttne.
Setting fire to the object: desire, death and the production of text
Carter's rnferential walk thtough lost time flamboyantly re-ambiguates Ptoust's Muse.

only does Desire Machines patody the critical ttaditron that persists in reading Albertine

it

Not

as -Albett,

but

also reveals the contradictions inherent in Proust's invocation of the oxymotonic Muse. Cattet's

strategy is one of excess, inversion andltterahzation, which wotks by making Albertma excessively

mobile, dlamatically enigmatic, and finally, explosively, dead. \X/hen read thtough the prism of the
Muse trope, Cartet's revisionary re-teading of the

Recherche,

and the transposition theoty it has

inspu'ed, demonstrates that even when the sex of the Muse is atguably masculine, het gender is

inherendy feminine. Carter reminds us that the trope is a convention of representation, and that
according to its grammar, the gender of the artist and the Muse is determined, not by the respective
sex

of

each actant but by horv they are positioned by the sexual politics

of enunciation. A.ccording to

the paftiarchal construction of gender, the Muse, as the silent product of another's discourse,
occupies an inherently feminrzed posiuon.

Deire Machines literalizes the ctitical tug-of-wat over Albertlne's sex by bodying Albertina

forth

as fantastrcally mutable: as variously inanimate, bestial, and human; and as serially androgynous,
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masculine and femrnine. She first appears as a persistent hallucination of a transparent woman with

a

heart of flames, then as the Black Swan in Desidedo's dteams, then as the androgynous Ambassadot

of her Father, Doctor Hoffinan, Later, Desiderio catches

a glimpse

of her rn the eyes of Mary Anne,

the beautrful somnambuhsq in the decapitated head rn the set of samples hiked around by the

travelling shorvman; and m the face of Nao-I(urai, the,{merindian tivet man who saves his life aftet
his escape ftom the Determinatron police. Still later, Albertrne appears rn the guise of the masked
Madam of the House of Anonymity and travels under the disguise of the Count's much-abusedboy
valet Lafleur before, finally, shedding her disguises. Even when she is not drsguised, ,{,lbertlna is not
static but continues to evolve from the telatively helpless vicum of the Centaurs to the authoritative
and brisldy efhcient Genetalissimo of her fathet's atmy.

This excessively mobile and protean re-figuring of -Albettine as Albertina restores the erotics

of ambiguty to the Muse, in direct retort to the transposition theodsts. Nowhete is this more evident
than in Albettlna's manifestation as the Ambassadot, r.vhose rndetetmlnate sex is exttavagantly
oversignified. Eyes painted r.vith "thick bands of dark cosmetic," nails "enamelled dark crimson," to
match those on his feet encased in gold thongs, and garbed in "flared trousers of purple suede" with
several ropes of pearl

for a belt around his waist, the Ambassadot is not metely sexually ambþous,

no simple androgyne, but rather
seems

a

hyper-ambþous hybrid of human, phantom, and beast "who

to "move in soft coils" and whose gestures ate "instjnct with

a self-conscious

but

extraordinary reptììran liquidity"(IDM 32).In Desiderio's eyes, the ,\mbassador's desirability is
inextricable from both his ontological indeterminacy and the sense of threat he exudes:
beaut-iful human being I have ever seen- considered, that is, solely as an
object, a construction of flesh, skin bone and fabric, and yet, for all his ambiguous sophistication,
s^v^gery which had been cuoningly tailoted to suit
indeed, perhaps in its very nature, he hrnted
^t ^
the drawing room, though it had been in no way diminished. He was a manicured leopard patently m
comphcity with chaos. (IDM 32)

I think he was the most

Certai.nly I had never seen a phantom who looked at that moment mote shimmetngly unreal than the
Ambassador, nor one who seemed to throb with more erotic ptomise (IDM 36).

tt7

The throbbing is amplified when Desiderio examines the exquisite handkerchief left behind by the
Ambassador and finds the name "Albertina," prevì.ously seen only in his dteams, embroidered upon

it. Henceforth the name "Albertina" functions

as a fabulous

signifier of desire which:

. .. seemed to shelter three magic entities, the glass woman, the black swan and the ambassador. The
name was a clue which pointed to a living being beneath the conjuring tricks, for such tncks imply the
presence of a conjurer. I was nourishing an ambition- to rip away that ruffled shirt and find out
whether the breasts of an authentic woman swelled beneath it; and if around her neck was a gold
collar with the name ALBERTINA engraved upon it. (IDM +0)

The metaphor of ihag parodically inverts the critical tradition that seeks to tip open Albettine's
bodrce to reveal the flat chest of Proustrs rent-boy. This invetsion

i.s

reiterated when ,{.lbetrna,

disguised as the Count's valet Lafleur, is stripped by the soldiers of the Cannibal Chief, and reveals

not the "lean tolso of a boy but the gleaming curvilinear magnificence of a golden womanrr QDM
164). But whilst

it highlights the reductive effect of the uansposilion theory, which disambþates

Proust's Muse by seekrng the singular model for A.lbettine in Proust's sexual historJ, the substituuon

of a "girl-rn-drag" for

\ùØhite's "boy-in-drag", is not

in itself reductive because it is nevet defìnitive or

final but is always undetcut by Albetìna's next manifestation.
\ü4ren each drsguise is suipped away, what is revealed is not the "authentic" being within but

simply the next layer of an onion-like enigma. The impenetrabrlity of the enigmatic Muse is
foreshadorved rn the hallucrnauon of Albettine as the glass woman: despite her "quite transparent

flesh" which reveals the "exquisite fi-ligtee of het skeleton' and the "knot of flames" that stands in
place of her heart, Desiderio tecognises that she is a manifestation of a "Ianguaøe of

sþs

which

utterly bemused me because I could not read them"QDM 25). Although transpatent, the Muse
remains illegible, always eluding the narratot's knowledge. Howeve r, Desire Machines's parody is

rlitected not only at Proust's critics but also at the

Recherche

itself. Clearly, Albertina's seemingly

lrmitless drsguises mirnics Proust's vetuginously proliferatrng Muse that is not

0n€.

At the same time,

the notion that there is an "authentic woman" lurking behind het various embodiments patodies the
NaLLator's fixed belief that there is an "authentic truth" to be uncoveted about r\lbertine's sexuality.
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This relentless parody of the desire to penetlate the enigma of the Muse is but one aspect of
the novel's treatment of the theme of deste. Albetjna's cry "Oh Desidetio! never undetestimate the
power of that desue fot rvhich you are namedl" (IDM 167) gives voice to the notion of desire as an
all-petwasive and overwhelming force which lies at the heart of this text. Desire is everywhere in the

novel: from the title to the name Desiderio; the peep-show proprietor's exhortations to "objecti$'

your desires"(IDM 110); to the -Acrobats of Desire; the representation of the Count
desire; Doctor Hoffman's version of the Cogito-

as a

terrorist of

"I DESIRE THEREFORE I EXIST" (IDM

21.1),

and so forth. Desire is the motor of Desiderio's quest, and the desite to libetate desite is the ddvrng

force behrnd the Doctor's project, although he seems to Desiderio to be, paradoxically, "a marì

without

desrtes" QDM 21 1).

The debt to Proust is evident not iust in this themattzztton of desire, but also in the
deployment of his narrative dynamics of deste to stl-uctute tlle novel. Cafier foregrounds and
hyperbolically )tteraltzes the central conceit of the Proustian iteration of the Muse: the notion that
she is the product of the subject's desrte. Her whole text hinges on the "gnomic utterance" of the

peep-show propdetor: "Objectrfy your desires," Both Desiderio's quest and Doctor Hoffman's

project are structured by this rnjunction,

as

Desiderio proleptically infotms us ln his Introduction:

Rather, from beyond the grave, her father has gained a tactical victory over me and forced on me ât
of an alternate world in which all the objects ate the emanations of a single
desire. And my desìr-e is, to see Albertina again before I die.
But, at the game of metaphysical chess we played, I took away her father's queen and mated us both
for though I am utterly consumed with this desire, it is as impotent as it is despetate. My desire can
never be objectified, and who should know better than I? (IDM t3-1,4)
Ieast the apprehension

Of course, his lament notr,vithstanding, priot to her murder at his hands and for the gteater part of
the narative, Albertrna zi the objectiflcation of Desidetio's desires. At the denouement she forestalls
Desiderio's sexual advances with the tevelation: "You have never yet made love to me because, all
the trme you have known me, I've been maintained in my various disguises only by the power of

your desire" (IDM 204). lr{er revelation is all of

a piece
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with her father's theory that, since the set of

samples had been lost or destroyed rn the eatthquake, "all the subjects and objects we had

encountered in the loose grammat of Nebulous tjme were detived ftom a similat source- my desires;

or hers; or the Count's, for he had kved on closet tetms with his own unconscious than we"(IDM
186).

Doctor Hoffman's theory that the desites of the subject can affect conctete changes on the

body of the object is a fantastic, hyperbolic rendedng of Proust's axiom that the lover sees only what
he desires to see in the beloved, that his parucular Muse is a projection of his particulat
temperament.

Proust's solipsistic notion of the subject-object relation is given more concrete expression in

Exhibit Two in the peep-show proprieror's set of samples," THE ETERNAL VISTAS OF LOVE,"
wlrch reflects the viewers eyes back to hrmself rn "a model of eternal tegtession" (IDM 45). This pictorial
depicuon of the self-regardrng subject sets up a model of love, ot tather desire, as mise

en ablme-

eternal, narcissistic regression in lieu of tecipricocity. The "Etetnal Vista of Love" is itonically titled;

what the subject sees is not the other but amirtor, in which the subject and his desires are endlessly
refracted. Love is irraged here as displaced natcissism.

This model of desire as eternal, narcissistic regression is played out in the text through the
notion of the double. The ludicrously narcissistic Count and his nemesis the Black Prmp/Cannibal

I(ing represent this notion in extremìs. The Sadeian Count enacts, in spectaculat fashion, the aphorism
of Hoffman's Ambassador: "Fot us, the world exists only

as a medium

in which we execute out

desiles"(1DM 35). His lnfernal appetites negate the other and transfigure her flesh into meat, thus he
rhapsodizes the flagellated prostitute in the House of Anonymity, whose back Desidedo describes

as

"the most dramatic revelation of the nature of meat that I have ever seen": a "cannibal feast"(IDM
135). But the paradox of the Count's carnivotous desire is that

it

genetates his nemesis, the Cannibal

Chiei rvho in turn transforms him into meat. The Count's description of his demonic double
extends the metaphoric of devourment: "He is my twin. He is my shadow. Such a terible reversal; I,

the hunter, have becorre my own prey" QDM 1 39). The corollaty of the Count's negation of the
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other is of course his own negation: the annihilating self he ptojects on the wotld is mtrored back
and affects his own annthilatron.

But the notion of the double also underpins the antithesis of the Count and his Nemesis- the
affitmattve, romantic pafuing of Desidedo and r\lbetina. The narrative repeatedly stresses their
physical likeness: they have the same brown skin; they ate "exactly the same lneig}.t" QDM 136); after
dressrng himself rn Hoffman's castle Desiderio looks

in the mirror and observes: "Now I was entitely

Albertina ln the male aspect. That is why I know I was beautiful when I was a young man, Because I
know I looked like ,\lbertin

a"

(IDM 199). She is his petfect

ob

ject, "my Platonic other, my necessary

extinction, my dream made flesh" (IDM 215). Albertina expands on the idea of love as eternal
regression spelt out in "The Eternal Vistas of Love", stating: "There is the

miror

and the image but

there is also the image of the inage; two mirrors reflect each othet and images may be multiplied

without end." She concludes, "Ours is a supreme encounter, Desiderio.
disseminating mirrors

"

(

IDM

rü7e are

two such

202).

Flowever, Carter mimics Ptoust in sundering this natcissistic economy through the figute of
the aberrant, desting Muse. In the hrst five chapters Âlbetina is a discontinuous, mutating
phantom, "a ghost botn of nothing but my longþg" (IDM 140) as Desiderio describes her, and

as

such she functions as the mirror of his deste. But after shedding her disguise at the end of Chaptet

Five, she assumes ontological solidity as Hoffman's daughter Albertjna. Henceforth Desiderio, and,
by implication the reader, is confronted with the problem of interpteting het desire. This problem
emerges in the rncident of Albenina's tape by the centaurs. Although Desidedo, under the influence

of the peep-shor.v propdetor's rnjunction "Objecti$t yout desires!" is convinced that he is "somehow,
all unknowing, the instigator

of this holrot;" QDM

180), ,A.lbertina attributes het torments to her own

unconscious desite:
of the teality status of the centaurs and the mote she
talked of it, the more I admrred her ruthless empiricism for she was convinced that even though every
male in the village had obtarned carnal knowledge of her, the beasts were still only emanations of her
She had become engrossed rn the problem
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own desires, dredged up and objectively reified ftom the dark abysses of the unconscious. And she
told me that, according to her father's theory, all the subjects and objects v¡e had encountered in the
loose grammar of Nebulous Time were detived frorn a similar source- my desires; ot hers; or the
Count's. At first, especially, the Count's, for he had lived on closer terms with his own unconscious
than we. But now our desires, perhaps, had achieved their day of tndependence. (IDM 186)

Desiderio tries to tefute Albertina's belief rn the ornnipotence of het desire, but he is silenced by the
appearance of the rescuing helicopter at the veÍy moment the
centaut:s, simultaneous

pat

are about

to be tattooed by the

with the seemrngly spontaneous combustion of the centauts' sacred-horse

tree. The latter event seems to bear out the quote from de Sade wdtten in Âlbenina's hand, which

Desiderio had found earlier rn his coat pocket: "My passions, concentrated on a single point,
resemble the rays of a sun assembled by a magnifying glass; they rmmediately set fue to whatevet

object they fìnd rn their way"(IDM 97),
\X/hilst she does not refer to

it

specifically, the notion that Albertina's tape is the result of her

own unconscious desires is clearly behind Palmer's objections to the "sexual attocities" represented
rn the text r.vhich

I noted earliet.

Palmer argues that the final revelation that the sexual atrocities are

illusions that illustrate or parody misogynist male fantasies does not exonerate Carter from the
charge of male rmpersonatron. However, Palmetrs ctiticism does not take into account the highly

ambþous reptesentation of desire and the unconscious throughout the text, of which Albertina's
rape-tãntasy is only one instance, The text figutes the unconscious as the source of affirmative,
ecstatic desile, such as that betr.veen Desiderio and Albertina, and also as the odgin of destructive

orgiastic desites, such as those of the Count, which are directed both sadrstrcally outwatds towatds
the other and also masochistically and self-destructively inwards. Also, of course, Albertina's packrape by the centaurs is rnirtored by Desiderio's gang rape by the Actobats of Desite. Both male and
female aspects of this double suffer the cotollary of the injunction "objectrfy your destres!" which is

that the objectified has his or het autonomy and agency violated ot even etased. The unshacklng of
desire, Carter is at pains to demonstrate, is no recipe for libetation. Het text supports I(tisteva's
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contention that women will have nothrng to laugh about should the Symbolic order collapse
Älbertina's desire is ambiguous because alldesue is ambiguous.

But A,lbertrna's desile becomes problematic to Desiderio, not when it reveals its propensity

for orgiastic masochism, but when it fails to mirror his own. After their escape ftom the centaurs,
when Albertina puts "away all het romanticism" and assumes the role of het father's Generalissimo,
Desiderio instantly recoils from her:
'You will go wherever I go,' she said with such conviction I was silent for I had just seen her passions
set fire to â tree and now I was in the real world again I was not quite sute I wanted to burn with heror, at least, ûot yet. I felt an inexplicable indiffetence to her. Perhaps because she was now yet
another she and this she was the absolute antithesis of my black swan and my bouquet of burning
bone; she was a crisp antiseptic soldier to whom other tanks deferred. I began to feel perfidious, for I
lrad no respect for tank. QDM 1'93)

Her prirnary desire, he now realizes, is to be her father's agent and accompìice. His endlessly defetred
union with her is to be harnessed to het father's gtand ptoject of libetatìng desite; he discovets that
the "grotesque dénouementrr of their "gteat passion" (IDM 21.6) ts not to be sexual liberatron but
sexual slavery

in Doctor Hoffman's love pens. Het destre will indeed set fire to its object; it is to be

the instrument, not only of het father's megalomaniacal project, but also of Desiderio's annihilation
as an autonomous subject.

This double-edged, instrumental desire is the crux of Albertlna's

ambigurty, for she represents both the ptomise of ecstasy and the threat of the annihilation of the

nartating subject.

But even before he learns of his projected fate in the love pen, Desiderio has come to the
rcahzatton that sex with Albertrna will never fulfil his overblown expectations
The white evening dress of a Victotian romantic heroine rustled about Albertina's feet and clung like
frost to her amber breasts yet I wished she had worn the ttansvestite apparel of her father's
ambassador or had come to the table naked, with poppies in het hair, in the style she had adopted for
dinner in the land of the centaurs. My disillusionment wâs profound. I was not in the domarn of the
marvellous at all. I had gone far beyond that and at last I had teached the powerhouse of the
marvellous, where all its clanking, dull, stâge machinery v/as kept. Even if it is the dream made flesh,
the real, once it becomes real, can be no mote than real. \?hile I did not know her, I thought she was
sublirne; when I knew her, I loved het. But, as I pared my dessert petsirnmon with the silver knife
provided, I was ah'eady wondering whether the fleshly possession of Albertina would not be the
greâtest disillusionment

of an. (IDM 201)
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Had Desiderio consented to be shackled to Albertina in the love pen till he expites (sutely an analogy

for mattiage, if ever there was one), he could not, of coutse, have penned the narative. Desite might
be the engrne of narrative, as critics such as Peter Brooks clairrr, but consummated desire, Cattet
hrnts, is the death of it. Here Carter satí'izes the thesis outlined by Robett Gtaves
Godde:s. Graves

n

The l{/hite

writes: ",\ poet cannot continue to be a poet if he feels that he has made

a

permanent conquest of the Muse, that she is always his fot the asking" (Graves 444). The poet stops
being a poet, he argues, when he loses his sense of the Muse, the '\X/hite Goddess":

... the woman whom he took to be a Muse, or who was a Muse, turns into a domestic woman and
would have hirn turn similarly into a domesticated man. Loyalry prevents hrm partrng company with
her, especially rf she is the mother of his children and is ptoud to be teckoned a good housewife; and
as the Muse fades out, so does the poet. ...The \X/hite Goddess is anti-domestic, she is the perpetual
'other woman', and her part is difhcult rndeed for a woman of sensibility to play for more than a few
years, because the temptation to comrnit suicide in srmple domesticity lurks in every mâenâd's and
Muse's heart. (Graves 449)

Desiderio's murder of his Muse not only forestalls on the rnevitable drsappointment of
consummation, but also saves hrm from "domestic suicide" and enables his transformation into hero
and nattatof..

Albertlna's murder Jiteralizes, or in Rainer Iü/arning's teïms, "brings to rcaItzatton," the fate of
the Muse in Proust's

Recberche.

'Whereas

Albeftme dies "offstag"" by anarratfve sleight-of-hand, so

that the Narrator, although grief-stricken and temorseful, beaÍs no rlìtsç¡ tesponsibility for her death,
Carter has her îartatoÍ literally stick the knife in. In Formalist terms, we might say that the hfe and
death struggle of her Muse and nauatot is a struggle for conttol ovet thefabula, which determines

whether thete will be

s1ta7heL Desire Machines

thus parodically anatomizes the ttansformatron of the

Muse as Beloved into the Muse as DeadBeloved in Proustrs text, a transformation that is the

precondition both for his Narrator's career in melancholia, and for the realtzatton of his vocatron of
rvriter. Idling off the Muse enables the narrative turn to e\egy. Desire Machines's tnttoductory
dedication: "I, Desidetio, dedicate all my memories to A.lbettlna Hoffman with my insatiable teats"
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QDM 14) ironically foregrounds the elegiac subtext to the finalvolumes of Ptoust's novel.
Fulthermore, CaLter's move to make the nartator "own" his mutdet of the Muse demystifies the
ostensible separation betrveen the masculine Nattatot and the masculine authot of the Recberche.By

fusing the author and the n^rtatot in the figure of Desiderio, Catter shows that the death of the
Muse is a plot device that serves as the precondition for narative.

By tonizing the literary convention which legitimates disposing of the Muse when she has
outlived her usefuLness, and has become an obstacle
Machines foregrounds the inherent obsolescence

To

rather than an nspuattonþrnarrative, Desire

of the Muse

as

Beloved trope. In this convention,

the Muse as Beloved is frequently recuperated as a Muse-as-Dead Beloved, so that her memory- that
is to say, her absence rather than het presence- serves as a new source of inspiration, and as further

grist to the narrative milL Contrary to what might be imagrned, this particular inflection of the Muse
trope did not expile with Proust. For instance, PhiJippe Djian's 37" 2

le malin, a

bestsellet in France

durrng the 1980s which appeared in English and was adapted for frlm under the title Beü1 Blae, traces

the sarrre narrative trajectory. ,\fter an 'amoarfoa', Djian's n^ttatot suffocates his incteaslngly unstable,
unpredictable and, finally, bllnd Muse with a pillow, then elegizes het in his nattative. Djian's book
renders the narrative imperauve to kill the Muse explicit; her murdet enables the writer to disengage

from the female presence, which, although it at first inspired him, now threatens to rmpede his
transfolmatron into

a

writer, and hence the production of his text.

Carter's revisionaty rereading of the

Recherche

makes obvious the analogous role played by the

Muse's death rn Proust's text. The death of Albertlna tn Desire Machines draws out attention to how

the death of Albetine in the

Recherche

reinstates the Pettarchan dyad of male desiring subject and

unattainable female object in which distance ts the

sine qaa

nln of textual production. I{lling the

Muse simultaneously etadicates the thteat of domesticity and creates the distance necessary for

writing. Carter's text might well be said to patodicaþ reprise Byron: "Think you, if Albertine had
been "Marcel's"

wife/ He would have wdtten the Recherch¿ all his life?"
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Desire Machines, then, is a

critical hction that addresses itself not only to a specific intertext,

but also more broadly to the dialecuc of absence and presence that undetpins the ttope of the Muse
as (Dead) Beloved as

it

has been deployed

in the male-authored lttetatry canon. Cartet's text testages

the srngularly Modernist aspects of Proust's Muse- that is to say, her mutability and the notion that
she is the product

if the narator's desile- and srmultaneously, thtough its tendition of Albettjna

as

hyperbolicalty ambþous, litetalizes the cdtical dispute over Albertine's sex advanced by
transposition theotists. But this fantastical refigudng of Albettine's mutability and ambigurty is itonic
and strategic, for,

as

'\lbertma's

murdet by the r.arrator illustrates, the politics of enunciation

determine that she occupies a fxed and feminized position in telation to discourse, which
transposition theory only serwes to obfuscate. For all her ambiguity, the Modernist Muse is tetned in
at the end by what we might term her tropological gtammar; she is fitst enunciated and then

murdered by the n^n^tor in the serwice of natrative. Because Carter's text offers no othet point of

identificauon for the teader other than with Desiderio, the teadet is forced into an uncomfottable
cornphcity with the murderous project that subsumes the Muse to the vocation of the writer and the

production of the text. I contend that such a discomfotting teading position generates the reader's
ambivalence towards the text, and it is this ambivalence,tather than Carter's explicit narrative

commentary,

as

Bronfen suggests, which provokes the teadet to examine its restaging of the gender

politrcs of the Muse-Poet dyad. One of the singular achievement of Cartet's mastetful inteftextual
play here is her demonstration that it is not, after a\l, femrnism that has killed the Muse, as Ctoce
claims, but rathet, those very lvriters r.vho apostrophize her, eulogize het, and thdve on het death.
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The ttPoe-eticstt of Decomposition: ttThe Cabinet of Edgat Allan Poett and the
Reading-Effect
Few authors are as undead as Edgar Allan Poe. Despite having been intered over one
hundred and frfty years ago, Poe continues to generate effects. Lrke all the "lost ones" butied in his
hctions, prematuÍely or otherwise, he pewetsely tefuses to lie down. Of course, in "The Philosophy

of Composition" he clarmed to meticulously calculate his effects, to write, so to speak, ftom the
effect backwards. If rve take Poe at his rvotd, his nototious statement that "the death, then, of

a

beautiful woman is, unquestionably, the most poetical topic rn the world" (?oe "The Philosophy of

Composiuon" 1B-19)

r.vas

r.vtitten with the desire to achieve a cetta:ntpreconceived effect.

12

r\t

-.

shall see, however, whether we take Poe at his word or not is itself an effect of our ideological

approach to the literary text. For even as calculating a writer as Poe claims to have been could not
have foreseen the discursive effects his work would generate. He temains one of the most

controversial figures in Âmerican literatute, a writet whose status is always in dispute. Poe is a special
case

flot only rn literature, but also in psychoanalysis, where, Shoshana Felman argues, he generates

a

"Poe-etic effect":
of the very nature of its strong "effects," of the reading-acts that it provokes, Poe's text (and
not just Poe's biography or his petsonal neurosis) is clearly an analyttcal case in the history of literarT
criticism, a câse thât suggests something crucial to understand in psychoanalytic terms. It is therefore
not surprising that Poe, more than any other poet, has been repeatedly singled out for psychoanalytic
research, has persistently attracted the attention of psychoanalyúc ctitics. (Felman 125)

Because

Felman's thesis is that the earliest psychoanalytic readings of Poe, the so-called "psychobiogtaphical"
accounts, exempliÍred by Marie Bonaparte's 1,929 The Life and ll/or,ks
InÍerþre1aTion are

reductive attempts to

lx

of

EdgarAl/an Poe: a Pslchoanaþtic

unitary meanings to Poe's texts: to definiuvely nail

a

12 Cutt r quipped that in the light of Poe's enthusiasm for dead and dþg women his essay should "by rights, be retitled
'The PhiÌosophy of Decomposition' ". Angela Cxtet, "Through a Text Backwatds: the Resurrection of the House of
fJsher," Shakin¿ a Leg Joarnalisn and ll/ititr¿:, Ed. Jenny Uglow (London: Chatto & \Øindus, 1,997) 487.
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meaning tolnrs signfieds. On the other hand she readsLacan's post-sttucturalist Seminar on "The
Purloined Letter" as a groundbreakrng analysis of Poe's signzfers, which simultaneously allegotizes the
structure of both poetics and psychoanalysis.

It

seems

to me that Felman's argument is uttedy petsuasive; Bonaparte's work, fot all its

careful close reading strategies and compassion fot its subject, is naïve,litetal and reductive. Her
readnrg

þores the conscious work involved in writing,

and the matertal conditions in which writrng

is produced. For example, although Bonaparte acknowledges that Poe's dire poverty made urgent

publicauon of his work imperative, she fails to make any connection between his texts and the
demands of the hterary market. The possibihty that Poe might have wtitten exactly what he thought

would sell, or that the conventions of the Gothic genre in which he wtote might have influenced his
obsessive thematics, never enters tnto het discussion.

Equaþ, Bonaparte is oblivious to textuality:

Poe's technical virtuosity, his manipulation of Gothic conventions, and his literary innovations count

for nothing in her account.
-And yet, there is another sense in which Bonaparte's workis producîiue rather than merely

reductive. Elizabeth \X/right points out that Bonapatte's attempt at uncovering the latent content of
Poe's tales, at forging a unitary and unequivocal meaning for Poe's

sþifieds,

is itself a sustained

fictton. She argues that Bonaparte, like many othets, "has herself succumbed to the 'Poe-etic effect'
..

. but the dgour of her apptoach, its very reductiveness, makes het analysis of the tales into

a

compelLng fantasy, rathet like a strange poem in its own right, as much het own as Edgat Allan
Poe's"flWright 44-45). Bonapatte's work is a reading-effect, an instance of the "Poe-etic" at work.

Moreovet, the "Poe-etic" is a domino effect, fot Bonaparte's "compelling fantasy" generates effects
of its own. FIer "strange poemrr about Poe, het claim that his psychopathology determines the latent
content of his tales, itself gives rise to ficuon. r{.ngela Catter's short story "The Cabinet of Edgat

Allan Poe" is a parody of Bonaparte's r.votk which fotegrounds the telationship at the heatt of
Bonaparte's analysis: Poe's relation with his dead mother. Carter's parody exposes the lirnitations
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of

the psychobiographical approach by situating Poe withrn an abeady extant tradition of representation

of the feminine, specihcally, the maternal body, in order to reinstate Poe as a subject of poetics.
Readrng Poe through this natrative ptoliferation, this "Poe-etic effect" could potentially open up a

new understanding, not of Poe the pathologrzed individual, which is Bonaparte's focus, but of his
poetics, and, more specifically, of his representation of rüØoman. I will demonstrate that Cattet's
parody of Bonaparte enables us to read Poe's "ì(/oman" anew: as an allegory of the most ancient of

litetaty tropes, that of the Muse.
Let us begin rvith Bonapatte's text. Het psychobiography is distrnct from eadier attempts in
that it enacts I{risteva's axiom that psychoanalysis is a fotm of love: her chronicle of Poe's woes
faidy aches with compassion fot its subject. Like all psychobiogtaphies, it is grounded in the
established facts of Poe's ü.fe. The son of toudng âctors, Poe was desetted by his alcoholic father

whilst stìll n1 infant, then, not quite thtee, orphaned by the death of his young mother, Elizabeth
Poe, nee ,\rnold. He was adopted by

a

wealthy businessman and his wife, John and Ftances Allan,

but followlng his stepmother's death he was effectively expelled from the Allan famtly. Poe's adult
life lvas one of extleme poverty and frequent indigence, mental illness, alcoholism and opium
addiction. ,{.fter the early death of his wife Vtginia Clemm, a cousin whom he had married when she
r,vas

merely thirteen years of age, his mental state deteriorated and he died, presumably of deliriøn

lremens, at

the age of foty.

Yet although Bonaparte's account is gtounded in biogtaphtcal fact, it is also

a

highly emotive

nattatfve that is qurte unselfconscious of its own slippage into speculation. Her account of Vtgrnia'

first haemoptysis, for example, begìns with a sttaight fotward depiction of the Poes entertatntng at
home:
Virginia, in white, was asked to sing. Takrng het place at the harp, she raised her eyes and her clear
soprano soared into song. Everything she knew, her little music and her French, she had learnt from
Poe. Whenever she sang, he would listen spellbound. But suddenly, this evening, her voice broke, her
hands went to het throat and blood spurted over her white tobe. (Bonaparte 101)
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But Bonaparte immediately transposes this bare account rnto the registet of the fantastic, in the
process embellishing biographical fact with biographrcal speculation and a kind of textual

interpretation reminiscent of the morbid nostaþa of Poe's fiction:
For not in vain had Elizabeth Arnold issued from the tomb that night to be reembodied rn Virgrnia,
even to the blood which, to her son, brought back those haemoptyses of old; blood which, before it
reddened Virginia's dress, had stained the shroud of Lady Madeline. (Bonaparte 101)

This fantastic biographi.cal narative is followed by an exhaustive textual analysis of his tales
and poems, r,vhich draws extensively on Fteud's theoty of dream-work, patticulatly the mechanism

of

displacement and condensation, to explain theit symbolism. Freud writes in his foreword that

Bonaparte's study makes us "tealise ho',v rnany of the characteristics of Poers works \Ã/ere conditioned
by his personality, and [we] can see how that personality derived from intense emotional fxations
and parnful infantile experiences"(Bonaparte xi). Freud here elucidates Bonaparte's aim, which is to

show that Poe's writing was almost entrtely determined by his unconscious fixations and complexes;
hence she reads his texts as if they were dreams in which his unconscious is made manifest. And in
Bonaparte's analysis, this is the unconscious of

^m^lt

so singulatly riven with conflicted desires and

complexes that he comes across as a walking compendium of psychopathology. Bonaparte diagnoses

hrm variously as a manic-depressive, a hereditaty dipsomaniac who experienced lntermittent
alcoholic fugues, a latent homosexual, and an opium addtct. Flowever, Poe's Ur-pathology, the one
that gave tise to all the others, she atgues, was his rnfantile erotic fixation on his dead mother. She
suggests that the sight of his mother's corpse was for Poe the equivalent of the pnmal scene, burnt

into his retina, yet inaccessible to his consciousness:
Doubtless, Edgar was taken for a last look at his "sleeping" mother, a picture which was nevet to fade
from his memory. Not, possibly, from the memory of consciousness, but ftom that other deeper
memory which, unknown to us in ourselves, survives to form our natures and out fates. Srmilady
ineradicable were to prove Edgar's unconscious memoties of his loved mothet's long illness and
decline. Such unconscious memories, lhough later buried by the amnesia which whelms our infantile
experiences, are the most determinant of our lives. (Bonaparte 7)

Although Bonapatte does not cite any biographical evidence to support her contention, she
nevertheless contends that this last look is the genesis of Poe's terrible, "unpermissable" sectet: the
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incestuous necrophrliac desire for his mother that continually threatened to irrupt ftom his

unconscious. She argues that the unconscious work of teptession, although successful ln that Poe
probably never acted upon his desires, exacted an ì.rnsupportable toll on his psychic equilibrium. In
her account Poe found his own sexuality so fearful that he remained chaste all his life. His latent
necrophiJra was inflamed by the deaths of othet "dear ones": his ftiend Helen Stanard, his

stepmother Frances Allan, and finally hrs young wife Vt'grnia Clemm. Bonaparte asserts that his
attraction to Virginia was not, as has been suggested, due to paedophiJia, but rather due to the fact
that she made no sexual demands upon him, thus allowing

hi-

to remain faithful to his ideahsed

mama and to keep his repugnant sexuality dormant. However, when Vitginia began to cough, to spit

blood and to waste away, just

as mama had done, his

nectophiliac desires were reawakened.

Bonaparte considers Poe's compulsive drinking as heteditaty, but also as a defensive measule against
the

truption of this unconscious necrophila. Hor,vevet, neither

Poe's pervetsions nor his alcoholism

would be of interest to us had he not also been awriter. As Bonaparte says so eloquently:
Virginia, opium, the "fugues", drink, wete thus so many weapons Poe used to combat the intolerable
depressions to whrch his manic-depressive constitution, his crushing sense of bereavement and his
constant struggle against his repressed and fearful sexuality, condemned him. Yet, had these been hrs
only weapons, the darkness that shadowed the end of Hs life would doubtless have fallen sooner- and
posteriry would never had known his name.
For Poe had another "drug" at his call, to keep his strange, unstable, hag-ridden natute ftom ending
in rnadness or crime- a drug out of reach of most men. This was the ink, with which he eternalized on
paper, in his hne, careful hand, the featsome but comforting "imagos" which at times gave hirn
respite from grief. It is because he achieved, as norìe befote or ø.fter, this feat of sublimatingin artisúc
form our soul's darkest and most horrible aspects, its sado-necrophrlist urges, that Poe's name,
rvhether unjustly reviled or overpraised by his critics, in its way, remains immortal. (Bonapate 89)

Through the act of writrng, an rnage that is highly subjective- that of his mother's eroticized
corpse- was launched into the cultural Imag¡nary as a trope. Bonaparte's analysis conflates all the
female hgures in Poe's life and in his fiction; she argues that every woman in Poe's life was

a

suÍrogate for his dead Mama, and every female figure in his writrng was an attempt to revivify his
unconscious memory of her. Leigta, Motella, Betenice, Annabel Lee, Ulalume, Madeleine Usher, and
LenoLe, amongst others, all conform to this lattet pattern:
For the "lost one" of the poems and tales is no one woman but the synthesis of many; Elizabeth,
Frances, Helen and Vugrnia, whose features, though superimposed, nevertheless remain those of his
mother, Elizabeth,{rnold, worn and etherealised by disease, but still beautiful and young as, when a
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child, he saw her on her death-bed. That rmage wâs to live on unchanged in his unconscious and issue
therefrom endlessly repeated. . . (Bonaparte 60)

Accordrng to Bonaparte, Poe's compulsive rewritmg of the burial and exhumation of his mother was
an unconsciously motivated attempt to master an intoletable childhood trauma. Hete she draws

upon Freud's theory of repetition-compulsion to explarn the satisfaction this tepetrtrve textual play
afforded him. Buryingmamz- and digging het up again was Poe's vety own textualfoft-da game.
Bonaparte does not utilize the word "Muse," yet the rmplication of her thesis is that the act

of writing transhgures the dead Mama of Poe's unconscious fixation into his unconscious Muse.
Poe's Muse is all the more powetful because he does not know that she compels hrm to write, but his

tell-tale pen gives the sectet away. Bonapatte looks fot and finds Mama everywhere in Poe's work;
she is not only the model

for every female figute, but also the House of Ushet itself, the sea, the sþ,

and so on. Indeed, Bonaparte accords Mama such a global and all perwasive presence, such totemic

power, that she inadvertently rnscribes het as a Muse in the Classical serìse. To wit, Poe, out of his
wits, is possessed by his Muse, and his hterary production is entirely determined by the unconscious
need to tevivify het image.
Bonaparte's reading is obviously problematic

if

Poe's iconography of femininity is

historicized. \ùØhen Poe's obsessive thematizatton of the "death of a beautiful woman" is situated in
the cultural context rn which he r.vtote, it becomes clear that there is mote than an individual
pathology at work. Bonaparte's insistence that the text is the "royal toad" to the authot's unconscious
btinds her to Poe's articulation of a specific configutation of femrnintty at a pattrculat cultural
moment. A mote historically attentive teading reveals that in the nineteenth century the beautiful
dead woman was part of the décor. But Bonaparte never addtesses the historical specificity of the
irnage in Poe's lvork, because she relies on a specific tnflection of the surface/depth model of the

hterary text. Or to be more precise, she reads the text as a dream made manifest, which can be
decoded by the application of Freud's theory of dream intetptetation. As ElDabeth \X/nght observes,
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Bonaparte "takes Poe's tales as the manifest part of the dream and believes that, by frnding
associations from persons and incidents in Poe's life, she is tecovering the latent part"fiX/right 41)

Her model is predicated on the idea that the sutface ot manifest content of the dream/text encodes

a

secret that cannot be openly spoken, but must be decoded in otder to reveal a depth or latent

content that is both uniquely indrvidual and inherently culturally transgressive.
The notion that Poe's work contains a sectet that demands decoding is a notion set rn tram
by Poe himself. In the opening patagtaph of "The Man of the Crowd" Poe adumbtates the idea of
the terrible, "unpetmissable" secret:
It was well said of a certain German book that " er lasst ¡ich nicht lesen" - it does not permit itself to be
read. There are some secrets that do not permit themselves to be told. Men die nightly in their beds,
wringing the hands of ghostly confessots, and looking them piteously in the eyes- die with despair of
lreart and conr.'ulsion of throat, on account of the hideousness of mysteties which wtll not nfer
themylue¡ to be revealed. Now and then, alas, the conscience of man takes up a burden so heal,yin
lrorror that it can be thrown down only into the grave. (425)

In this confessional

age

it is not easy to rmagrne

a mystery so

"hideous," oT a butden "so hear,y in

hotror" that it does not permit itself to be told. Yet it is this very idea of the unspeakable secret that
lends Poe's tales their power. As Juhan Symons v/rites
Poe always seeffis to be tryrng to express something that he does not dare to say, and this sense of
something unstated in the stories, of a final cuttain nevet pulled aside, adds to their effectiveness. His
chief characters suffer, as it seems to us, from some sexual frustration, his bloodless women have tl-re
somnambulistic air associated with vampire-victims, yet no word of sexuality or vampirism stains
Poe's pages. (Symons xi)

In otherwords, the "unstated" in Poe's tales is themotor of a specific kind of reading-effect. Thatis,
it is an embedded device calculated to invite and

sustain reading and re-reading, simply because

it

resists resolution. Might not the idea of the secret be Poe's most calculated reading-effect? Mrght not

the secret be an empty secret? This is a notion that the psychobiographical tradition cannot
countenance, because

it

is ptedicated on the idea that the unsaid is the reptessed, not of the text, but

of the authoL's unconscious.
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It

is this model of reading Poe that Cartet seeks to 'satsÀze.In het essay "Through

a

Text

Backwards: The Resurrection of the House of lJsher," Cartet clarms that Poe's stories "afe ovet-

determined, so that it is very drfficult to find out what is going on. That is, to find out what rs realþ
going on, what is going on under the sutface. Because at first it looks as if eueryfhingis on the
surface.

.

.

"("Through

a

Text Backwards" 482). She argues that his theatricality ensures that the reader

is always aware that Poe is conttnually reworking the stock landscapes, chatacters and imagery of the

horror geffe. She inverts Bonaparte's surface/depth teading of Poe's texts, clairning, "the latent
content of the tale greets us flLst" ("Through a Text Backwatds" 482). Thus she asserts that far from
being a terrible secret, as Bonaparte would have it, Poe's necrophilia proclarms itself
unselfconsciously on every page: "Poe's compulsive sexual pathology is ptesented

as

straightforwardly as if everybody loved co{pses best" ("Through a Text Backwards" 482). Carter
satirizes the naïve Freudian readrng of Poe:
...as in that extraordinary story, "Berenice" where the husband becomes obsessed with his wife's
teeth and hnally pulls them all out, each one. This strategy for defeating the uaginø endentata ts
presented with sucl-r unselfconscious relish it is tempting to teâse out a subconscious meaning, as
those jokes about Freudian dream symbolism: a man dreams about his wiltrng penis, it meâns he has
great longing for a new necktie. ("Through a Text Backwatds" 482)

If, as Carter

rmplies, a wilted penis is sometimes just a wilted peni.s, then equally,

^n

a

lrn ge may

simply be a stock item lifted from the cultural repertoire, r^th.er than ftom the deepest recesses of the
author's unconscious.

-A.t

the end of her leversed reading "The Fall of the House of lJsher," Cattet

lrnds that, far from telling us about the writet's unconscious, as the psychobiographical approach

would have it, the tale is an empty, self-teflexive device: "The sense of doom, the sense of impending
psycho-sexual catastrophe that seems to permeate the tale is a device. We ate left with the story as
self-defensive strategy, a mask;

it tells us nothrng about the writer, only about itself. The story

a

is the

story rn a story"("Through a Text Backwards" 490).

This essay marks a significant shift ftom Carter's previous position. Her early admiration for
the tales of Poe and Hoffirrann- " Gothic tales, crueltales, tales of wondet, tales of
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terror" ("Afterword" Fireworks 1.21)- lnas akeady been noted in Section 1. In
tales as "fabulous nartatives that deal directly

197

4 she described the

with the imagery of the unconscious"("Aftetword"

Fireworks 1,21,-22). The implication here is that the singular constellation of images associated

with

Poe- the rnevitable decline and death of beautiful young women, the tevenants, premature burials
and exhumati.ons, the incest, and the acts of unmotivated evil

-

teveals something about the

lndrvidual unconscious of the authot, and, by extension, about the unconscious in general. If we map
the evolution of Carter's thought on Poe, it can be seen to mirror the evolution of psychoanalyttc
hteraty criticism from its eatlier preoccupation with the text as a coded map of its author's
unconscious, to the later Lacanian concern with the articulatj.on of desire through language. The
readrng of Poe that Carter stakes out in het short story and het essay is closer to the latter, which,
Shoshana Felman argues, is

distnct from the fotmet in that it is "an analysis of the sþifier

as

as

opposed to an analysis of the sþihed"(Felman 139-40).

"The Cabinet of Edgar Allan Poe" takes Bonapatte's naïve Fteudian readrng as its
springboard and ctiuques it through strategies of hyperboìic mimicry, parody and burlesque.
Furthermore, "The Cabinet" turns the tables on Bonapatte to reveal the latent content of her tale, for
beneath the surface of her "strange poem" lurks, not just a fetishtzed maternal corpse, but the buried

poetic tradrtion of the Muse. Cartet shows how Bonapatters quest for that which is cultutally taboothe symptoms of Poe's maternally inspired necrophilia- causes her to ovetlook that which is
culturally sanctioned: the image of the Muse. '{nd whereas Bonapatte produces an exhaustive,
totaìisrng narrative of Poe's sexual and textual pathology, Carter's tale performs a kind of stylisuc

mimicry of Poe's poetics so

as

to reveal horv his texts produce the feminine. Ot to be more accurate,

it rvorks to reveal horv the feminine in Poe's texts is always structured by a feushistic oscillation
between ideahzatton and abjection, composition and decomposition. To this end, Carter gives us
burlesque of Poe: a tale

of "tits'n'teeth."
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How is this burlesque effected? It is petunent to recall here that Cattet took Leslie Fiedlet's
clarm that "The Gothic mode is essentially a form of parody,

^

w^y of assailing clichés by

exaggerating them to the hmrts of grotesqueness" as an epigraph to het novel Heroes andVil/ains.
,A.ccording to M.H. Abrams, parody is a variety of burlesque, which he defines as an amusing or

satjricalimrtation of either the form, style or subjectmatter of a serious literatywotk ot gente(26). In
the light of Fiedler's claim about the essentially patodic nature of the Gothic, then, a butlesque

of

Poe is a sort ofparody squared.

The patodtc nature of the tale is apparent in its vety trtle, for the term "cabinet" is doubly
allusive of the notion of the "unpermissable" secret privileged by both Poe and Bonaparte. Ftstly,

it

is an obvious allusion to the Getman expressionist flLm, The CabineÍ of Dr Caligeri. Lrke many of Poe's
tales,

Dr

Caltgeri hinges on the revelation

of

a dark secret. The

plot is ostensibly a detective story, but

the entire nalrative, rncluding the frame stoty, is revealed at the denouement to be merely the

product of the narrator's delusional system. In this it mirrors the psychobiogtaphical premrse that the
text is rnvariably the product of the author's unconscious, that nana¡ive is itself z form of delusion,

The telm "cabinet" also has

a

more hterary connotation that has an equal beadng on Catter's

"Cabinet." Towards the end of the nineteenth centuly "cabinet ftction" designated aparttcular
French literary "microgente," to use

E-ily '\pter's term. Aptet glosses "cabinet ftction"

as follows:

a mlxtute of doctot's memoir, nosological obsewation, and roman à
tiroir (ftane novel) devolved dramatically into the fetishistic conceit of showing and telling what was
in principle kept professionally sealed behind closed doors. In this respect, it bore a striking afltnity to
bedroom dramas or alcove pornography. ..u¡hich titillated the audience by lifting the curtain on
forbidden scenes of adultery and libertinage. A close relation, too, of the prostitution novel, which
typically featured nznat:we snapshots of the client choosing âmong gttls proffered hke objects in a
display case, this cabinet fiction also Hghlighted the theme of transgressive, etotic collectìng both
inside and outside the protected, bourgeois confines of "home."(Apter Femini{ngthe Fetith :

The quasi-literary medical cabinet,

Pychoanaþils and Narcaliue Ob¡e¡¡ion ìn Turn-of-the-Century France 41)

By invoking this sub-genre, Carter's tale patodies the rmplicit project of the psychobiographical
account, which is to

lift the curtain on Poers secret, to "show

and tell" that which Poe could not

speak. The erouc or pornographic connotations of the term "cabinet"
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infet that his sectet must be

sexual

in nature, hence Carter's usage of the telm parodies the notion that Poe's tortured and

transgtes sive s exuality constitutes an "unp ermi.s sable

" s ecret.

In its poruayal of the adult Poe, the author-as-charactet, "The Cabinet" produces

a Poe

that

Poe hrmself might have produced; that is to say, a Poe who is non-mimetic, two-dimensional,
excessive and unstable. Poe lives "by his disordered wits"; he i.s "a gentleman in reduced

circumstances upon rvhom the four walls

of

paranota are always about to converge ("Cabtnet" 269-

70). However, the nauatitve focus oscillates between the point of view of the parodied adult poet
Poe, and the perceptrons of the rmptessionable infant Edgar. The notion of cause and effect is

implicit to this oscillation, which tells us, to paraphase the old

adage, that the child is father to the

poet. This oscillation also maps out the tnjectoty of the fetishist, as it slips ftom the perspective of
the child who sees the mother in Íolo yet cannot make sense of what he sees, to that of the poet who
synecdochalizes the object of memory.

But Carter also ienders Poe

as a subject

of history,

a

move that countets the essential

ahistoricism of the psychobiographical account. The opening passage of the tale tepeatedly images
hurr ln terms of the North-South cultural drvide. Poe is a "stranger" in the Republic who "possesses

none of its virtues"; he is a "gentleman up ftom Vitgrnia somewhat down on his luck"; he "staggers
under the werght of the Declaration of Independence"; he is a "prince in exile"("Cabinet" 262). I{is
aesthetic is also historicized, and the Gothic situated as a symptom of social cataclysm:
So you say he overacts? Very well; he overacts. Thete is a past history of histrionics in his family. His
mother was, as they say, born in â trunk, grease-paint in her bioodstreâm, and made her first
appearance on any stage in her ninth sununer in a hiss-the-villain melodtama entitled M1Íeriet of the
Ca¡t/e.

It was the evening of the eighteenth century.
At ttrrs hour, this very hour, fat away in Patis, Ftance in the appalling dungeons of the Bastille, old
Sade is jerktng off. Grunt, groan, grunt, on to the prison floor.. .aaaaghl He seeds dtagon's teeth. Out
of each ejaculation spring up â swam of fully-armed, mad-eyed humunculi. Everythrng is about to
succumb to delirium. ("Cabinet" 262-63)

As this passage suggests, Cafier posits the Gothic

as

part of Poe's maternal inheritance.

Whereas Bonaparte tnfers that all Mama left het little Edgat was the memory of het cotpse, Carter
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anatomizes het complex and ambivalent legacy. Cartet's tale can be read as the return of all that is
repressed in Bonaparte's "compelling fantasy." Thus she renders Ehzabeth Poe in the active tather

than the passive case: as a figute of porvet, not just a porverful absence. In place of the dead cipher

of Bonaparte's narrative, Cattet gives us a Muse who wotks. In Catter's vetsion Elzabeth Poe is a
poorly paid touring actress and dre desetted mother of thtee young children. It is tempting to
consider that these dual roles of acttess and mother underpin the conflicted teptesentatron of
ferrrininity- as both idealized and abjected- in her son's poetics. According to this teading, the acttessyoung, beautrful and celebrated, in a minor way at least- genetates Poe's ideal, whilst the maternal
body, the emphaucally

embodied bofu,

is a hgure of abjection. Howevet, as we shall see, Catter's

narrative conflates these two roles into the inhetently ambivalent hgure of the Muse.
Exactly what is it that Elizabeth Poe leaves het son? The sect.j.on of the tale entrtled "The
Testament of Mrs Elizabeth Poe" is introduced with the admonitron: "Do not think his mother left
Edgar empty handed, although the dead actress was able to leave him only what could not be taken
away from him, to wit, a few tattered memoriesrr ("Cabinet" 266). "The Cabinet" parodres the

investment Bonaparte makes in het fictitious, scopically sttuctured pnmal scene of the maternal
corpse by substituting a proliferation, a parodic

excess,

of alternatives. Not only does Poe inherit his

Gothic aesthetic from Marra, but the nattatitve also suggests that his early exposure to her world of
the theatre, in which "nothing is what it seems" and "everything you see is false" underpins the

blurring of illusion and reality in his work ("Cabinet" 267). Furthermore, Carter mockingly litetalizes
both Poe's most notorious axiom and the psychobiographical readrng of his matetnal fixatron by
having Mama, like the good Muse that she is, stage "the death of a beautiful woman" as poetic
spectacle for her infant son:
Having, at an impressionable age, seen with his owrì eyes the nature of the mystery of the castle- that
all its horrors are so much painted cardboatd and yet they tettify you- he saw another mystery and
made less sense of it. Now and then, as a great tteat, tf he kept quiet as a mouse, because he begged
and pleaded so, he was allowed to stay in the wings and watch; the round eyed-baby saw that Opheha
could, if necessary, die twice nightly. All her burials were premature. ("Cabinet" 268)
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Cartet ddves this theatrical parody to its logical conclusion rn suggesting that Edgat's exposute to his
motlrer's theatrtcal deaths underpins Poe's later htenty fetishization of the female revenant:
How could he, then, uuly believe she would not come again, although in the black suit that Mr Allan
provided for htm out of cl-rarity, he toddled behind her cofltn to the cemetery? Surely, one hne day,
the spectral coachman would returfl again, cLimb down from his box, throw open the carriage door
and out she would step wearing the white nightdress in which he had last seen her, although he hoped
this garment had been laundered in the intetim since he last saw it all bloody from a haemorrhage.
("Cabinet" 268-69)
Catter satilizes the psychobiographical truism that Poe's work is entirely deferminedby his
unconscious maternal fi-ration by exaggerating his mother's influence to the extent that her memory
ouerdetenniner

his writing. In het essay on Poe, Carter insctibes the mother's body as a haunted

signifier tn a w^y that parodies both Poe and the psychoanalytrc ttadition that has produced the
"Poe-etics" around him:
'I lrave been here before.' In The Interpretation of Dreamt, Freud says this feeLng of familiarity meâns
that we are remembelng the bodies of our mother. If so, Poe's mother's body is a haunted house,
one lraunted by allusion. Allusions to the blasted heath inKingLearperhaps. To the castle where
Macbeth kiled the king, in the play from whence flapped that 'taven ovet the infected house',
perhaps. And mightn't the body of an actress contain within it just such abandoned, weathered stage
setsl ("Through a Text Backwatds" 482)
The metaphotization of Poe's mother's body as a haunted house woÍks to show that the matetnal
body is always culturally marked, always haunted by tepresentations. This awareness is absent ftom
Bonaparte's "Poe-etics," which, while privilegrng the corpse of Poe's mothet as his Muse or primary

sþifier,

fails to take rnto account how the maternalbody is made to slgnify in othet

contemporaneous literary and cultural texts. But as Stephen Gteenblatt says: "the work of art is the

product of a negottation between a creatot ot class of cteators, equipped with a complex,
cornmunally shared repertoire of conventions, and the insututrons and practices of society"(1,2). Tbat
is to say, Poe drd not write in a cultural void; the pecuhat inflectron of the matetnal body as Muse tn
his work stems ftom the imbricauon of his individual psychopathology with an aheady extant

tradrtion of reptesentation of \7oman,
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Äs I have shown, Carter's "Cabinet" exhumes the Classical Muse buded in Bonaparte's
account and parodically testages it. But whereas Bonaparte's Muse is essentially a disembodied,
passive yet powerful absence, Cat;tet restages the matetnal Muse

in the active

case. Elizabeth Poe is

bodied forth as a totemically powerful being, the source of Poe's tnspirauon, his aesthetic and his
iconography. Mama is literalized as Poe's lodestar, but also imaged as his cutse: "On his btow her
rouged lips left the mark of Cain"("Cabinet" 268). But intelwoven with this patodic teading of
Bonaparte's "Poe-etics" is an allegorical teading of Poe's very own poetics. Carter mimics Bonaparte

in conflating all the female figures in Poe's life and work into

a composite maternal figure upon

which Poe wreaks his "Poe-etics of decomposition," Poe's dismemberment of this all-powetful
embodied Muse allegorizes the history of the Muse trope, tracing it ftom its disembodred debut as

a

deity through embodirnent, synecdochalization and death. The history of the Muse trope is one in

which decomposition precedes death. "The Cabrnet" mimics the decomposition of the Muse trope in
Poe by fragmenting the matetnal body into tits'n'teeth.

Elizabeth Poe's maternal body is emphatically inscdbed in all its corporeatity itt Cattet's
narrative: it is a body that actrvely gestates, lactates and births. Carter paints a pictute of an

affectionate mother- "Loving mothet that she was- for we have no reasorì to believe that she was
not"("Cabin et" 264)- but one whose petfotmance of the matetnal tole is always compromrsed by
material circumstances. Her breast is lnscribed as a paradrgma¡c I(leinian object, a split

sþihet of

plenitude and lack:

A tit sucked in a green room, the dug snatched away from the toothless lips as
soon as her cue câme, so that of nourishment, he would tetain only the memory of hunger and thirst

IIem: nouúshment.

endlessly unsatisfied. ("Cabinet" 266)

The narrative sets in train a chain of metonymic displacements by which Mama's elusive and
unsatisfyrng dug becomes the jug from which Poe will dnnk himself to death. Mothet's mrlk, the
source of all goodness in the I(lelnian account, is transmuted into a poison that kills:
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She ran back to the greenroom and undid the top buttons of het waistcoat to let out a sote, milky

breasr to pacify httle Edgar...A mug of porter or a bottle of whrsky stood on the dressing-table all the
time. She dipped a plug of cotton in whisky and gave it to Edgar to suck when he would not stop

crying. ("Cabinet" 263)

In turn, the alcoholic father substitutes gin fot whisþ:
Tire father of her children was a bad actor and only ever carried a speü in the many compâiles m
which she worked. He often stayed behind in the greenroom to look aftet the little ones. David Poe
t-ipped a turnbler of neat gin to Edgar's lips to keep him quiet. The red-eyed Angel of intemperance
hopped out of the bottle of ardent spitits and snuggled down in little Edgar's longclothes. ("Cabinet"
264)

This conflatron of mother's mük with alcohol constrarcts a fictiuous aetiology for Poe's alcoholism.
Poe's compulsive drinking is represented as a perpetual quest for mothet's milk, in which Mama

j.s

transfigured into the "black stat of melancholy". The narative voice asks, "ìØhete is the black star of
melancholy?" only to answer, "Perhaps.,.perhaps the black star of melancholy was hiding in the dark
at rhe bottom of the jug all the trme. . .it might be the whole thing is a little secret between the jug
and hlmself.

. . "("Cabrn

et" 262).

But it is the scene of brth itself, the penultrmate I(ristevan scene of abjection, which

is

figured as giving rise to Poe's most nototiously synecdochalised representation of femininity. Carter
constructs a fictrtiàus personal aetrology for the uagina dentata fantasy in Poe's tale "Berenice": a scene
rn which Edgat and his older brother Henty witness their mother giving birth:
Flowever, born at last this last chrld was, one July aftetnoon in a cheap theattical boardrng house in
New York Ciry after many hours on a rented bed while flies buzzed at the windov/panes. Edgar and
HenrJ, on a pallet on the floor, held hands. The mrdwife had to use a pair of blunt iton tongs to
scoop out the reluctant wee thing; the sheet was tented up over Mrs Poe's lower half for modesty so
the toddlers saw nothing except tl-re mrdv¡ife btandishing her dreadful insttument and then they heard
the shdll cry of the new-born in the exhausted silence, like the sound of the blade of a skate on ice,
and something bloody as a fresh-pulled tooth rwitched between the midwife's pincers. ("Cabinet"
264)

Carter pornts up the abjection of the birth scene by her depiction of David Poe's tesponse:
a nearby taverfl, wetting the baby's head. When he came
back and saw the mess he vomited.
Then, before his son's bewildered eyes, their fathet began to grow insubstantial. He unbecame. All at
once he lost his outlines and began to wâver on the air. It was twilit evening. Mama slept on the bed
with a fresh mauve bud of flesh in a basket on the chai¡ beside her. The ai¡ shuddered with the
beginnrng of absence.

David Poe spent his wife's confinement in

t4l

He said not one word to his boys but went on evaporating until he melted clean away, leaving behind
h'rm in the room as proof he had been there only a puddle of puke on the splinteted floorboards.
("Cabinet" 264)

Later, when Edgar becomes Poe "[h]e flinches from that part of women the sheet hid. He becomes

a

man"("Cabtnet" 269), Poe's aversion to female catnaltLy, Cafiet mock-setiously suggests, originates
not ln his repressed necrophiìra but rn his induction into the ancient masculine fantasy of the
dentala

uagina

inspted by rvitnessrng btth. ,\s \X/olfgang Lederer has shown, this widesptead myth about the

pïesence of teeth (and othet dangerous objects such as saws and serpents) rn the vagþa articulates

a

vaïiety of masculine fears about female sexual rnsauability and women's castrating power. Poers
imagery, the tale intirrrates, is dra'uvn from the cultural repertoile rather than ftom his indrvidual

psychopathology, as Bonaparte contends.
Carter has Poe act out his uagina denlala fantasy on his ever-virginal bride, Vugrnia Clemm. In

municry of Bonaparte, Carter simultaneously elides Virgrnia with Mama, and, with

a

misquote from

tlre lrnal st^t'tz^ of Poe's poem, bodres her forth as the model fot "AnnabelLee":
The dug was snatched away from the mrlky mouth and tucked away inside the bodice; the mlrot no
longer reflected Mama but, instead, a perfect strânger. He offered her his hand; smiling a trânced
smile, she stepped out of the frame.

'My darling, my sister, rny life and my bride!' ("Cabinet" 26\13

Carter trrakes great sport of rendertng Virginia into an acceptable proxy for the fetishized maternal
corpse, and representing Poe's desire for her as a form of antrcipatory necrophila. She

her feet

13

Th.

as a

ì.s

as

"light on

revenant"("Cabinet" 2J0), her fotehead is "like a tombstone" at which Poe smiles "with

Enalstanza of "Annabel Lee" reads as follorvs:
For the moon never beams, without bringlng me dreams

Of the beautiful ÀNNABEL LEE;
And the stârs never rise, but I feel the bright

eyes

Of the beautiful ANNÀBEL LEE;
Ànd so, all the night-tide I lie dorvn by the side
Of my darling- rny darÌing- n-iy life and my brìde,

In the sepulchre there by the
In her tomb by the sor-u-rding

sea,
sea.

"Ànnabel Lee" The Conpkte Tale¡ and Poem:

of Edgar
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Allan

Poe

as

much posthumous tenderness as if he saw alteady: Dearþ

beloued

*trt of... cawed above het

eyebrows"("Cabinet" 269). "The Cabinet" parodies Bonaparte's explanation fot Poe's maritzl
celibacy:
Imagine the sinless children lying in bed together! The pity of it!
For did she not come to him stiffly armouted in taboos- taboos against the violation of children;
taboos against the violation of the dead- for, not to put too fine a point on it, didn't she always look
like a walking corpse?
But such a pretty, pretty cotpse!
And besìdes, isn't an undemanding, economic, decotative corpse the prefect wife for a gentleman in
reduced circumstances, upon v¡hom the four walls of paranoia ate always about to converge?
("Cabinet" 270)

The parodrc elision of Virginia with the matetnal body culmrnates in the exttaordinary scene in
rvhich Poe extracts the teeth ftom her vagtna

All

sleep. Her eyes go out. She sleeps.
He rearranges the macabre candelabra so that the light from her glotious hand will fall between her
legs and then he busily turns back het petticoats; the mortal candles shine. Do not think it is not love
that moves him; only love moves him.

He feels no fear.

An expression of low cunning crosses his face. Takrng from his back pocket a par of erìormous
pliers, he now, one by one, one by one by one, extracts the sharp teeth just as the midwife did.
All silent, ali sull.
Yet, even as he held aloft the last herce canine rn triumph above her prostrâte and insensible fotm in
the conviction that he had at last exotcised the demons from desite; his face turned ashen and sear
and he was overcome with the most desolating anguish to hear the rumbling of the wheels outside.
Unbidden, the coachman came; the grisly emissary of her h-tgh-born kinsmen shouted imperiously:
'Overture and beginners, please!' She popped the plug of spiritous linen between his lips; she swept
off with a hiss of silk.
The sleepers woke and told Hm he was dtunk; but his Virgrnia breathed no mote! ("Cabinet" 271)
The narrator of "Berenice" awakens from

^

trance to find that his bettothed has been

prematurely buried and he has mysteriously come into possession of her teeth, but Poe awakens to
the knowledge that his fragnentation of the beloved is an act of murder. Hete Carter teads
"Berenice" as an allegory of the synecdochalism inherent in the history of the Muse trope. Just

as

Petrarch counters the ovelrvhelming totality of Lauta's presence by representing her in fragments,
Poe responds to the ovelwhelming totahty of his Muse, who is always Mama or her ptoxy, by
strategy of synecdo dnaltzatton: he "decomposes" het rnto disparate body parts and theteby
effectrvely neuters her. This synecdochaltzatton is fatal to the Muse, who is killed into att.
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But "The Cabinet" also inverts the central conceit of Poe's bdef tale "The Oval Pottrait," in
which the painter kills his Muse by the vety process of painting her pottrait. Cafier turns this conceit
on its head by

gtirg

Poe a dose of his own poetics,

In

an attempt to throw

off the ghosts who have

haunted hlrrr since his Muse's death, Poe shaves off his moustache before the mirror. In the process,
he is transformed into the image of his dead maternal Muse: "But, when he was clean-shaven, a black
star ïose rn the mirror and he sarv that his long hait and face folded in sorrow had taken on such

a

marked resemblance to that of his loved and lost one that he was struck like a stock or stone, with
the cut thtoat-razor rn his hand" ("Cabinet" 272),Ltke his fathet before hrm, Poe "unbecomes" when
confronted with the maternal. FIe starts to dissolve in a "ttemendous attack of the shakes"; the
"black star" engulfs him: "His dust blows away in the wind"("Cabinet" 272).Butwhereas his father

left nothing behind but a "puddle of puke", Poe bequeaths us, not his unconscious,

as

psychobiography would have it, but his writing.
The readrng-effect of Carter's butlesque of Poe is to take the teader on one of Ltnda
Flutcheon's "inferential walks." Hutcheon's formuladon is useful for undetstanding how "The
Cabinet" achieves its own "reading-effect." Namely, its abilrty to spark revisionary readings, not only

of Bonaparte's "Poe-etics," but also of a seties of ovedaid cultutal and literary traditions that lead us
dnectly back to the feushization of the feminine that lies at the heatt of Poe's texts. The "reading-

effect" of Carter's tale is one that Poe, fot all his calculations, could never have forseen. "The
Cabinet" exhumes the Muse butied by "Poe-etics" and in so doing, demonsttates that Poe's poetics

of the femrnine is a poetics of decomposition.
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Musing on Baudelaire: ttBlack Venustt and the Poet as Dead Beloved
At the far right of Gustave Courbet's massive allegotical painting L'Atelier

da PeinTre,

Charles Baudelaire sits assiduously reading a book. The figute of Baudelaire, who was a long-

standing friend of the artist, is unmistakable, but the idenuty of sevetal of the othet figures in the
painting is much drsputed. Several interpretations of the painting have hinged upon the identity

of the rvell-dressed couple rmmediately to Baudelaire's right, but mote contentious still is a murþ
patch on the blank wall between this couple and the poet. Even in reproduction, the hazy outline

of a rafhet distorted female figure next to Baudelaite's shoulder is discetnible, but the figure

is

just that: an outline, rvrthout detail or colout. Is this figure, as some art histodans have claimed,
an image of Baudelaire's mistress,Jeanne Duval?

merely idenuhed the origrnal image as that

of

In

a

letter to his friend Champfleury, Coutbet

"a Negtess looking at herself coquettishly rn a

rnn'ror"(Lindsay 128). Nevertheless, Ânthea Callen adduces that"a portrait of Baudelaite's 'Black
Venus", the mulatto Jeanne Duval, at the writet's side was painted over by Coubet at his special
request but can now be drnly seen on the blank wall between Baudelaire and the boutgeois

couple"(Callen 81). Callen does not cite the source of this information. Neither does Lindsay,

who makes the identical clarm that "the Negress (Baudelate's misttess, Jeanne Duval) was
painted out, no doubt at Baudelate's tequest, though her phantom outlines can still be
detected" (Lindsay 128-29) . The mysterious outline on the wall has even insptred a novel, the

Haitian novelist Fabienne Pasquet's L'Ombre
Jeanne Duval

de Baadelaire,

which hctionalizes the erasute of

from the painting.

\X/e shall probably never knorv defrniuvely whether the figure is indeed a tepresentation

of Duval, nor whether Baudelaite instigated its etasure, but nevertheless, Courbet's painting

has

sewed as a paradrgm for several critical readings of Carter's short story "Black Venus." ForJill

Matus and Rebecca Munford, Duval's status vis-à-vis Courbet's painting encapsulates the issue at
the heart of Carter's tale: Duval's contingent relation to representation. Matus wdtes:
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Artistic representations ofJeanne Duval by Manet and Courbet provide an interesting gloss on
Carter's representation of Duval in the story. Courbet origrnally painted her next to Baudelaire
b,rmself in the 'Atelier" but later removed het at Baudelaire's tequest. A close scrutiny of the
painting reveals the ghostly traces of her effacement, which underscores Catter's suggestion in the
story thatJeanne exists for Baudelaire as something on which he may feast his eyes, or that he
mây remove from sight, according to his whim. (166-61)

ISorvn to posterity, not

as a

historical subject rn her own right, but as the Muse of the Black

Venus cycle of poems in l-es F/eurs da rna/, it is in her contìngent role as Baudelaire's Musemistress that Duval rvas parnted by both Courbet and Manet. Her only stake in tepresentation
has been that

of an object in the reptesentations of male artists, who can lnscdbe and etase het

whenever they please. Furthermore, Munfotd notes that the "historical displacement of Duval,"
as exemplified by her eïasure

from Coutbet's parnting, "has been pe{petuated by Baudelaire's

biographers, whose lengthy accolades most often allude to Duval as an exotic but deceitful
temptress whose superficial beauty and charm masked petulance and stupidity" (I\4unford

Of course,

as Carter herself

6).

points out, the lack of verifiable historical information about

Duval contributes to her status as a labtt/a

rasa:

Nobody seems to know in what yearJeanne Duval was born, although the year in which she met
Charles Baudelaire ì.s precisely logged and biogtaphies of his othet misttesses, Aglaé-Josephine
Sabatier and Marie Debraun, are well documented. Besides Duval, she also used the names
Prosper and Lemer, as if her nâme was of no consequeûce. Where she came ftom is a problem;
books suggest Mauritius, in the Indian oceân, or Santo Domingo, in the Catrbbean, take yout pick
of two different sides of the world. (Her palt d'origine of less importance than it would have been
had she been a wtne.) ("8. Venus" 237)

This paucity of infotmation has led to much speculation on the part of Baudelaire's biographets,
most of which, as Munford states, has not been to Duval's advantage. Indeed, perhaPs no Muse

in literary histoqr is

as mahgned as Jeanne

Duval. Baudelaite's biogtaphets almost unifotmly

portray her in a negative light. For instance, whilst A.E. Carter concedes Jeanne's beauty, he
derides her as "a common slut, totally uncultivated and extremely stupid," and claims, "like most

whores she lied with a deliberate, compulsive mendacity which is close to paranoia"(,\. E. Catter
Cþarles Baudelaire

37). As recently as 1994,Joanna fuchardson confidently rematked upon Duval's

"greed and stupidity, and the degradauon of her natute" ( 73). Rrchardson dismisses the first-

hand accounts of Baudelaire's friends Nadat and Banville, both of whom acknowledgedJeanne's
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beauty. Instead she gives credence to the most pejotative teports available: "The pictute
Jeanne which is given by others is- as Félix Gautier was to wtite- that

of

of a prostitute: 'Pavement

prostitute, extra as a café-chantant, exottc menial it is impossible to be quite sute"' (Richatdson 75)
-Amongst Baudelaile's biographers, Alex deJonge is almost alone in tematking: "The view we
have ofJeanne is prejudrced in that

it is the view of Baudelaire and of friends of his who

disapproved of her. History has denied her a voice of het own" (fonge 57).
Cdtics of "Black Venus" have unanimously tead it as an attempt to grve Duval both the
voice denied her by histor|, and the history denied het by the voices that have sought to
represent het. F{owever, Carter's attempt at te-voicing and re-histoticizrng Duval has met with

a

variety of critical responses. Most criucs agree that the tale interogates the mid-nineteenthcentuïy discoulses of fernale sexuality, race afid colonialism that underpin Baudelaire's poetics of
the ferrrlnine, but they are divided as to how far it succeeds rn this endeavour. Tillotson, fot
example, whilst sympathetic to Cattet's aims, questions the ethics of voice underpinning the tale:
Carter's narratjve itself must be critiqued for its role in perpetuating the circumscription of
Baudelaire's relationship with Duval within a colonial or exoticist fantasy. Carter lays a claim to
represent the "authentic" voice of Duval. Thrs plea for authenticiry is problematic on a numbet of
levels, and the question must be raised about what historical circumstances have occutted in the
last hundred years to account for the possibilrty of Cartet's "authentic" rewritingof Duval's
history. On an axiomatic level this can be articulated by the followrng question: \Øhat claims can a
white, middle-class British authot writing in the heyday of Thatcherism have on the life of a
culturally and economically dispossessed womân of colout? (Tillotson 299)

This accusation is generically spurious, rn that it confuses what is patently a fiction with
biography or historical recuperation, but it is symptomauc of Tillotson's widet misreading of
Carter's project. For instance, she argues that Carter constlucts a"fantasy, in which Duval figutes
as the exoticized 'native' intellectual

with

a clear understandtng

of what it means to be

exploited"(Tillotson 299). A close reading of the text belies this claim. Carter's Duval sighs, yet
she "does not know the meaning of the word 'regret' "("8. Verìus" 231).

Not only is Duval

lexically rmpoverished, Cartet suggests, but she is also alienated ftom het own alienation:
The custard-apple of her stinking Eden she, this fotlorn Eve, bit- and was all at once transported
here, as in a dream; and yet she is a tabu/a rata, still. She never experienced het expetience ar
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experience, life never added to the sum of her knowledge; rather, subttacted from it. If you start
out with nothing, they'll take even that away from you, the Good Book says so'
Indeed, I think she never bothered to bite any apple at all. She wouldn't have known what
knowledge wasfor, would she? She was in neithet a state of innocence nor a state of gtace. I will
tell you what Jeanne w¿s like.
She was like a pìano in a county where everybody has had theìr hands cut off. ("8. Venus" 231)

Far frorrr being a "flative" intellectual, Duval is potttayed as deracinated and culturally
dispossessed, not only of the 'real'

even from the exoticist fantasy

'\frica ftom which

she may or may not have otiginated, but

of Afrtca then cuculatitg

it

the Parisian milieu in which she lived:

Robbed of the bronze gatewây of Benin; of the iron beasts of the Amazons of the court of the
Ilng of Dahomey; of the esoteric wisdom of the great univetsity at Trmbuktu; of the urbanity of
glamorous desert cities before whose walls the hotsemen wheel, welcoming the rught on trumpets
rwice the length of their own bodies. The -Abyssirua of black saints and holy lions wâs not so
much as even â legend to her. Of those savannahs where men wrestle with leopards she knew not
one jot. The splendid continent to which her skin allied her had been excised from her memory.
She had been depdved of hrrstory, she was the pure child of the colony. The colony- white,
imperious- had fathered her. ("8. Venus" 238)

Tillotson's reading is exemplary of that sttand of criticism, outlined

it -y

inttoduction and

challenged throughout this thesis, which disregards Carter's rtony and reads het texts literaþ as
they are mirtors of actual social relations. For such critics, who tead literatute as sociology,
Carter's representations of oppressive social relations, such as that between Baudelaite and

Duval, are rmplicated in the very rn¡ustrces they represent. Tjllotson et al fail to see that Cartet's
representations are rn fact re-þresentation.î, patodic re-stagings that tonize past representations via

inversion, hyperbole, and othet dretorical tropes.
Horvever, Tillotson's accusation thatCafter reinscdbes Baudelaire's relationship with

Duval within an exoticist or colonialist fantasy is not endorsed by other critics, most of whom
have argued that "Black Venus" constantly works the exoticizing impulse of Baudelaire's
discourse about Duval agatnst an rmagined account of Duval's latgely unspoken tesistance to it.

Accordrng to Aleid Fokkema, thtough the clash of discourses of Baudelare and Duval, the tale
effects alarger critrque of colonialism: "The Foucauldian patadigm of the intetdependence of
power and language is reinfotced by the colonial subtext: this is not merely about woman being
muted by man but a colony kept dumb by the colonizer"("The Authot: Postmodemismrs Stock
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if

Character" 48). Baudelaire's exoticizing drscourse is parodied by nartative commentary, such as
when the narative voice comrnents "neither has a native land, although he likes to ptetend she
has a fabulous home in the bosom of the blue ocean, he

got one or not, he cannot believe she is as dispossessed

will force a home on het whether
as he,

,

she's

." ("8. Venus" 233). Baudelate's

has the hghly sexualised
exoucizing of Jeanne has been the subject of extensive comment^ry,
^s

nineteenth-centuly discourse of race on which he draws.14

Other critics have focused on how the tale works Baudelaire's own poetic voice against
hirn. In a lovely phrase, Britzolakrs speaks of the stylistrc mimicry by which "Catter's language
turns Baudelaire into décor", stating that "Carter borrows metaphors and phrases from the
poems to summon up in lovrng detail the vaporous, nostalgic and melancholy atmosphedcs

of

theFlews du ma/' (Britzolakis 182-83). Btay elaborates on this notion through a sustained
examination of what she terms Cartet's "para-citational gestures," in which she juxtaposes
passages

from "Black Venus" with excerpts from the Black Venus cycle of poems. She shows

hor,v Carter paraphrases, quotes and misquotes the poems

in order to "weave

a composite

narratitve about the relationship of the poet to his muse"@tuy 195). Matus makes a telated point

about Cartet's use of language to coritest traditional representations of Duval. In her view,
Cartet's "language cannot speak for Jeanne, but it can compete with and challenge the languages
that have sought to possess and exploit her" (I\4atus 168).

In

a similar vein, Linda Hutcheon contends that the stoty is characterised by a clash

of

two discourses: "the poetic language of male sublimated desire fot woman (as both muse and
object of etotic fantasy) and the language of the political and contextuaÞing discourses of female
experience" (Tbe Politiu

of Poslmodernisn 141).

Hutcheon goes on to atgue that the tale's staging of

the conflict between these two discourses enables it to be tead as the site fot the discutsive

14 See Sharpley-Whitìng for an overview of the complex interrelation between discourses of sex, race and
colonialism in nineteenth-century French literature. \Øhilst Sharpley-Whiting does not addtess Baudelaire's poetic
representation of Duval, she cites his prose poern, " l-a Belle Dorothée' ', as exemplary of this entangled discou¡se.
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constluction of gender. This discursive conflict is effected through frctitious verbal exchanges,
such as when the poet rambles: "Baby, baby, let me take you back whete you belong, back to

your lovely,lazy island where the jewelled parrot tocks on the enamel tree and you can crunch
sugar-cane bet'uveen your strong, white teeth"; to which Duval retorts:

" '-òrlr/'...'Not the bloody

parrot forest! Don't take me on the slavet's toute back to the \X/est Indies, for godsake!' "("8.
Venus" 231,-33). And finally, Munford argues that "BlackVenus" contests the dominant
representational frameworks, exemplified by Baudelaire's poetr1l, which figure "woman" as a
"rnspfuing void." Carter, she argues, "demystihes and humanizes Duval not only by

her as a historical subject but by re-þresencinghet as

It

^î

agerrt

re-presenring

in histoty"(\{unfotd 6).

seems to me incontestable that "Black Venus" re-presences, re-historicizes and te-

voices Duval, as Matus, Bray, Munfotd and Hutcheon

^rgve,

and rn so dorng fotegtounds the

discursive frameworks that underpin the exoticized, colonialist and frequently misogynistrc
representations of her by Baudelaue and othets. But in this secuon of the thesis I want to focus,

not so much on the reptesentation of the female Muse, but on that of the male Poet. This is not
entirely unexplored terdtory: most of the aforementioned critics have made minor intoads
therein. This sectron of the thesis examines and builds on what they have had to say about
Carter's representation of Baudelaire, but
recasting of Baudelair e as a character.

I

it also

addtesses itself to what is at stake

in Carter's

am interested here in what happens to the poet when he

is no longer the enuncialor,but is recast as the
analogous to that of MuseP To this end,

I

enunciøted.

Might this not place him in

a

position

examine the effects of Cafter's recasting of a high

canonical author as a chatacter, not only rn "Black Venus" itself, but also in relation to the

rnclusion of "The Cablnet of Edgar Allan Poe" in the same volume. \What possible relation might
these stories have to each other? Is j.t mete happenstance that Catter placed them

volume?

I

within the

same

seek to uncover what is encoded in Catter's choice of two historical authors as the

subjects of and characters rn het short stories.

If,
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as

Barthes suggests, the author is dead, why flog

his corpse? What can be achieved by exhumrng the deceased if he is no longer considered the

originator ot arbiter of textual meaning?

Of course, Carter is not alone in apptopriating

an histotical author zs a charactet in het

fiction. Indeed, ,\leid Fokkema notes that since the author "died" he is resurrected

as a charactet

so frequently that he has become "postmodernism's stock charactet" ("The Âuthor:

Postmodernism's Stock Charactet" 41). Batthes' polemrc in "The Death of the Authot"
notwithstanding, the author has nevet been more present, as the contemporary proJiferatron of
literary biographies, literary pdzes, writets' festivals, and authot-based Internet sites attest.

Hutcheon argues that, whilst the idea of the author

as sole

detetminer of textual meaning may

have died, the "position of discursive authotity lives on, because it is encoded in the enunciative
act itself

'

(Tbe Poetics of Postmodernism: History, Theory, Ficrion 77). Fokkema concurs, and points out

that postmodetnism has moved away from its eatliet tepudiation of the author towatds

a

resurrected theory of authorship concetned with a reconsideration of the authot's function in

relation to contemporary notions of representation, power, language and knowledge ("The

Author: Postmodernism's Stock Charactet" 39-+O¡.ts Fokkema also claims that, despite the
hysteria about the death of the author and of the charactet in postrnodetnism, postmodernism
instates a new htenry patadigm: "postmodetnism is not about the end of the stoty but, rathet,

the story of story." Authors turn up as charactets so frequently in postrnodern fiction because
they embody its major themes: "concern with writing, origin and loss, the question of
reptesentation " ("The Author: Po stmodernism' s Stock Charactet"

The casung of the author

as

a

charztcter may well be

41) .

part of the postmodetn turn in

Carter's work, but the question remains, why Baudelaire? Cartet's fascination with Baudelaire is

well charted, and goes back to her school days. In an interwiew with John Motimet she tecalled
that, under the tutelage of a "wonderful Ftench teacher," she found

15

Fokk.-u

L.es

F/ears du Ma/ "so exciting

draws heavily here on Foucault's notion of the "author-function" developed in his essay "Vlhat is an

Author?"
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that I really got the feeling of berng scalped"(l\zlottimer 45). She told Mortimet that as an anorexic
young reporter on the Croldon Aduertiser, she used to sing along to a tecord of Baudelaire's poems,
"as other girls of her age might have done with Buddy Holty or the Everly Brothers"(Mortjmet

46). But her adolescent enthusiasm was to wane later, with the advent of a consciously feminist
stance towards

m^îy of her erstwhile hterary hetoes. In

in the rnaugural edition of

an intewiew with Anne Smith, published

lYomen's Reuiew, she said: "The Black Venus poems are incredibly

beautiful and also terribly offensive. . .I do like to think of het [Jeanne Duval] sitting there

thinking.., I mean, she could have had limited revenges. But also, why should she have shoted
him up? He fucked her over!"(Smith 29).
-According to Britzolahs, Baudelatre is one of Cattet's most signihcant litetaty
antecedents (51-52). And accordlng to Munford, her engagement with Baudelaire's fetrshistic

representation of femrninity is not limited to "Black Venus", but permeates het entite body of
writìng:
of emulation and subversion of Chatles Baudelaite as â precursor of latenineteenth-century French decadence is figured thtoughout her work- from her early
characterisations of the dandiFred Honeybuzzard in S hadow dance (1,966) and Joseph in Seueral
Perceþriorc (1968) to the female prostitutes and performets in her later works, particulatly Lilith in
ThePa¡¡ìon of NewEue,FeversinNighfs atthe Cirm¡ the Chance sisters in l{/i¡e Children (1991) and,
of course, Duval in "Black Venus". (Munford 1-2)
..

.

a commingltng

Thus rve see that

n

Nights aT lhe Circus, Fewers blames the

poet for the dechne in trade atMa

Nelson's brothel:
'I put it dor.vn to the influence of

Baudelaire,

s:Lt'

'\(4rat's this?' cried Walser, anazed enough to drop his professional imperturbability.
'The French poet, si-; a poor fellow who loved whores not for the pleasure of it but, as he
perceived it, the honor of it, as if we was, not working women doing it for money but darnrned soul¡
wlro did it solely to lure men to their dooms, as if we'd got nothrng better to do...' (Nights at the
Circus 38)

The omnipresence of Baudelaire in Cartet's work is born of more than adolescent infatuation and
disillusionment; it is the product of an appreciation of the special place he occuPies in litetaty
*Vl'oman." Baudelaite is tegatded
histoty and of his perwasive influence on the representation of
as the supreme hinge figure

in French litetature, the figute that marks the divide between
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Romanticism and Modernity, and the single most rmportant progenitor of the Decadent
aesthetic, but his influence extends far beyond the boundaties of Decadent ot specifically Ftench

literature. ,\ccording to T.S. Eliot, "Baudelaire is rndeed the greatest exemplat in modetn poetry
rn any language, for his verse and language is the nearest thing to a complete tenovation that we
have experienced. But his renovation of an attitude towards life is no less radical and no less

important" (426). F,ltot's equation of Baudelaire with modernity is echoed by vttually evety other
critic of note. Berman, foï instance, writes "if we had to nominate a first modetnist, Baudelaire
would surely be the man"(1.32-33). -And Benjamin, of coutse, lauds Baudelaire as the first gteat
poet of the city, the gteatest poet of alienation.
Carter's continuing fascination with Baudelaire exemphhes her ambivalent telation to the

male-authored literary canon. On the one hand, his mastety of language, his thematic, technical
\ü/oman and his
and generic innovations rnspire admiration. On the other, his reptesentation of
aesthetics of the feminine appal. Benjamrn and othets have tegarded Baudelaire's celebtation

of

female afitftce, rn which the painted woman and the prostitute are favoured figures, as matking
the rupture with Classical and Romantic modes of reptesentation and the emetgence of

modernity. It is true that Baudelaire teverses the positive spin that had hitherto zttached to the
traditional ahgnment of woman with nature, but for womert, this ruptute in representaiúonal
modes is an ambivalent legacy, as the following notorious passage from Mon Coear mìs à na
âttests:
Woman is the opposite of the Dandy. That is why she should be regarded with disgust. Woman is
hungry, and sl-re wants to eaq thir-sty, and she wants to drink.
She feels randy, and she wânts to be fucked'
Fine characteristics!
Woman is 'nalural'- that is to say, abominable'
Moreover, she is always vulgar- that is to say, the opposite of the Dandy.
@audelare Intimate Journals 3!)

Motivated

as

it is by an aversion to female biology, Baudelaite's prefetence for the

\ùØoman cleady anucipates Freud's model
parnted idol over the abominable'natutal' body of
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of

sexual fetrshism.l6 Accordrng to Baudelaire, \(/oman is only tolerable when she is aligned

with

artifice and hence culturre:
\)Øoman is quite rvithin her rights, rndeed she is even accomplishing a kind of duty, when she
devotes herself to appearing magical and supernatural; she has to astonish and charm us: as ân
idol, she is obhged to adorn herself in order to be adoted. Thus she has to lay all the arts under

contribution for the means of l-ifting herself above Natute, the better to conquer hearts and rivet
attention. It matters but little that the ørtlftce and ttickery ate known to all, as long as their success
is assured and their effect always i¡resistible. (Baudelate "The Painter of Modetn Life" 33)

But whilst the misogyny underprnning Baudelaire's notion that \ùØoman is only redeemable
through artifice is ovedooked by Benjamin, the contemporalty rea'der,

as \X/eir

pornts out, is "no

longer able to regard misogyny as one more 'element' of decadence, like aestheucism" (\7eir xiv).

How, then, does Carter's ambivalence towards the "Batd of ModemitI,"
calls him, play out in her representation of Baudelarte

as

Millet Ftank

in "Black Venus"? A,leid Fokkema

argues

that when language and power are at stake in the postmodern text, the "authot who fatbers texts
must be displaced, decentred, margtnaltzed and debunked." Consequently, she contends, Cafiet
rtauthot who
undermines Baudelaire's authorify to represent Duvai by reptesentìng him as an
wf ote enchantrng poetry" but who was

impotent, and

a

rralso

syphiJitic, abusive, self-possessed, imperialist, dirty,

poor judge of the objets d'att that he professed to collect"(Fokkema "The

Author: Postmodernism's Stock Character" 48). Whrtst I concede that thete is some truth in this
clairn,

I

argue that "Black Venus" does more than belittle Baudelaire's person tn its attempt to

dlminish his discursive authority. In my analysis, Cartet's text deploys two drstinct yet related
strategies. Fir'stly,

I contend that "Black Venus"

diminishes Baudelaite's discursive authority, not

only to author Duval, but also to authot himself, by puncturing the notion of poetrc curse or
gaþnon

thatwas centralto his self-production

as aþoète maudit.

"Black Venus" produces a version of Baudelaire that

i.s

As I show, through this strategy

rematkably close to that mapped out by

Carterrs potúayalof
Jean-Paul Sartre, for whom the poet was the epitome of bad faith. Howevet,

the poet functions as a corrective to the Sartrean account, which is oblivious to Baudelaire's
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misogyny. Secondly, I contend that the tale, and the collection to which it gives its name, effects
htghly subvetsive structural inversion by which Baudelaire is drspiaced from his position
maadit and recast as Carter's Muse.

synecdochalizing him.

I

I

a

as þoèle

show how the text sttategically "Muses" Baudelatre by

conclude by showrng how "Black Venus" ironically undetmines

Baudelaire's transFrguration of Jeanne Duval from Muse as Beloved tnto Muse

uena/e, a

transfrguration which foreshadows the Decadent iconography of thefemme fatale, whtch wtll be
addressed

in the final section of the thesis.

As I have said, the notion of

of hrmself

guignon was central

as z þoèle maudiL Gaignon means bad luck

to Baudelaire's self-conscious productron

or curse, and Baudelaite's somewhat

contradictory ideas on the subject are articulated in his correspondence, the Poem "Gaignon," the
essay Conseil aax Jeunu Litlératears, and

his two essays on Poe. It is, of course, a post-Romant.i.c

chché that the vocation of the rvritet or poet is intrinsically unhappy. Howevet, Susan Blood
argues that, whilst the unhappiness of writers has become a

sþifier of post-Enlightenment

rrroderniry, it is not unt¡l Baudelaue that the notion of the writer as cursed is fully elaborated:
By the mid-nineteenth century, the unhapptness of cettain writers is no longer considered an
incidental feature of the üterary vocation. Poetry, in particular, is understood to be an accursed
practice. Verlaine's anthology of Le¡Poète¡ rnaudit¡ (1884) attests to this heightened awateness. Itis
fair to say that Baudelair-e is responsible for grving the curse on poets a theoretical tesonance, and
that with his 1852 essây on Edgar Allan Poe he crystallized the concept with his treatment of the
terrn guigno

n. @lood I+l -48)

Hemmings concurs that the notion of the þoèÍe maudit,which Baudelaire embtaced so fewently,
was a cultural cl-rché of the period

In hisfBaudelaire's] century it was almost a commonplace that a vocation for art or poetry v/as
inseparable from moral suffering and only too often entailed despetate material privation as well.
The concept of le poète rnaadit was given wide currency by Verlaine in the 1880s but had teally
been launcl-red fifry years earlier by Alfred de Vigny in a semi-fictional, semi-historical work
entitled Ste//0. In this book Vigny tells the life-stories of three poets, all of whom died young or in
wretched or infamous circumstances... The moral Vigny dtaws ftom his triple apologue is that
no matter how society is constituted, whether the form of government is an absolute monarchy,
an oligarchy, ot a revolutionary comrnittee, the poet invariably suffers.
He suffers, however, as Vigny ârgues, not because he is damned (which would imply petsecution
on a cosmic scale), but because he is an outcâst, a partah, an object of suspicion to men in power.
The romantics thought that society had no room for the poet- although, curiously, there never
was a period in France rvhen poets were better reptesented in the corridots of
power...(Hemmings 67)
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In contra-distinction to Vþy, Baudelate

argues that poets ate tndeed damned,

cosmica\

persecuted and marked out from btrth: "theu' fate is written in the very tissue of their beings,
shlnes forth with a lurid brilliance

in theil glance and their

gestures,

it

it flows through their veins

with each drop of their blood"("Edgar Allan Poe: His Life and \7orks" 71). But it would be a
mistake to think that Baudelafte maintarned a consistent position on guìgnon.In his essay Conseils
auxjeunes /illeratears, knor,vn

in English as "r\dvice to Young Men of Letters," he discounts the

very notion, claiming, "there is no such thing as bad luck. If you are unlucþ, it is because you
Iack somethrng"("Advice to Young Men of Letters" 314). Nevettheless, Baudelaire was

unequivocal on the subject of his own guignon For example, in a lettet to his mothet, dated

December 4'h,1854, he wrote, "En

somme,

je

crois qae ma vie a éÍé damné dès /e commencemenL et qu'elle

/'es:þour loaloars" (cited in Bandy vü).17

It

is tn the essays on Edgar -Allan Poe that he most firlly develops the

nolion

tha;t gaignzn

is lntrinsic to the writerrs vocation. According to Baudelaite, the poet is like a "poot wretch

whose brow was tattooed with the following rate and curious device: Nruer bad a chance!" He
afgues:
Llterary history has similar destinies to show us, examples of tme damnation, men who go
through life with the word 'jynx' written in mysterious lettets on the tortured lines of their
foreheads. The bhnd angel of expiation has seized hold of them and mercilessly flogs them for
the edification of others. In vain may their lives have talents, vittues or grâces to show; Sociery
reserves a special curse for them, denouncing those very weaknesses which have resulted from its
own persecution.- To what lengths did not Hoffmann go to disarm fate, and what pains did not
\ùØorks" 70)
Balzac take to conjure fortune? ("Edgar Alìan Poe: His Life and

His essay on Poe, will, he claims, add "a new saint to the maftyfology", because Poe ls:
one of those glorious unfortunates, too rich in poetry and passion, who came into this lowly
world, following in the footsteps of so many others, to perform the rude apprenticeship of genius
among baser spirits. \rØhat a lamentable tragedy was the hfe of Edgar Poe! ("Edgar Allan Poe: His

Life and \ùØorks" 71).

17 "AII in all, I believe my Jife has been dammed since the beginning, and that it will always be so." Translation my
owll.
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Poe's tragedy, and by implication, the ttagedy of all poets, including Baudelaire himself, is

that of a naí:r:al aristocrat forced to tout his wares on Grub Street. Throughout the essay,
Baudelaire positions the poet in opposition to the dominant ethos; he suppotts Vigny's thesis

that "there can be no proper place for the poet eithet in a democratic or afl atistoclatic society,
no more rn a republic that tn an absolute or tempered monatchy" ("Edgat -{llan Poe: His Life
and lØorks" 71). Moreover, the cult of Beauty that undetpins the poet's vocation is incompatrble

rvith popular taste:
of good stock and who held moreover that his countty's greatest disaster was to
have no aristocracy of birth, granted, as he said, that among a people without an atistocracy the
cuk of Beauty could only be corrupted, cheapened and must hnally disappear. . . ("Edgar Allan
Poe: His Life and S7otks" 72).
Poe, who was

But if Baudelaire's conception of the poet is elitist, it is also, with its investment rn the
concept of poetic martyrdom, essentially reliþous. For instance, he claims that the wretched fate
endured by poets leads us to suspect:
the existence of a diabolical Providence which for some brews misfortune from the ctadle to the
grave, deliberately hurling spiritual and angelic natures into hostile surtoundings, like Christian
martyrs into the circus? Are there then sacrificial souls, dedicated to the altat, doomed to walk to
death and gìory through the debris of thet own lives?"@audelaire "Edgar Allan Poe: His Life and

\Øotks" 70-71)

The corollary of this rehgious conception of poetic vocation is that his pottrait of Poe is
essentìally hagiography. Besides berng an exemplaty suffeter
saints, is perfection itself. He is possessed

in the name of att, Saint Poe, like all

of a "well-nigh miraculous intelhgence," with

an

"uncommon aptitude for physical and mathematical sciences," his physical person is marked by
"striking beauty," he is "handsome, elegant, cortect, every inch the genius" ("Edgat Allan Poe:
His Life and lØorks" 75-79). Baudelaire never met Poe, yet his description intimates first-hand
knowledge:
There are several aspects of Edgar Poe on which there is unaoimous agreement; fot example, his
high natural distinction, his eloquence and his physical beauty, of which, it is said, he was mote
tl-ran a little vain. His manners- â strange mixture of hauteur with an exquisite sweetness- were
wonderfully assured. His expression, his bearing, his gestutes, the way he cattied his head,
everything ptoclairned hirn a chosen spuit. His whole being gave forth an aura of penetrating
seriousness. He was truly marked by Nature... ("Edgar Allan Poe: His Life and Works" 83)
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The teader of Baudelaire's essays on Poe cannot help but be struck by their overblown,

wotshipful tone, a tone that is absent from his criucal wdting about other artists ot wdters. His
pathos and eloquence on the subject of Poe's death, for example, suggests that for Baudelaire, the
most poetical topic in the world is not so much the death of a beautiful woman as the death of

a

beautiful poet. Indeed, Poe might be said to be Baudelaire's true Dead Beloved, his secret ideal
Muse, whose beauty and innumetable virtues stand in statk contrast to the frequently abject
status he confers on the three women whom he addtesses as Muse.

His two essays on Poe are marked by such a fewent identification with thert subject that
Baudelaire might well have anticipated Flaubett by declanng "Poe- c'eît moi!" lHis obsession with
Poe was so ovelwhelto-g that rt has been descdbed by contemporary critics as a litetary
"possession" unique rn world literatule (\7etherill9). Even his contemporaries used this term to
describe Baudelaire's idenuhcatron with the then unknown Amedcan writer. For instance, his

friend Charles Ässelineau wrote: "J'ai
absolaes"

uu

þeu

de

þossessions aassi complàtes, aussi raþids, anssi

(cited rn Bandy xxü!.18 Nevettheless, Baudelaire strenuously denied that his wtiting was

rnfluenced by Poe.

In a letter to Théophile Thoré,

E dgar Poe! SaueTuotu poarquoi j'ai

si

he wtote.' "Eh bien! On m'accuse, moL d'imiler

patiemnenT rradait Poe? Parce qu'il me ressemblait" (cited in Bandy

xLi).19 In effect, the sense of resemblance to and identification with Poe which Baudelate
artj.culates here enabled him to appropriate Poe's exemplary suffering the notion

of poettc

gaignon

that he elaborated rvith respect to the othet writer served to shore up his own sense of
persecution and entitlement, and hence to buttress h'rs claim to the tltle of Plèfe rnaadiL
This is precisely the pornt that Sartre makes in his book length essty, Baadelaire:
a thousand times in l-ris writings he speaks of the 'poet' and the 'artist.' He managed to
have himself justified and consecrated by the writers of the past. He even v¡ent fatther than this
by formrng a friendship with a dead poet. The real purpose of his long lìaison with Edgat Poe was
to procure his elevation to the mystic order. It has been sard that he was âttracted by the

A hundred,

18

"I h^rr.

seen ferv possessions so complete, so fast, so absolute." Ttanslation my own.

19 "Hmmphl They accuse me, me, of imitatingEdgar Poel Do youknowwhy
he resembles me." Translation my own.
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I tanslated

Poe so patiently? Because

disturbing resemblances between the American poet's life and his own. That is true, but thls
identrty of fate only interested him becaa¡e Poe was dead. If he had been alive, the author of Eareka
would have been no more than a vague body like his own. FIow could two unjustifiably graluitous
bodies have been placed side by side? Once he was dead, however, his portrait assumed its final
form and its features became clear. It was perfectly natural to describe hirn as â poet and a rnartyt;
I-ris existence had become a destiny; his misfortunes seemed to be the result of predestination. It
was then that the resemblances acquired their full value; they transformed Poe, as it were, into an
image in Baudelaire's past, into something like the John the Baptist of an accutsed Christ.
Baudelair-e leant over the depths of the years, over the distant, hated America, and suddenly he
caught sigl-rt of his own reflection in the grey wâters of the past. That's what he zi. At once, his
existence was consecrated. (137-38)

For Sartre, Baudelaire's eulogizing of Poe is nothing more than an attempt to achieve vlcarlous
martyrdom, and is thus but one more jnstance of the bad faith with which he chatges the poet.
Sartte's concept of bad faith is diffrcult to define succinctly. He writes "the one who pracuses bad

faith is hiding a displeasing truth or ptesenting as truth a pleasing untruthrr; howevet, "in bad
faith, it is from myself that I am hiding the truth"(B
Ontology 89). Bad faith, then, is

eing and Nofhingness: a Phenomenological Essal on

not simply lying but rather, self-deceptron, þing to oneself. But

this definitron does not tell us very much. In het book on de Beauvoir, Toril Moi provides

a

more comprehensive definition: "whatevet we do, we cannot escape the responsibility for our

own acts: to t1y to do so is a pnme strategy of bad farth. To pretend to have no choice is to deny
freedom, and that, precisely, is the very dehnition of bad faith"(Moi Simone

de

Beaauoir: the Making

of an Intelkctaal lVoman 105).

Baudelaile's crime, according to Sartre, is not so much that he was a bourgeois

reactionary, a Narcissist, an impotent fetishist or a voyeur, although he is accused of all of these,

but that he was a self-deceivlng fake, an insincere and inauthentic impostet. ¡\ccotding to Sartte,
the sufferings on rvhich Baudelaire based his claim to gtùgnon were all catef'ully contrived and seltrnflicted: "there was nothing down to his syphilis that he did not bring on almost of his own
accord"(Sartte Baudelaire 89). Baudelaite's "parade of sufferings" was aimed htstly at extracting
money and sympathy from his mother, but also at posterity, in an attempt to ensure his election

to the "martyrology of literatule," to borrow his own phrase. These acts of imposture are
instances of bad faith because Baudelaire denied that he
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chose

to suffer, that he wanted to suffer,

that suffering satisfied his deep psychological need to be punished. Instead, he presented his

suffelngs

as his

poetic destiny, as marks of his singuladty and heightened sensibility. But,

according to Sartre, Baudelaire's eatly denial that he chose to suffer matked the begrnningof

a

life lived rn bad faith:
in bad faith. Baudelaire never completely believed in
his
sufferings
ot in his gritty uolaptás. That was, perhaps, the
in
of
any
anytlring he thought or felt,
about it- not to beLieve
no
misapptehension
real source of his sufferings. Let us be unde¡
completely is not the same as to deny; bad faith is still bad faith. It should tather be said that
Baudelaire's feelings had a sort of interiot emptiness. He ttied by a perpetual frenzy,by zn
extraordinary nervousness to make up for their insufficiency. In Vain. They sounded hollow. He
reminds us of the neurasthenic who was convinced that he had an ulcerated stomach and who
rolled shrieking and trembling on the floor, dtenched in perspiration; but there was no pain. If we
could put out of our minds the exaggerated vocabulary which Baudelaire used to describe himself,
forget words hke 'frightful', 'nightmare' and 'hortor' which occur on evely pâge of the Flear.r du
ma/, and penetrate right into his heart we should find beneath the anguish, the remorse and the
vibrating nerves sornething gentler and much more intoletable than the most parnful of ills-

In short, his inttial choice

Indifference

.

(Baødelaire

7

was initially made

9)

Sartre's verdict is dam.mtng: all Baudelaire's nototious antics,

ftom dyeing his hair green to

spreading rumours about hrmself as a murderer and a pederast, ought to be understood as the

histrionics of "an eternal minor, a middle-aged adolescent who lived ln a constant state of rage
and hatred, but under the vigilant and reassuring protection

of otllers" (Baadelaire

64). Despite his

protestations to the contrary, Baudelaire never sttayed very far outside the law. His gteat need for
the attention, whether positive or negative, of quasi-parental authodty figures kept him withrn the

orbit of conventional rnstitutions. In its essential triviality, his idea of damnation is all of a piece
',vrth this: Sartre afgues that for Baudelaire, "damnation meant blame

People"

(Ba ade laire

7

ftom Other

2).

But despite his global condemnation of Baudelaire, Sattte's analysis does not extend to
the poet's treatment ofJeanne Duval, whom he describes in the most conventional tetms as "that
rapacious mistress"(B audelaire 15). Duval figures in Sartre's account as iust one more

of

Baudelaire's bad choices, which the poet, of course, falsely tepresented as a curse thrust upon

him by fate: "The perverse individual dehberately chose the most banal and the most dgrd of
moral codes. The refined man of the world went with the lowest hadots.
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,\

taste for squalot kept

him hanging around Louchette's skinny body, and his love of the afrean
ofJeanne Duval" (Baudelaire

Juiue anticipated his love

1,5).

How can my claim that Carter's depiction of Baudelarte echoes Sartre's be teconciled with
the surprisrngly benign depiction of the poet rn het tale, which stresses Duval's affection for the
poet, such that "she was quite fond of him"("8. Venus" 239). The answer to this thetorical
question is to be found in Carter's statement: "The geatest poet of alienation stumbled on the

perfect stranger; theirs was a match made in heaven. In his hearî, he mast baue known lhis" ("8.
Venus")(239).20 Baudelaire's bad faith spnngs from the factthat his role of suffetrng poet is
predicated on his denial of what he knows in his heart he and his misttess are unequivocally
similar. Throughout the tale, Catter uses Baudelaire's own metaphor of the poet as an albatross

to emphasize tha;t, in his beart, he recognised the natural kinship between Duval and himself. The
two are repeatedly rmaged as cteatures of the wrnd. They live togethet rn a "high, lonely
apartment"("8. Venus" 231), which, "at the invitation of the mysterious currents of the
heavens,..will loose its moodngs in the street below and take off, depatt, whisk across the datk
vault of the night. . ."("8. Venus" 232). The nattative voice sttesses the shared natute of their
fantasy of being birds of flight: "they ate only at home together when contemplating flight; they
are both waitrng
far,

ft

for a wrnd to blow that will take them to a miraculous elsewhere,

away, the land

of delighted

ease and pleasute"("8.

a happy land,

Venus" 233) and, "The woman and her

lover rvait for the rising of the wind upon which they wdi leave the gloomy apartment. They
believe they can "ascend and soar upon it"("B. Venus" 240).The tale explicitly invests Baudelate

rvrth the knowledge that they are two of a kind. Aftet an excetpt about the courtship rituals of
the albattoss from Âustjn's Birfu

of the l%orld,

the narrative voice temarks:

They are ûot great nest builders. A slight depression in the ground will do. Or, they might hollow
out a little mound of mud. They will make only the most squalid concessions to the earth. He
envisaged their bed, the albatross's nest, as just such a fleetrng kind of residence in which Destiny,

2o ltoLi., are m)t o1,,n.
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the greatest the greatest madame of all, had closeted these two strânge birds together. In this
transitory exile, anything is possible. ("8. Venus" 242)

But if their sexual relation is Lmaged in the thritling terms of wrnd and storm- "Venus lies on the
bed, waitin g for a wrnd to rise: the sooty albatross hankers for the storm. \)Øhirlwlnd!"("B. Venus"
239)- the domestic life of two such "wonderful aetielistes who live in the heart of the storm" ("8.

Venus" 240) ts conhned, unhappily, to the eatth. Duval's fictitious voice likens the bourgeoisie to
the Antarctic penguins who, eggs on feet, watch the "attists such as we date death upon the high
tt;apeze"; she remarks wryly:

"If Daddy were like a pengurn, how much more

be; there isn't toom fot two albatrosses

n

happy we should

this house"("B' Venus" 240)'

In Catter's account, Baudelaire's bad faith resides in his refusal to acknowledge, in any
public manner at least, what he knows in his beart.In his poetr|, the Prtnce of Clouds disavows
mutuaüty and insists on exoticizing, tomantictzing, and demonizing Duval. The narrative voice
repeatedly reminds us that Baudelaire refuses to countenance the idea that he and she are more
ahke than different; he has constantly to invent differences between them: "They have this in

common, neither has a native land, although he likes to ptetend that she has a fabulous home in
the bosom of the blue ocean, he will force a home on her whether she's got one or not, he
cannot believe she is as dispossessed as he" ("8. Venus" 233). The tale demonstrates how
Baudelaire's romanticism transmutes the lntimate bodily aromas of his lovet into an exotic
fantasy

ofher sexual and tacial difference;
The young man inhales the aroma of the coconut oil which she rubs into her hai¡ to make it
shine. His agonised romanticism transforms thts homely odout of the Caribbean kitchen into the
perfume of the air of those tropical islands he can sometime persuade himself are the happy ìands
for which he longs. Hrs hvely imagination performs an alchemical alteration on the healthy rwang
of her sweat, freshly awakened by dancing. He thinks her sweat smells of cinnamon because she
has spices in her pores. He thinks she is made of a different krnd of flesh than his. ("8. Venus"
240)

,{ quote ftom"sed

non Saliata",

from the "BlackVenus" cycle, makes exPlicit Baudelaire's poeuc

impulse to mythologize Duval and depict her as tadica\ Other:
He thinks she is a vase of darkness; if he tips her up, black light will spill out. She is not Eve but,
herself, the forbidden fruit, and he has eaten her!
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Wei¡d goddess, dusky as night,
reeking of musk smeared on tobacco,
a shaman conjured you, a Faust of the savannah,
black-thighed witch, midnight's chrld... ("8' Venus" 237)

Baudelaire's insistent invocation of Duval's tacial, sexual and cultutal othetness demonstrably
serwed his clarm to guignon.

The highly sexualised discoutse of race circulattng ln mid-nrneteenth

century France characterised lvotrren of colour as intellectually and motally infedot, and sexually
rapacious. Hence a liaison between a white man and a black woman was imagined as inhetently

morìstrous, unnatural and unhappy, Harping on the drfference between himself and his muse,
rather than thet likeness, enabled Baudelaire to monopoloze the position of the wretched,
alienated artist, the veritable high priest of Culture.

On

a

mote quotrdian level, "Black Venus" also rmplicitly undermines Baudelaite's claim

to gtìgnon by foregrounding the situation of the Muse telative to that of the poet. Het abject

poverty and dependence is conttasted with his telative wealth. He is "the master of the house",
rvhich is depicted as a "handsome apartment with its Persian tugs, its wal¡rut table off which the
Borgias rvere sewed poisons, its carved atmchairs ftom whose bulbous legs

grn

and gtmace the

cinquecento faces, the crust of fake Tintorettos on the walls (he's an indefatigable connoisseur, if,
as yet,

too young to have the sixth sense that telis you when you'te being conned). . , "("B.

Venus" 232). Despite this compatative affluence, he will not pay for his mistress to have a hot
bath:
. . , she would have liked a bath, ânyway, she was a little wotried about a persistent vagrnai
discharge that smelled of mice, something nev/, something ominous, something horrid. But: no
hot water, not at this hour.

'They'll bnng up hot water if you pay.'
Hi¡ ¡xn to sulk. He took to cleaning his nails agarn.
'You think I don't need a wash because I don't show the ditt.' ("8. Venus" 236)

Duval is nominally a "kept womall"-

une

femme entrelenil€-

but Carter is at pains to point out the

relatrvity of this term when it is applied to het life wrth the poet. Not only does she have to forgo
the bath, her keep consists merely of "ptetties" ("8. Venus" 233), that is to say paste iewellery,

"nothing she could sell or she would have sold it" ("B.Venus" 233), "the occasional lump of
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hashish" ("B.Venus" 233), and being kept off the streets. Not for het the fabulous wealth of

a

Nana or aJosephine Baker, with rvhom she is pointedly compated. No wonder thatJeanne,
although "not prone to introspection," wondets "if she'd played het cards nght. If she was going

to have to dance naked to earn het keep,

^rryway,

why shouldn't she dance naked fot hatd cash in

hand and earn enough to keep herself,) Eh? Eh?" ("8. Venus" 234). But the child of the colony,
whose "negative inheritance" does not even encompass self-pity, "only the twenty-nine legally

permitted strokes of thervhip", expresses the steelynugget of her freewill "as lethatgy" ("B.
Venus" 239).Hertce she does no more than wonder, she submits to het fate "If he was a
connoisseur of the beautiful, she was a connoisseur of the most exquisite humiliations but she
had always been too poor

to afford the luxury of acknowledgrng

a

hurniliation as such. You took

what came" ("8. Venus" 235). As Francine Ptose obsewes in het study of the cateers of mne
well-known Muses, Musedom offets little rn the way of short term returns

(pøs:ìm).

Duval's rmpovetishment is not only material, but also linguistic:
Her granny spoke Creole, patois, knew no other language, spoke it badly and taught it badly to
she câme to Paris and started
Jeanne, who dtd her best to convert it into good French when
in
it,
no wonder. It was as though her
heart
wasn't
mrxing with swells but made a hash of it, her
not
fit
well. ("8. Venus" 239)
tongue had been cut out and another one sewn in that did

That she should end up mistress, not to some ordinary "swell", but to the greatest poet in the
French language, puts Duval at a profound disadvantage. Het direct knowiedge of the world
cannot compete with his ability to construct an rmagined wodd through linguistic tropes. Being
habitually out-troped, as it'uvere, is ptofoundly demoralizrng fot the Muse:
Therefore, you couid say, not so much thatJeanne did not understand the lapidary, ttoubled
serenity of her lover's poetly but, that it was a perpetual affront to het. He recited it to her by the
hour and she ached, raged and chafed under it because his eloquence deprived her of language. It
made her dumb, a dumbness all the more profound because it manifested itself rn a harsh clattet
of ungrammatical recriminations and demands which were not directed at het lover so much- she
was quite fond of hirn- as at her or.vn condition, gteat gawk of an ignorant black gul, good for
nothing: cortection, good for only one thing... ("B' Venus" 239)

In place of the þoère maudit, Cartet gives us

t}-e Muse maadite. "Black

Venus" suggests that

it is the Muse rathet than the poet upon whose brow ought to be tattoo ed"Nrur.r
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had a chance!'

The Muse's unhapprness is anatomized to show that if anyone has a clarm to gaignon, it is she.
Consider, fot example, how the tale represents the tespective claims to damnation of poet and
Muse.

'V7hereas

Baudelaire's experience of damnation is vicarious, something to be gleaned ftom

books, "those rale, precious volumes, the jervelled missals, the incunabala, those books acquited

from special shops that incutted damnation if you so much

as opened

the covets," hers is

firsthand: she has been summoned "from the abyss of which her eyes retain the devastating

memoty" ("8. Venus" 236-37).
"Black Venus" emphatically endorses Sattte's thesis by pointing up the essential triviality

of much of Baudelaire's purported suffering. This is achieved in part through the inclusion of
"The Cabinet of Edgar Allen Poe" in the same collection, Much as she decries the
psychobiographical approach to Poe's texts, Catter has no argument with the biographical motif

of Poe's wretchedness. Sirnply through juxtaposition, Poe comes across

as an aristocrat

of misery,

Baudelaire as the rankest, most self-sewing amateut. Baudelaite strove to achieve misery, ot at
least the semblance thereof; Poe had

it thtust upon him. And within "Black Venus", the poet's

gtievances are shown to be petty when conttasted with the kind his Muse might make, had she

but the language to do so. For instance, his neutotically conflicted attachment to his mother, the
sourcc of so much of his complaint, is shown to be a paltry source of grievance compated to

Duval's orphaned state. After sex, he cties:
he is ashamed, he talks about his mother, but Jeanne cân't remember her mother and her
grânny swapped her with ship's mate for a couple of bottles, abxgain with which her granny said
she was well satisfied because Jeanne was alteady gettrng into trouble and growing out of her
clotl-res and ate so much." ("8. Venus" 242)
..

.

But Duval's experience, whether it was unhappy,

as

Cartet speculates, ot othelwise, has

historically been overshadowed by that of the poet, whose "shadow made her blacket than she
was, his shadow could eclipse her entirely" ("B.Venus" 234). Musedom tobs the Muse of her

authoriry to "author" hetself. She is dependent on the poet to "author" het, to confer on her the
dubious distincuon of a poeuc re-Presentation invested with disgust:
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if it were not so dark, she would look like the victim of a robbery; her bereft
but
she will hold him in her bosom and comfort hrm for betrayrng to her in
eyes âre like abysses
his self-disgust those trace elements of comrnon humanity he has left insrde her body, for which
he blames her bitterly, for which he will glorify her, awarding her the eterniry ptomised by the
poet. ("8. Venus" 242)

If you could

see her,

Horvever, if Carter anatomizes Duval's musedom as a lousy deal, she also allows the
Muse a few "limited revenges.' Duval is allowed a synecdochal revenge on the poet, a turning

of

the tables in which Baudelaire is recast as a body, and a body of wotk, which is plundered for her
materi^l sustenance. Through this synechdochal revenege, Duval becomes a figute for Carter
herself, whose greater project

i.s

to Muse Baudelaite, to turn him into a source of inspiration (and

no little disgust) for her own work. How is this effected? In the fi-tst section of the tale, which
depicts an imaginary scene from the domestic üfe of Baudelarte and Duval from Duval's point of
view, Baudelaire is not refetted to by name but rathet as "he", "Daddy", "her very first

protectof", "the master of the house", and "the poet." The use of Duval

as

the focus fot the

natrative point of view in the text, and the tefetal to Baudelaire as a generic "he," erodes his
carefully cultivated srngularity, and undermrnes his aesthetic and linguistic authodty to author

Duval. "FIe" is no longer the monolithic Chatles Baudelaire, poetrc genius and exemplaty modetn
Adam, but simply a déclassé bourgeois, a Ftench Catholic male anxious about ditt and defilement
and consumed with sexual shame. The text also countets his discutsive authority by never
representing hrm in toÍo;whilst we are told that "he was young and handsome" ("B. Venus" 234),

we are given no comprehensive description of his person. Instead, he is represented in terms of
his most sþiFrcant parts. Ftstly, his eyes are made to stand for his sexual appetites: "he fxed his
qurck, bdght, datk eyes upon her"("8. Venus" 233),"he liked to have het make a spectacle

of

herself, to provide a sumptuous feast fot his bright eyes that were always bigger than his

belly"("B. Venus" 239); and secondly by his gaze, "his regatd made her luminous"("B. Venus"
234).
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Even more notable is the textual deployment of clothrng to stand rn for the poet and his
aesthetic. .ùØheteas Duval is either naked

ot semi-naked fot much of the nataive, Baudelaire is

always emphatically clothed:

It is essential to their connection that, if she should put on the private gâmerìts of nudity, its
non-sartorial regalia of lewellery and rouge, then he himself must retain the public nineteenthcenrury masculine rmpedrmenta of frock coat (exquisitely cut); white shi¡t þure silk, London

tailored); oxblood ct^yat; and impeccable trousers. There's more to Le Dfi'euner rur l'Herbe thzn
meets rhe eye. (Manet, ânother friend of his.) Man does and is dtessed to do so; his skrn is his
own business. He is artful, the creation of culture. ìØoman is; and is therefote, fully dressed in no
clothes at all, her skin is corrunon propertt, she is a being at one with nature in a fleshly simpücity
that, he insists, is the most abominable of artifices. ("8. Venus" 240)

Baudelaire's dandyism is a screen for his fetishistic, voyeuristic sexuality, as is evident ftom his
response to the naked Jeanne's invitation to dance with her: "But he never would, never. Scared

of muzzinghis shilt or bustlng his collar or something"("8. Venus" 235).

She

must undress for

hilTì, " take off her clothes and dance for Daddy"("B. Venus" 233),lie naked on the bed to

"provide a sumptuous feast for his bright eyes"("8. Venus" 239),but he retains both the cultural
aïmature of clothtng and the agency of the gaze.In Bakhtinian terms, the Classical body of the
poet- contained, constrained, parsimonious in its pleasutes- stands rn stark oppositron to the
secreting, pleasuting and pleasurable Grotesque Body of his Muse. In pointing up this

opposiuon, "Black Venus" echoes Sartte's point that Baudelaite's dandyism was Part of his "cult

of frigidity,"

a cult

in which "coldness stood for himself- sterile, gratuitous and pure. In contrast to

the warm, soft, mucous life.,."(Sartre Bande/aire 113). But whilst Sartre does not attribute a sex to

the "warm, soft, mucous life," Catter's tale emphasizes the gendered nature of the Baudelaitean

opposition between the dandy and \ü/oman,
Carter's strategy of "musing" Baudelaire by breaking hlm down tnto consutuent patts is

most fully reabzed rn the synechdoches of the gloves and the spitochaete. The rmage of the glove
is inttoduced rmmediately after a scefle rn which Baudelaire witnesses Duval urinating in the street:
. . . she urinated in the street, right thete, didn't announce it; ot go off into an alley to do it on her
own, she drd not even leave go of his atm but sttaddled the guttet, legs apart and pissed as if it
was rhe most nâturâl tl-ring in the wodd. Oh, the unexpected Chinese bells of that liquid cascade!
(At wlrich point, his Lazarus arose and knocked unbidden on the coffin-lid of the poet's trousets.)
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pool she'd made, so that
Jeanne hitched up her skirts with her free hand as she stepped across the
It
seemed
to his terrified,
ankle.
at
the
stockings
þe saw where she had splashed her wl-rite
burned
away the knitted
bodily
acid
that
krnd
of
exacerbated sensibilities that the lìqurd was a
jacket, so that now
her
cotton, dissolved her petticoat, her stays, her chemise, the dress she wore,
she walked beside him like an ar¡bulant fet-ish, savage, obscene, terrifyrng.
He htmself always wore gloves of pale pink kid that fitted as tenderly as the n¡bber gloves that
gynaecologists will wear. ("8. Venus" 241)

The pale pink krd gloves, which simultaneously figute his fascination with and tecoil from the
female body, synecdochalize Baudelaite's pewerse sexuality and his misogynistic poetics. His

ambivalent, panicked response to her micturition- Part sexual arousal, part terror- reveals the
fetishistic disavowal at the heart of his aesthetic of the feminine. In Baudelaire's imagination,

Duval's act of public urination strips away the veil of cultute from lü/oma;n, ^nd exposes the
leaking, gÍotesque female body, which, throughout his work, is tepeatedly imaged as a harbinget

of

death. The sonnet "(Jne charogne", or"CatÍion", epitomizes the Baudelatean equation of the female

body with puttefaction and death. The poem is an apostrophe to the poetrs beloved, and recounts
the couple's encounter with the carcass of a rotting animal by the side of the toad. The poet likens
the oozing carcass to the lubdcated genitals of a prostitute with her legs in the att, and its swollen
belly, aLve with maggots, to that of a ptegnant woman givrng brtth to a mass of decay. Finally the
poet reminds his beloved that she too will rot; only the words of the poet will live on to Preselve
the beauty of all his decomposrn g" amzllrs" , "lJne charogne" is not consideted patt of the Black
Venus cycle, and was probably not written specifically about Duval. Nevertheless, the Poemrs
erotictzatton of death, which is the extreme of sadism, and its equation of woman with

putrefaction, subtends evetything that Baudelaite wrote,

as

\Øeir has observed flüüer
"i-to).

In Carter's account, the pale pink kid gloves symbolize the Baudelatean proiect of
penetraling the feminrne body, which in itself becomes the quintessential lSistevan metaphor for
abjectron, whilst simultaneously securing immunity from

its capacitt¡ to pollute, The image of the

gloves conjure up the related brnarisms of purity/defilement, ntttnacy /detachment and

proxirnity/distance that underpln the power drfferential between physician and patient. The
metaphor produces an image of \7oman opened up, available to the investigations of the male
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gaze

^fld

the probing male finger, which will subsequently inform the poetry.

It is tntetestlng to

note the difference to Sartre's reading hete, given his similar claim that "Baudelaire put on gloves

for love-ma1<tng" (Baudelaire 7 6). But r,vhilst in Catter's analysis Baudelaire recoils from an explicitly
female body, albeit one that is exoticized as ncialTy other, Sartte links Baudelaite's "meticulous
cleanliness" and dandyism to a "refusal to e\¡eÍ be caught in the wtong"(Bøade/aire 1'44), and sees
as an expression

of his "hortor of life" and "perpetual fear of soiling and compromising hrmself

(Baudelaire 1,79). That is

it
'

to say, Sartre denies that Baudelaire's need to protect hrmself from his

lovet's body has anythrng to do with het sex.
"Black Venus" reveïses the terms of the encounter between the dangerous, polluting
female body and the glove by havrng Duval trade the Baudelartean synecdoche for hard cash. Aftet
Baudelaire's death, Duval and her "hypotheucal" brothet make a udy sum ftom the sale of his
relics, among them "drawetful upon drawerful of pink kid gloves, hatdly used. Het brother knew
rvhere to get rid of them"("8. Venus"

24Ð.If Baudelaite made his fame out of fetlshizing the raw

material of his Muse's Grotesque body, the text suggests, she will make her fottune out of
whatever she can plunder from his fetishistic alma;ûrre. \X/ith this "limited revenge"(Smirh29)
Carter affects a klnd of poetic justice, whereby the "ambulant fetish"("B. Venus" 241), that ts to
say,

Duval herself, appropriates the impedim

reduces

it to a seedy article,

a mere

entert^

of the fetrshist, strips it of its mystety and

thing to be disposed of in the most dubious quaÍters.

Baudelaire's fanrous feushism is reduced to a cheap trick'

But the Baudelairean synechdo
shaped

Treþonema

cbe par exce//ence is

that of the spirochaete, the corksctew

pallidun that dements, paralyses and kills the poet, but which Duval then

converts into a saieable commodrty. The spirochaete is a ghostly

sþifret throughout the text; it is

the unmentionable gift of the poet to his muse, one that she hardly dates name, even to herself:
"She felt almost warm towards him; het good luck he was young and handsome. Her bad luck his
frnances were

rocþ, the opium, the scribbling; that he...but, at'that',

she snapped het mind

off'

("8. Venus" 234). But, like all the other chotus girls, the "pretty, secretly festeringthing she still
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was" knows the implications of het symptoms: "The girls told over the ghoulish litany of the
symptoms together in the dressing room in hushed scared voices, peeking at the fortune telling

mirror and seeing, not theil rosy faces, but their own rouged skulls"("8. Venus" 235). However,
Duval's fatahsm is such that, "even if the spirochetes were already butowing diligently away ather
spinal marrow" ("8. Venus" 239), she laughs at her own fate:

I'll rot, thought Jeanne, and laughed. This cackle of getiztric cynicism ill became such a creature
made for pleasure as Jeanne, but was pox not the emblematic fate of a cteature made for pleasure
and the price you paid for tlle atrocious mixture of corruption and innocence this child of the sun
brought with her from the Antilles'
For herself, she came clean, arrived rn Paris with nothing more than scabies, malnutrition
and ringworm about her person. It was a bad joke, thetefore, that, some centuties before Jeanne's
birth, the,A.ztec goddess, Nanahuatzn,hadpoured a cornucopia of wheelchairs, dark glasses,
crutches and mercury pilis on the ships of the conquistadots as they took their spoiled booty
from the New World to the Old; the raped continent's revenge, Perpetrating itself in the beds of
Europe. Jeanne innocently followed Nanahuitzin's ttail across the Atlantic but she btought no
erotic vengeance- she'd picked up the germ ftom her very íÍst protector. The man she'd trusted
to take her away from all that, enough to make a horse laugh, except that she was a fatalist, she
was indifferent. ("8. Venus" 235)

Although the spirochaete triumphs ovet the gteat poet of alienation, so that, in his last
months, he is alienated even from himself: "when he was shown his reflectron in

a

mirror, he

bowed politely, as to a stranger" ("8. Venus" 242),Cafier imagines a diffetent endmg for Duval.

First, she gives the usual historical account, drawn ftom Nadar's reported sighting of Duval in
her last days, in which she is bald, facrally dishgured and toothless, "hobbling on crutches to the
dram-shop" ("8. Venus" 242). This is followed by an alternate ending, which sees Duval buyrng
substitute teeth and hair, and setting herself up in

a business

pattnership with her "hypotheucal

brother" in Martmique. As Baudelaire's kept woman, Duval had nevet known her own worth,
"she had only the haziest notion of her own use value" ("B. Venus" 234); aftet his death, "she
was surprised to find out how much she was worth" ("B. Venus" 243). The sale of Baudelaite's
relics is enough to set her up as the madam of a respectable brothel, whete until het death "she

will continue to dispense, to the most pfivileged of the colonial admrnisttation, at a not
price, the vetitable, the authentic, the true Baudelaieat syphils" ("8. Venus" 243-44),
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excessive

This alternate ending reverses the usual representational economy, in which the Muse
provides the Poet with the raw matetial he ttansmutes into the poetry that is his stake in
posterity. Âs we have seen, since Petratch the Muse has conventionally been tepresented by the
trope of the synecdoche. Thus Baudelaire, fot example, represents Duval in terms of het jewels,
her hair', her exotic perfume, her black thighs, rather than giving a comprehensive description

of

her person. The poet's words, his synecdoches, outlive both the body of the muse he extols and
the poet himself. The synecdoche is thus invested with greatet value than the person for whom

it

stands, because the poem, hypothetically at least, is immottal. This is the substance of the final

two stanzas of "(Jne

charogne", rn

which the poet tells his beloved that religrous rites have no

power to preserve her; rather, it is the poet who will ptesetwe the fotm and the divine essence of
all his decorrposing lovers. As David Weir says, the poem makes the claim that "the church may

have the last rites, but Baudelaire has the last word" (Xøeir xü). Cattet's project
is clearly to undermine this clarm by enabLng the Muse to peddle,

in "Black Venus"

if not exactly the

last wotd,

then at least the very last word rn synecdoches. Duval's synecdochal revenge, her Musing of
Baudelaire, figures in minature Catter's btoader project of reconfiguting the male authoted

htenry canon as a body of work to be plundered for het fictions. In this project, the canon itself
is "Mused."

The full text of

Sed Non SaliaTø, appended at

the end of the tale without any commentary,

functions as a sort of floatmg signifier that is crucial to Carter's ironic reading of Baudelaire's
poetic representation of Duval. The poem's representation of Duval as sexually rapacious is
undercut by the depiction of Baudelaire's irlpotence and sexual shame in "Black Venus". The
readet is implicitly asked to contrast Baudelair:e's depiction of Duval as a sexually ìnsatiable

"démon sans pitié," a "mégère hbertine" (a demon without piq; a shtewish libetrne), with the
longsuffertng Duval of Cartet's story, who "stoicaþ labouts over het lovet's pleasure as if he was
her vineyard, she laying up treasure in heaven ftom her thankless toil"("B. Venus" 242). The

cloth is cut somewhat drfferently when Duval's sexual insatiabrlity is reconfigured in tetms of

t7t

Baudelaire's famed impotence. But there is mote at stake here than salubdous biogtaphical clarm

In effect, by appendrng of Baudelaire's poem, Carter posits the BlackVenus

and counter-claim.

cycle as the alembic in which Baudelaile transfigured the Muse as Beloved into the fatal woman,
th.e

fenme faÍale that was one

of the dominant images of femininity in the latet patt of the

nineteenth-century.

It

has long been acknowledged by scholars

of French Decadent literatute that Baudelaire

was instrumental in affectìng this transformation in the tepresentation of the Muse.

In his

encyclopaedrc psychological study of nineteenth-century European literary decadence,
Romanric

The

Agorll,Mario Praz argued that "Baudelaire and Flaubett are like the two faces of Herm

planted hrmly in the middle of the centrüf, matking the division between Romanticism and
Decadence, between the period of the Fatal Man and of the Fatal \X/oman.

..

"(154)'According to

Ptaz,Baudelaire's potúayal of his lover as a monster, and himself as her innocent victim, marks
turnrng pornt in the representation of the sexes. Praz notes that Baudelaite images Duval as
ttger ('I-,es Bqoux',

'I-i Lethé);as

a

a

an implacable, ctuel beast (Je t'adore à l,ígal de la uoûn noctarne'); as a

bLnd, deaf machlne, fertile with cruelty and a ddnker of the world's blood (Ta mefiais /'aniuers
enlier dans ta ruelle'); as a dernon

sterile and unfeeltn g ('Auec

rvithout prty, a shrewish libertine (Sed non satiata)'; as a ftigid idol,

.res uêtemenls

ondolants et nacrál); as a vampire

heart like a d,agger and invades his humiliated soul with the violence

who pierces the poet's

of aband of demons

('I-e

uantpire');and, finally, as an inhuman Amazon ('Duellam'). Baudelaite, meanwhile, images himself
as condemned by fate
prédestiné;/

Maflr

to suffer at her hands: "À

docìle, innocent condanné,/

21 Translated by \Walter À4artin

as:

moru desÍin, dásornais mon dá/ice,/

Dont laferuear aÍfise

J'obérirai clmme alt

le supp/ice.'zl

From here on in, I must submit

And take delight in Fate's commands,

-

For lovesick marlyrdom demands

A victim, once the hre is litCharles Baudelaire, "Le Léthé," trans. Walter Martin, Charks Baødelaire: Conplete Poems (Nlanchestet: Carcanet, 1997)
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Praz reads the overblown, repetitive metaphotizaion of Duval as monstrous m
Baudelaire's verse as symptomatic of his sadism, but

if we turn from the psycho-biogtaphical

interpretation to a broader cultural reading, the demonisation of Duval can be seen to

sþal a

significant shift in the representalion of women. As we have seen, the female Muse has
undergone successive transformauons in the \ü/estetn literary tradition, ftom Classical Muse to
Muse as Beloved to Muse as Dead Beloved. Cattet's re-presentations of the Muse have mapped

part of this trajectory, with her patodic re-reading of Proust's Muse as Beloved (Desire Macbines),

to her recuperation of the maternal Muse

as Dead

Beloved ("The Cabinet of Edgar ,{'llen Poe")'

The ending of "Black Venus" acknowledges anothet shift, in which the once drvine Muse, havtng
been decomposed by Poe's poetics, is reconfigured into the putre$ring Muse.

It

is no longer

\(/oman's beauty or virtue that inspues the poet, but her ptopensity fot evil, destruction and

corruption, both metaphoric and cotporeal. Of coutse, the figute of the fatal Muse otfennefafa/e
is an essential prop in Baudelaue's quest to achieve his destiny as an accursed poet.

If

he is to

represent hrmself as convincingly damned, the poet requires a Muse who torments him, tather

than one who understands of nurtures him. His flamboyant self-stagrng as an exemplary suffeter

in the name of art tequires that she supply the anguish that he can then transmute into the poetry
of damnauon. Hence fuchardson's comment

à

propos

of Duval that "she did not, could not love

him, much less undetstand him" (74) spectacularly fails to grasp the essential tole ascribed to
Duval in Baudelare's poetics. It is the flgure of thefemne fatale that Baudelaire's reptesentation of
Duval unleashes, and which dominated the iconogtaphy of \X/oman in nineteenth century
Decadence, to which

I will now turn in the last section of the thesis.
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Section 4: Dialectical Dames: Manifesting the Absurdity of the
Femme fatale.

Whose fantasy is thefemme?
"Should I ever have a daughter, I would call het, not Simone, nor even Rosa, but Lulu"
(cited in Clapp x). This ambition of Cartet's was never realized, but her fascination with the

iconic flgure of Lulu suffuses her work. Whilst wotking at the University of Iowa she taught
G.\X/. Pabst's film version of \íedektnd's plays rn her couÍse on twentieth-centurT nauative

entitled "Life is Suange and the World is Bad," declating "nothing else but Pandora's B¿x would

do"("Louise Brooks" 387). FIer rvdting is littered with allusions to Pabst's classic silent picture,
and the two Lulu plays on which it was based, Earth Spirit and Pandora's Box, such as the allusion

tn The Sadeian IYoman to the "beautiful and sexually ftee" Lulu being outhtted in a Pierrot
costume as exempli$rrng the modern notion that the lovely woman is an essentially comic figute

(SIf/ 68).

She also wrote her orvn version, a playscript entitled La/u, whrcln was commissioned by

Rrchatd Eyre, Dilector of the National Theatre. Although the play was flever petformed, the

script has been published posthumously

n

The Carioas Room: Col/ected Dramalic

ll/orkt However, it

is in two reviews, the first, of Pabst's frhn þublishedin New Societl in 1978); the second, of

biography of its star, Lourse Brooks þublished

n

The L.orudon Reaiew of Books

was most expansive on the reâsons for her fascination

in 1990), that

with this seminal pottrayal of

a

she

thefemme

fatale.

The rrrost immediately obvious is her admiration fot Brooks, whom she regarded as "a
great star, and one of the iconographic faces of the cinema"("Louise Brooks" 391).

Brook's exceptional beauty alone that

intrþed

It

was not

Carter, but rather her exposition, unique in the

cinema of her day, of an absolutely frank and feadess female sexuality: "het particular quality is,
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she makes being polymotphously perwerse seem like the only way to be"("Louise Btooks" 389)
She clained:
Brooks is the greatest of all of the Surrealist love-goddesses, pitched higher n the pantheon even
than Dietrich and Barbara Steele because she typrfies the subversive violence inherent rn beauty
and a light heart. She is the not at all obscure but positively radiant and explicit object of desiteliving proof, preserwed in the fragrle eternity of the film stock, that the most mysterious of all ìs,
as Octavio Paz said, the absolutely transparent. ("Femmes Fatales" 351)

Carter's admration for Brooks can hardly be overstated; indeed, in het teview of Batry Paris'

biography Brooks comes acïoss as the veritable Carterian ideal of womanhood.22 Bot

-hut

Cafiervenerated her for, above all, was her stngular achievement rn the role of Lulu; in fact, she
seemed to regard her as almost synonymous with her most famous tole.

Carter argues that, undet Pabst's direction, Brooks created a hrghly subversive

interpretation of "one of the key repïesentations of female sexuality rn twentieth centuryrr, that

to

say,

is

of \X/edeklnd's notion of Lulu as afemmefatale. \X/edekind, she argues, presents his hetoine

quite unselfconsciously as a fatal woman, with no capactty fot love whatsoever:
Lulu keeps repeating that she has never been in love. This is the main thing that is wrong with
her, according to Wedekind. No heart, see. A lovely flower that, alas, lacks perfume. Her loyalry
ro her old friends; her fideliry to her Ftst seducet, the repulsive Schön; her willingness to support
her adoptive father and effete stepson by the prostitution she loathes- ìØedeklnd records all this
but cannot see it as any evidence of human feeling at all. She is the passive instrument of vice, he
says. That's

all. ("Femmes Fatales"

351')

\X/edekind's attitude torvards his heroine is summed up in the remark made by one of het lovets,
-Alrva Schön,

to plunge

^

who says, à propo: of Lulu: "A woman blossoms for us at precisely the right moment

mafl

into everlastrng ruin; such is het natural destiny" (\ü/edekind

22 AccoÃngto Cartef, Brooks v/as not only beautiful, gìamorous and "self-i-tonic," but also

Pandora's Box 1'65)'

a

well-tead autodidact

rvho wrote with "an acute critical intelligence." Furthermore, this "vain, imperious bitch with a tongue like a knife"
"ahvays seemed to be buo¡,ed up by a mysterious, self-sustaining glee"; "nevet lost the talent for living memorably"

("Louise Brooks" 388-89). IfBrooks had never existed, Cattet might have found it necessary to invent her!
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But according to Carter, what is most remarkable about Wedeklnd's text is that it holds
fast to this notion of Lulu as afemruefatale even as itpresents evidence to the conttary, as, for
instance, in the following exchange fuom Earth Spirit
ESCERNY. Can you imagine
power?

^

grezLter

happrness for a woman than to hzve a man wholly in her

LULU. (jingling her sputs) Oh, yes! fWedekind Earth Spìrit71)
Cafiet ciaims that Escetny pays no heed to Lulu's answer because his question is teally concetned

with the nature of his desttes- "in a roundabout way, he is telling Lulu what

he

wants, which is for

her to destroy him" ("Femmes Fatales" 350). The expanded vetsion of this exchange that Cartet
gives

in her own play script, La/u, is an attempt to excavate the latent content of the original by

foregrounding the sadomasochistic subtext to Escerny's thetorical question, and to establish that
the scenario of dominatron and submission that he seeks has nothrng to do with Lulu's desires:
ESCERNY: I need, you understand, to relax. \(/hen I go off to Africa, to explote, I can never
relax fot a moment. The discipline.. , iron discipline.
(LULU turns at the word 'discipline', biting her fingetnatl.)

One has to force oneself to be a real man all the time. So, when I come home, I let myself go. I
don't give orders âny more, I like to take them. I like to submit. It's a perfectly natural reaction.
(LULU thrusts out her booted foot. ESCERNY kneels and kisses it. He sighs.)
\Mhat is the question of the age? I'll tell you- it's '\ùØhat does a womân want?'
(He srretches out until he is flat on his back. He takes her booted foot and places it on his
forehead.)
Can a woman irnagine more happiness than to have a Ín n utterly in her power?
(LULU poses âs a dominatrlx for a moment. Then she butsts out laughing and kicks him, not
hard, so that he rolls away from l-rer.)
LULU:You must be joking. (,A.. Catter Lulu 432-33)

Carter argues that in Wedekind's version Escerny

þores Lulu's lack of interest tn

wieldrng power over him for the same reason that Wedekind himself does, which i.s, "because she
does not exist except as the furious shadow of his rmagrnings"("Femmes Fatales" 350). Lulu, in

other words, is a fiction of male desire:
Desi-e does not so much transcend its object as ignore it completely in favour of a fantastic
recrearion of it. Which is the process by wh,rch the fetnrne gets credited by fatality. Because she is
perceived not as herself but as the projection of those hbidlnous cravings which, since they are
forbidden, must always prove fatal' ("Femmes Fatales" 351)

Of course, in Lulu's

Ç^se the rtmrue het;self ìs a fatahty. Carter regatds

Lulu's fate

as a consequence

of her failure to adhere to repressive paüiarchal codes of feminine sexuality; she i.s "the Life fotce
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incarnate,\X/edeklnd's earth spirit, the Dionysiacally unrepressed Lulu, who must die because she

is free"("Louise Brooks" 3BB). True to form, \Tedekind visits a gluesome reüibution on his
heroine, having her butcheted by Jack the Rrpper on Christmas Eve:
She pays the price of expressing ân unrepressed sexuality in a societywhrch distorts sexuali.ry.
Tlris is tlre true source o f the fataliry of the femrne fatale; that she lives her life in such a way her
freedom teveals to others their lack of ltberty. So het sexuality is rndeed desttuctive, not in itself
but in its effects. ("Femmes Fatales" 353)

Cafiet; reads \ùTedekind's representation of his femme fatale as

allorv that he "gives her credit

unambþous, although she does

fot some kind of imaginative life beyond his gtasp" ("Femmes

Fatales" 350¡.zz She argues that it was left to "one exceptional actress and "one exceptional

filmmaker" to bring the contradictions rn his porttayalto the surface. Pabst/Brooks seize on the
slightest hints in Wedekind's play, such as the suggestion in Lulu's exchange with Escetny that
she has no interest

in destroyrng men, to "flesh out"

a

life for her "which is in absolute

contradiction to the text" ("Femmes Fatales" 350).
Brook's luminous presence is instrumental here r^tlr'er than just decotative; her tadiant
transpaïency "shows up all the spilitual muck in the corneÍs," with the unfortunate corollary that
"she gets blamed for the muck, poor girl" ("Femmes Fatales" 351). Carter aÍgues that Lulu's
"negative virtue, her lack of hypocrisy," shines the light on the hypoctisy of every othet chatacter

in the movie, especially the men who live parasitrcally off the proceeds of her prostitution. The
hypocrisy underpinning the ubiquitous cultural deployment of the trope of th.efemne fafale ts thus
made explicit: thefemm¿ is shown to be a myth, a fal:ricatton born of the forbidden "libidinous

cravings" of those who desire het.

In

fact, Cattet reads Pabst's vetsion of Pandora'.ç Box

as

exemplifying the kind of de-mythologizing project she herself practises:
Pabst's screen version of the Lulu plays, Pandora's Box, rernzins one of the gteat expositions of the
cultural myth of the femne fata/e. It ts a peculiady pernicious, if flattetrng myth whlch Pabst and his

23 Thi. view is nor universal amollgst feminist critics; Gail Finney, for example, argr,res that Wede\ìnd clearly
porrrays Lulu as the product of her socialization, and that the plays are open-ended, allowing fot a multìpÌicity of
interpietations of the heroine. GaiÌ Finney, II/oruen itt Modern Drama: Frvud, Feminism, and Euruþean Theahu at the Turn of
the CenÍary [thaca: Corne]l Universiq' Press, 1989) 79-107'
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star, Louise Brooks, conspfued to both demonstrate rrresistibly in action while, at the same time,
offering evidence of its manifest absurdity. ("Femrnes Fatales" 350-51)

Cartel's review of Pabst's film was published in 1978, the year between the publication of
The Passion ofNewEue

(977) and that of

The Sadeianltr/oman (1.979), each

of which contains

a

version of ùtefemma: the composite figure of LetLah/Lrlith rn the formet and Sade's irreptessible
absutdrty" of thefemmefafale
Juliette rn the latter. Clearly, this rvas a period in which the "manifest
was on her mind.

In this final secuon of the thesis, which examines Catter's deployment of the iconogtaphy
of thefemne fatale,I consider sorire of the teasons why this may have been so. To this end, I
situate Carter'sfemmes inrelation to the disputes that were taging withrn femlnism in the late
1970s andearlylg80saboutarchetypalnotionsof femininity.Howevet,IalsoatguethatCartet's
deploymen t

of

the femme

c

Írflotbe understood without refetence to the histories of

representation of this figure. As I argued at the end of the previous section, in the nineteenthcentuty iconography of Decadence, the figute

of. thefemme fatale segues

out of that of the Muse;

Baudelaire's tepresentation of Jeanne Duval as a sort of toxic Muse is a hrnge moment in this

transformauon. The figure of Leilah tn T/te Passion of New Eue draws heavily on this Decadent
iconography instigated by Baudelaire, as well as on latet cjnematic versions of thefemme fata/e, and

for this reasol I will briefly outline historical changes in the representation of thefemme as well

as

the critical disputes atisrng from these rePresentaÚons.

I(ate Stables obserwes thatthefemmefafa/e is "a timeless fantasy, a cross-cultural myth, but
also a historical construct, whose ingredients vaty according to the time and climate of het

creation"(165). This obser-vation is readrly botn out by a brief sutvey of her manifestatiorls over
the past two hundred years, in which three distinct periods rn which thefemme has been

a

dominant motif can be dj.scerned: the lattet part of the nineteenth century , tlne film noir of the
1940s and 1950s, and

in

the neo-noir

of the 1990s. Of

cour,se,

I do not mean to suggest here that

thefemme faîale dtd not exist prior to 1 800; on the contrary, I will show that many vetsions of the
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femme, including Carter's, draw on the mythicy'nme fatales

of antiquity. My putpose in limitlng the

tjme frame is simply to show how thefemn¿ is iterated differently at specific histodcal iunctutes,
and to demonstrate that Carter's reptesentations of thefemnefata/e dnws on these iterations ln
specific ways.

It may seem anachronistic to include a discussion of

noir, g;ven that they postdate the

publication of either

The

S

thefemmesfafale.r

adeian Woman

of

1990s neo-

or New Eue,but my

putpose in doing this is firstly, to point out the ambivalent reception this figure continues to
receive from critics right up until the present day, and secondly, by demonsttating the historical

ubiquity of thefemme, to show the appositeness of Cartet's tevisionaty teadings. ,\bove all, I aim

to set up

a context

for both Carter's deployment of this deeply ambþous figuration of the

ferrrinine, and my reading thereof.

The latter part of the nineteenth century saw a veritable explosion in representations of
thefemmefatale. A.s

I

stated

in the previous chapter, Praz idenufred the poetrcs of Baudelate and

Flaubert as the pornt at which the Bytonic fatal rrran gave way to the fatal woman. Pethaps no

poem nI-.esFleur¡

du

malfigures this transfotmation as blatantly as "Les metamolphoses du

Vampire," in which sexual intercoutse is imaged as an act of vampirism in which the male's
"maïrow" is sucked dry by the voluptuous woman, who is imaged

as death

itself' From the mid-

nineteenth centuïy onwards, images of alludng, death-dealing womeri, often literal rather than
merely figurauve vampires, were a cultural cliché, to the point at rvhich thefemnefatøkl¡ecame

iconic representation of femininity in Decadent art. Indeed, Jean Piettot goes so far as to claim
tlnat the rtmme fatale was not just the pre-eminent Decadent image of the feminine but rather its

favourite theme, reaching its apotheosis in the figure of Salome (38-41).

By the end of the century the rmage of

from "high" cultural artefacts, such as I(eats'
C/eoþalra, Flaubert's Salamrubô, the poetry

tine femne fatale had

infilttated all cultural fotms,

L^aBelle Dame Sans Merci, Gautiet's

ANtght

with

of Baudelaire, Swinburne and the Symbolists, pte-

Raphaelite parntings, and the art of Gustave Moteau, Munch, Beardsley,

through to domestic bric-à-btac, cutlery and crockery. As Bade
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says:

I{imt

and Rops,

the

¡7lrerever he went, the exhibition visitor of the 1890s found walls crowded v¡ith malefactors of
the female sex. They also appeared with alatming frequency in poetry, plays, novels, and operas.
By the end of the century they were even to be found on necklaces, advertising hoardings,
perched on ashtrays and ink-wells and gaztng up from the bottom of soup bowls. This
preoccupâtion with evil and destructive women is one of the most stdking features of late
nineteenth-century culture. The theme was all-pervasive, appealing to men of opposing artistic
creeds, symbolists and realists, rebels and reactionaries, and penettattng deeply into the popular
consciousness. (6)

Just how all-perwasive the image

of

the femme fatale was

in this period can be adduced

from the ubiquity of Salome, the daughter of Herodias who dances fot Holofemes in exchange

for the decapitated head of John the Baptist. So popular was the mythic vngin-whore that
Chades Bernheimer claims:
Salome is the favourite femme fatale of thefin de ¡iàcle. In poems, stoties, plays, parntings, posters,
sculptures, decorative objects, dance, and opera, well over a thousand versions of the Judean
princess were made in Europe berween 1870 and 1920- and that reckoning does not include all
the sketches of Gustave Moreau, whose personal Salome output totals in the hundreds.
(Bernheimet, I(line and Schot 104)

Indeed, one of the dehning moments in the history of ltterary tepresentations of thefemme fafale

to be found in Huysmans' descripuon of one of Moteau's many parntings of Salome tn A

In the protagonist Des Esseintes' florid imagination, the painting

ts

Rebours.

enacts the transfotmation

of

histoty rnto myth:
In Gustave Moreau's work, which in conception went far beyond the data supplied by the New
Testament, Des Esseintes saw rcallned at long last the weird and superhuman Salome of his
dreams. Here she wâs no longer just the dancing-gid who extotts a cry of lust and lechery from
an old man by the lascivious movements of her loins; who sâps the morale and breaks the will of
a king with the heaving of her breasts, the twitchrng of her belly, the qurvetrng of her thighs. She
had become, as it were, the symbolic incarnation of undying Lust, the Goddess of immottal
Hysteria, the accursed Beauty exalted above all other beauties by the catalepsy that hardens her
flesh and steels her muscles, the monsttous Beast, indifferent, insensible, poisoning, ü.ke the
Helen of ancient myth, everything that approaches her, everything that sees her, everything that
slre touches. (Huysmans 65-66)

Given the ubiquity of images of this "Goddess of rmmortal Hysteria" and all the other
mythrcfemma¡ it is surprising how httle critical work has been done on thefemrne fatale in this

period, parucularly that written from a feminist perspective. Until recently, Praz's Tbe Romantic
AgonJ, which was first published

in 1930, has been the mainstay of those wishing to research the

field. Essentsally Pnz provides a genealogy and a catalogue of Fatal Women. Although his wotk
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is a valuable resource, staggering in its bteadth and etudition in all the maior European languages,

it offers little in the way of socio-historical

analysis. He explains the ptedominance of images

of

the fatal woman only in terms of a change in the psychological tenor of masculinity ln this
period: "The male, who at first tends torvards sadism, inclines, at the end of the century, towards
masochism"Qraz 216). Althoug}'Praz explicitly repudiates the degeneration theories of

Lombroso and Nordau, his work implicitly pathologrzes Decadence, which he views
continuation of Romantrcism rather than

as a disctete

as a

cultutal movement. The turn towards

masculine masochism and effemrn acy ùlat he detects as the century progtessed is inextricable

ftom his notions of cultutal pathology.
Praz concedes that Fatal Women have always existed in mythology and literature but he
idenUfies several characteristics that are specific to nineteenth-century literary teptesentations

of

Fatal women, such as the tendency to hatk back to previous epochs for their models' Whilst Praz

cautions that there is no need "to go back to the myth of Lilith, to the fables of harpies, Sirens,
Gorgons, of Scylla and the Sphinx, or to the Homeric poems," it is strikrng just how ftequently
the atrists of the period do just that praz 1.99).Praz lists a host of Biblical, mythological and
historical figures which were used over and ovet again as models for thefe mme fatale, including
Eve, Circe, Lucretia Borgia, Judrth, Cleopatra, Clytemmnestra, the Queen of Sheba, the Sphrnx,
remote, exotic heroines enabled
Jud.ith, Delilah, Salome and Lihth. The choice of historically
rvriters such as Gautier and Flaubert to convey "an atmosphere of batbaric and Oriental
anuquity, where all the most unl¡ridled desires can be indulged and the ctuellest fantasies can take
concrete form"ptaz 207).In his analysis, the relation of thefemme to the masculine protagonist in
these texts is almost invariable: he is a passive, obscute youth, "infedor eithet in condition ot in

physical exhuberance to the women, who stands in the same relation to him as do the female
spider, the praytng mantis, &c., to their respective males: sexual cannibalism is her monopoly"

Qnz

21,5-1,6).
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Pr¡z's blanket characterization of Fatal women was later quahfied by George Ross Ridge,

who differentiates the fatal woman from the tuefemnefata/e. He atgues that because Decadence
emerged gradually from Romanucism many fatal women retaln vestiges of the Romantic heroine:

they corrupt and destroy men through their innate voþtuousness, tather than actively seeking to
annihilate them, By contrast, he claims that the tntefemme fafale is marked by her supta-abundant
malevolence tor,vards men, her malignant eneïgy and sexual perversity. Het irresistrble
attractiveness is coupled rvith a demonic energy that is murderous ot castrating to valying
degrees; her sexuality is rmaged as a devouting and desttuctive fotce, r^tlner than rn terms

of

fecundity or procreation. In thefemmefata/e,Woman,hitheto associatedwith natute, is figured

as

anti-natulal, and hence anti-maternal:
The nalara/ woman- wife, mother, earth-woman- disappeats and the tnodern wzman emerges, as
Brook Adams says in The Law of Ciuiliqation and Deca1, with the triumph of economic man and the
artificial society. The new womân is at first the object of man's vanity- a lovely, costly bauble- but
in time becomes at annataral ¡ex. The decadent writers feel, some explicitly, many implicitly, that
she is no longer womân âs rìature meant het to be. She incatnates destruction rather than
creativity. She has lost the capaciry for love, and with it her function as wife and mothet. The new
heroine is malevolent...the constânt theme is sado-masochism. This is the dominant trâit of the
fenrne þtale..

.

(Ridge 353)

He cires Clara, the heroine of Mirbeau's

I-,e

Jardiru des suþþlices

(fhe Torture Garden), who is a

"sadomasochistic nymphomaniac" with "maniacal destructive enetgy," as the fìnalwotd tnrtmmes
falales. Unlike Praz, he conceives

of the Íesurgence in representations of the Jèmme Jàtale

^s

a

reaction to changes in the positron of rvomen, coupled with anxieties about social decline and
invasion. The misogyny of Decadent art, he argues, is essentrally paranoiac:
it represents will surely disintegtate, for the family crumbles
when the wife, mother, eatth-woman, upofi whom it rests, is supplanted by the vampire,
succubus, modern woman- the ferurne farak . . . .The decadent society, the megalopol-is, is rotten
because of its tare inifiøle- the disintegration of woman. With wife and mother gone the famrly is a
shambles...and the whole social structure totters. Retribution for this crime against nature, the
decadent writer believes, will come with the Barbaric Hordes of the East. And tlrrs time, modetn
man, his energy drained by the var'rytrshrtmraefatale, v¡ilI not have the strength to confront the

Mren the

fam-rly decays the society

great challenge. (Ridge 359-60)

This latter notion of invasion anxieties is mote fully exploted by Rebecca Stott, whose
The Fabrication of the Late-Victorian "Femme Fatale": The Kiss of Death
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provides the most sustained

analysis

of the phenomenon from

a feminist petspective. Stott telates the dominance

of images

of thefemne fatøk ln the late nineteenth century to Foucault's thesis that this period saw the
production of
fatak

n

a

plethora of discourses of sexuality. She argues that the fabricatron of thefemme

this period is symptomatic of the inter-weaving of "discourses of many kinds that exPress

drffering cultural anxieties and preoccupations" (Stott xi). In her Foucauldian teadrng of late

Victorian British literature, ùtefemme emerges as a complex cultural

sþ

with muluple

determinants that expresses a host of cultutal anxieties not only about gender and sexuality,

as

might be expected, but also about race, the potenual loss of Empire, and the invasion fears that
beset the popular consciousness at this time. Stott shows that in late Victotian Britain, discourses

of gender, culture, nation, and Empire wete mutually constrtutive, so ttrata thteat to the fabric of
the family, such as that offered by the demand for women's rights, was petceived to threaten the
r,vhole social fabric, from nation to

Empte. She argues that in various texts by Rrdet Haggatd,

Bram Stoket, Conrad and Hardy, the sexuality of rhefenme fata/e is imaged as an essentially

foreþ

threat to the Bdtish masculine subject; she must therefote be punished, expelled, ot

killed.
However, Stott also claims that dudng this period thefenme u¡as not invariably depicted
as

historically, racially, or culturally exotic: New Women, sufftagettes, prostitutes and "fallen

women" were also portrayed asfemnesfarales.Inher anaþsis, thefemne is matked, not by her
histotical or cultural exoticism, but by her position in telation to dominant discoutses:
Theþmrnefatale comes in many guises, but she is always Other. She is always outside, either
literally...or metaphorically, for as sexually fatalwoman she tepresents chaos, darkness, death, all
that lies beyond the safe, the known, the normal. In effect, the major commoû feature of the
sign singularised by her position of Otherness:
fenne fatale is that of positionality: she is a multiple
outside, invading, abnormal, subnormal and so on. (Stott 37-38)

Here Stott draws on l(risteva's notion of wornen as occupying the matgin between man and
chaos:
\(/oman's posirion on the frontier is a double position depending on the type of woman. The
idealised woman (tl-re woman seen as representative of a higher and purer nature, as Virgin or
Mothet of God) is conceived as an inherent part of the lnside of the frontj.er (protecting and
shieldrng the symbolic order ftom chaos). The second type, the womân vilihed as Lilith or the
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.JØhore of Babylon, is to be found on the outside

of the frontier, part of the chaotic wilderness

outside, representing that darkness and chaos. (Stott 38)

Stott breaks new gïound in het detailed theoretical analysis of the histotical and
theoretical underpinnin gs of thefenme,U)vt like her ptedecessots rn the field, she rcads thefemne
as an exclusively masculine fantasy

of Othemess. Mote recently, sevetal critics have challenged

this assumption, and have turned thet attention to a vartely of female-authored texts in which
thefemmefatale functtons as a vehicle for female fantasies. Rita Felski,

rvork of the fn

de

fot example,looks

at the

iècle French woman writet Rachilde, whose work dwelt so explicitly on

transgressive sexual behaviout that she was popularly known as Mademoiselle Baudelaire (Felski
The Gettder of Modernitlt 179) .

Hitherto, Rachilde has ptedominantly been read as a krnd of male

irrrpersonator, whose representation of thefemme fafa/e, and women more generally, simply

mimics that of male writers. Felski challenges this view through an analysis of Rachilde's novels,
includrng MonsieurVénus (1884), I-aMarqwisedesade (1887), andl-aJong/ea:e(1'900),whichteads

her representations of thefemntø as hgures for women's fantasies about power, violence and
revenge. A.ccording to Felskr, Rachilde's rvork demands a reconsideration of all male-centted
theories of sadism and perversion, includtng those of psychoanalysis.
Felski pays particular attention to La Marquise

de Sade, a

ludd tale that traces the

development of sadism in its heroine, Mary Barbe. Traumatised by a childhood incident tn an
abattoir, Mary develops a taste for blood and ctuelty that is exacerbated by het resentment ovel:
the preferential treatment accorded het brother within the family. As she grows up she

teaT:tzes

that seduction is the only means by rvhich women can obtain Power. She embarks on a campaign

to seduce and destroy a series of older men, which culminates in an orgy of bloodlettlng and
sadtstic lTturder, until, at the end, she becomes a vampire prowling the night streets of Paris in
search

of the vicarious pleasule of witnessing murders and acts of sexual transgtession and

violence, and the immedlate pleasures of performing these acts hetself.
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I-a Marquise

de Sade

of the female hbertine

as

imitates Le Marquis de Sade on many levels, not least in its depiction

motivated by supreme egotism and self-intetest, utterly devoid of fellow

feeling for other women. Indeed, Felskr regatds the novel as the perfect illusttation of Carter's

notion that the female equrvalent of the Sadeian libertine neithet functions as a model for female
emancipation, rìoÍ manifests solidarity with other women. In The Sadeian lØoman Carter writes, â
proþos of Juhette and her

ilk: "their liberauon from the hmitatrons of feminlnity is a personal one,

for themselves only. They grau$r themselves fully, but it is a libetation without enlightenment
and so becomes an instrument for the oppression of otheLs, both women and men" (Slf,/ 89).

Horvever, Rachilde's text proffers a specifically gendered version of sadism, which distingurshes it

from its Sadeian model. 'ü4rereas Sade's male libertine utilizes the conventional hierarchies of
power to which he has privileged access, as well as naked violence, tn ordet to posses, master and
finally negate the othet, Rachilde demonstrates that the female libettlne is forced to employ
indirect mearìs. As Felski argues: "\(/omen's strategic deployment of theit own desirabilrty
emerges as a necessaty precondrtron for theu acqursition of the ability to

inflict violence upon

others" (Tbe Geuler of Moderwitlt 190) . She contends that Rachilders text shows

how female sadism

is enacted through "duplicitous tactics of perfotmance and masquerade," and that its motrvating

forcc is revenge for a "prior condition of powerlessness and rmpotent tage" (The Cender of
Modernit1190-91). Rachilde'sy'

mme

men stems
fatale is an avenging demon whose violence agarnst

duectly from her experience of female oppression. Unlike the male ìibettine, lner modus operandi is
seduction
Felskr is

not alone in proposing that in the nineteenth century , the femme fatak co'Ãd

figure as a vehicle of female fantasy in works by female writers. Adriana Craciun has examined
thefemmefafale

n

thework of the female Romantic wtiters Mary Lamb, M^ry Robinson,

Charlotte Dacre, Letiua Landon and Ânne Bannetman. Craciun argues that the conviction that
thefemrue is solely a male-authored fantasy has bLnded feminist critics

to the deployment of this

figure by female writets. She cites the neat-universal femlnist espousal of an ideology of female
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benevolence, and "the usually unspoken aim to demonsüate that women as a class (that is, as
sex outside

a

of class) eschew violence, desttuctiveness, and ctuelty, except in self-defence or

rebellion" as obstructions to a full appreciation of how female writers have used thefemme ot fatal
woman as a means to imagine a female subject of violence (Craciun B-9). Fat from being

a

misogynist fantasy that disempowers women, Craciun afgues that these teptesentations of the
femme

function

as imaginary means

of accessing power, rage and sexuality for the female wdtet. In

her analysis, thtough the rnscription of thefemmefafale as avolat-ile, phantasmic subject of powet,
nineteenth-century female writers were able to circumvent the cultural construction of femrninity
as passive, powerless and asexual.

This same debate over wheth er the femme fatale is merely
she can be recuperated

of

a masculine fantasy

or whether

for female fantasy has also been played out in the feminist film ctiticism

thef/ru noir of the 1940s and 1950s, and the "Neo-noir" of the 1990s. Film noir ts a contested

term, but nevertheless there is broad consensus that a group of Hollywood movies, the best

known of which include

The Malte:e Þ-a/con,

Laara,

Kiss

Me Deadþ, The Killers, Doable Indemnitl,

Gilda, anð, The Postman A/wa16 Nngs Twice, are fotmally, styJistically and thematically related. The

common attributes of f/n noirfurclude a convoluted investigative nauatfve structure with

a

proliferatron of points of view, the use of flashback and voice ovet, an expressionist visual style,
and an iconogtaphy of hard-borled heroes,femmesfatales and seedy or decadent settings. Films
noirs usually

plot the male protagonist's investigatio n of

a crime

ot an enigma, but their real

concern, according to most femlnist cri.tics, is theinvestigation of the "dame": the duplicitous,
alluring woman, who is, to a greater ot lesser degree, a version of the þmme fara/e' \)Øhilst not all
femmes

in noirfilms are )tterù7y farak, they "catry the mark of sexuality" and are "charged wrth

deceit and potential violence" (Straayer 152). As Susan Haywatd puts it, the neurotic, conflicted

hero feushizes the sexual allure of rhefemme, thereby allowing her to gain power over him; the
resolution of the plot tnvolves the thteat of her sexuality being contained or destroyed. Yet
Ha1'rvard argues:
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because film nou is not so clear-cut in its misogyny. Film noit gives a
ønd pttvleges her as active, i¡¡slligent, powerful, dominant and
roìe
to
thefenrnefatak
very central
least
until the end of the fîlm when she pays fot it (through
at
in charge of her own sexualify(Haywatd 130)
system)'
death or submission to the patriarchal

... that's only half the stoty,

The theorization of the femne fatale by eatly femrnist film critics was largely determined by
the psychoanalytic approach mapped out by Laura Mulvey in "Visual Pleasure and Nanative
Cinema" (1975). Mulvey proposed that mainstteam Hollywood cinema positions women as the
erotic object for the male protagonist rvho functions as "the bearer of the look" of the male
spectator. The male spectator derives a sense of omnipotence from his unconscious identification

with the active and eventually tliumphant male protagonist. Howevet, because \X/oman sþifles
castration she evokes masculine anxiety. Àccotding to Mulvey, classic cinema offets two possible
sttategies by which the masculine spectator defuses this anxiety: fetishisuc scopophiìia and

voyeurism. Fetishistic scopophiliâ, in which the male spectator fetishistically overvalues the
beauty and sexuality of the womalr, and derives his pleasute ftom obsessive looking, functions
a means by

as

which the threat of castration she represents can be disavowed. Fi/m ltlìr, oÍr the othet

hand, posiuons the masculine spectator so that his gaze is voyeutistically aligned with that of the
male protagonist who is investrgating the guilty or mystetious dame- thefenme fatale, The

plot

resolution hinges on the sadistic unmasking and punishment of thefemme and the re-âssertion of

js
masculine control. The visual pleasure of the male specta tor of flm noir essenttally a form

of

sadistic voyeurism. These two strategies are not exclusive, but frequently coexist in the same
sequence

ot film.

Mulvey's privileging of the masculine spectator implies that mainstream film is

a

mascuüne system designed for and determined by male pleasure; there is no place for female

spectatorship or female pleasute in het analysis. Thefemme fatale is theteby teduced to a male
fantasy, or a symptom of male castration anxiety; thus Mary
falale rs "not the subject

of feminism but a symptom of male

,\nn Doane

asserts that thefemme

fears about feminism"(D oane 2-3)'

An early challenge to this view came fuomEhzabeth Cowie, who tepudrated the notion
thatfilm noiris

a masculine fantasy

in which women invadably play a subordinate role, and
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rejected the conventional classification of female figutes tn noir as either good girls (home gtrls) or
fenrues fatales as inadequate

to the range of chatacters women play (Cowie 1'21'-65)' The

publication of the collection
analysis

lØomen in

Fìlm Noirn 1978 marked a further shift in feminist

of thefemmefatale.In this volume

Janey Place,

fot example, whilst conceding thatflm

noir

is largely the product of male fantasy rn which thefemnefatale figures as the "dark lady, the spider

woman, the evil seductress who tempts man and btings about his destruction," nevertheless
argues that

it is "one of the few pedods of frtm rn which women are active, not static symbols,

are tfìtelligent and powerful,

if destructively so, and derive power, not weakness, from their

sexualiry"(Place 36-47). But her strongest challenge to Mulvey's model is the idea tlnat thefemme
transcends the denouement to become a powerful rmage of, and fot, women:
Visually Frlm nok is fluid, sensual, extra-ordìnarily exptessive, making the sexually expresslve
.womai1, which is its dominant image of woman, extremely powerful. It is not their inevitable
demise we remember but rather their strong, dangetous, and, above all, exciting sexuality' In f,i-Lm
noir we observe both the social action of myth which dams the sexual woman and all who
become enmeshed by her, and a particulady potent stylistic presentation of the sexual strength of
womân which man fears. This operation of myth is so highty sryhsed and conventionali.sed that
the final 'lesson' of myth often fades into the background and we tetain the image of the erotic,
strong, unrepressed (if destructive) woman. The style of these films thus overwhelms their
conventional narrative content, or interacts with it to ptoduce a remarkably potent irrrage of

woman.

(Place 48)

The so called Neo-noir frlms of the late twentieth century have insprted furthet
consideration of theferune Jàta/e as a tigute of resistance to patriarchal gender norms. Films such
asB/ackll/idow (1986), FatalAlrraction(1.987),AfterDark,MltSweeT (1990), Basiclnstinct(1'992),

Boþ

of Euidence (1,992), Romeo is Blee ding

(1994), The l-^ast Sedaction (1,994), Diabolique (1996), Bottnd

(1996) andL.ostHtgbwaJ(,997) resufrect thefemmefatalewtth adiffetence.'ü/hereas tnclassicnoir
she is almost invariably punished for her sexuality and desire

fot power, which

are represented

in

coded terms, in neo-noir not only does she get away wrth mutder, but she also rndulges her

t'enormous appetrte for power, money and sex"(Stables 170), flaunts her supetiority over men,
and, frequently, wrests control over the natrative. Het hypetbolic sexuality is expressed overtly

through sexual speech and the graphic display of "transgtessive" practices such
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as

exhibitionism,

lesbianism, and most notably, sado-masochism. Whatevet kind of sex she indulges in, she clocks

up orgasms with industdal efficiency:
Classic film noir sexualised its heroines thtough highly coded glamout, and an ârmoulT of visual
iconography arranged to signal sex and dehne her as a sexualprevnce.Put repeatedly on sexual
display, the new fatal¿ is redeFtned as a sexual performerwithin a visual system which owes as much
to soft-core pornography as il does to mainstteam Hollywood. (Stables 1,72-73)

Stables traces the emergence of this Neo-ø¿ir ilber-femne to the polysemic nature

postmodetn cinema, which must cater to
also

a hetetogenous audience because

of

of its vast budget, and

to a perceived crisis in masculmity that manifests itself in paranoid scenârios of female

omnipotence. But no matter how the conjunction of social and historic factots undetpinning the
Neo-noirpl''enomenon is hgured, the frlms themselves give rise to widely divergent readtngs. Basic
Instincl, for example, as Stables says, is simultaneously "reviled as a misogynistic fantasy and

celebrated as a feminis t toar

cle

þrar, condemned fot blatant homophobia and celebrated as the

ultimate lesbian cult movie"(Stables 166). Feminist critics ate drvided as to whether the
emergence of the Neo rtmme fatak is anythtnE to celebtate. On one hand, Julianne Pidduck argues:

of out increasing
fahl femme's embodied social, sexual and
physical powers offer an imagrned point of contact, if not srmply identification- an imagined
momentLrm or venting of rage and revenge fantasies- the importance of which cannot be

\J(4nere

in our everyday lives

as women we are bombarded by the evidence

vulnerabfity, poverty and hmrted

underestimated.

(sic)

soci.al power, tt'e

(72)

On the other hand, Stables finds that theneofemme cannotbe recupetated for femrnism
quite so easily. She argues that whilst th,efenme breaks new ground in het polymorphous
sexuality, triumphant activity and contlol ovet the narrative, she remains an
rù(/omen may'rsalute and enjoy thefatale as she takes our revenge

ambþous consttuct.

fot us"(179) by enacting

a

"collective female fantasy" of "mutilating the male body on our behalf'(179), yet she also sþihes
the reducíon, yet again, of woman to the body and its most basic instincts:
to stand in for all women- once the figure of woman is
on screen, all females are reduced to fotm and (fuckable) function.
sexualised
comprehensively
remove danger from desire- it simply serves to reptesent all
doesn't
This mass objectrfication
179)
(Stables
women as dangerous.

Thefemme fatale l'¡as come
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Just whose fattasy is thertmme fafak? Is she an exclusively masculine, misogynistic fantasy

utilized to justify the containment and destruction of the sexualised woman, or is she an image of
a

powerful, sexually free wotrran outside the Law that can serve

as a

vehicle fot female fantasy

and as a figure for the rnscription of female desires within texts? The question raised rn these
debates about thefemmes fata/es of Decadence,f/m noir znd neo-noir arc centtal to my examination

of both Carter's texts that deal explicitly wrth thefemme:

The Sadeian lØoman and The Passion of New

Eue. The ctnematscfemme fatale is a recut'tent intertext here.

to the "celluloid brothel of the cinema"

(SIN/ 60)

In

The Sadeian lYoman, Catter turned

to trace Justine's contemp orary legacy. In my

brief drscussion of this text, which examines the pattial recuperation of feminine archetypes by
cultural feminists,

I find thatJuliette

In my more extended discussion of

also has aplace

in contemporary repfesentations of women.

The Pa¡sion ofNew

EueI argte that the sexual politics of

cinematic reptesentation is a crucial frame fot reading the novel's tepresentation of thefemne
fata/e. Furthermore,

I show that

New Eue is modelled

on one of the strangest texts of French

Decadence, Villiers de L'Isle-Âdam's L'Eue falare, a text noted fot its anticipated of the creation

of the cinema. Stranger still, Villier's ficuonal prototlpe of the cinema was created fot the sole
prlrpose of unmasking the duplicity of thefenmefatale. As

I

shall show, Cattet's revisionary text

parodrcally bdngs to light both Decadent and cinematic codes of thefenrnefafale.
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Thesis andAntithesis inThe Sadeian Voøan
No book gave Carter
Vnago to appear

n

as

much trouble as The Sadeian lY/oman. Otiginally commissioned by

1977 as part of its inaugural list, the book was so diffrcult

not appeil in print until two years later.

,A,ll

to finish that it did

in all, Cattet took five years to bring it to completion

!Øhen Les Bedford, in an interview for Sheffield University Television, questioned her about the

project, she gtoaned:
embarked on this impossible task.
It's like emptying the sea with a cup with a hole in it." In response to furthet inquiries about the
book's progress, she replied, " I haven't finished. I have lwo dtawers of matetial forit. I've been
working on it for three years. . .. It's very difÍrcult, and I keep dotng lots of other things in the
interval. I have a novel that I have been meaning to write during this year, and I have been tryrng
to lrnish off de Sade. He's like Rasputin, I mean, he won't die. . .." (cited in Gamble The Fiction of
Ange la C arre r 1 1.3 -1. 4).

"I must have done something terrible in a previous life to have

The finished book wouldn't die eithet. The trouble it took het to write tebounded, and it
became her most controversial work. Its reception by femrnists, in patticulat, was markedly

divided. Many objected to her founding ptemise that Sade's work offeted important insights into
the cultural construction of ferninnity. The teïm "moÍal pornographer" gave particular offence;

in an interview with

,A.nna I(atsavos, Carter

admitted "motal pornographer was

a phrase

that got

rre into a lot of trouble rvith the sisters, some of the sisters"(I(atsavos 17). And some of the
brothers too, we might add. Robert Clark predicably found that Carter's attempt to Put
pornography "in the service of women" rvas hopelessly misguided: "Catter's belief lhata 'moral
pornographer might use pornography as a critique of current telations between the sexes' (Sadeian
lJ/oman 7) seems mistaken, the ideological power

of the form being infinitely greater than the

power of the individual to overcome it" (Clark 1'52-53)'
The Sadeian lYoman subsequently became a central text

in the pornogtaphy debates that

\Williams used Carter's
divided feminism through the 1980s and early 1990s. On one hand, Lrnda

text to substantiate het or.vn clarm that pornography could be reclaimed by women; on the othet,
as

I noted in the Inttoducuon,

Suzanne I(appeler and Andrea

Dwotkin attacked the text

virulently tn their anti-pornography polemics. Even feminist ctitics usually favourably drsposed to

l9

Carter's work, such as Sara Maitland, found the text problematic. As Sally l{eenan argues, much

of tlre disappointment and puzzlement articulated by feminist reviewets such

as

Maitland in the

wake of the text's publicatron were related to its ambivalent treatment of de Sade, and its lack

"^

clear conclusion that could be slotted

into a feminist agenda" (I{eenan

The controversies engendered by
place

The Sadeian IYoman

of

135).

upon pubhcation, and the central

it has since come to occupy rn feminist debates about pomography and censorship, have

been subject to detailed discussion by many cdtics.24

It is not my intention to do more than

acknowledge this controversy here. My interest in Catter's analysis of Juliette

as femme

fafak is

a

much narrower one. In part, my discussion is aimed at providrng a context for my teading of
Carter's complex and ambiguôus Frctional deployment of thefemme
also wish to explore some of the other reasons, quite apart from

n

The Passion of New

Eue.ButI

its advocacy of the possibiìity of

a "moral pornography," that The Sadeian lØoman provoked such outrage amongst a cefiain sttand

of feminism. My discussion will focus on how Cafter's pteference fot the wtckedfemme fatale over
the blameless female victirrr desactalizes the holiest cow in the cultural femlnist pantheon.

In her

essay,

"Notes ftom the Front Line," published fout years aftet

Carter articulated an unabashedly anti-mythological stance:

"I believe that

The Sadeian l%oman,

all myths ate products

of the human mind and reflect only aspects of material human ptactice. I'm in the
demythologising busuress...I'm interested in myths...¡ust because they ate exttaordinary lies

desþed to make people unfree"("Front Line" 71). This view of myth as inherently deceptive
and drsempowering also underptns The Sadeian lYoman, which teads potnogtaphy as the reductio ad
absardum

of sexed bodily differences to mythic

essences'

In the "Polemical Pïeface," Carter's argument is addressed to the mythologizing of
gender and the notion of the archetype per

se,

rather than to any specific variant theteof.

Pornographl, like ali mythic notions of feminimty, reduces women to "the slaves of history, and

24 5.. I(eenan; Altevers; Hensffa;

À4akinen

"S

exaa/ and Textual Agtrssion in

of New Eve"; Rubinson)
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The Sadeían Woman and The Passion

not its lrrakers"

6lf/ r,

she atgues, and since "pornography detives directly from myth," its

heroines and heroes are simply mythic abstractions, from which all individuality has been
stripped away:
The nature of the individual is not resolved into but is ignoted by these ârchetyPes, since the
function of the archetype is to dimirush the unique 'I' in favour of a collective, sexed being which
cânnot, by reason of i.ts very nature, exist as such because an archetype is only an'tlrrage that has
got too big for its boots and bears, at best, afantasy relation to reality. QIf/ 6)

As simple, reductive fantasi.es, archetypes might be thought to be hatmless. Not so,
according to Carter: "Myths deal in false universals, to dull the pain of patticular citcumstances"

QIf/ 5-6).In so doing, they deny us our full humanitl,

and obscure the real, historically

determined conditions of our existence: "these atchetypes sewe only to confuse the main issue,
that relationships between the sexes are determined by history and by the historical fact of the
economic dependence of women on men" (Sltr/ 6-7).

'\t

this point in het argument Cztter seems

to regard all atchetypes of femininity as equally deleterious to women: "All the mythic vetsions of
wornen, from the myth of the redeemrng pudty of the virgn to that of the healing, reconciling

mothet, are consolatory nonsenses; and consolatory nonsense seems to me a fair definitron of

myth, anyway"(Slf,/ 5). Yet her assertion "All archet¡rpes are spurious, but some are more
spurious than others"(Sltr/ 6),hints that she believes thete is a distinctron to be made between the
absolutely spurious and those telatrvely less so.

This distlnction becomes clear in her reading of the Sadeian dyad ofJustrne, the holy
vugin, andJuliette, the profane whore, The sisters embody Sade's dialectic of the feminine: sexual

victim and sexual terrorist, thesis and antrthesis. r\ccording to Catter, the story of the thesis,
Justrne, as worked and reworked

versions of

Jusline ,

n

The Aduentøres of Justine and Jaliette, Her Sister and the three

is a "black, inverted fafuytale"(JV 39). Like a fattytale princess, Justine believes

that her beauty, youth and virtue will protect het ftom the depredations of evil, and she clings to
tlris delusion despite all evidence to the contrafy. \X/hat she so spectacularly fails to grasp, Catter
argues, is that

it is these very

same qualities that incite the libertlnes to violate het. Furthermore,

her erroneous behef in her inviolability patadoxrcally robs het of the ability to defend hetself:
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Herself mystihed by herself, narcissistically enamoured of the idea of herself as Blessed Vrgin,
she has no notion at all of who she is except in fantasy. To the extent that she has been made
holy and thinks of herself as such, so she is capable of being desecrated. Purity is always in
danger." (Sl.Y/72-3)

Thus, althoughJustine starts out a ptincess, after a "dolotous pilgtimage" thtough Sade's
various dystopias, in which she is ceaselessly violated and tortuted by a succession of libertines,
she ends up as a m^rryr

QIf/

39). She is a "good womanrr as defined by men, that is to say, she is

chaste; consequently, she is rer.vatded

with "rape, humiliatron and incessant beatings" QIf/

Because Justine adheres so single-mindedly

38).

to the code of femininiry that equates virtue with

chastrty, she has no putchase on the real:
to
Justine's response is not the continuous exercise of a motal faculry. It is a sentimental response
a world in which she aìways hopes her good behaviour will procure her some tewatd, some
respite from the bleak and intransigent reality which sutrounds her and to which she cannot
accomrnodate herself. The vi¡tuous, the interestingJustine, with her incompetence, her gulhbihty,
her wlrining, her frigidity, her reluctance to take control of her own life, is a perfect woman. (SIY/
s4-s5)

Cat;ter detects Justine's legacy rn the lttelziry domain in those "martyrised good little girls",

suclr as Beth in Litt/e l{/omen,

^nd

Eva rn Uncle Tom's Cabin, thtough to the succession of

"heartstruck, tearful heroines of Jean Rhys, Edna O'Bden and Joan Didion"

ÇV

56). But

it is rn

the cinema that her "dolorous" rmage is most visible:
In the celluloid brothel of the cinema, where the merchandise may be eyed endlessly but nevet
purchased, the tension between the beauty of women, which is admirable, and the denial of the
sexuality which is the source of that beauty but is also immoral, reaches a perfect impasse. That
why Saint Justine became the patroness of the screerl heroine. ÇV/ 60)

is

The ultimate product of this tension is the Good/Bad GirL "the blonde, buxom and unfottunate
sorority of Saint Justine, r.vhose most notable martyt is Marilyn Monroe"
embodies the paradoxical combination of etotic allute and sexual

ilresistible to the Sadeian libetines. Justine is innocent and

ÇV

63). Monroej

þorance that

þotant;

makes Justme so

this, in the Sadeian universe,

makes her a temple tipe for desecration. The Holll'wood Good/Bad Girl, on the othet hand,
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only masquerades as ignorant in order to comply with the ptoduction code. As a tesult, het
sexuality is denatuted, and she is reduced to a comic figure.
Sade presumably intended Justine

to be a lesson in the folly of virtue, but she has come

instead to symbohze the sexual appeal of female victimage. According to Catter, her bequest is

a

pernicious one for women, because she is the prototyPe for the eroticisation of female
masochism:
These self-consciously blameless ones suffet and suffer until it becomes second nature; Just-ine
marks the start of a ktnd of self-regarding female masochism, â'woman u¡ith no place in the
with self-pity.
world, no stâtus, the cote of whose resistance has been eaten
^w^y
twentieth
century is assuted; she is
in
the
female
condition
the
of
in
the
aetiology
place
Justine's
condition,
of
that
of
the
pornography
the personification
She is obscene to the extent to which she is beautiful. Her beauty, her submissiveness and the
false expectations that these qualities will do her some good are what make her obscene. (SIY/ 5l)

The moral ofJustlne, Carter assetts, is this: "To be the object of desire is to be dehned ln the
passive case.

To

ex-rst rn

the passive case is to die in the passive case- that is, to be l<iled" (SV

77). Clearly, in Carter's view,

if

archetypes were to be ranked by their degree of spuriosity,Justine

would take first place.
\X/here does that leave the antithesis, het sisterJuliette? Carter argues thatJuhette belongs

to de Sade's class of "Sadeian womenrr such as the -A,bbess Delbène, Dutand, Duclos and
Clauwil, who, "once they know how to use their sexuality as an insftument of aggtession, they
use

it to extfact vengeance for the humiliations they were forced to endute

of the sexual energy of others" ÇV/

as the passive objects

27). These "profane whores" arc rattonahfy incarnate;

thet

formidable intellects are yoked to a mission of inexotable self-advancement. Thus lnstead of
the ptofoundest egotism,
Justine's whimpering passivity, Juliette embodies supreme self-interest,
and utter self-mastery, Emotion and obligation have no place in het schemes. The extraotdinary
success

of her quest for sexual and financial grattftcatton is proof positive that the wicked

prosper. Although she breaks the lar,v at every tutn, she goes unPunished because she sleeps with

the lawmakers and "catets to thet picatesque sexual needs"(JZB0).
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The lesson taught her by Norceuil, a patron of the brothel where she leatns her trade,
becomes her lifelong credo: "to escape slavety, she must embtace ttpanny"(SlV 84). \X/hich is to
say,

not only must she embrace tyrants, but she hetself must become one. Cartet afgues that

Sade

rmagrnes femininity as ptaxis, rather than essence; therefote he has his heroine achieve victory by

eschewing the praxs of the weak, that is to say, of women. Juliette "fucks" in the active sense,

like a man; she is never "fucked" rn the passive case like a woman. Het voracious sexuality, antimaternity and insatiable hunger for power, whose prime sttategies ate seduction and duplicity,
mark her as afemrue fatale. Followtng het apprenticeship in the brothel she embarks upon an

infernal

c

reeÍ

of lust, murder, treachety and gteed, in which she revels in petfotming acts of

gratuitous evil, culminating in the murdet of het infant daughtet.

Cafietis at pains to pornt out that neithet sistet offers

a

model for women; both ate

nothing mote than descriptions of highly ambivalent female behaviour. They exist tn a complex
dialectic: 'Justrne is the thesis, Juìiette is the antithesis: both are without hope and neither pays
any heed to a future rn which might he the possibility of a synthesis of their modes of being,

neither submrssive noï aggressive, capable of both thought and feeling" (Sltr/79) She disputes

Apollinaire's extravagant clarm thatJuliette is "a figute of whom minds have as yet no
conception, who is rising out of manktnd, who will have wings and who will renew the wodd";
she is the New \ù7om an, Cartet opines, she is so "only in the mode of

if

tony"(Jlf/79).

And yet it is clear that Cafiet regards Juliette, with her tationality, self-possession and
control of her own sexuality,

as

modelling a mote positive identity fot women than that provided

by her sister. \Øhereas Justme merely teafFums cultural assumptions that women ^re natutal
victims, Juhette is a "blasphemous guetrilla of demystification" QIf/ 1'05) who radically
undermines patri.atchal ideas about the nature of femininity. Therefote, Cattet concedes, 'Juliette
remains a model for women in some ways. . .by the use of het reason, an intellectual appatatus

women themselves üs srill rnclined to undervalue, she rids herself of some of the more ctippling
aspecrs

of femininify"

(Sl.Y/

79), Carter reads Juhette as both a satire on the ideology of the ftee
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market, and as Sade's attempt at demystifyrng essenttalizrng notions of woman. As a "fÍee woman

in an unfree society" ÇLf/ 21),Juhette is necessatily a monster, but she is a monster with
demythologizing rvork to do: "'SØith apologres to Apollinatre, I do not think I want Juliette to
renew my world; but, her work of destruction complete, she will, with het own death, have

removed a tepressive and author jtarian superstructure that has prevented a good deal of the work

of Lenewal" ÇV/

1,11).

For Carter, writing before the advent of the

1.990s neo-femme, fÀ.e

paucity of Juliettes in

contemporaneous iconographies of women spoke volumes about our internalised ideals of the
feminrne:
Justine is the holy virgin; Juliette is the profane whote. If Juliette has notably fewer gteatgranddaughters than her sister rn the rmagrnary brothel whete ideas of women are sold, then
perhaps it serwes to show how much in love with the idea of the blameless suffering of women
we all are, men and v/omen both. (JIZ 101)

This latter statement is amongst the most provocative Cartet ever wrote. It was a salvo aimed
drectly, not at executives of the fantasy industry, who, aftet all, would be unlikely to tead het
book, but at those femrnists who would. No mattet how much she qualified it, Cartet's elevation

of the malevolentJuliette ovet the

abused Justine was a calculated assault on deeply held feminist

convictions about women's inhetent benevolence, and the motal superiority of the woman-as-

victim. In addrtion, her claim thatJuliette's anti-matetnity demysufies the "enttancing rhetotic" of
the worrrb, and in so doing, secularises women, by fotcing them to abandon "the deluded
priestesshood of a holy reproductive function"(A. Cartet SIf/ rc9-1,0), is aimed squarely at

contemporaneous feminist discourses which revived myths of matetnity as the essential ground

of lvoman's rnherently benevolent being:
Thts theory of maternal superiority is one of the most damagrng of all consolatory fictions and
women themselves cannot leave it alone, although its springs from the timeless, placeless, faotasy
land of archetypes where all the embodiments of biological supremacy live. It puts those women
who wholeheartedly subscribe to it in voluntary exile from the histotic wodd. ., ÇV/ 106)
Carter's anti-maternal, anti-essentiahst rhetoric was adjudged so offensive by many
femrnists as to amount to treason against the sistethood. But the outcry het text provoked
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indicated that her rhetoric had reached its rntended target, which was the tendency, then
emerging withln feminism, which has come to be known variously as cultural, metaphysical,
ecological

ot spiritual feminism, This tendency originated in the

US,{. out of the rzdtcal feminist

and lesbian sepatatist movements, although it was by no means co-extensive with either of them.

when we
Just why Cafier should have had cultural feminism rn her sights is immediately clear
appreciate how far it goes in tecuperatrng archetypal notrons of gendet'

For the cultural femrnist credo that gendet is innate and immutable marked z radical
departure from the conception of gendet as a cultutal construct to which Cartet and most othet
Second ì(/ave feminists subscdbed. According to ,\lice Echols, the foremost histodan of cultural

feminism, this credo rvas fust articulated rn Valerie Solanas' S.C.U.M. manifesto (Echols 63¡.zs tn
1967 Solanas was a minority voice, but by the mid-1980s her essentialist vision had been taken up

to such an extent that it precipitated

a

rift within feminism. This was especially so ln the United

States, where cultulal feminism was strongly associated

with the anti-pornogtaphy movement,

and with the writers Mary Daly, Susan Gtifhn, Addenne Rrch, Robln Morgan, Judith Arcana,
Susan

Brownmiller, Janice Raymond and Andrea Dwotkin. In Btitain it has been primarily

associated

with the lvork of Dale Spender. Thete is some divergence between the relative

positions of these writers, and none identifies hetself as a cultural femrnist, but at the dsk of
collapsing the drfferences between them, I will use the tetm cultural femtnism to denote the

common viewpoint that tuns thtough their wotk'
This is the view that "equates women's liberation with the development and preserwation

of

a female counter-culture"(Echols

63). Because it posits gender

as

predetermined and

imrrutable, cultural feminism urges women to disengage from men and paúiarchal culture and to
r.vithdrar.v

into

a separâte female culture free

from "male values." Cultural feminism invokes the

25 S.C.U.l,t. is an acronym for The Sociery for Cutting up Men. The author of the manifesto, Valerie Solanas, gained
wotldwide notoriely fot shooting Àndy \Wathol.
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saffre gender categories, albeit

in

a

posiuvitized fotm, which underprn the patriatchal ideology of

separate spheres
Cultural feminism is the ideology of female nature or female essence reapptopriated by feminists
themselves in an effort to re-validate undervalued female attributes. F'or cultural feminists, the
enemy of women is not merely a social system or economic institution or set of backward beliefs
but masculinity itsetf and in some cases male biology. Cultural feminist politics revolve around
creating and maintaining a healthy environment- free of masculinist values and all thei¡ offshoots
sucir as pornography- for the female plncipal. Feminist theory, the explanation of sexism, and
the justification of ferninist demands can all be grounded securely and unambiguously on the
concept of the essential female. (Alcoff 408)

produced by cultutal feminism (watm, compassionate, nurturing, gentle,

The essential female

as

sensual and rn touch

with nature) is rndrsttnguishable ftom the Romantic ideal of womanhood,

and simrlarly confines \Øoman to the affective sphere. As Catter hetself put it in her essay "The
Language of Sistethood", the notion that women are inherentiy good, and that all the evils of the

world would drsappeat if women were in charge, is the kind of "sentimental wishful thinkrng"
that has long characterised lnuch feminist thought:
. . .thus: if I and my sisters, with our firm grasp on eternal verities, ran things instead of out
husbands (or elder brothers), we would never let our sons go off to fight one another, ot
perperrâte the nuclear megadeath, ot poilute the rivers with industrial effluvia ot club to death
Luby r"als, etc. This is the utopian âspect of traditional femrnism; in mythrc terms, it is l(ali, the
mother goddess of destruction, in her benign âspect, or, rn l{ernian terms, it is the Good Bteast.
It is an irnaginative compensation for histotical powedessness yet it is rooted in a perfectly real
sense of a cartaraderie of impotent yet sensitive condition. ("Sisterhood" 230)

The corollary of cultural teminism's equation of N7oman with benevolence is the
censoring out as "unfemale" of all negative emotions and behaviouts, such as anger, aggression,
hatred, violence, envy, greed and even, in some cases, genital sexuality itself, and their ptojection

onto the male. Cultural feminism echoes Romanticism andJungian atchetypal gender theory in

Iirkirg

rùØoman

to Nature through a cult of motherhood, and in reifying Nature itself

as a benign

female force. Adrienne Rich makes no bones about locatìng'Woman's unique being in her
brology:
. . . female biology- the diffuse, i¡tense sensuality radiattng out from clitoris, breasts, uterus, Y^g1rt i
the lunar cycles of menstruation; the gestation and fruition of life wluch can take place in the
female body- has far more radical implications than we have yet come to appteciate...We must
touch the uniry and resonance of our physicahty, our bond with the natutal order, the cotpoteal

gtound of our intelligence. (Rich 21)
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This re-affirmation of female biology

as destiny is counterpoised

with an equally essentialist

vision of maleness; indeed, cultural feminists frequently cite men's innate aggtession and need to
domrnate as the cause of all the planet's woes. For instance, Robin Motgan claims, "the Man's

competitiveness and greed are the cause of sexism, racism. . .hunget, war and ecological disastet"
(93). Brorvnmiller's equation of male genital sexuality

with tape futther demonizes men: "By

anatomical fiat- the inescapable construction of their genital organs- the human male was a

ptedator and the human female ser-ved as his natutal ptey"(16). This atgument reaches its apogee

in Dwotkin's assertion that "sex and mutder are fused in male consciousness.. .the annihilation of
women is the source of meaning and identity for men"("Taking Action" 288). At its most
extreme, cultural feminism's absolute polatizatton of gender equates women with life and men

with death, and rmages relations between the two

as a

murdetous struggle in which women are

the inevitable victims of men's violence. \(/omen, in other words, are so many Justines.
Such an

implicit idedrtza:non of female victrmage was bound to be ptoblematic to Cartet,

but cultural feminism's rejection of the cortupted male values of the "phallocracy" was pethaps
even more so. The male values which cultural feminists rüge women to jettison ate precisely
tlrose that materialist feminists such as Cartet regatd as essential to the emancipation of women:
reason, technology, science, Westetn medicine, refolmist politics, the notion of ptogtess' history
and even linear time itself have all been dtsmissed by cultural femlnists at vatious times

as

patriarchal values and concepts that ate eithet irtelevant ot downright deleterious to women'
Thus Dale Spender argues that the male notion of progress is irrelevant to women because
r,vomen's lives are governed by an rnnate female essence and thus their experience has been

constant throughout history (30). Mary Daly's dismissal of tace, class, ethnicity, etc. as merely
"male-identified differences" of no import to a feminist analysis is typical of cultural feminism's
ahistodcal construction of womeî as a homogenous group whose commonality of experience
cancels out all diffetences between them (365).
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Carter's anupathy to the ethos of cultutal feminism can hatdly be overstated.

Frorr the Ftont Line"

In "Notes

she stressed that stnce the 1960s het political views had been grounded in

"an absolute and committed materialism", and a fitm belief that"this wotld is all thete is"("Ftont

Line" 70). For her, feminism must necessarily be tied to a materialist politics cognisant of the
specifrc historical and social conditions under which women live. Hence she tejected the very

notion of universality as fraudulent, whethet it be applied to men or to 'women, because it denies
the patticulariry of indrvrdual expetience which is always historically determined: "The notion of

a

universality of human experience is a confidence trick and the notion of a univetsality of female
expedence is a clever confidence

ttck"

(SLY/ 1'2)'

But, from her perspective, possibly the most objectronable aspect of cultutal feminism's
ahistoricism is that its tejecuon of history leaves women no place else to go but mythology, and
rvhen womerì retreat into the mythological, they relegate themselves to the category of the pre-

Day has comprehensively shown, in Cartet's view the sleep of reason ftuly
rational. -As
'\iden
produces monsters. Her comrnitment to reason as the only possible undetprnning to any

emancipatoty discourse is evident ftom a comment she made to John Haffenden regatding
aspects of the critical reception given het wotk, when she said "the idea that my stories arc al7

dreams or hallucinations out of Jung-land, or the notion that the world would be altogether

a

better place if we threw awlty our rationality and went laughing down the stteet' ' 'that's all
nonsense"(Haffenden 85). Äccording to Catter, cultural feminism's tepudiation of reason in
favour of female spirituality, witchcraft and

m¡h

is a dangerous strategy that threatens to

incarcetate women permanently in'Jung-land":
Sometimes, especially under the influence of Jung, a more archa:tc mouth is allowed to exert an
atavistic dominance. Then, if I am lucky enough to be taken with such poetic pseudo-seriousness,
my nether mouth mrght be acknowledged as one capable of speech- were there not, of old,
divinatory priestesses, female oracles, and so forth? Was there not Cassandta, who always spoke
the trurh, although admittedly in such a way that nobody ever believed her? And that, in mythic
terms, is the hell of it. Since that female, oracular mouth is located so near the beastly backside,
my vagina mrght indeed be patronizingly regatded as a speaking mouth, but never one that issues
the voice of reason. In this most insulting mythic redefinition of myself, that of occult priestess, I
am indeed allowed to speak but only of thrngs that male society does not take seriously' I can hint
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I can even personify
to cope with reality. ÇV/ 5)

at dreams,

tl-re

imagination; but that is only because

I

am not rational enough

\(/omen 'uvho ahgn themselves with the oracular and the occult at the behest of cultutal feminists
such as Daly, Carter suggests, exile themselves ftom rattonal discoutse and fatally undetmine

their own credrbiJity. This passage contains the only explicit refetence toJung tnThe
lYoman; nevertheless,

it

signals that

Sadeìan

for Carte4by espousrng the pre-tational and the mythic

as the

natutal domain of femininity, cultural feminism aligns itself with the atchetypal gendet theoty of

Jntg.
Cultural femrnists themselves disavow any such kinship with Jungian theoty. For
example, Mary Daly, although sympathetically disposed towards Jung in het early wotks such

as

Beynd. Gocl tbe Farher (1,913), had repudiated his archetypal gendet theory by the ttme G1n/Ecology

was published

in

1978:

Particularly seductive is the illusion of equality projected through Jung's androcratic animus-anrma
balancing act, since v/omen are trained to be grateful for "complementârityrr and token
inclusìon. . .This it is possible for women to promote Jung's garbled gospel without awateness of
berraying their own sex and even in the belief that they are furthering the femlnist câuse. (Daly
280)

But this disavowal notwithstanding, there

are

m^ny parallels and connections that can be made

betrveen the gender essentialism of Jung and that of cultural femlnism. Both, for instance, dtaw

on

a

common intellectual history to buttress their claims, namely Johann Jakob Bachofen's

nineteenth-century theory of cultural evolution, set out rn his influential book, Das MulteryYcht
(1861), which posits that pattiarchy was preceded by a matiarchal period in which woman-

centred cults and Goddess wotship flourished'

In addition, both Jungians and cultutal feminists claim that myth
truth status because it emanates from

a

has unquestionable

ptimordial tealm that is somehow anterior to cultute.

he tetms the
Jung argues that myth stems directly from the gendet arche$r¡res lodged in what

collective unconscious:
Tl-re collective unconscious, being the tepository of man's experience and at the same time the
prior condition of this experience, is an irnage of the world which has taken âeons to form. In this
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image certain features, the archefypes or dominants, have crystallized out in the course of time.
They are the ruling powers. (]ung 93)

Accotding to Jung, their location rn the collective unconscious means that gendet archetypes
cannot be directly represented or brought to consciousness; howevet, they ate expressed in
atchetypal images, which are universal pattetns of behaviouts, myths, symbols, dteams, and

visions. Thus, forJungians, myths and symbols are visible, temporal manifestatrons of immutable

but hidden truths, rather than products of culture.
There is a strikrng correspondence between Jung's idea of the collective unconscious and
Daly's notion of the Prehistoric Sacred, for both ate claimed to be storehouses of elemental
knorvledge about the cosmos and the eternal mystedes of berng, including the immutable truths

about maleness and ferrraleness. F{owevet, wheteas Jungians grant all myths truth status, Daly
makes a more selective clarm. According to Daþ, patriarchal myths are but pale dedvatives or
reversals of eatlier female-centred

ot "gynocenttic" myths. In het account, gynocenffic myths,

rvhich otigrnated ln the matriarchal pedod, enable female self-knowledge and empowerment,
hence their supptession by the patriarchs. She advocates the recupetation of these ancient

gynocentric myths as a means by which women cân get in touch with the "essential gtound" of
their womanhood and reclaim mythic female powers origrnatrng rn what she variously terms their
"Prehistoric Sacred" or "Background." Gynocenffic myths alone have incontrovertible truth
status

in her discourse; they are "stoties arisrng from the experience of Crones- stories which

convey pdmary and archetypal messages about our own Prehistoty and female-identrfred

power"(Daly 61).
Despite Daly's ptivileging of gynocenttic myth, her view of myth as a means by which

women can access power is entitely consonant with the Jungian thesis that myths ate a source of
enlightenment and wisdom that emporvers the rndividual subject. Furthetmote, Daly and
Jungians alike pdvilege the feminine as having unique access to the mystical tealm ftom which

myth issues forth. There is more than serendipity at wotk when Daly quotes ftomJungian Helen
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Diner's Mothers

\7oman has

a

and Amaqons: f he

First Feminine History of Ctthttre, in otder to butttess her claims that

unique connection to the "mystic center of cteation." Daly takes the following

excerpt ftom Dlner:
All knowledge of fate comes from the female depths; none of the surface po\Ã/ers knows it'
Whoever wânts to know about fate must go down to the woman. This is the reason for the
female predominance in the realm of the mysteries. There never were mysteries of Zets. Of the
female mysteries of Eleusis, Adesius wrote to the EmperorJulian: "Once you have participated in
man."piner 17-18)
the mysteries, you will feel ashamed to have been born
^frrefe
Here Daly reveals just hor,v closely aligned het concepuon of \Woman is with theJunglan notlon

of the feminine. Both theories position \Woman

as

embodying a cosmic fusion of the spiritual

and the biological. In both theories \ùØoman has privileged access to the mystrcal realm of the

pre-rational, and therefore the unconscious itself is personihed as female, or, to be more precise,
as a female space. The goal
in'uvards

of the tnitiate, for both Jung and Daly, is to journey downwards and

into that purportedly female space that is home to unspeakable, esoteric knowledge.

Accordrng to Daly, "it is the task of Gyn/Ecologists to continue to initiate the iourney into

participation into the mysteries. . . following the spral net converging towatds the mystic centre of
creation" (401). It is noteworthy that the feminist spiritual movement of ì7icca, which arose
following the publicatron of Star Hawk's Spiral
Gotltle¡s (1,979), shares Daly's premise

Dance:

A

Rebirth of the Ancienr Religion of the Creaî

that Goddess worship and the ptactise of the rituals of

mythic cults of the feminine will inevitably lead to female empowerment through the
recuperation of eternal verities.
Catter's antithetrcal take on Goddess wotship, which she set out unequivocally tn SIT/, is

by norv well known:

If women allow themselves to be consoled for their culturally determined lack of access to the
modes of intellectual debate by the invocation of hypothetrcal grezt goddesses, they are simply
flattering rhemselves i¡to submission (a technique often used on them by meo). AII the mythic
vcrsions of women, from the myth of the redeeming purity of the vtgin to that of the healing,
reconciJ.ing mother are consolatory nonsenses; and consolatory nonsense seems to rrte a fau
definiuon of myth, anyway. Mother goddesses are just as silly a notion as father gods. If a tevival
of the myths of these cults gives women emotional satisfaction, it does so at the pdce of
obscuring the real conditions of hfe. That is why they were invented in the ftst place' QIf/ 5)
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This repudration of the very notion of the Mother Goddess, coupled with her hghly qualified
endotsement of thefemmefatale as demythologþer,was bound to stick in the caw of cultural
feminists such as Daly. Other overtly feminist explorations of female malevolence would come
Iater - for instance, in hction, Helen Zhab,avls DirtsttØeekend (1'991), andMatgatet Atwood's Tús
Robber Bride (1gg4)-

but in the 1970s Catter's self-conscious and very explicit attack on the notion

of lntrinsic female benevolence went agarnst the grain of feminist thought.2ó FIer endorsement of
thefenmefaTakJvltette over the saintlyJusttne, no matter how heavtly quaìrfied, was anachronistic
yet pïescient of the tum feminist theory and fiction wete latet to take.

26 N1.tiu Makinen has examined how Cartet anticipates the theme of female violence taken up by later feminist
fiction writers i¡ "sexual and Texrual Aggtession tn The Sadeian lØoman a¡d The Pas¡ion of New Eue," The Infernal
Desires of An¿efu Cañer, eds. Joseph Bristow and Trev Lynn Broughton, First ed., Studies in Twentieth Century
Litetature (Harlow: Longman, 1 997).
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There Never was a Woman like Leila}:rz The Passion of New Eae

In her polemic Carter adopts

a relatrvely

unambþous position on

thefemme fatale, but

fiction the watets are somewhat more muddied' '{'lthough she did not identifii

in her

The Passion of New Eue

as an exposition on thefemne fala/e þer re,in vatious tnterviews Carter was explicit that the novel set

out to examine the notion of femrnrniry

a.s

a cultutal construct, describing

it as "a feminist tract about

the social creation of feminrnity, âmong other things"("Front Line" 71), which contains a "careful
and elaborate discussion of feminrnity as a commodrty, of Holl¡,'wood ptoducing illusions as tangible

commodities"(Haffenden 86). Furthetmore, without explicitly mentioning thefemme fafal¿ as one such

illusion, she nominated Chades Vidor's classic noir frlm Gilda (1946), notorious for Rita Haywotth's
erotic performanc e as the fenme fatale, as one of the triggers for its writing:
InThe Pa¡¡ion of New Eue the central character is â transvestite movie star, and I cteated this person in
order to say some quite specrfic things about the cultural production of femininity. The promotional
slogan for the lilrn Gilcta, starring Rita Haywotth, was 'There neverwas a womân like Gildal', and that
may have been one of the reasons why I made my Hotlywood star â transvestite, a man, because only
a man could think of femininity in terms of that slogan. (Haffenden 85-86)

As Carter indicates here, by revealing that the ultimate male fantasy of woman, the iconic, Garbo-like
Flolll'wood movie star Tristessa, is actually

a

m^rt masqueradin g

^s

a

woman, New Eue litetalizes the

logic behind the cinematic commodrfication of female fantasy figutes that beat little relation to actual
women. The revelation of Tristessa's tlansvestism

i.s

central to the text's premise that Woman is

a

cultural construct:
That was why he had been the perfect man's womanl He had made hirnself a shrine of his own

desires, had made hrmself the only woman he could have loved! If a woman is indeed beautiful only
in so far as she incarnates most completely the secret aspirations of man, no wonder Ttistessa had
been able to becor¡e the most beautiful womân in the wotld, an unbegotten beauty who made no

concessions to humaniry.
Tristessa, the sensuous fabrication of tl-re mythology of the flea-pits. Hov¡ could a real woman evet
lrave been so much â v/omân as you? (PNE 128-29)
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Here Carter endows the narrative voice of EvelynfEve vrith a disúnctly Sadeian inflection, for the
"perfect man's womanrr is a cleat re-rnscription of Sade's Justìne. Like Justrne, Ttistessa's specialty is
suffering; she suffers "exquisitely"; "suffering was her vocation"(PI'IE 8). The litany of tragic roles
she plays- Catherine Earnshaw, Madeline lJshet, Malguetite, Maty Queen

of Scots- tender het

a

httrng, albeit imaginary, addition to the twentieth-century iconogtaphy of female victimage:
Trisressa had long since joined Billie Holliday anðJudy Gadand in the queenly pantheon of women
who expose thei¡ scars with pride, pointing to their emblematic despair just as a medieval saint points
to the wounds of his martyrdom, and no drag-artiste felt hrs repettoire complete without a
personation of het magic and passionate sorrow' (P¡tE 6)

In her heyday as a Hollywood star, long past at the time the nattative unfolds, Tristessa had been
billed as "The most beautiful r,voman rn the worldrr, and it was her conjunction of beauty and
suffering that had rnvited a sadistic sexual response ftom the male viewet of her frlms. EvelynfBve
recourrts, "the spectacle of Tristessa's suffetrng always aÍoused" a twitch in his "budding gtoin",
hence his adolescent dream had been of meeting "Ttistessa, she statk naked, tied, pethaps, to

a

tree..."(PNE 7-8).
\X/hen the paranoid misogynistZero and his harem storm the aging Tristessa's glass hide-out

rn the desert and strip off her chiffon neghgee and sequinned g-string to teveal that 'she' is really he,

Evelyn/Eve has a crucial tealisation:
\X4rile Zero ingeniously tortured you in your gallery of glass, you must have been in absolute
comphcity wittr nim. You must have thoughtZero, with his guns and knives and whips and attendant
which was your
chorus of cringing slaves, v/âs a man worth the ironic grft of that female
^ppeatance
as lucid as the
into
an
object
turned
yourself
You
had
glance.
it
at
a
I
read
autobiography.
symbol-ic
tragic
portrait,
ov/n
You
wete
your
an
idea.
itself,
object
was,
this
and
from
glass;
made
objects you
no
hrmself;
idea
of
âs
ân
except
in
this
world
function
had
no
and self-contradictory. Tristessa
ontological stâtus, only an iconogtaphic one. (PNE 129)

Tristessa and Zero, in other words, exist in a dralectrc; each is the necessary corelation of the other,

without which the iconography of female victimage could not exist. Subject and object, sadist and
masochist are essential terms in the equation of misogynistic pornography; each enters into

a

reciprocal pact to act out the "spurious charade of maleness and femaleness" that Cartet derided in
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Tbe Sadeian lØornan (8). Just as Justine's injured innocence and perpetually renewed virgtnity inflame

the Sadeian libertine to desecrate het "temple," dre cinema's etoticisatron of Tristessa's suffeting
rnvites Zero's sadism. Lrke Justrne, Tristessa had mistakenly rmagined that his beauty and passivity

could protect him: "I thought," he said, "I was immune to rape. I thought that I had become
rnviolable,

..

"(P¡tE

137). Ttistessa articulates the velT same code

of female passivity that

'perfect woman' Justìne lives by to het peril: "Passivity," he said. "Inaction.

norion of

a

.

,

So

Sade's

I was seduced by the

woman's being, which is negativity. Passivity, the absence of being"(PÀ'IE 137).

A number of critics have read Tristessa
that "Tristessa is a version of

Sade's

as an

ironic teiteration ofJustine. ,\idan Day argues

Justine, a compatable ptoduct of the masculine

imagrnation"(118), with the added twist that his name "Tristessa de St r{.nge" is an allusion to the
hbettine, Madame de Sant-Ange, who initiates the young Eugenie into the practices of sadism tn
Sade's Phitonpþ in the Boudoir. Thus Tristessa, the man "trapped"

in

a

woman's body, embodies both

sadist and masochist: "Ttistessa the man rn drag is an agent of this masculine culturai conspitacy"

rvhich entraps women into passivity and victimage

pay

119). Metja Maklnen also makes the pornt

that Tristess's self-presentation as "a suffering icon of moutnful femininity" resonates sttongly with
"Carter's blistenng analysis of Sade's Justine as the ultimate emblem of mythical femininity" ("Sexual
and TextualAggression

" 157-58). GregotyJ. Rubinson

notes thatwith the cteation of Tristessa,

whom he descdbes as a "descendant of Sade's Justine", Catter has found "a potent image fot the
problemauc link between male desre and female suffedng- a link perpetuated in pornography and

Hollywood cinema." Rubinson also draws apaøllelbetweenJustine's "dolorous pilgdmage" and
Eve's passion, when he rernarks that "[a]fter raprng het a second tìme,

Zeto announces that

now his eighth wife, forcing Eve rnto a situation tantamount to

Justine- the vtgin archetype

Sade's

she is

made unrvilling whore"(Rubinson 138-39). Alison Lee alone argues that the combination of beauty
and suffering projected by Tristessa mark her as afernmefatak þee "De/En-gendering Narrative"
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241) , whtch is an atgument that runs countet

to the commonly accepted teading of the femme

^s

art

embodiment of female sexuality and power.
Clearly, with the exception of Lee, the notion that Ttistessa is a parodrc postmodetn Justme
is rvidely accepted ln Carter criticism. But

if we search for a version of her correlative, the tuthless

and hyperbolically sexualJuhette, the pictute is not so clear-cut. Is thete an equivalent figure? The

remainder of this chapter is an attempt to answer that question. My focus is on perhaps the least
analysed figure

in the text, Leilah, the black nightclub dancer whose seduction of Evelyn propels him

towatds Mother's castrating knife'

Hitherto, critics examrning the text's demythologising of gender have tended to focus on the
issue of gender transformation that is so spectacularly fotegrounded by the tevelation of Tristessa's

transvestism and the surgical transfiguration of Evelyn into Eve. Consequently, for the last decade

the novel has predominantly been read rn the light of late twentieth-century theories of perfotmative
gender, transgender and queer theory. Fot example, in the 1997 collectton The Inferna/ Desires of Angela
Carter, no less than

notion of gender

as

sx of the twelve contributots

discuss Carter's fiction in the light ofJudith Butlet's

perfotmance. Mote recently still, this tendency in Catter criticism has in turn

been criuqued. In her article "Gender as Petformance: Questionlng the'Butlerification' of Angela
Carter's fiction", Joanna Trevenna discerns significant diffetences between Butler's model and the

performances of gender staged in Cartet's novels, and argues that Carter's representation of gender is
more akin to that of Simone de Beauvoir

It

n

The Second Sex.

is not my intention to review this argument hete; rathef

I want to point out that what

Trevenna calls the "Butlerification" of Carter's wotkhas led to a crilcalneglect of those aspects of
the novel that resist being read

n

terms of drag or technologies of transsexuality. This is particulady

the case in relauon to Leilah, the rtmme fala/e whose serial ttansformations into Mothet's handmaiden
Sophia and the feminist warrior

Lilith have receiyed scant critical attention
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because they do not

involve a re-assignment of sex or gender. MarizAllne Seabta Ferteita's "Myth and Anti-Myth ttt
Angela Carter's The Passion of New Eue" is exemplary of this neglect. Whilst Fereita examines Carter's
deconstrucuon of gender myths, such as that of the Great or Phallic Mother, and atgues that the
novel "represents a thorough deconstruction of myths of otigin and cteation, of boundaties and
frontiers, of foundatronal philosophies", she does not once allude to the myths incatnated by

Leilah/Sophia/Lihth (Ferreila 297).Yet sutely the full complexity of Cartet's attempt at
demythologizrng gender can only be appreciated if Leilah's ttansfotmations are brought into the
equation. For as Emma Pi-tai Peng obserwes, this is a novel in which the "technology

of

reconsffucting the female self is not iust conducted on the arttficial Eve; it is also exetcised on the

'real'women like Mothet of Beulah and Leilah"(Peng121).

On the surface, the tansfiguration of the Salome-like Leilah rnto the feminist warrior Lihth

is

ptofoundly problematic. For Christina Britzolakrs, the Leilah-Lrlith double is emblematic of the
contradiction at the heart of Carter's endeavour: "Leilah and Lilith repfesent the sundered halves of
Carter's project- her baroque, eclectic appropriation of the western cultutal heritage and het

commitment to demythologi'sing it in the cause of political transformation"(182). Cattet's invocation

of Lilith, one of the oldest archetypes of femrninity, does indeed sit oddly with her avowed
icolqclasm, her "de-mythologizingproject" ("FrontLine" 71). If, as Carter argues in "Notes From
the Front Line", myths of femininity, hke all myths, ate "designed to keep people unftee"(71) why
does she invoke the myth of Lllrth as a symbol of female emancipation tn her fiction? I{eeping in

mind her grand pronouncement that "All archetypes are spuÍious, but some are mofe spurious than
others"(SII/ 6), arcwe to rmagine Lilith as one of the less spurious? And is het invocation of Leilah
as afemme falale an attempt

to deconstruct the archetype and tecupe:u;te rheJànm¿ f'or feminism? In

the discussion that follows I read Leitah/Lilith, not as a subject proper, but as a wide-ranging

2t0

deconstruction of útefemrueføta/e that dtaws on the Decadent, cinematic and Biblical iconographies

of thefemme, in an attempt to answer these questions.

Historical Liliths
In het incarnation

as a

New Yotk prostrtute, Leilah is unquestionably one of the most

feushistic reptesentations of feminrnity in Cartet's fiction, and it is not sutptising that the dominant
readrng of this figure casts her as a fetrsh object rathet than as a subject. Ricarda Schmidt, for
example, regards Leilah's nightly ritual of self-adornment befote the
she knorvingly transforms herself

into a symbol of "woman

as

mirtot

as the means by which

object, as meat"( 62). GtegoryJ.

Rubinson argues that "Leilah is literally enslaved to style: she is meticulous about embodyrng male
pornographic fantasies, and the image of hetself as an object in the mfuror holds her capuve"(133)'

For Gasiorek, Leilah is the willing accomplice of her own fetishiz atton (132), whereas Rubenstein
reads lrer as merely the object
a subject rn her own

of the narratot's desue and thus an extension of himself,rather than

as

right (108). Aiden Day goes so fat as to consider Leilah a "not-self' designed to

suit masculine taste (110). David Punter, similatly, clarms that:
Leilah's existence as a whore is predicated on an everyday refraction of herself into the petceived
Other, in which sl-rape she figures male fantasies as she arrays herself tn the form of the totally fleshly;
her self sìides away tn ahaze of natcotics and she reirnplants herself nightly in the mirror, soulless, a
self-creation of painted nipples and exotic furs' (215)

But Carter's admission that the promotional slogan for Gi/da was one of the inspirations for
her representations of 'uvomen in the novel ought to alert us to the possibilrty of other ways of
readrrrg Leilah.

If

'uve

look beyond the slogan to the fi.lrn itself, the notion of femne fatalitl

as a

performance that deconstructs itself emerges. Rrta Haywotth's flamboyant tendition of the
eponymous

femme fata/e

resonates strongly, not only with the tragic Ttistessa, but also with the

hyperbohcally seducuve Leilah. Marded to the crime baron and casino oPerator Ballen, but
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previously the lover of Ballen's assistantJohnny, Gilda petforms the role of thefenme fafale'lfl order

to re-inciteJohnny's intetest' As Mar1"\nn Doane stâtes:
Gilda hterally confirms Johnny's comparison of her to Ballen's cane-knife by continually and
duphcitously producing an image of herself as loose, as promiscuous, forJohnny's beneht. Her
p"ifor-urr."s are all dãpendent on Johnny's potential look, and the strip-tease rendition of "Put the
Blame on Mame" is the ultimate and most convincrng of these petformances' (107)

Doane reads Gildars truncated striptease as a metaphor fot the structute of the narralúve' in which
successive drsguises are peeled away from Gilda to finally reveal "the 'good'woman undetneath, the

one who will 'go home' with Johnny" (107).

Àt the film's denouement, the detective investigating

Ballen's murder remonstrates to Johnny, who up until this point, is taken in by Gilda's performance

of promiscuity, that Gilda "drdn't do any of those things. It was just an act." Thefernme fatale, it turns
out, had been a "home gill" all along.

In The Passion

of New Eue, of course, thefemme tutns out to be anything but a "home girl"; she

is a femrnist guerdlla rntent on blowrng up the phantasmagotia of the American dream: the
"Relaxaramas" and the "all-purpose pleasure domes" of Southern Califomia. In her ltnal incatnation
as

Lilrth, she tells Evelyn/Eve, "as for me,

as

you know, I used to rouge my nipples and dance

a

dance called The End of the Wodd, to lead the unwaty into temptation"(PÀtE 174)' As is the case in
Gi/d,a, Lel,ah's perform tnce of femme

fatalitl is insuumental to the sentimental educati.on of the heto.

yet Leilah's revelation that her real name is Lilith tells us that Cartet had somethrng more ambitious
in mind than just demonstrating that thefenrnefaÍale is rnvariably faked up:
"Lilith is my narne," she sai.d. "I called myself Leilah in the city in order to conceal the nature of my
symbolism. If the temptress displays her nature, the seducee is put on his guard' Lilith, if you
remember, was Adam's first wife, on whom he begat the entire race of the djini' All my wounds will
magically heal. Rape only refreshes rny virginiry. I am ageless, I will outlive the tocks."
She laughed self-depreciatrngly. (-Pl{E 174)

The monrker Lilith signals the textrs engagement with an iconography of the feminine that sttetches

from the earliest days ofJudaism thtough the \ùØestern cultural tradition into the present. Even
cursory examination of this iconography teveals that the teptesentation of Lilrth has had a split
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a

history. The dual figute Letrdn/Ltltth is cleady ptedrcated upon this split, and its sþificance can only
be undetstood though an examination of both patnarchal and femtnist representati.ons of the Lilith
archetype.

In the Jewish tradition, Lihth is a she-demon with many contradictory

faces.

Accotding to the

foremost authority on the subject, Raphael Patai, from whose wotk the following account is drawn,
the Hebrew image of Lilith dedves ftom the Sumedan myth of the Lilu, a class of vampiric succubae
demons, the eadiest know records of which date to ca. 2400 BC. (?atai 221'-54), In Babylonian
records Lilith is depicted as a beaudful but baren harlot, sometimes wrnged or horned, sometimes

flanked by lions or sphrnxes. For reasons that ate open to speculation, the eady Rabbis incorporated
the mythical figure of Lilith into Genesis, claiming her as Adam's first wife, the unnamed woman
mentioned tn Gen,1,27: "mâle and fer¡ale created he them." According to the Talmud and the
Miclra¡him, the tabbinic commentaries on the Hebrew Sctiptures,

Lilith

and Adam were cteated

simukaneously from the red earth of Eden. Because of theit common origin, Lilith felt hetself to be
tlre equal of Adam and refused to submrt to his authoÅty or lie beneath him dudng sexual
intetcourse. Before long, saying the ineffable name, she ran away ftom Eden and took up tesidence

on the shores of the Red

Wren

she refused

Sea,

lvhere she copulated rndisctminately with serpents, demons and men.

to heed the Lord's call to return to Eden,

day she would give

a drvine curse was laid

upon her: every

bilth to hordes of hideous snake-like progeny, a hundred of whom would die

each night. In retaliation,

Lilith vor.ved to wreck vengeance on birthing mothets and their infants, and

until recently birthingJewish women used amulets, talismans and rnscdptions to guard themselves
and their tnfants against her.
Since she played no part in the Fall,

Lilith was spared the curse of mortality, subotdination to

men and painful parturition that had been laid upon Eve and her daughters. This distinguishes her

from all other female hgures in theJudeo- Chrisuan tradrtron. Immottal and immoral, ftee ftom
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sexuâl gurlt and shame,

Lihth recognises neither the authority of the Fathet vested in Adam not the

patdarchal rntetdiction on female freedom, sexual or other-wise. Thus she is an archetype of

unbridled female sexuality, which the rabbinic fathers chatactetised

as bestial, as

well as one of the

founding anti-maternal archetypes in Western cultute. Lihth's attack on human procteation extends
beyond women and babes onto the male himself; her rapacious appetite fot semen links het to her
origins as a Sumerian succubus. Some rabbinic writings suggest that Lilith teturned to Eden by night

to dran Adam of his seed as he slept. Later I(abbalisuc texts Portray Lilith hoveting over the matital
bed stealing any drops of seed that escape ftom their dghtful, procreative channels. Lilith's offspring,
the hordes of female succubi called li/im,were ctedited with milking men and boys of their semen
through nocturnal rapes and wet dteams. Furthetmore, Lilith was believed to vampirize and
cannibalise her victjms, including het o'uvn offspting. Some commentators go so fat as to blame Lilith

for the Fall, clairning that it was she, in the guise of

a serpent,

who led Eve

astr.ay.

The somer.vhatpuzzltngrabbinic incorpotauon of Lilith into Genesis has been viewed

as a

rabblric attempt to subsume the competing cults of fettility Goddessess, particularly that of the
Babylonian Ishtar, tnto the monotheisuc patriatchal cult of Yahweh. ÂlthoughJudaism proscribed
the worship of fertìJiry Goddesses as idolauy, their cults cont-inued well into the first millennium BC'

Leemrng and Page claim that the rabbis' attempt to marry this incarnation of the Goddess to the first
man in Yahweh's creation is an attempt to assimilate her culusts into the increasingly patriarchal cult

of Yahr,veh: to force the Goddess to submrt to God. However:
Lilith's matriage to Adam, reflecting the failute of the rabbrnical strategy in tegard to the stomping
out of the cults, was not a success, and eventually she had to be banished in favour of a more suitable
spouse, who would be vulnerable to the moral weakness seen by the pattiatchy as endemic to female
1-rìt,rr.. Tradition had it that the barushed Lilith would not disappear; instead, she lurked about the
periphery of human affairs, as the raging, scorned, jealous, vengeful temptress- the quintessential
femrne fatale. (Leeming and Page 112)

The Zobar, the basic text of I(abbalistic mysticism, a mass Jewish movement that flourished

ftom the thi.teenth to the seventeenth centuties, claims Lilith variously
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as the female aspect or

partner of the demon king, Samael. I{abbalistic representations of Lihth mute her anti-maternaland
bestial aspects and foreground het sexual allure; tndeed, she is aggrandized into a Satanic hatlot so

extraordinarily alluttng that even God hrmself is in her thrall. A.s Patai comments: "No she-demon
ever achieved as fantastic cateer as Liìith, who started out ftom the lowliest of odgins, was a failure
as

Adam's intended wife, became the patamour of lascivious spirits, tose to be the bdde of Samael

the Demon I(ing, ruled as Queen
hrmself '

of Zemargad and Sheba, and ended up as the consort of God

patai 221). Accotding to the

Zohar, the Messiah alone has the powet to destroy

Lilith; until

his coming her depredations will continue: " pilith]. . ,is now rn the cities of the sea, and she is still
rntent on injunng mankind. When the Holy One, blessed be he, destroys wicked Rome, and it
becomes an eternal desolation, He will bring up Lilith and settle her rn the ruins, because it will be
desolate forever" (Tishby 539-40).

Although she is a figure of great consequence in Jewish cultute, representations of Lilith were
rare in Gentile culture prior to the nineteenth century. Possibly her first appe r^nce tn European

literature occurs in the \X/alpurgisnacht scene in Goethe's Faust, Parr

I

(1808), when Mephistopheles

warns Faust against a patticular woman cavorting with the witches:

MEPFIISTOPHELES. Look catefully

FAUST.
MEPHISTOPHELES.

at her. FIer name is

Lilith'

Who?
She's ,{dam's lust wife, Sir'
Be on your guard against het shinrng harrIt's the one jewel she wears to deck her charms'
Once that has lured a young man to her atms
He'll find it very hard to leave her snare.
(Goethe 139)

Goerhe's brief reference is typical of the bulk of Gentjle reptesentations of Lilith, in that

it tends to

follow the Zoharin emphasizrng her sexual allute, epitomized hete by her shiny entwining hait, above
the bestial and rnfanticidal aspects of the archetype that dominateJewish folklote. Following Goethe,
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Lilith featured in innumerable nineteenth-century

texts.27 The revelatron that a mysterious seductress

threatemng to tujn the hero is Lilith in disguise is a recutrent plot of literary representations of Lilith
rn this period. As Roderick McGillis pornts out, for the most part, the prodigious hadot ofJewish

tradition is writ small in these representations; the monumental appetites of the ongrnal domesticated

into vanity, narcissi.sm, and a polymorphously perverse sexuality mote tiullating than Satanic
(McGillis 3-11).,4. notable exception is I(enyon Cox's oil painting Lilith (c2.1'892), which
foregrounds the besuaüty traditionally attributed to her by depictmg her catnally embracing

a

serpent.
Several critics have drawn a connection between this ptoliferauon of representations of

Lilith

(and the related hgure of the Lamia) with the emetgence of nineteenth-century feminism. In het
discussion of Dante Gabriel Rossetti's use of the atchetype, Vitgrnia Allen notes that fot Rossetti,

Lilith's flowing hair was symbohc of thefemnefatale's desttuctive power: "the deadly nature of woman
\ü/oman, ftee of male contLol, scourge
is manifested in her bat" (291). Lilith teptesents "the New

of

the Victorianpatriarchal family," and incorporates the fears and the fascrnations of Rossetti's
generation, which were "born of confrontatron with the ì7omen's Emancipation Movement and the

controversyoverfamilyplannrnginthelB60's"(,\llen286). Shecitesthel868 SafurdalReuiew
anthology of articles on the movement for women's rights, which equate women's sttuggle for
contraception rvrth Lilith's fabled infantrcides: "The New Woman, it would seem, was like Lilith,

a

child kdler. Rightly or wrongly, ln the 1860's, tefusal to beat and taise children was consideted an
inevitable concomitant of femrnism"(Allen 292).Bram Djlkstra similatly llnks the Lamras and Lilrths

of late nineteenth-century art with male fears about feminism, notìng: "LiÏth, who, in het

27

Th.r. include Carlyle's

SaúorResatlus, I{eats' "Lamia", Rossetti's Eden Boøer, LndJ

Ullh,

and Bodl's

Beaa!,Hugo's I-øfn

SaÍan,Remy de Goutmont's I;ilifh, Anatole France's "La fille de Lilith", Marc Chardowne's Dieu crie 'd'abord L;ilith,
lvlarieCorelLi'sTheSoul o-fLilith,Geotge \4cDonald's Lilithand G.B.Shaw's BacktoMetha¡elab.
t1.e
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unwillingness to play second-flddle to A.dam, was, as Rossetti's wotk already indicated, widely
regarded as the wodd's fu'st virago"(Dijkstra 309)'

It

is,

of course, as the frst virago that feminists now champion Lilith. Unlike Eve, pdor to

the late twentieth century Lilith was conspicuously absent from feminist attempts at revisionary
mythmaking, which suggests that she embodred a nightmate vision of \Øoman that femrnists found

too thteatening to acknowledge. The emergence of second wave feminism heralded a feminist teevaluation of the implicauons of the LiJith myth. In their enormously influential The Madwoman in tbe

Attic, Gtrbelt and Gubar argue for Li-hth

as an archetypal female creator and symbol

of authority:

history suggests is that in patriarchal culture, female speech and female "presumption"- that
against male domination- are inextticably linked and inevitably daemonic' Excluded
revolt
is, angry
fro-iLe human community, even from the semidivine communal chronicles of the Bible, the figure
of Lilith represents the price women have been told they must Pây for attempting to define

\X7hat her

themselves. (35)

Grlbert and Gubar image Lilith

as an essentially

tragic figure, but later feminist writets cast het

defiance in a more celebratoty light. Jewish feminists, in patticular, cite

Lilith

as apandtgm

of female

rebellion28 and Gentile feminists have also taken her name as a symbol for teptessed female histories
and voices.29

Th. contemporary re-^pptaisal of Lilith's use-value for feminism

can be related to a

number of factors specific to the late twentieth centwy: the unprecedented secularisation of westetn
society; dramatic changes in sexual mores; and the emergence of a tadical feminist discoutse that was

no longer compelled to justi$r its emancip atory clauns according to the precePts of Christian
theology. Yet the contemporary feminist revalorisation of Lilith also signals the patadox at the heart

of Western feminism, which is both embedded in, and defiant of, theJudeo-Christian tradition.

28 See
plaskow, "The coming of Lilith: Torvard a New Feminist
Judith
Reli¿ioí,eds. Carol P. Christ andJudith Plaskorv (San Ftancisco: Harper
J"-ìrh feminist journal bears hei name, and an anthology of women's w
lrom contemporary J ewish feminis t p erspectives.
29

A, ir,, for example, the tol;ring women's music festival Lilith': Fain

A

Femini¡t Reader in

examines her mythoÌogy

the Àusttalian feminist history joutnal

Berlin feminist bookstore Lilìth, and Deborah Dratell's 2006 opeta Lilith.
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rit N:ing:

ddition, the pte-eminent

I)/ith;the

Decadent Liliths
\)Øhilst Carter's citation of

Lilith

as a

feminist guerilla tn New Eue dlnws qurte explicitly on

the late twenueth-century feminist tecuperation of the Jewish myth, her novel also tevisits two
nineteenth-century French texts that exemplify the Decadent ttadition of citing Lilrth as the odginal
fenme fatale..Anatole France's short story

"La fille de Lilrth" (1889) and Vilhets de L'Isle-Adam's novel

L'Eue falare (1,886). France's story concerns the confession

of a young man who

has been seduced by

Leila, the rvife of his best friend, who ensnates him in sensuahty. Her bettayed husband threatens to

kill her, but Leila reveals that she cannot die. The young man's confessot, the cuté M. Safrac,

an

expert on Biblical apocrypha, recognises that Leila is a daughter of Lihth, and is thetefore "exempt

from sorrow and death; having no soul to be saved, she is incapable of virtue or vice"(France77),
For M. Safrac the young man's confession ptoves that the apocryphal story of Lilith is based on
historical factandthat his thesis regarding the existence of "pte-Adamites" is ttue. Cafier does not
allude duectly to this story, but FLance's plotline of a daughter named Leila pte-determrned by
nraternal imperauve to seduce and destroy a young man, added to the final tevelation that she is

a

tnodern day LiJrth, has an undeniable resonance with her plot.

As far as I am aware, France's story has not previously been ünked to NewEue;however,
sevetal critics have idenufied Villiers' L'Eue fulure as template for Cattet's novel. Christina
^

Britzolakis, for example, whilst reading the figure of Leilah as a patody of Baudelare's Jeanne Duval
cycle, remarks pejoraavely that the text is "Iocked tnto a regressive circulation of ìitetary metaphots

of

fatal, apparitional and mech anical feminrnity, from Poe and Baudelafue to the Symbolists (the

technological creation of Eve alludes to Vilhers de L'Isle-Adam's L'Eue Falare,1986)"(Britzolakis
1,82). BÀtzolakrs does

not elaborate on this intertextual connection but Marie Lathets devotes an

entir-e article to a compadson between Viìliets' L'Euefutare andTbe Pa¡¡ion of New Eue.Lathets
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highlights their similarities of plot and theme, such as their depictions of the cinema as a pdmary srte

for the productron of m1,d1s of femininity, their fututistic tevisionary versions of Bibhcal creation
myths, and so forth (Lathers 7-28). WhiÌst Lathers' compatative teading focuses on the use of
technology and on the garden as site of creation of the feminine, she also notes in passrng that both
novelists dra'uv on the pte-Edenic rnyth of Lilith as a sttucturing device.

Until recently L'Eue fulure was seldom read, but the past twenty years or so have seen
sornething of a revival, rn which it has twice been translated into English and has been the subject of
a fesurgence

of critical interest, much of which has centred on Villiers' prescient anticipation of the

cinema and the cyborg. For feminist critics of Ftench nineteenth-century literatute the novel has

become a key work, due, as Fel-icia Millet Frank puts it, to its "remarkable staging of the female body
as a spectacle, fusrng as

it does certain traditional misogynistic

themes

with concerns about

technoiogy that llnk it to the next century" (1.43). Peppered throughout with strident invective agatnst
woman as a Lilith-like seductress, Villiers' novel represents the redaclio ad absardam of the nineteenth
century Decadent tradition of the fetishization of the femme fatak. Furthermote, Naomi Schot has
atgued that in a feminist revision of the French Decadent canorl, "L'Eue future would displaceJ'I(.
Huysmans'

À

rebours as

the ultimate text of post-Lealism, for Villiers' futuristic fantasy of a female

android is the logical conclusion of a century of fetishization of the female body" (Breaking

rhe Chain :

ll/omen, Theory, and þ-rench Realist Fiction 145-46).

In order to show how Carter fewofks Villiets' reptesentation of the feminrne, I will outline
the salient aspects of his novel here. The plot centres on the cteation of a female android in an
undergtound labotatory lty u fictional version of the Âmerican inventot Thomas Edison. Edison's
creation of Hadaly, the android (supposedly the "ideal" in Persian), is motivated by the destruction of
his friend Edward Anderson by

a

femme

fatale, tine dancer Evelyn Habal. Aftet Anderson suicides,

Edison embarks on an investigatron, using Evelyn Habal as an exemplum, of hos, thefernmefaTale
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derives her power over men. Usrng a prototype of the moving film, Edrson proves that thefemme's
seductive power is the result of attihce and an almost demonic ability to manipulate het own image.

He compares two frlms of thefemme: in the first, which demonstrates how the cameta constructs
illusions of feminrnity, she is shown as a sexually atftacttve woman, "a morsel frt for a king" dancrng

a fandango tricked up in het make-up and finety; in the second, she is revealed as dne realþ is: "a little
bloodless creature, vaguely female of gender, with dwatfrsh lrmbs, hollow cheeks, toothless iaws wrth

practically no lips, and almost bald skull, with dim and squrntìng eyes, flabby lids, and wdnkled
features.,, " (Villiers de L'Isle-Adam

1 1 7-1

B).

In Edison's discourse, which constitutes the bulk of this singularly monologtcal text, all
misttesses, and rndeed, all sexual women, arcfemmesfaÍa/es who degtade and persecute innocent men:
Such are these "women," modern Furies of a sott, for whom the man they select is simply a victim to
be weakened and degraded. By a kind of fatahty, they obey blindly the obscure urgings of their
malignant essence. These creâtures of man's second fall, these inciters of evil desires, these dispensets
of forbidden pleasures. . .ate Í¡tal only to the man who lingers over them... (VrlJrers de L'Isle-Adam
111)

His metaph orizatton of these modern-day Liliths

as

vampiïes and vipers supports Praz's contention

that Decadent representat-ions of the femme faÍak ate motivated by a sadistic male impulse that always
needs ro portray thefemme as monstrous

in otder to justift punishing her Qtaz

152):

But it is in the nature of these neutral yet negative beings to abuse men, since their very existence is
degrading and, worse, contagious, I conclude that it's the right of the man as against the woman (if,
by some miracle, he is enabled to see what has been vicumizing him) to inflict a suûtmary execution
on her, in the most secret and certain manner that he can, without the least scruple or form of
legaltry, any more than one would hesitate about killing a vampire ot a vipet. (Vrlhers de L'Isle-Adam
1,13)

Having ascertained the "true" nature of tltefemmefalale, Edrson then devotes his enetgies to her
destrucrion through the creation of a synthetic being, the mechanical Eve of the futute, who will
supplant her in menrs affections, whilst simultaneously neutralizing any sexual desite men feel outside
maniage. Torvards the end of the novel, Edtson bestows this ideal female android on his friend,

Lord Celian Ewald, whose drssadsfaction with his mistress, anotherfemmefatale by the name of Alicia
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Clary, has driven hrm to the brurk

of surcide. Patadoxically then, in this novel, thefemmefatale

rnspires, is thus the Muse of an attempt to create an android, a living-doll, who will supplant het'

This mrttors the apocryphal rabbinic version of the Jewish cteation stoty, in which God's
dissausfaction with his first female creation, the unruly Lilith, inspires hrm

to cre te the more docile

Eve
Âs Lathers n otes, "L'Eue futare follorvs a pre-Edenic myth, that of Lilith, rn its chronology of
creation. Alicia, Ewald's fitst Eve,

i.s an

unsatisfactory being whose conscience constitutes her

origrnal srn. The second Eve is fabricated in tesponse to this

Lilith

as a simulacrum

with a perfected

soul" (10). In her comparative reading of Villiers' text with New Eue, Lathets furthet notes that Catter
rnaps Vilhers' veLsion of

Lilith onto two disparate

who is shunned by Evelyn,

as

characters: Leilah, "a modern

Lilith (het teal

name)

Ewald shuns Alicia" (15), and Ttistessa, who is cast as cabbalistic

castratrix inZet;o's paranoid fantasy, a "Queen of Dykes," who has emasculated him via the cinema
screen. Lathers' analysis

of Catter's rervorking of the Lilith myth does not go beyond this mapping,

but rn the discussion that follows I elaborate on her obserwations by showing how Carter
deconstructs the Decadent representation of the Lilrth archetype exemplihed by Villiers' text.

There is a clear parallel between Zero's deluded ptojecuon of Lilith-like powers onto the
passive and asexual Tristessa, and Evelyn's fateful mlsrecognition of Leilaln as afemme fatale, with the

crucial drfference that the lattet, by vrttue of his ttansfotmation into a woman, ftnally gains insight
rnto the extent of his previous misapprehension:
Leilah, Lilith: now I see you are your mother's daughter, that immobility, that vast ând sentient
repose- what's become of the slut of Hatlem, my girl of bile and ebony! She can never have
objecttvely existed, all the time mostly the projections of the lusts and greed and self-loathing of
young man called Evelyn, who does not exist, either. (P¡'IE 175)

a

The revelation that Leilah had been Lilith all along enables Evelyn/Eve to see that his conception of
her as afenmefaralehadbeen a fabrication born of his own "libidinous cravings" ("Femmes Fatales"
351). The parallel

with Carter's reading of Wedeklnd's Lulu is obwious. Yet the force of het

22t

deconstructron of thefernme fatale archetype thtough the figute of Leùah/Lilith does not lest on

Eve/Evelyn's tealization at the end of the story alone. A close teading of the New Yotk episode
reveals that Leilah is simultaneously encoded and decoded as a manifestation
archetype.

ordet to

It

see

New

is instructive to contrast this episode

of

the femme fatak

with the Evelyn Habal section of L'Eue fatare tn

how Carter attempts to demythologise the atchetype.
Euls most immediately obvious divergence from its model lies in the complexity and

arnbiguity of its narrative perspective, rvhich rn part is the result of the nartzive voice slipping almost
irnperceptrbly between that of Evelyn and the surgically constructed Eve. In L'Eue futare, Edison's

fx

almost absurdly over-determined authodty to

the meaning of his Liliths is never in question; they

are always the objects rather than the subjects of his discourse.

The teadet of

New -Eør, howevet, is

always pondedng the question of who is speaking, because the ttansformation of the male nartatot

'nto awoman, which is at the heart of thefabula, determines that the :1uçhet he/she narrates
emanates

ftom an indeterrrrinate subject position. The rettospective nattatfon leads the reader to

assume that the narrative voice of the text as a whole is Eve's, yet this assumption is confounded in

the Leilah episode by slippage in the natrative point of view between Eve's temotseful insights about

her masculine ptior self- "I was a perfect, sanctimonious hypocrite"(P¡üE 33)- and a viewpoint more
easily attributable to the unreconstructed mrsogynist Evelyn-"My full-fleshed and votacious beak tore

open the poisoned wound of love between her thighs"(PNE 25). -As Ahson Lee atgues, the

"complication of the narrative level" due to the narrative voice being simultaneously an "I" and

"not-I" is particularly noticeable in the Leilah

a

episode:

When Evelyn focalizes, especially on Leilah, his vision is to some extent determined by Eve's ìooking
back on him lookrng at women. Since Eve is a woman when she tells Evelyn's story, her nartation, of
course, is unged with the knowledge of what it is to be both the subject and the object of such a look.
("De/En-gendering Narrative: Angela Carter's New Eve(þn)" 243)

The reader's perception of pornt of view rn this episode is futthet complicated by the
dtsjunctron between what is said by the narrative voice(s) and the teader's pfe-concePtions about the
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author's point of view. \ùØhat the readet knows or assumes about the poliucs of the author cannot be
disentangled ftom his or her perceptions of the tepresentation of gendet in the novel, which

contributes to the reader's apprehension of textual irony. Âs nartatologists Robert Scholes and
Robert I(ellogg point out, irony is the inevitable result of perceived drsparities between points of
view of flalr.ator and author:
In any example of narrative art there are, broadly speaking, three points of view- those of the
characters, the narrator and the audience. As nartative becomes mote sophisticated, a fourth pornt of
view is added by the development of aclear distinction between the narrator and the author.
Narrative irony is a function of dispadty among these three or four viewpoints. And narrative artists
have always been ready to empioy thrs disparity to make effects of various kinds. (Scholes and
I(ellogg 240)

In

New Eue Cafier consciously deploys

^

narra;tlve voice that is rnhetently

ambþous

and which,

when it articulates Evelyn's misogyny, divetges from her own perspective, in order to fotegtound

how narrative perspective þroduces gender. The uony that is produced by this dispatity, in coniunction

with the multiple ironies unleashed through the novel's reworking of the Decadent iconography of
thefemmefata/e, has the effect of undermining Evelyn's narrative ptoduction of Leil¿h as a fetish
ob

j

ect and a mantfestation

o

f

the fe m m e fa ra le archetyp

e.

The distinctly Baudelairean rnflecuon of the natrative voice

objectis

a case

in point. From the first, Leilah's status

as

as

it inscribes Leilah

as a fetish

the object of Eve/lyn's fxated gazeis

textually oversignified by an unrernitting preoccupation with het appeatance. \Øhen Evelyn
ericounters Leilah in the midnight drugstore she is tendeted hyper-visible as a sexual object, dtessed

up to the nines rn the full rcgaha of pornography: the black mesh stockings and scatlet garters, the
"feushistic heels six inches high"(-PÀIE 19), the far coat, the skimpy, easily discarded dtess, the
crotchless knickers, the extravagant coiffure, painted nipples and ludd makeup. Het status as

a

"fetish-on-display" is sealed by Eve/lyn's account of her ritualised maqaillage:
Regular as clockwork, once a night she witched me, night after night. Oh, my domestic btothel! All
the delights of the flesh avaüable in one institution of bone and muscle. The flrucking cate she used to
give to the creat-ion of this edifìce! Applyrng the rouge to her nethet lips and the putple or peony or
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scarlet greâse to her mouth and nipples; powders and unguents all the colours of the rainbo.w went on
to the skin in the sockets of her eyes; with the manual dexterity of an assembler of ptecision
instruments, she glued on the fnnge of false eyelashes. The topiary of her hair she would sometimes
thread with beads or dust with glinung bronze powder she also app[ed to het pubic mound. Then
she sprayed herself with dark perfumes that enhanced rathet than concealed the lingenng odour of
sexuality that was her own perfume. (P¡iE 29)

Later tn the narrative, when she is pteparing for work in the sex shows whete she sells her
irnage as an eroticised commodity, she works through the repertoìre of potno g^phy as if it were
'uvardrobe
she

ftom which she extracts the gatb and props necessary to the cteation of the fantasy

a

selves

will take to market. From the perspective of the narrating "I", the thigh-hlgh boots, the slave

womanrs thonged calves, the vettigrnous technicolour shoes, the chiffon dresses and the slimy

synthetlc dresses and the metallic dresses partake of the same function as het sequinned knickets,
rvhich are "no more than a decorative and tnadequate parenthesis around her sex"(PIJE 29). That is

to

say, these accoutrements

a series

of pornography do not dress her naked body so much as ftame it within

of potentral narratives for the srmulated sex-shows rn which she is objectified

a chocolate sandwich

or alayet in a mocha layet cake"(PÀ'IE

as

the "filling in

26)'

As Munford and Britzolakis have both noted, Eve/lyn's fascinated arousal in tesponse to
Leilah's ritual of self-adorment further underscotes his Baudelairean aesthetic of the feminine:

I used to adore watching her dressing hetself in the evenings, before she went out to the clubs, the
theatres, the restaurants where she performed, which l never visited. I would lie on her bed like a
pasha, smoking, watching, in her cracked mirror, the transformation of the grubby little bud. . . (P¡fE
28).

aroused was I by her ritual incarnation, the way she systematically catnalised herself and became
dressed meat, that I always managed to have her somehow, at the last minute, even if it was up
against the wall. . . (P¡JE 31)'
. . . so

This is rn marked contlast to the thundering denunciation of female atttfice that resounds
throughout L'Eue fuTure. In Villiers' account, one of the most damming tndictments of

thefemme

fatak

is her use of artifice. Accordrng to Edison, "the axiom which summarizes these female wilche: in their

relation to man is thar rheir morbìd andfatalinfluence on theìr uictin is in direct ralio to the quanilfl

pþ:ica/ artfice with which tbel

of moraland

reìnforce- or, rather, ouenahelm- the uerl few natural sedactiue þowers fhel seem lo
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possess"

(Vilhers de L'Isle-,A.dam

11

5 italics rn the otiginal).

In an inversion of the Petrarchan tradition,

Edison blazons the gtotesqueries of the female body by inventorying the props that have sustained
thefenzmefala/e's'ntpersonation of youth and beauty.

of

thefemme faTale staged

In a private lectute-demonstration on the nature

for Er,vald's beneht, Edrson exhumes the contents of a dtawer containing

the deceased Evelyn Habal's relics in order to prove that her atttactions were a "tavishing

deceit"ffilliers de L'Isle-A.dam 110) cteated out of a"banal assemblage of powder, rouge, false teeth,
false complexions, false hair, whethet red, blonde, or brunette"(Villiers de L'Isle-A.dam 115). Her

"hly complexion" and "seductive power of passionate lips" are shown to otiginate in a "make-up box
filled with half-empty jars of rouge, pots of gteasepaint, creams and pastes of every sottrr; her
"gleamrng white teeth, so girlish, so glittering and fresh" ate revealed to be dentures; het "lovely

breast" is made from "scraps of gray wadding, buþng, gtubby and giving off a patticularly tancrd

odout"; and so forth (Vilhers de L'Isle-,\dam 119-21)'
Edison's denunciation of artifice as evidence of deceitful hadotry follows the long p^trrarcha.l
tradrtion of condemning women's self-ornamentation as proof of thert duplicity. Mote specifically, it
echoes the denunciation of

Lilith, "ìTotnan of Hatlotry, End of -Al1 Flesh, End of the Days"

n

Tþe

Zohar:

with many jewels like a despicable hadot, and takes up het position at the
the sons of man. ... Her ornaments fot seduction of the sons of man are: her
to
seduce
crossroads
like
the rose, her cheeks ate white and red, from her ears hang six ornaments,
red
hair is long and
the
ornaments of the Land of the East dangle from her nape. Her mouth is set
Egyptian cords and all
üké a ,rurtow doot, comely in its décor; her tongue is shatp like a sword, her words smooth like oil,
her lips red like the rose and sweetened by aìl the sweetness of the world. She is dressed in scatlet,
and adorned with forty ornâments less one' (Cited in Patat233)

She ¿dorns herself

Of course, this image

also resonates strongly

with Evelyn's depicuon of Leilah, "Berlizened like

Rahab the Hadot" (-l)¡JE 29), trav,rltng the streets of New Yotk, The ctucial drfference is that Evelyn
endorses, rather than censures, heï skill at self-adornment; he is enraptuted by her "ingeniously put

together...seductive apparatus'r(PÀJE 29).Tlne irony of his statement, "I nevet knew a girl mote
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a

slave

to stylel" (P¡üE 31) is immedrately apparent to the teader because it is he, tather than

she, who

is ensnated, if not actuall¡r enslaved, by her stylised self-objectification'
Horvever,

if we accept Robert Stollet's clarm that "a fetish is a story masquetading

as an

object" (155), there is more here than meets Evelyn's l¡edazzled eye. Concomitantwith the nanatfve
inscription of Leilah as a feush object, she is rnscribed, albeit unwittingly on the part of the narrator,
as a subject.

In order for this deconstructive strategy to wotk, she must first be established as a

manifestation of the Lihth archetype. Hence, befote Leilah's introductron into thefabala, the
nartative voice introduces her as the "ptofane essence of the death of cities"(PÀ'IE 1B), the maiden
rvho dances rn the ruins of New York. And in the initial phases of his relation with her, Evelyn
images her solely rn archetypal terms: she is the sexual predatot trawling the crty streets for prey; she

is the arch-seductress who manipulates the accoutrements of femininity to ensnare men; she is

a

succubus who "tears the otgasm" fÍoffr him; she is a borderline cÍeatule, neither entrrely human not
entu-ely animal:

"not

a

flyirg thi.g, not a running thng, nor

some in-between thirg.

. ."

attraction of the fall. Like

a creeping thrng,

not flesh not fowl,

(P¡JE 21); she is a Lilith-hke vortex of destruction:

^m^n

"I felt all the ghastly

upon a precipice, irtesistibly luted by gravrty,I succumbed at

once"(PÀ'IE 25).

But

as

the episode progresses, a character effect is build up which undetmines this archetypal

conception. A.t the lingursuc level, for instance, Leilah's utterances evolve ftom an initial mutism into
incomprehensible patois and finally into cohetent reported speech. This representation of thefemme

with the notion of her as a purely discursive consffuct
fatale as a speakrng subject is markedly at odds
)n L'Eue future. The denaturalisation of the prey/ptedator binadsm is another key strategy by which
thefemme farale archetype is demythologised. The cliché

of the sexually predatory femne fatale ís

inscribed rn the descriplion of Leilah's sexualrty as "vofacious, insatiable, yet coldly so, as if driven by
a dder, more cerebral need than a sexual one, as
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if forced to the act agatn and again by, pethaps,

an

exacerbated, never-to-be-satisfied curiosity. And, almost, a vindictivesness..."(P¡'IE 18). Very soon,
horvever, this cliché is undercut by an invetsion in which Evelyn, her supposed prey, is imaged as her

predatot, a bird of prey whose "voïacious beak" tears open the "poisoned wound of love" between
her thighs (P¡tE 25),
The repeated image of Leilah as a fox is anothet means by which het status as prey is
establrshed.

'\s I have noted, the recurtent

rmaging of Evelyn Habal as a viper tn L'Eue futare beaß

out Ptaz's contention that Decadent literature always depicts thefenme fatale as monstrous in otdet to

justift the punishment that will be inflicted on het by the avenging male. Carter inverts this ttope by
representìng Leilah in terms of the fox, a trmid nocturnal animal that, although carnivotous, is itself

prey to the human hunter. The narrator metonymically displaces the immense fur coat Leilah wears
so that it becomes her o'uvn skin: "she seemed a fully furred creatute, a little fox pretending to be a
siren, a witching fox in a dark wood";

"I will

always associate het,

for some ïeason, with foxes"(PÀIE

19-20). For an exemplar of the Btiush ruling class such as public-school boy Evelyn, the fox catries

the associations of wily oPponent, but, ultimately, also of quarry and victim.

The inevitablihty of Leilah's victimage is presaged tn Evelyn's account of his putsuit of her
through the New York streets. ,\t the moment Leilah pauses to roll down her fishnet stockings, he
notes thât the "coarse mesh had left rndentations as tragrc as if the flesh had been pressed against
barbed wire rn an attempt at an escape from a pdson camp rn which she had always lived, would
always attempt to flee, would always

fail"(PlüE 24). This intimation of het natural victimage

is

confirmed later in the coutse of their relationship, rvhen het clinging, childlike innocence incites
Evelyn to violence rather than tenderness. He likens her "awful delicacy" to that of "china ornaments
that invite you to smash them, because they are so ftagile"(PÀ'IE 31). \X/hen Leilah's carnal curiosity
reminds him of the myth of the succubus, he punitively ties het to the bed before going out fot the
day, then, when she is incontinent, punishes her futther:
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she had fouled the bed, I would untie her and use my belt to beat her. And she would foul the bed
again, or bite my hand. So these games perpetuated themselves and gtew, I suppose, more vicious by
almost rmpercepuble degrees. She seemed to me a born victim and, if she submitted to the beatfrg

If

and the degradations with a curious, ironic laugh that no longer tinkled- fot I'd beaten the wind-bells
out of her, I'd done thar much- then isn't irony the victim's only weapon! (P¡JE 28)

The depiction of Leilah's suffelng at Evelyn's hands seals the illusion of verisirnilitude called
chatacter. Her protests against the rapes and beatings to which he subjects her are ineffectual, but
nevertheless

sþal

that she has been transfotmed from an archetype into a fully-fledged chatacter

equpped with sentience, an experientral capacity and self-consciousness. As Aleid Fokkema states,
the rllusion

innet life"

of chancter in the mimetic ttaditron "depends on the suggestion that

chatacter has an

(Postmodern Characters: a Sta$t of Characrerilation in Bntish and American Postmodern Fiction 23).

This rendition of Leilah

^s

^

cl7^r^cter undermines the mythic dimensions of thefemmefatale and

reinserts her ihto history as a sign.

Furthermore, the text lays gteat emphasis on the materiaüty of this sign by fotegtoundrng the
material circumstances in which Leilah labours as a sex wofker. It is on recofd that Cartet was
reading \ùØalter Benjamin's book on Baudelaire at the time she was wridng New Eue (Goldswotthy
12) , and. the oversignified fetishi zatton

of Leilah and the deliberate

litk-g

of her living body to the

inorganic clearly echoes Benjamin's notion that the female body is commodified through the
plrenomenon of fashion, which "ptostitutes the living body to the inorganic wotld"(Benjamin Charles
Bøudeløire: a

þric

Poet in the

Era

of

Higb Caþita/ism 166). Äs Buck-Morss has noted, for Benjamin the

figure of the rvhore functions allegorically for developments in nineteenth-century commodity
capitalism, and is thus always construed as an object in his discourse (Buck-Motss "The Flaneur, the
Sandwichm an and the \Whore: The Politics of Loiterin g" 1.20). Catter clearly draws on Benjamin's

notion of the whore

as an allegorical

figute, in that Leilah can be read allegorically as a figure fot

New York's descent into anarchy and decadence;
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as

we have seen, thefemmefatale has always carded

associations of decadence, and Lilith, in partrcular, has historically been a figure for the Apocalypse,

the "End of Days."
Yet NewEza supplements the Benjaminian readrng of the rvhore as allegorical object with an

inscripuon of the whore

as

historically ftamed subject. The reptesentation of Leilah's sex wotk

as

economic exchange is in marked contrast to the essentializing interpretation of ptostitution advanced
by Edison n, L'Eue fufura, in which Evelyn Habal's recouïse to selling hetself is ascdbed to het
"malignant essence"(y'illiers de L'Isle-Adam 1.1.1). Catter makes it clear that Leilah exhibits herself
a sexual object,

as

not because she is impelled by sexual pewersity, but fot the "great m^îy dollats

tucked in the top of her stocking"()¡,IE 30) she eatns each night. Furthermote, New Eue parcdtcally

inverts Edison's depicuon of tltefenmefatalef prostitute as parasitic by havrng the previously
penurious Evelyn live comfortably off Leilah's earnngs:
ate well and often from the counter of
on),
salami, cole-slaw, fried chicken,
so
lye
and
on
(pastrami
sandr.viches
deli,
the neighbourhood
redcurrant pie, peach pie, pecan
and
taspberry
pie,
boysenbetry
pie,
potato salad, apple pie, blueberry
and wan-tun soup and ftied
foo-yong
egg
home
brought
!Øe
þi., .t. etc etc, ch"esecake and strudel.
deal of Coca-Cola from
tecall,
grea:t
I
dtank,
rice in waxed cârtons from the Chinese restaurânts and
^
cans sweating with refrigeration. (P¡'iE 30)

All the time I lived wtth Leilah, I never lacked for money.

rùØe

This textual foregrounding of the economics of prostitution demands that Leilah's telation to the
mir-ror ought to be reconsidered. Evelyn relates that her self-conscious production of herself as an
object for the rrrale gaze reaches its apotheosrs before the mirrot, and that he himself selves as

a

proxT for the paying spectators who will later watch her equaliy ritualised distobing:
The cracked milror jaggedty reciprocated her bisected reflection and that of my watching self with the
mauve exhalations of a joint cuding around my head. To watch her dressing herself, puttmg on her
pubhc face, was to 'nvitness an inversion of the ritual disrobing to which she would latet submit her
tody fot, the more clothed she became, the more vivid became my memory of her nakedness, and, as

of all the paraphernalia that only emphasized the black
plush flanks and the crimson slit beneath it, so she, too, seemed to abandon herself to the mirror, and
allow.d herself to function only as a hction of the etotic dream into which the mirror cast me.
So, together, we entered the same revetie, the self-created, self-perpetuating, solipsistic wodd of the
*o-Ã watching herself being watched in a mirror that seemed to have split under the sttain of
supporting her wotld. (P¡iE 30)
she Çatched me watching the assemblage
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Several critics have read the triangular relation of a woman watching hetself being watched in this
passage as an unproblematic rendering of John Berget's influential thesis on the

female nude in'S(/estern art, as advanced

n

LWay of Seeing(1,972).

tradition of the

Berger atgues that women's socio-

economic dependence and status as objects of exchange between men results in a split in female
subjecuvity ln which the female subject is constantly

^wate

of het own image and its effects on

others. Berger's argument echoes that of Laura Mulvey in telatron to the cinema, in that neither
allows

for female subjecuvity nor the female gaze. He wdtes:
...nîen dct, and women aþþear. Men look at women. Women v¡atch themselves being looked at' This
determines not only most relations between men and women but also the relation of women to
themselves. The surweyor of woman in herself is male: the suweyed female. Thus she turns herself
into an object- and most particulady an object of vision: a sight. (Berger 47)

In this specular economy the mtrtor occupies

a singular place. Accordrng

to Berger, it is a

commonplace of Chssical art to put a mtr.ot into the female nude's hand and then title the parnting

"Vanity" thereby subsuming the male spectatorrs voyeurism into the female obiect's natci.ssism. The
"real function of the mirtor" Berger contends, "is to make the woman connive in tteating herself

as,

first and foremost, a sight"(51).
The two crilics who have discussed Cartet's allusion to Betger's work, Roberta Rubinstern
and Aiden Day, have both seen

it

as an unproblematic

illusttation of his atgument that women

constantly produce themselves as objects for the male gaze, although Day acknowledges that Catter
nuances Betger's thesis by showing how the male surweyor is as implicated in the emptiness

of

jnstance tn New Eue
subjectivity as the female surveyed (Day 1 1,1-12). A.nd yet there is an understated

when the nartator makes a connection between Leilah's creation of hetself as a "sight" and her
accession to subjectivity. In the following passage, the mfuror assumes an almost mystical dimension

in its ability to confer selfhood:
She became absorbed in the contemplation

of the figure in the mirror but she did not seem to me to

apprehend the person in the mirror as, in any degree, hetself. The reflected Leilah has a concrete
fãi- ur,d, although this fotm was perfectly tangible, we all knew, all three of us in the room, it was
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another Leilah. Leilah invoked this formal other with a gravrry and titual that recalled witchcraft; she
brought into being a Leilah who lived only in the not world of the mirrot and then became her own

reflection...
These preparations extended over several hours. To decorate the other was her sole preoccupation at
these timei; she did not heâr me if I spoke to her. When at last she assumed the darkly luminous
âppearance of Lily-in-the-rnirror, she became her; everyday Leilah disappeated immediately' My
Leilah v/as now wholly the other one. She turned to kiss me quickly, with an absent-minded dignity
that she only acquired through the mirror; the mirror bestowed a gta;ce upon het, now she was her
own mistress. (PNE 28-29)

Here Leilah is simultaneously a votary of the mirror and her own subiect, fot the woman who
becomes her own mistress is, by implication, no one else's. The process of self-objectification by

which she transforms herself into a sight for the male gaze ts not represented

as havrng effaced

het

subjectivity. Her resistance to Evelyn's unwelcome sexual advances futthet attests that the mrrtor is
shown to augment rather than dimrnish het sense of self; her afftonted "No!" whilst it does not
prevent her berng raped, is a signiher of agency, and hence of subjectivity. Leilah's resistance, her
dignity, and her self-absorptron before the mrttor ate at odds with Betger's anxiously self-regarding
female non-subject. Narcissism is not equated with loss of subjectivrty in this episode.
Carter's use of the mirror as a privileged site of female self-creation runs counter to the

negativity rnherent in both patriarchal and feminist ideas about womenrs engagement with mirrors.
Femlnists have by and latge viewed the mirrot as a both a tool and a symbol of women's
enslavement to oppressive patriarchally imposed notms of female beauty, and have sought to ftee

women from theu thraldom to the mirrot by enabLng them to achieve self-definition in domains
other than

^ppear^nce.

Yet it may be,

as

Jenijoy La Belle argues, that women's Íeliance on the mirror

is not as antipathetic to a specifically femrnist female subjectivity as has been supposed. In Herself
Bebeld.: the Literatare of the

I-nokingGlassLa Belle argues that the female need for self-suweillance in the

mirror is predicated on a sense of self radically different to that of men. Accotding to her argument,
traditional notions of male subjectrvity are predicated on a Cartesian division body and mind in

which the latter is privileged over the former. MascuLnity has valortzed transcendence ând imagined
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of

an interior self ot subjectivity tndependent of the body and thus able to transcend the constraints

time, space and materiality. Male philosophers have histotically denigtated women's failute to achieve
transcendence, and have regarded them as mired in immanence, believing that fot women the
experience of the self is compromised by being inextricably bound up with the demands of the body.

Part of the feminist project has been to expose the ttanscendental masculine subject as an illusion,
and to reìnstate the body as the ground of being for both men and women. La Belle is unusual in
clarming the mirror as an ally in this ptoject, het premise being that

it

cafl

^ct

as a means

of "positive

non-transcendence" by enabling cornmunion with the specular rmage of the self. Accotdin g to La
Belle, the

minor offers the possibihs of

a "constant affirmation of personal presence through the

drvision of the self rnto both subject and object"(I-aBelle 185). Paradoxically, this "act of objective
self-recognition effects a bifurcation, but at the same time can be used by women to bteak down the
conceptual barders between mind and body"(La Belle 185). Furthetmore, she aÍgues that the mirror
can function as an exteriodzed self that acts as a positive counterpart to the illusory masculine
transcendental concept of self, providing an "other self ' that is materially grounded in the body,
hence l'ulnerable to time and to history.

It

is instructive to reconsider the representation of Leilah in the light of La Belle's claims,

particularly het notion of the subject-object dyad as complement^ny tather than dichotomous,

as

it

explains how Leilah can remain an active agent even whilst objectifyrng herself as an eroticized

commodity before the mirror. In this she is a forerunner of Catter's latet herotnes such as Fewets in
Nþhts al îhe Circa¡ and the Chance twins

in IYi:e Cbildrez, fot whom the mirtot

is instumental to the

creation of an image of femininity that is dehberately manipulated to their own advantage. La Belle
asserts that

mirroting has "the differential nature of the lingual sign", and that the mirrot image

is

ftequently raken to be a sign by the self-regarding female subiect (La Belle 1,53-63).In the light of
this assertion we cân posit the mirrot as the place where Leilah ttansftgures her body into a sign of
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woman as sexual commodity, then checks out its exchange-value before taking it to market' The
archeqpe of Lilith is thus reconltgutecl in the miltot into a
purveyor of this

sþ,

sþ

that will eatn Leilah, the active

"a great many dollars'"

Other possibrliues for readrng Leilah eme{ge if we regatd her

as a subject as

well as an obiect.

On the sticþ subject of feushism for example, might it not be possible to argue that Leilah autofetishizes, that she is a dandy or a sartotial fetishist in her own right, tather than merely a sexual

fetish object or commodity feush? Could it be that Leilah, as much as any male spectator, gets off on
her own glad rags, constlucts herself as the pleasing object of het own gaze? The fact that not
stngle cri.tic entertains this idea is indicauve of the dominance of the Fteudian conception

a

of

fetishisrl as an exclusively masculine pewetsion, and also of the way theories of the gaze have
tended to efface the possibiliry of the female gaze and female pleasute. Yet in "On the Genesis

Fetishism",

a.

of

p^pet given rn 1909 before he had settled on the idea of fetishism as a compensatory

mechanism by which the male child invests his mother with a penis, even Fteud raised the idea,
atbeit half-jokrngly, that all women are clothes fetishists (Rose 147-60). Although he abandoned this

notion soon after, it has been resurrected by contemp onry female fetrshists who claim to obtain
sexual gratification from

ther appatel alone (Gamman and Makinen 50-93). If Leilah is "het own

mistress" at the completion of her ritual of self-adornment before the mirrot, might it be because she
obtarns direct sexual pleasure from the spectacle of herself,) Let us not forget tlnat Cartet lauded
Louise Brooks for "ahvays enjoying the spectacle of herself' ("Louise Brooks" 388). Surely then, we
can posit a reading of Leilah, not only as the object of othet's fetrshism, but also as the subject of her

orvn feushism?

The conception of Leilah

as a subject

who knowingly manipulates her image for het own

ends resonates r.vith Bronfen's work on thefemmefafa/e

in film noit in her tecent essay,"Femmefafale:

Negotiauons of Tragic Desile." Âccordrng to Bronfen, feminist readings of the norfemmefatale as
z5J

a

sylTrptom of male anxiety or a misogynist fantasy unwittmgly re-enact the fetishism of the male
protagonist s 1n noir films, 'uvho, in theil fetishistic disavowal of sexual diffetence, Íatally mistecognise
thefemme:
tlre problem with reading the fenrue fatal¿ as a stereotype of feminine evil, as â symptom of male
anxiety, or âs a catchphrase for the danger of sexual difference is that it treats this tragrc feminine
heroi¡e as an encoded figute who exists only as the phantasmic emanation of others, who is acted
upon and, when necessary, extinguished, rather than treating her as a seParâte subject who has âgency
or.d *ho is responsible for her own decisions. (Bronfen "Femme Fatale: Negotiations of Ttagic
..

.

Desir-e" 114)

Bronfen suggests that away out of this impasse would be fot feminists to tead her instead as "a
ptototypical instance of modern feminrne subjectivity"("Femme Fatale: Negotiations of Tragic
Desi1e" 114). Takrng her cue from Stanley Cavell's work on ttagedy, and Rita Felski's notion that
tragedy be regarded as a mode or sensibility, Bronfen reconsiders the notfemmefarale

^s ^

traglc

subject, asklng "l7hat if, rather than úeating her as feush, projection, ot symptom, olle were to treat

her instead as the subject of het natrative?"( "Femme Fatale: Negotiations of Tragic Deste" 114).
The revelation at the denouement that Lilith, drsguised as Leilah, was a willing agent who had
orchestrated her own suffering at Evelyn's hands in the sefvice of Mothet's grand

desþ

suggests the

appositeness of Bronfen's thesis about thefemmefala/e tn noirto New Eue. In the New York section

of

the book, which closely reworks aspects of the ilnir geflte, Evelyn's account of his relationship with
Leilah follows the arc of the noir script from the heto's sexual obsession wttln thefemna through his
need to punish her. From the Beulah episode onwards, howevet, fhe noir script is subsumed into

a

ltterahzatton of the paranoid Decadent conception of thefemne fatak as emasculating and castrating,

with the male

as her passive and

effeminate prey.30 Thus, when Evelyn comes face to face with

Mother in Beulah, he articulates the realizatrcn, resoflant with Fteudian paranoia, that Leilah's
seductive wiles were instrumental to a conspiracy to casttate him:

30 À. Viui.r. puts it, rhe man thefemnefatal¿ selects "is simply a victim to be weakened and degtaded"Comte Auguste
\/ilLiers de L'Isle-Ada-:¡., Tomorrow't Eue, úans. Robett Martin Adams (Urbana: University of Illinois Ptess, 1982) 111..
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When Leüah lured tre out of the drug-store, into the night, towards her bed, she had organised the
conspiracy of events that involved the desert, the dead bird, the knife, the sacrificial stone. Leilah had
lured -. here, at last; Leilah had always intended to bnng me here, to the deepest cave, to this focus
of all the darkness that had always been waiting for me' .. (P¡'IE 58)

Leilah had clrsguised herself

^s ^femme

fafale,

with full knowledge of the punishment this would

entaiL,

rn order to obscure her real puq)ose, which was to select an exemplary misogynist fot surgical reconstruction. The rnscription of thefemnefatak as an autonomous subject is underscoted by the
ending, in which Letldn/Litth who "had danced the dance called the End of the \X/otld to tnvoke

retribution on Gomorrah" is inaged

as a

purposeful and powetful agent of the apocaþtic cultural

purgrng rn rvhich the Cities of California, including Los Angeles, home of the "celluloid brothel

of

the cinerna", burn "like the cities of the plain"(PÀJE 176).

Yet this readrng of Leilah as a subject is complicated by her ttansmutation into "blonde,
stern, monomamiliar Sophia", Eve/lyn's "governess undet the eatth"(PIJE 175)

n

Reulah. The

rvhole Beulah episode obviously parodies the cultural feminist tecuperation of Mother Goddesses,
and Mother herself is a deeply comical invocation of the Gteat Mother as depicted rn the works

of

aside, Beulah itself is a patodic tendition
Jung and his follower Erich Neumann. Refetences to Blake

of Daly's Prehistoric Sacred, a "place where contrarielies are equally true," which explains how the
black prostitute Leilah and the white vlrgn Sophia, who "looked like a woman who has never seen

mirror in her life"(PNE 54),

can be one and the same.

a

From the Beulah episode onwards the novel

slips enurely lnto the fantastic mode and consequently Leilah

/Sophia/Litth cannot

subsequently be

considered as a subject or a chatactet in the mrmetic sense but only as a hrghly wtought

representation of ideas about how the feminine is ptoduced.
The yoking of the two apparently unrelated myths of Lrhth and Sophia exemplifles the
referential compleúty of this tepresentation. Eve/lyn's tealtzation that the being who has led him on
his journey is "one girl who had previously been dual- Lrhth, all flesh, Sophia, all mind"(PÀIE 175)
simultaneously reworks Sade's Juliette/Justine dialecuc and patodies one of the staple plots
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of

fantasy fiction, which

in turn is rnformed by the archetypal gendet theoty of Jung and his follower

Erich Neumann. Accordrng to l(aren Schaafsma, the quest plot of much fantasy fiction frequently
turns on the hero's encounter with
wise Virgin Sophia. The plot

of

a

Lilith figute thzt maglcally transforms into het opposite, the

New Eue adheres so closely

to this vzriant of the fantasy quest plot,

as

outlrned by Schaafsma below, that one can only conclude that Cartet must have been indulging in
some deliberate generic parody:
Among the archetypal figures that await the hero on his downwatd path is Lilith, the seductive and
deadly young witch, who murders children and sucks the blood of men as they sleep. In Neumann's
analysis of feminine archerypes, Lilith is symbolic of negative transformation; her influence leads to
dissolution of consciousness through seduction, intoxication, ecstâsy and madness. She is associated
with the "spìritual-psychic death" rather than the physical death that is the province of the Great
Mother. . .. Flowever, as Neumann explains, the effects produced by the negative ttansformation can
also be "the forerunners of inspìration and vision and so manifest themselves as stations on aroad
leadrng to salvation, through extinction of death to rebirth"... Srmilatly, the figure of Lilith can shift
into that of her opposite, the Virgin-Sophia, beater of illumlnation, source and goal of the highest
spiritual development. (Schaafsma 53)
Schaafsma's reference to Neumann is to the Jungian typology

in his enormously influeîttalTbe

Great Mother.

of feminrne atchetypes

set out

FollowingJung, Neumann conceives of female

archetypes as male perceptions of women, rathet than as objective truths, and maps them

dynamically along two axes: the maternal and the ankna. Thus the Matetnal axis has a positive pole

(Good mother) and a negative pole @ad mother). Srmrlatly, the anima axis has a positive pole
(Sophia - wise

vtgrn) and a negative pole (I-iJith- seductive young witch). Neumann

argues that the

male "ego consciousnessrr is ovelwhelmed rvhen it apptoaches the archetype:

ff'] he outcome is seizure by the archetype, disintegration of consciousness, and loss of the ego' But
since tþis fascìnation or disintegration of consciousness means that at the polar points consciousness
loses its faculty of dtfferentration and in this constellation can no longer distinguish between positive
and negative, it becomes possible for a phenomerìon to shift lnto its opposite. Q'treumann 15-16)

Thus Litith can be petceived as Sophia, and vice versa; it is a matter of perspective, rathet than
ontology. Äccording to the logic of Neumânnrs argument, Evelyn's perceptlon that Sophia is anothet
manifestation of Lerlah/Lilith is just that- a perception, born of the psychological disorientation
engendeted by his tumultuous encounter wtth thefemme fatale.
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Those unversed in the mote obscute points of archetypal gendet theory ot the fantasy genre

¡ray r.vell miss this allusion, but in a serìse, its vety obscutity is evidence of the scrupulous detail with
which Carter plotted het invesugatron into the cultutal production of femininity. That this
rnvestigation hinges on the poliucs of looking is indisputable; the entire novel can be read as

a

dialogue with the feminist theodes of the gaze and spectatorship dominant at the time of its writing.

The figure of Tristessa, in particular, is clearly informed by Mulvey's exposition of how the male
spectator, as bearer of the look, utiìizes scopophilra and voyeurism to contain the threat posed by

\7oman ln classic Hollywood cinema. Indeed, Mulvey herself has written:
Angela Carter manâges to put into a few words something about the cinema that critics and theorists
.an spread over chapters. . .It is hard to thtnk of any more succinct summing-up of the paradox of
cinema and its projection of fantasy and illusion on to the female body than the opening of The
Pas¡ion of New Eue." (Mulvey "Cinema Magic and the Old Monsters: Angela Cartet's Cinema" 231-32)

But whereas David Punter has argued that Nr.w Eue is a novel in which " at every point the

womanis lockedlnto themetaphysicalrnsultof themasculine gaze"(21'6),I argue thatthefemnefaTak
sewes as a figure of resistance to the hegemony of masculine sutveillance and control in this text.

The femme fatale, we mighLt say, returns the insult with tnterest; she is always one step ahead of the
male protagonist because she knowingly manipulates his gaze tn order to exert power over him: the
gaze ts the hook by which she hauls hrm rn. The dual figuration of Letraln/Ldrth is a demonstration

of how tlre perception of thefenme fafal¿ shifts according to the subject's relation to patriarchal codes
of gender and power. Thus Evelyn, schooled

n

mrsogyny and sexual sadrsm in the Bdush pubhc

school system and through his immersion tn Hollywood cinema, perceives Leilah as a hypersexualized siren over whom he must exert mastety. Once embodied as a woman, his/her relation to

patÀarchalpower structures is radically alteted, with the cotollary that his/her petception of Leilah
undergoes a sþificant shift.
femme

At the end of the novel

sf

he teahzes, like Gilda': Johnny, that Leilah's

longer Leilah; what's become
fata/itl has been "just an act. " Thus s/he muses, "Leilah but no
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of the houri of ManhattanP Had she all the time been engaged in guerdlla w^tfare fot het mothet?
Had that gorgeous piece of flesh and acquiescence been all the time a show, an imitation, an
illusion?"(PIJE 172).
Naw Eue demonstrates
\ùØhen

how perspective detetmines the meanings attached to thefemmefafa/e.

the narrative point of view is masculine and hetetosexual, thefemmefatale is rcad paranoica\:

her sexuality is invoked as excessive, thteatening and casttatìng. \)Øhen fhe natator is embodied

as a

woman, thefemnefataleís rcadvery differently. Like later feminist critics such as Felski, Craciun and

Bronfen, Carter posits thefemnefata/e

as a

poþalent figute, able to be encoded simultaneously

Baudelairean fetish object and as a disguise

fot female agency. This

as a

drvergence in lnow thefemme

rs

read teflects the divergent meanings that have historicalTy attacb.ed to the figure of Lilith. However,

I

do not mean to unply that Leilah and Lilith are one and the same. As she tells Eve at the end of the
novel, after "history overtook

-yth"

and "tendered

it obsolete"(PÀ'IE 172-73), tesulting in

"a good

deal of redundancy in the spirit world"G)¡,IE 175), Lilith is able to abandon her disgurse as Leilah,
and rvith it her reliance on seduction as her only means of gaining access to pov/er.

The fìgure of Letlah/Lihth cannot be corelated with Sade's Juliette, in answer to the question

I

posed at the begmning of this chaptet, as it lacks the requisite monstrousness.

great deal of diffrculty

thatLetlahflitith

It is only with

a

can be construed as the antithesis to Ttistessa's thesis'

Nevertheless, there is a certain dialectic at wotk in this text. On a minot level, this can be seen in

Eve/lyn's characterisation of Lilith tn terms of a dialectical synthesis: "I now met one gid who had
previously been dual- Lilith, all flesh, Sophia, all mind"(PIJE 175). However, a more wide-ranging
dialectic underpins Carter's historicizin g of a particular iconogtaphy of the femrnine through the

figure of Lettah/Lilith. As previously noted, Britzolakis argues that these two figutes "tepresent the
sundered halves of Carter's ptoject- het batoque, eclectic appropdation of the westetn cultural
heritage and her commitment to demythologising
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it in the cause of political transformation"

@ritzolalas 51). Might it not be argued lnstead that rathet than "sundered halves," the figute of

Lettah/Litth is an âttempt to trace the historical trajectoty of the iconogtaphy of thefemmefatale fuom
one of its earliest exernplars in the Judeo-Christian tradition, thtough its Decadent manifestations to

its feminist re-appropriations? The Leilah/Lilith duahsm enacts the inhetent ambiguity of thefenme:
simultaneously a rrrsogynistic, Iibidrnous projection and an icon apptopriated by feminists to encode
female power and sexuality.
Benjamrn's obserwation that "every ptesent day is determined by the images that are

synchronic with it"(Benjamin
femme fafa/e, r.vhich

The Arcades PrEect

462-63 (l'{3,1)) is pettinent here. The rmage of the

continues to pelneate contempofaty culture, as its te-emergence in the neo-noir

frlms of the 1990s attests, can only be understood if it is equipped with a history. Cattet's attempt to
lrnk Leilah, a futuristic version of thefemmefaÍale, to het Decadent antecedents rn the texts of Villiers
and France, and ultimately to the myth of the "first virago," Lilith, is an attempt to show how an
rmage

not

with contemporary curïency is histotically determined. Thus Leùzin/Ltltth is best understood,

as a "sundered

half," but as an exalrple of Benjamin's dialectical image, a constellation rn which

cuïrent representations are illurninated by rmages from the past. The dialectrcal image is by defrnition
a demythologising device,

^

w^y of makrng connections between past and present ideological

formations through the juxtaposiuon of cultural representations. Cartet's methodological affnity

with Benjamin's notion of the dialecucal image can be detected rn her description of the official past
as "a vast repository of outmoded lies, whete you can check out what lies used to be à la mode and

find the old lies on which the nerv lies are based"("Ftont Line" 74).The notion of thefemmefatale

as

castrating seductress is just such an "old lie", but it is an old lie that has given dse to an infinite

number of new lies. Carter's point in recuperating this tnage is to demonstrate how this ubiquitous
reference rnyth, in its various historical inflections, continues to sttucture our perceptions

femrninity.
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of

Conclusion
Carter described the slxtres as a period that "felt like yeat one," but the feeling proved to be

¡lusory. Like every "Year One" before or since, it failed to fulfrl its ptomise. Nevertheless, the
intellectual ferment of the era provided the stimulus for both her feminism and het writing. As Sarah
Gamble puts it, Carter identiFred the decade dunng which she was in her twenties, attended
university and began to pubhsh as a "watershed decade" in her development (Gamble Angela Carter: a
'-r

'iterary Lxrt

Ð'

Cartet; herself clairns:

can date to that tirrre and to some of those debates and to that sense of heightened awareness of the
society atound me in the summer of 1968, my owri questioning of the nature of my reaLity as ^ wzman.
Ho* iLut social fiction of my 'femininity' was created, by means outside my control, and palmed off
on lrre as the real thing. ("Ftont Line" 70)

I

Her engagement with cultural theory and experimental art stems from this time. In varlous
interwiews she recollects that dunng the sixties she first rcad many of the theorists we now associate

witlr post-structuralism -Barthes, Âdorno, Lacan, Foucault, Benjamin - and became interested in the
Surrealists and French New !Øave cinema, especially the films of Godard. Her sustained

interrogation of representations and contemporary mythologies, or "social fictions" as she puts it,
can be directly traced to this eady exposure

to "continental" cultutal theory and avant-garde art.

Carter's intetest in the representational aspects of cultural ptoductron marks her out from

most of her femrnist contemporaries rvho, throughout the 1960s and 1970s for the most patt
addressed women's writing and the representation of woman in literatute from what

Todl Moi tetms

a
a "crypto-Lukácsian" perspective (Sexaalf Texnal Politics: Feminist Literary TheorytB); that is to say,

perspective that values mimetic art, andprivileges "authentic" petsonal expetience anð a rcadly

identifiable "message" over textual play, polysemic indeterminacy and slippedness. Cartet's htetary
direction had always been antrthetical, which can be atttibuted rn part to

a

teaction against the

Leavisite valuation of realism in her university Enghsh trarning as well as het immetsion in
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structuralist and post-stlucturalist theoty. Het attitude to literary realism can be adduced from the
coff',..ents she made about the Ìiterary tale m the "Aftenvord'r to the collection Fireworkr' Accordrng

to Carter, the tale is to be preferred to the short story because the tale "makes few ptetences at the
rmitation of life" and therefore "cannot betray its readers into a false knowledge of everyday life"
(1,21,-22),

This is nor to say that she thought representation drd not have matedal effects. In het

interwiew with Haffenden she stated that "there's a matedality to symbols; there's a materiality to
rmaginative hfe and rmagrnative experience which should be taken quite seriously"(Haffenden 85)'

Her whole literary project was premised on the belief that symbols, reptesentations, and
iconogtaphies not only reþresenlbut also constracl matetial realtty; an investigation into how they are
constructed and deployed can tell as much, if not more, about what we take to be "real" ^s arry
mrmetrc depiction of life.

This thesis has singled out Carter's engagement with a specific iconogtaphY, and read this
engagement in the light of two conflictrng claims. The first, made by Britzolakis and others, is that
Carter's ornate prose style coupled with het propensity to allude to fetishistic representations

of

This
woman derived ftom the tradrtion of literary Decadence constitutes a fotm of literary feushism'
sttand of criucism has sprung from the cultural femlnist traditron that regards fetishism as a uniquely

for
masculine pewersion, and disavows the possibility that women could ironically harness fetishism
strategic ends. The second claim, made by Carter herself, is that her fiction is a kind of literary

criucism that critically engages with iconic representations of femininity in otder to tender them
hypervisible. The thesis has evaluated the telauve merits of both these claims thtough detailed
readings of selected works by Cattet alongside specific Decadent intettexts, and has shown that
Carter's writìng not only interrogates the iconic tepresentations of woman staged rn these texts, but
also engages critically rvrth the critical controversies they have generated. In particular,

that lrer re-stagings of the Decadent iconographies of woman as doll, as Muse and
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I

have argued

as femme

fata/e ate

strategic and

ronic attempts to show how these iconographies not only encode but

also produce

ideologies of gender. These iconographies play a role in horv we are rnterpellated as gendeted
subjects; rn otder to understand horv we aïe positioned, it is rmperative that we grapple with horv
they work uPon us.

In effect, Carter's whole

oeuvre is a rebuke to the assumption held by cultutal or separatist

feminism that women can simply jettison the masculinist cultute of the past. The textual
deconstruction of Decadent iconographies of femrninity in Catter's fiction' which I have argued can
best be understood as instances of Benjamrn's dialectical image, shows that this wish to lettison

patriarchal artistic traditions, r,vhilst understandable, is simplisuc, because male-authoted
iconographies play a formative role, not only in men's views of women, but also in the cteation of
can
female subjectivity. Furthermore, as I have atgued in respect to thefemmefatale, an iconography
encode
bear multiple meanings, and can be re-inflected in a sort of Foucauldran reverse-discourse to

qurte antrthetical ideologies. Thus the f,rgute of

Lilith,

the fitstfemmefatale rn theJudeo-Chrisuan

tradition, rvhich has historically been a misogynisuc image of female sexuality and lust fot powet' has
been appropriated by feminists as a symbol of female r^ge and tebellion'

The debates between cultural and poststructuralist feminisms about the politics of
representation and textuality are less potent now, because cultural feminism has lost its fotce in the
age

of third-wave or post-femmism. Nevettheless, it i.s important to acknowledge this histotical

conflict within feminism because it demonstrates Carter's prescience about the duecuon feminism
would take towards the end of the twenLieth and the beginning of the twenty-first centuties, with its
focus not on mimesis, on texts as mirrors of or windows onto the real, but on tepresentations and
textuality. In fact, Cafier can be credrted with having helped shape contemPotary feminist concerns;

it is pethaps her influence on postmodern feminism, rathet than metely het prescience, that ought to
be credited here.
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Which, of course, bnngs us back to the question raised at the beginning of the thesis as to
w6et¡er Carter's postrrrodern aesthetic is anuthetical to her femrnism. My reading of Catter's ficdon
as

literary critrcism demonstrates that her writing practice can be considered as an instance of what

Rosaltnd l(rauss terms a pan-literary practice; one that dissolves the boundades berween creative
and critical forms (37), Il'auss argues for the pata-hterary as an exemplaty postmodern practice,

as

opening up a space for "debate, euotation, partisanship ,betrayal, reconciliation" tather than the

"unity, coherence, or resolution that we usually think of as constituting the work of literatute"
other

'vords,

(37) .

In

the conflation of literature and criticism opens up a space in which the constructedness

of texts and representations can be revealed and interrogated. Linda Hutcheon makes a rcIated point:
I suppose the very word representation unavoì.dably suggests a given which the act of reptesenting
d.rpl.ot.. in some way. This ìs normally considered the realm of mimesis. Yet, by simply making

representation into an issue again poslmodernism challenges our mimetic assumptions about
reþresentation. , .assumptions about its transparency and corrrnonsense naturalness' And it is not just
postmodern theogt tharhas provoked this rethinking. Take, for instance, Angela Carter's story, "The
Loves of Lady Purple". , , (The Po/itit't of Po$rnoderniw 30)

For I(rauss, the writings of Barthes and Derrida exempüE/ the para-Iite:-:iry; for Hutcheon, Carter's
more overtly hctional texts perform the same work of revealing the unnaturaLness, the creaking stage
machinery, of tepresentation.

This thesis does not clarm to be an exhaustive account of Carter's intettextualtq- a subject
that constitutes an almost limitless field of

itq*y,

as

the essays in the recently published volume

Angela Carter Re-Virite(t: Texß, ContexTs, Intertexts, attest.

Nor does it pretend to have the Frnal word on

her relation to literary Decadence. Rather, it has sought, thtough a series of detailed intertextual
readings, to demonstrate that Cartet's referencing of a specific tradition of tepresentation can be
considered as a form of hterary criticism that is specifically and delibetately feminist in its bnnging to

hyperwisibhtry and its historiciztng of misogynistic iconogtaphies of the feminine. It has shown that
Carter's ficLional critiques are one way for feminists to gtapple with the weight of disabling
representations of femininity that always threaten to reduce women to Woman. This is a work that
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will never be "done"; it is Utopian or naive to think that millennia of cultutal tradition can be simply
erased or jettisoned by edict. Possibly the most radical aspect of Cattet's project is its demonstration

that we are always enrneshed in and constituted by representations; it is het ironic deployment tathet
than her rejection of misogynistic reptesentatjonal traditions, which enables het deconstructive
strategy of showing how we ate caught.
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